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Sandstone Pharmacies is locally owned and operates 16 

locations throughout Central and Southern Alberta, with 

8 locations in Calgary. We are 240 employees strong 

and our team is dedicated to providing exceptional 

patient care.

Sandstone Pharmacies has the mass and infrastructure 

that allows management to participate with government to 

meet ever-changing demands within our public health care 

system, while still retaining the personal patient 

relationships and excellent service levels for which 

independent pharmacies are renowned.

Our mission is to improve quality of life within the 

communities we serve by offering a “person-centered” 

health care model that is supported by pharmacists that 

hold the highest qualifications and are supported by state-

of-the-art technology. Our technology and operation 

systems are compatible throughout all of our locations, 

allowing our pharmacists to seamlessly use our entire 

infrastructure to fulfill diverse and specialized client needs.

Our commitment as a company is to exceed your 

expectations by providing value-added support services, 

which go far beyond dispensing drugs, to individuals 

and businesses alike. 

At Sandstone Pharmacies we encourage and expect our 

team to be innovative problem solvers and ever learning 

individuals.  Our references will heartily support that we have 

established a reputation for superior patient care, excellent 

customer service and exceptional partners in business. •  BRAGG CREEK
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HOUSEHOLD HELPERS

BEDLOUngE
The BedLounge was created for hours of comfortable sitting 
and reading. As you sink into its soft layers of down, quality 
resilient foam, and fleece combed fibers, you will understand 
why the BedLounge is more exceptional than any other 
comfort lounger on the market. Also  designed to support 
the upper and lower back, neck, shoulders, and head. It 
allows you to relax in ultimate comfort whether you're sitting 
upright or reclining. Comes in white.  Dimensions: 21" x 27" x 25" 
(53 x 68.5 x 63.5 cm).

Lg394

TRavEL PiLLOw
Travel Pillow is great to take with you on air-planes, trains, cars or 
buses.  Allows you to sleep comfortably when travelling.

Lg036

CUP HOLDER
A handle that attaches to everyday mugs, glasses and bottles, 
increasing grip and stability while drinking. The innovative 
clip-on design snaps on and off easily, and the wraparound style 
protects hands and fingers from hot mug surfaces. Hand wash 
in warm water and dry thoroughly before use.  Always hold 
mug with both hands. Attach before adding hot liquids. Do not 
microwave. 

Lg680 Blue
Lg681 Red
Lg682 White

MOTiOn SEnSOR LED PORCH LigHT
This handy LED unit offers extra light whenever things get dim. 
The unit features automatic on/off operation thanks to a light-
sensitive photocell. Weather-proof and battery operated so you 
can place it anywhere, indoors and out. Automatic LED light. Silver 
finish. Adjustable light head. Battery operated, 4 C batteries (NOT 
included). 5.75” (15 cm) diameter.  Extends 5.75” (15 cm) from the 
wall. Weighs 1.25 lbs (0.5 kg).

LF510
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HOUSEHOLD HELPERS

viEwBaSE iPHOnE 
HOLDER
The Viewbase flexible iPhone 
Holder can clamp to a tray 
table, the side of a wheelchair 
or anywhere on the go. This 
innovative holder grips both flat 
and round surfaces up to 2" in 
width (5 cm). The spring-loaded 
top clamp securely holds an 
iPhone or iPod touch with or 
without a protective case. Fits 
iPhone 5, 4, 3Gs, 3G, 1 and iPod 
touch 4, 3, 2, 1.

LF127

LOw viSiOn KEyBOaRD
The Low Vision Keyboard is the perfect keyboard for visually 
impaired individuals in low light environments.  Features bright 
yellow keys with large, easy-to-see letters and numbers.  Works 
with all computers and is USB wired.  Also great for laptop users.

Lg097

EaSy REaCH - SEaT BELT HanDLE™ 
The Easy Reach - Seat Belt Handle™, is designed for everyday use by 
not having to twist as far and reach as strenuously to access your 
seat belt.  Helps to prevent  back and shoulder strain. Comes in 
packs of 2 black.  Dimensions: 9.25” x 2.75” (24 x 7 cm).

LF114

ExTEnDaBLE BaCK SCRaTCHER
Extendable Back Scratcher is great for the 
hard to reach spots on the back.  It's discreet 
storage makes it ideal for travel and you'll 
want to have one of these extendable back 
scratchers handy at home, at the office and in 
the car.

Lg031

wiRELESS KEy FinDER 
Locate your lost keys instantly. Simply attach one of the colour 
coded receptors to your key ring and press the corresponding 
colour on the transmitter it will cause the receiver to beep at a 
loud 95 decibels, allowing you to find your keys anywhere within 
a 50 feet operating range. 2 colour coded key chains included. 
Transmitter size: 3.5” x 2” x 0.75”, (8.9 x 5 x 1.9 cm) Transmitter 
batteries: 2 x AAA (NOT included), Keychain size: 1.5" x 0.5” x 1.25” 
(3.8 x 1.3 x 3.2 cm). Battery: 1 3v Lithium (included). 

LF125
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HOUSEHOLD HELPERS

REjEwEL jEwELRy CLEanER
The Rejewel Jewelry Cleaner is small enough to fit in a purse and 
ready to use at any time. The pen is filled with the concentrate 
formula that is gentle on jewelry and skin. No large jar of cleaner to 
carry around. Cleaner comes out of a “handy brush" by twisting the 
bottom.

LF559

COUCH ORganizER
This 6-pocket organizer adjusts to any couch or chair armrest, 
allowing you to keep frequently-used items handy while serving as 
a tidy drink and food tray.  It conveniently holds remote controls, 
reading glasses, program guides, food, drinks and much more.

Lg903

gaS TanK CaP TURnER
Many of us, especially those with Arthritis or hand injuries, will 
appreciate this great new tool that uses leverage to twist your gas 
cap open easily and to tighten as well. The turner fits over the gas 
cap and the raised handle with its three turning slots allows you 
to easily turn the cap to open and to re-tighten. Just fit the turner 
onto your gas cap and twist!

LF115

LED FLaMELESS CanDLES 
Enjoy the warm, rolling flicker of candlelight 
without any of the risk or mess. These pillars 
are made of real wax to look, feel and flicker 
just like a real candle. Simply flick the switch 
to enjoy hours of soothing ambiance, or 
use the 5-hour feature to set your candles 
to turn on and off automatically at the 
same time each day. Easy to operate and 
completely safe. Requires 2 x AA batteries 
(NOT included) to provide up to 1000 hours 
of flickering candlelight.

 

LF107 4”  (10 cm) Wax Candle
LF108 6”  (15 cm) Wax Candle
LF109 8” ( 20 cm) Wax Candle

HanD Bag ORganizER
Organizers make switching from handbag to handbag quicker 
and easier than ever.  They help organize the contents of your 
handbags, and can be easily transferred from bag to bag so nothing 
is left behind.

Lg033

STEaLTH S.S.a.® SOUnD aMPLiFiER
This revolutionary Stealth S.S.A.R sound amplification system is 
both affordable and discreet. Designed to look like an expensive 
cell phone earpiece, the Stealth S.S.A.® will allow you to stylishly 
hear the sounds of nature. It is lightweight and compact. A soft 
foam handle fits snuggly over the ear. Includes rechargeable 
batteries and UL listed charger so the Stealth S.S.A.® lasts all day!

LF104

nEw
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HOUSEHOLD HELPERS

BiOS Living DELUxE LaPDESK 
COzy wORK STaTiOn 
This portable lap desk features a large 
work surface for a book, magazine, 
laptop or a lunch plate.  The flexible 
gooseneck lamp provides task lighting 
for working, reading or writing, and 
a handy beverage holder keeps your 
drink tip-free.  Powerful LED light allows 
you to work or read in the dark. Carry 
handle makes travel easy.  Requires 3 AA 
batteries (NOT included). Dimensions: 
19" x 14.5" x 2.3" (48 x 37 x 6 cm)

LF133

EaSy PRESS DESKTOP STaPLER
With the simple press of two fingers, the Easy Press Desktop 
Stapler is the perfect stapler for the office. Its soft touch grip makes 
for comfortable, easy use.

Lg043

LED FLEx nECK LigHT
This little light has unlimited uses.  Four bright LEDs have both 
wide angle and spot settings.  The light can bend and hold its 
shape, and is adjustable in any direction.  Great for doing crafts, 
working on your laptop, reading and so much more. Requires 2  
AAA batteries (NOT included).

LF134

BiOS Living Ez TaPE DiSPEnSER
This handheld tape dispenser features a unique ergonomic shape 
that makes it easy to use for big taping jobs. The one button load 
and cut system means you can operate it with only one hand. Load 
tape length as you wish. Great for gift wrapping.

LF105

CaRSOn 
PagEgLOw
This paperback sized 
rechargeable book 
light is equipped 
with 3 super bright 
LED lights along the 
handle and a 3 - level 
dimming switch 
allowing the user to 
adjust to the desired 
brightness. Lasts 

30 hours, rechargeable with the provided USB cable. Ergonomic 
thumb groove and detachable page clip allows for easy placement 
on reading material. Protective case included. Weight: 4 oz (0.1 kg). 
Dimensions: 7.25” x 5.375” x 0.875” (18 x 14 x 22 cm).

LF136

TRavEL waLLET
The Travel Wallet has a total of 11 pockets with a zipper closure 
for added security.  It is great for organizing belongings when 
travelling abroad,.  It is hand washable in mild temperature water 
and soap. Colours may vary.  Dimensions: 10" x 9.5" (25.5 x 24 cm).

Lg797

nEw
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HOUSEHOLD HELPERS

HOvER TaBLE
The Hover Table is a mobile solution for comfortable eating, reading or working anywhere in the house. The air mesh fabric and 
contoured frame fit securely over your lap, creating a breathable cushioning effect which allows users to stay cool and comfortable 
for hours. The polypropylene tray top can be easily removed for thorough cleaning.   Dimensions: 19" x 15" x 4"  (48 X 39 x 9 cm).

57074 Black
57075 Green

POLyPROPELEnE TRay TOP
Polypropelene tray can be easily 
detached from the air mesh base 
via velcro fasteners, perfect if 
you need to spot clean either 
component.

vELCRO FaSTEnERS

nOT jUST anOTHER 
HanDy TaBLE

aiR MESH CUSHiOning
Designed for super comfort

LigHTwEigHT inTERnaL FRaME
Contoured frame fits securely over your lap, with 

soft air mesh fabric creating a cushioning effect 
between you and the tray top.  Rests softly 

and securely. End result - your legs stay 
cool, you stay cool.

nEw
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HOUSEHOLD HELPERS

LED TOUCH BEDSiDE LaMP
This sleek LED Touch Lamp lights up with just a tap, and the soft, 
glowing light makes it easy to find your keys, phone, or sunglasses 
without having to turn on the overhead light. Perfect for those who 
need to leave early without waking up anyone else in the room. 
Requires 3 AAA batteries (NOT included). . Dimensions: 8" x 5" x 1.5" 
(20 x 12.5 x 3.8 cm).

Lg857

gROUnDED OUTDOOR TiMER
The  Grounded Outdoor Timer is great for programming outdoor 
lights to go on or off. Comes standard with a heavy duty grounded 
cord and plug. 15A-120V-1800W

xC924

PLUg in inDOOR TiMER
The plug in timer has 48 on and off settings per day. Great for 
programing lights within the home to go on or off
at night to prevent falls. Grounded 3 prong with side outlet. For 
indoor use only. 120V AC 60 Hz

xC922

nigHT LigHT waLL TaP
Converts single wall outlet into 3 grounded outlets for extra daily 
use. Features a built-in LED night light and long-lasting LED bulb.

Lg856

CORD SwiTCH
This 10' (120"/304 cm) extension cord with easy hand switch lets 
you control your lamps or appliances at your fingertips. Comes with 
polarized piggyback plug that eliminates "Standby Power" in the off 
position. It is UL Listed with 125VAC / 60Hz/10A/ 1250W.  

Lg858

12' inDOOR ExTEnSiOn CORD
With a convenient button located on the cord, this 12' extension 
cord lets you turn items on or off with the tap of your foot. 
Designed with three polarized outlets, it offers easy access to those 
hard to reach plugs. No more unplugging cords when you want to 
turn lights or appliances off. UL Listed. Also available in green.

Lg855

nEw
nEw

nEw

nEw
nEw

nEw
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HOUSEHOLD HELPERS

LigHTED TiSSUE BOx
This clever product serves as not only a  tissue box, but also a 
stylish light and an organization tool - with a small inset on top for 
placing your keys, wallet or phone so you can find them easily, day 
or night. Dimensions: 6.5" x 5" x 6" (16.5 x 12.5 x 15 cm).

Lg859

inSTanT CHaiR 
waRMER
Luxurious and comfortable, 
the soft fleece-like outer shell 
combines with a metallic 
backing to trap your body 
heat and reflect it back to 
you, warming you instantly. 
Measures 60" x 27" (152 x 
68.5 cm) with an elastic band 
to secure to your favourite 
chair.

Lg861

FOOT waRMER anD MaSSagER
Microwave or freeze the included two reusable gel packs for hot
or cold therapy. The foot warmer and massager is made from a
durable fleece material.  With its relaxing vibrating massage feature, 
this portable unit can also be used on the back and neck.  Requires 
4 AA betteries (not included).

Lg818

KniTTED HanD waRMERS
These fashionable hand warmers have two layers of warming with 
the crocheted acrylic yarn and fleece lining.  They help keep your 
hands and wrists warm while letting your fingers be free.  One size 
fits all.

Lg854

FOLD-away TaBLE 

It’s there when you need it, and folds away when you don’t .  This 
small but practical table has room for your book, glasses, remote 
control, coffee - and can even hold your Cpat machine next to your 
bed. The patented fold-away design makes this table perfect if you 
have limited space next to your chair, sofa or bed, and is portable 
enough to be moved from room to room.  Just attach the metal 
bar that provides balance and stability, slide it under the furniture, 
then lift up the table.  Supports 10lbs plus.  For use with stationary 
furniture, not recliners and stores easily in a closet.  Dimensions: 
16.5”x 18” (42 x 45.5 cm) table surface 15” x 10.75” (38 x 27 cm).  
Made of wood and MDF with melamine finish.

Lg868 Walnut  Lg978 Black Plastic
Lg977 Black  Lg879 Walnut Plastic

nEw

nEw
nEw

nEw
nEw
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HOUSEHOLD HELPERS

TwO DECK CaRD SHUFFLER
Shuffle cards with the touch of a finger.  This one-or two-deck 
automatic shuffler allows you to spend more time playing and less 
time shuffling. Requires 4 AA batteries (NOT included). 

LF163

Ez SEE LO viSiOn CaRDS
The EZ See Lo Vision Playing 
Cards feature extra large sized 
numbers and faces on standard 
size cards. The 1.5” (4 cm) extra 
large print helps those with low 
vision play their favourite card 
games with ease.    

LF160

BOOKgEM®
The BookGem is the reading stand that holds your book open in a 
variety of positions. Spring loaded clips holds the book securely, 
yet opens easily when you want to turn the pages.  The folding legs 
make it versatile – use it at a desk or on your lap. The BookGem® can 
hold paperbacks, hardbacks, iPads, Kindles, Nook, Sony Readers, 
Androids and Windows tablets.

LF145

PLaying CaRD HOLDER
The perfect solution for people who enjoy playing cards but find 
it difficult to hold them due to arthritis or other hand limitations.  
Holders can also hold mah jong tiles, recipes or memos.

Lg065 Playing Card Holder 10"
Lg066 Playing Card Holder 15”

PLaying CaRD HOLDERS
Set of 4 handy playing card holders in various colours. Great for 
people who love playing cards, but have difficulty holding the 
cards due to arthritis or limited grasp in their hands. (Cards NOT 
included).

LF164

gOOD gRiPS® POP-UP COOKBOOK HOLDER
The Pop-up Cookbook Holder automatically opens for easy loading 
and can accommodate very thick and tall books without tipping 
over. The clear splatter screen holds cookbooks securely in place 
and upright at an easy-to-read angle without distorting words or 
images.  

Lg015

jUMBO inDEx PLaying CaRDS 
A single deck with numbers and suits 100% larger than a normal 
standard deck to reduce eye strain.

LF161
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HOUSEHOLD HELPERS

LUMBaR aiR PLUS
If you need adjustable and portable back or neck comfort, the 
Lumbar AIR Plus is for you. It works great in bucket seats, airplanes, 
and smaller seats. You may place the support wherever it’s required, 
and inflate the air chamber accordingly. Clinically tested and 
proven beneficial for improving spinal curvature over an extended 
period of time. Black colour not shown.

LF221

EMBRaCE aiR PLUS - nO PUMP
An economical alternative to our Embrace AIR Plus back support, 
the Embrace Plus utilizes the vertically adjustable Kinetic Internal 
Sliding Support system. An added foam cushion provides the 
user with lumbar support (no air).

LF222

EMBRaCE aiR PLUS
Embrace AIR Plus is recommended worldwide by healthcare 
professionals. Designed with pressure mapping, its open cell foam 
(15 year life) contours to your body naturally, offering gentle lateral 
support. Adding a patented 10” (25.4 cm) vertically adjustable air 
system gives you the best tested, proven, and guaranteed back 
support.  Black colour not shown.

LF220

LaP DESK FOOT REST COMBO
A lightweight, portable multipurpose accent made from high-
quality memory foam. Perfect for adding incredible comfort to 
your home, office, dorm room and more! It turns any coffee table 
or hard surface into an incredibly comfortable ottoman while 
offering dozens of other great uses, such as a lap desk, armrest, 
remote-control holder, lumbar or knee support. Colours may vary. 
Dimensions: 14” x 11.5” x 5” ( 35.6 x 29.2 x 12 cm).

LF139
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HOUSEHOLD HELPERS

SwEETSLEEP™ wiCKing BED SHEETS
Repels moisture 20x faster than 100% polyester sheets! 
SweetSleep™ sheets are made of a unique blend of brushed acrylic 
and polyester.  SweetSleep™ sheets repel the sweaty sensation, 
adapt to the body and conserve a constant temperature. Every 
SweetSleep™ sheet set features antimicrobial protection. Colour: 
Ivory.

LF196 Twin LF198 Queen
LF197 Full LF199 King

gEL COOLing PaD
Cools and soothes for hours without needing refrigeration. Lowers 
body temperature and improves comfort, providing relief from 
heat-related symptoms and stressed and strained muscles. Can be 
used as a pillow insert, mattress pad, seat pad or wheelchair pad. 
Unfold and it's ready to use. Refrigerate for maximum cooling. Do 
not freeze.

LF154 12” x 8” (30 x 20 cm)
LF155 14.5” x 21” (37 x 43 cm)

KOaLa COMFy
Take this back cushion for comfortable support and relief from 
back pain no matter where you are - at home, in the office or while 
travelling. This unique cushion was designed based on principles 
of the Alexander Technique, which focuses on eliminating poor 
posture habits. The Comfy is extremely light, compact and foldable 
for easy portability. Measurements: 14” x 9” x 2” (36 x 23 x 5 cm).

LF227

KOaLa HUg
The Koala Hug is the first anatomically designed lower back device 
that supports the lumbar spine without placing any pressure on 
the abdomen. A non-invasive treatment for reducing lower back 
pain, the Hug was invented by a renowned orthopedic surgeon, 
with over 30 years of clinical experience. Features a one-time 
adjustment that fits waist sizes from 29” - 55” (74 - 140 cm). 
Instructional DVD included.

LF226
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HOUSEHOLD HELPERS

BiOS Living COMFORT SLiPPERS
These well made and well designed comfort slippers are ideal 
for anyone who has problems with their feet swelling up or joint 
discomfort. They are easy wear and the fleece lining is ideal for 
keeping feet warm and snug. Solid non-slip rubber soles are an 
added feature. Comes in navy blue.

LF030 Extra Small (Ladies Size 6)
LF031 Small (Ladies Size 8 / Mens size 6)
LF032 Medium (Ladies Size 10 / Mens size 8)
LF033 Large (Ladies Size 12 / Mens size 10)
LF034 Extra Large (Ladies Size 14 / Mens size 12)

THERMOgLOvES
ThermoGloves electric gloves use environmentally friendly Lithium 
Ion batteries that quickly charge and provide regulated even heat 
for hours. ThermoGloves are the first slim fit flexible heated glove 
that are thin enough to even fit inside ski gloves, work gloves or 
motorcycle gloves for added protection and warmth. Use alone as 
heated winter gloves or as battery heated liners.

Lg967 - Small - Medium  Lg968 - Large - X-Large

BaTTLECREEK® BEDwaRMER
Placed under the bottom sheet, the gentle heat rises to keep you 
cozy. Ideal for persons with cold or achy feet, poor circulation in 
their extremities or Restless Leg Syndrome. Allows the user to heat 
the area quickly and then switch to low heat for gentle warmth 
throughout the night. Dimensions: 19.5” x 36” (50 x 91 cm).  Ideal 
for either covering one side of the bed or lying across the entire 
foot of the bed.

LF928

nEw
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HOUSEHOLD HELPERS

BRaCELinK BRaCELET CLaSP FaSTEnER
This Bracelet Clasp Fastener acrylic jewelry device lets you attach 
your bracelet with one hand! Simply slide your Bracelink to any 
table edge, wrap the bracelet into position, and it is done!

LF560

CLaSP-iT
Magnetically attach necklaces, bracelets and anklets with the six 
piece set that includes two silver clasps, two gold clasps, silver and 
gold jewelry extenders.

Lg900

BRaCELET aSSiSTanT
The Bracelet Assistant holds one end of your bracelet firmly in 
place, so you can take the other end and easily clasp the ends 
together.  Works equally well for right hand and left hand.  Features 
a compact, fully lined box, only 7" in length  (17.8 cm) and is 
designed to store the fold-away device as well as several bracelets 
in the jewelry compartment. 

Lg094

nEw

nEw

nEw

iLiD iPHOnE waLLET CaSE
The thinnest iPhone wallet in the world. Constructed from 
lightweight polycarbonate, the iLid will protect but not weigh your 
phone down. Safely locks in place to secure your money, credit 
cards, and even keys! Great for travelling or a trip to the gym.

Lg852 - iPhone 4
Lg853 - iPhone 5

EaSy On waTCH wiTH gLOw 
in THE DaRK nUMBERS
Enjoy this stylish watch with large 
numbers that are easy to read
in the light or in the dark! Watchband 
adjusts with a self-fastening 
closure. Strap is 7 1/2" long with a 
self-fastening band that fits most. 
Available in large (men's) and medium 
(women's). 

Lg860
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HOUSEHOLD HELPERS

REST-gUaRD DELUxE MaTTRESS/PiLLOw COvERS 
The Rest-Guard Deluxe fully enclosed covers are manufactured from a unique fabric called a fluff fabric, which is made of a 100% high 
quality cotton blend. These covers have no seams, pockets or folds for bedbugs to hide in and lay their eggs, and are specifically designed 
to block out all allergens, and most other particles as small as cat dander. Unlike sheets, they encase and protect the entire mattress and 
zip up tightly. Used beneath your regular bedding, our fully enclosed mattress covers will not only silently and invisibly protect against all 
allergens, but any soiling or liquid spills that might occur on the mattress through regular use as well.

Lg650 Rest Guard Deluxe Twin Mattress
Lg651 Rest Guard Deluxe Twin XL Mattress
Lg652 Rest Guard Deluxe Double Mattress
Lg653 Rest Guard Deluxe Queen Mattress
Lg654 Rest Guard Deluxe King Mattress

Additionally, the Rest-Guard encasings can be used for bed bug protection.  Independent test data proved bed bugs and their eggs could 
not get through the fabrics or zippers. They offer complete protection while remaining soft and breathable beneath your sheets, so you 
always sleep comfortably. Extra care is also taken in the design and construction of Rest-Guard encasings with features such as concealed 
zippers and waterproof, shrink-proof polyurethane backing which will give them a perfect fit even after repeated washings. We believe 
you won't find a finer, more comfortable encasing anywhere at any price. Mean pore size is 1.2 microns and the covers come with a 5-year 
warranty.
Lg655 Rest Guard Twin Mattress
Lg656 Rest Guard Twin XL Mattress
Lg657 Rest Guard Double Mattress
Lg658 Rest Guard Queen Mattress

PROTECTS 
AGAINST 
ALLERGENS

PROviDE 
WATERPROOF 
PROTECTION

PROTECTS 
AGAINST ANTI-
BACTERIAL GERMS

PROTECTS 
AGAINST STAINS

PROTECTS 
AGAINST DUST-MITES
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HOUSEHOLD HELPERS

LED PROjECT LaMP wiTH MagniFiER
This is the perfect task light for detailed artwork, needlework 
projects, model making, and more.  The versatile, sturdy base can 
stand freely and has a fully adjustable gooseneck.

Lg028

iLLUMinaTing HanDHELD MagniFiER
With 12 super bright LED lights, the Illuminating Handheld 
Magnifier enables you to read small text, or to see fine details 
regardless of the lighting. The push button switch comes with two 
settings, low or high brightness.

Lg462

LED UnDER CaBinET LigHT
LED Under Cabinet Lights can be used under cabinets in kitchens, 
dens, entertainment centers, laundry rooms and closets.  Great for 
lighting up tight spaces and dimly lit areas.  Takes 6 AAA batteries 
(NOT included). 

Lg042

LED MagniFying 
gLaSS
This LED Magnifying Glass is 
a basic handheld magnifier 
that features a lightweight 
construction.  Use this hand 
tool to get a closer look at 
stamps, maps, crossword 
puzzles, and more.

Lg060

LED MagniFying gLaSS
This magnifier not only enlarges 
print, making it easier to read, it also 
illuminates simultaneously.  Don’t 
struggle with low light situations and 
keep a hand free while you magnify 
small objects.

Lg041

LED BOOK LigHT
This Book Light is the perfect study tool for students.  Also great for 
elderly individuals in dimly lit areas.  Comes in a pack of two.

Lg039

2.5x

5x

3x
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HOUSEHOLD HELPERS

MagniLinE™
The MagniLine™ magnifying glass is the perfect travel companion. 
Designed to fit in a pocket or purse, its sleek design is the perfect 
size for reading books, newspapers, recipes, and coupons. The 
integrated super bright LED makes it perfect for reading in low 
light environments.

Lg379

SUREgRiP™ 
The SureGrip™ hand and stand magnifier has a 2x glass lens 
with built in 10x spot magnifier.  Great for threading needles, 
removing splinters, or anytime when two hands are required.  
The SureGrip™ is perfect for those who want the durability of a 
magnifying lens and require additional hand strength.

Lg381

MagRx ™
The MagRX™ is a 2.5x power clip-on magnifier designed to fit on 
most standard prescription bottles. Simply clip the magnifier to 
a prescription bottle and swing the magnifying lens outward to 
magnify text. 

Lg383

LigHTED MagRx ™
The Lighted MagRX™ is a 3x power clip-on magnifier designed to 
fit on most standard prescription bottles. Simply clip the magnifier 
to a prescription bottle and swing the magnifying lens outward to 
magnify text. Two ultra-bright LED lights on the Lighted MagRX™ 
illuminate the prescription label.

Lg384

LigHTED MagniFOLD™ 
The LED Lighted MagniFold™ is designed with a rectangular lens, 
shaped for the way you naturally view things, and a collapsible 
handle locks three different positions for the most comfortable 
alignment. Fold the handle flush for easy storage. The Lighted 
MagniFold™ Magnifier has built-in LED illumination.

Lg382

POCKET MagniFiER™
The Pocket Magnifier™ is a multi-power LED lighted magnifier with 
three magnifying powers: 6x, 5x and 2.5x. It features a crystal-clear 
acrylic lens. It is an ideal low vision aid, perfect for reading fine 
print, and fits easily in a pocket or purse.

Lg380

2.5x 3x

2x

2.5x

2x

4.5x
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SCREEn MagniFiER
Perfect for fine print reading.  It has a sturdy PVC and ABS plastic 
that swivels 3600.   The viewing area is 4.25" x 6.25" (10.5 x 16cm).  
Overall size is 9" x 7.75" x 2.75" (23 x 20 x 7 cm). 

Lg891

MagniFLaSH™
The MagniFlash™ is a 5x aspheric, LED lighted Magnifier and 
Flashlight combination. Aspheric lenses provide a clear image with 
no blurring and little to no distortion. The MagniFlash™ comes with 
a neck strap and case. 

Lg385 MagniFlash™ 5x
Lg386 MagniFlash™ 7x
Lg387 MagniFlash™ 9x
Lg388 MagniFlash™ 11x

EzREaD™
The ezRead™ transforms your television into a visual aid.  Simply 
place the ezRead™ directly on top of your reading material to 
display the magnified image in full colour right on your television 
screen.  The internal LED illumination ensures that the image on 
your screen is bright and easy to read.  The size of your television 
monitor determines the actual magnification of the item.  Operates 
with 3 AAA batteries (NOT included) or supplied 10' A/C power 
adapter

Lg393

LCD MOniTOR MagniFiER
The LCD monitor magnifier has an elegant and lightweight design 
with adjustable magnification.  The high quality lens increases the 
text size by more than double to avoid strain on the eyes. 

Lg785 15" Lg786 17" Lg787 19"

nEw
nEw
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FREEHanD™
The FreeHand™ lighted magnifier offers the versatility of handheld 
or hands-free use. The 2.5x lens with built-in 5x spot magnifier is 
mounted on a folding handle for easy conversion from handheld 
to hands-free function, while providing a wide range of viewing 
angles. At just 4 ounces, it’s perfect for use in the home or office. 

Lg389

LUMiLOUPE™ ULTRa
Choose the LumiLoupe™ Ultra Magnifier 5x for detailed inspection, 
to view stamps and coins and for reading fine print. 

Lg391

MagniCaRD™ 
The MagniCard™ is a compact, easy to use 3x power magnifier that 
is so small it fits easily in your pocket, handbag or your wallet.  This 
magnifier comes with a built-in super bright LED light that activates 
at the touch of a button for use in low light conditions.  Dimensions: 
3.25" x 2.25" x 2.5" (8.25 x 5.7 x .63 cm).

Lg390

LEnSMag™ 
The Lens Mag Lense  is a 2 pack high powered magnifier  that 
Attaches to the iPhone 5/5S/5C through built-in magnets. Included 
in each 2-pack is a 10x and 15x magnet magnifier. Simply remove 
the case from your iPhone 5™ and place the desired high powered 
magnet magnifer over the camera. The LensMag™ will now act as a 
macro lens.

Lg392

2.5x

5x 10x 15x

3x
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LED LigHTED DESKTOP MagniFiER 
The LED Lighted Desktop Magnifier is a super-bright desk lamp 
with a built-in magnification lens. With 60 super-bright, energy 
saving LED lights, this magnifier doubles as an adjustable 
magnifying lens and a bright desk lamp.  The main lens has a 
magnification of 1.75x and the spot light of 2.25x.

Lg459

LED LigHTED CLaMP-On MagniFiER 
This LED Lighted Clamp-On Magnifier features 90 super bright, 
energy saving LED lights. The magnifying lens features a 1.75x 
magnification with a lens cover for protection.

Lg460

12-LED 
MULTiFLEx FLOOR 
MagniFying LaMP
Five-inch diameter, 
high-quality, acrylic 
optical lens. Allows 
for detailed reading, 
hobbies and crafts. 
Fully flexible gooseneck 
adjusts to any position 
for optimal illumination. 
AC adaptor included. 
Battery powered option 
with 3 D cell batteries 
(NOT included). LED 
lights last 100,000 hours. 
Dimensions: 11” x 9” x 53” 
(27.9 x 22.9 x 134 cm).

LF584

LigHTED MagniLOOKTM

The  Lighted MagniLook is the Magnifier that's always ready! This 
Magnifier boasts a 2.5x power crystal-clear acrylic lens, 4.5x power 
spot lens, built-in ultra bright twin LED Lights and adjustable 
neck strap. The MagniLook™ Maginifier can be used as both a 
Pendant Magnifier and as a Hand Held Magnifier. Simply unclasp 
the MagniLook™ Magnifer from the neck strap and it can be used 
Hand Held. Having trouble remembering where you put your 
Magnifier? The Lighted MagniLook™ Magnifier is perfect for you.

LH073

4.5x
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3” MagniFiER
Our basic handheld magnifier 
has an acrylic 3” (8 cm) lens 
diameter and plastic frame. The 
bifocal lens allows the user to 
go from 3x magnification to 4x 
magnification.

gR203

2” MagniFiER
Our basic handheld magnifier 
has an acrylic 2” (5 cm) lens 
diameter and plastic frame. The 
bifocal lens allows the user to 
go from 2x magnification to 5x 
magnification.

gR201

3.5” MagniFiER
Our basic handheld magnifier has 
an acrylic 3.5” (9 cm) lens diameter 
and plastic frame. The bifocal lens 
allows the user to go from 3.5x 
magnification to 4x magnification.

gR204

2.5” MagniFiER
Our basic handheld magnifier has 
an acrylic 2.5” (6 cm) lens diameter 
and plastic frame. The bifocal lens 
allows the user to go from 2.5x 
magnification to 4x magnification.

gR202

CREDiT CaRD MagniFiER
This small convenient magnifier can easily fit in your wallet.  The 
magnifier is only 3” (8 cm) long, has a plastic lens, 2x magnification 
and comes with a protective case.

57021

iLLUMinaTing DESKTOP MagniFiER 
Don’t spend your time squinting and straining your eyes trying to 
read fine print in bad lighting. The Illuminating Desktop Magnifier 
makes reading the smallest text in the worst lighting, a breeze with 
the 5x magnification lens.

Lg461

5x
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iLLUMinaTED MagniFiER- LaRgE
This large illuminated magnifier has a 3” (7.5 cm) lens diameter 
with 2x magnification.  The 6  LED lights encompass the 
magnifying glass and allow for use at any time of the day.  The 
ergonomic handle is rubberized for a comfortable, secure grip.  
Requires 2 AAA batteries (included). 

57024

iLLUMinaTED MagniFiER- SMaLL
This small illuminated magnifier has a 2” (5 cm) lens diameter with 
2.5x magnification.  The 5 LED lights encompass the magnifying 
glass and allow for use at any time of the day.  The ergonomic 
handle is rubberized for a comfortable, secure grip.  Requires 2 AAA 
batteries (included). 

57023

PagE MagniFiER
Our extra large Page Magnifier, 9” x 6” (22.5 x 16 cm), providing 
the user with a larger viewing area.  This plastic lens magnifier is 
encased in a faux leather black frame for ease of use and has a 2x 
magnification.

57022

COMPaCT MagniFiER
This simple and easy to use glass magnifier has a 4.5x magnification. 
Its small, convenient design can easily fit into pockets and purses, 
and the handy leather pouch protects against scratches, damages 
and fingerprints.

57020

4.5x 2x

2x2.5x
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Day-LigHT CLaSSiC
The Day-Light Classic is designed to provide optimal bright light 
therapy treatment.  The height-adjustable legs allows the light to be 
positioned at an appropriate height and angle for the user, the legs 
can adjust to a maximum height of 28” (71 cm).  The white diffusing 
lens eliminates glare and evenly distributes the light.  The high 
impact polycarbonate lens filters 99.3% of harmful UV rays.

LF175

naTURaL SUnLigHT LaMP 
The Natural Sunlight Lamp is a light that mimics natural sunlight. 
It’s designed specifically to recreate the wavelengths of light in 
order to give users the feeling of sunlight. Comes with power 
adapter.  Dimensions: 7.5" x 1.5" x 6" (19 x 4 x 15 cm).

Lg463

naTURaL SUnLigHT aLaRM CLOCK 
The Natural Sunlight Alarm Clock recreates the sunrise whenever 
you want, gradually lighting up to gently wake you with soothing 
sounds and a warm light. 

Lg464

SaD LigHT
The BLUElight from SAD Solutions uses blue light technology 
to give you a quick, safe and 100% effective light treatment. 
This product has been developed based on extensive published 
research on the efficacy of blue light therapy.   The improved long-
lasting Lithium Ion battery technology means power for up to 5 to 
7 treatment sessions.   The blue light can be at a far lower intensity 
than full spectrum light and therefore much kinder on the eyes.  
Dimensions: 6" x 5.25" x 1" (15 x 13 x 2.5 cm).

Lg927

nEw
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26” (66 cm) - not actual size

26” (66 cm) - LF573

32” (81 cm) - 57016

26” FOLDing REaCHER
The 26” (66 cm) Folding Reacher with magnetic tip has a 2.5” (6 
cm) opening feature and interlocking tips. Easily folds down to 
put in purse, or rollator basket. The serrated jaw offers a secure 
grasp. At the tip of this reacher there is a magnet that helps pick up 
lightweight metal objects. 

LF574

RainBOw REaCHER
This lightweight reacher has an easy-to-use small squeeze grip 
which is ideal for small or arthritic hands.  The long-lasting cup 
tips are replaceable and have a pick-up capacity of 1 lbs (0.4 kg).  
Colour may vary.

LF580 32” (81 cm)

REaCH-n-gRiP
Pick up small items securely with minimal finger flexion, 
using the 32” (81 cm) Reach-N-Grip. With its rubberized 
textured surface, the Reach-N-Grip will have a strong hold on 
objectsRequires 2 AAA batteries (included).  

LF573 26” (66 cm)
57016 32” (81 cm)
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(TelescoPik® shown in pictures)

(Handle colour may vary)

26” (66 cm) - LF571

32” (81 cm) - LF572

TELESCOPiK® REaCHER
The most versatile reacher ever!  With a simple turn of the locking 
collar, the TelescoPik® can adjust from a 30” (76 cm) reacher to a 44” 
(112 cm) reacher.  Made from strong polycarbonate and aluminum 
materials for superior performance and durability.  The 5.5” (14 cm) 
wide jaws can rotate 90º, allowing the reacher to fit into awkward 
spaces.  The jaws also include a foam rubber insert allowing the 
reacher to hold objects as small as a dime.  The ergonomic trigger 
grip can lift objects weighing up to 5 lbs (2 kg).

LF570

PiKSTiK® REaCHER
This strong, lightweight, ergonomic reacher allows you to grab and 
move in one easy motion.  The large jaws are 5.5” (14 cm) wide and 
can pick up larger items better than any other reacher.  With 360º 
rotating jaws, the PikStik® can pick up objects at any angle and the 
textured tips provide a non-slip grip for all surfaces.

LF571 26” (66 cm)
LF572 32” (81 cm)
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ClassicTM

HANDIGRIPTM

With a new non-slip handle for better grip, a magnetic tip for 
those hard to reach items and a dressing post – all now standard 
features – the Classic is available in two lengths 26”/65cm and 
32”/82cm and a folding model providing flexibility of use with 
rugged build quality.

LG485 - The Classic 26” (66 cm)
LG486 - The Classic 32” (81 cm)
LG487 - The Classic Folding 32” (81 cm)

Designed for maximum usability and minimum effort you will be truly 
amazed with what you can use the Handigrip for. High or low, 

between narrow gaps there’s no end to the places you will be able to 
safely reach. The Unique rotating head gives maximum visibility to 

retrieve an object, without taking the strain in the wrist. 

LG481 Handigrip 26” (66 cm)
LG482 Handigrip 32” (81 cm)

Comfy grip handle

Shoe HelperTM

The Shoe Helper can be used to retrieve items around the home, 
particularly footwear. Let this great tool take the strain away 
from the back when reaching and stretching to get dressed is a 
challenge.  The hooked trigger can be used as a dressing tool to 
pull up/around clothing as well as a great way to hang up when 
not in use. 

LG483 Shoe Helper 26” (66 cm)
LG484 Shoe Helper 32” (81 cm)

Rotating head for
easy access anywhere
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34" HEavy DUTy REaCH anD gRiP wiTH SUCTiOn CUPS 
Pick up small and large items securely with minimal finger flexing, using the BIOS Living lightweight heavy duty reacher. The extra-wide jaws 
with suction cups will have a strong hold on objects.

• 34” (86 cm)
• Lightweight heavy duty aluminum shaft
• Pistol grip with SecureLock, locks suction cups in place
• Extra wide Jaws - 10” (25.5 cm)
• Ergonomic handle for ease of use

57045

HEaLTHSMaRT™ gRiPLOC™ SLiDing REaCHER 
Engineered from the ground-up, the GripLoc™ Sliding Reacher incorporates a unique design, offering increased leverage and better control 
than traditional reachers. Exclusive PowerSlide™ technology coupled with large easy-to-grasp handles make opening and closing the jaws 
effortless.  New Twist and Click™ Lock offers an intuitive way to lock the jaws in place keeping your items safe and secure until you release 
them.  43" (109 cm).

Lg703
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THE HEavy wEigHT PEn
This unique, perfectly balanced writing tool reduces fatigue while 
increasing muscle strength and has been weighted to decrease 
hand tremors.  The only writing utensil available with the 
exclusive Pen Grip technology. Stylish design.  Each refillable pen 
includes a high quality Swiss ink cartridge.

LF544  Heavy Weight Pen
LF544P Heavy Weight Pencil

Ring PEn
Ring Pen relaxes the hand while writing to help ease the pain of 
arthritis and prevent writer’s cramp.  Placing one finger through the 
ring creates a relaxed and solid grip.  For left or right hand use. 

Lg071

THE PEnCiL gRiP 
The Pencil Grip is a revolutionary applied technology that works 
with the body’s natural physiology to gently place fingers in the 
proper position for gripping.   Allowing over 90% surface contact 
with its soft comfortable gripping surface.  The Pencil Grip sets the 
industry standard in ergonomics.

LF543E English
LF543F French

PEn again
The Pen Again’s ergonomic design takes advantage of the natural 
weight of the hand to generate the pressure needed to apply ink 
to paper. Its crutch-like shape steadies the hand and engages 
the whole arm so it allows its user to relax and guide it, rather 
than forcefully grip it, which reduces hand fatigue and eliminates 
cramping.  Comes with 2 refills.

LF555

ROCKET wRiTER
Ergonomic design ensures the proper “tripod” finger position. 
Kids are drawn to its rocket shaped design. The rocket shape takes 
advantage of the natural weight of the hand rather than rely on 
the child’s ability to grip the pencil. Simple twist-top mechanism to 
expose more of the refill. Dual built-in erasers.  Comes in a 2 pack.

LF555R

BiOS Living TRiangLE PEnCiL gRiPS
Triangle Grips are a classic style, giving a comfortable grip that 
encourages proper finger posture. Suitable for left-handers as well 
as righties, they slip on standard-size pencils easily and hold their 
position securely. 

LF542
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Day TRaCKER
Never forget the day of the week again.  The Day Tracker is a 
convenient tool that will help organize you on a daily basis.  The 
large 8” (20 cm) face will display the current day of the week 
continuously and at a quick glance.  Adhesive notes can be applied 
to the rim to alert of special events for the week.  

LF150    English   LF150F French

HD wRaP aROUnD SUngLaSSES
These wraparound sunglasses are a safe way to shield your 
eyes from the sun since they block light from all sides.  The high 
definition enhances the clarity and colour.  These glasses are 
suitable for both men and women and can be worn with or 
without prescription glasses.  Free visor clip with every purchase.

LF110

STEaDy wRiTE PEn
The Steady Write Pen is designed to help improve the handwriting 
of people with arthritis, Parkinson’s or other hand limitations.  The 
triangular base balances and stabilizes the hand to smooth out 
shaky penmanship.  Pen not included.

Lg072

ETaC COnTOUR PEn
The Contour is a lightweight pen for people suffering from 
rheumatism. It is gently rounded, making it pleasant and 
comfortable to grip. 

Lg488

nEEDLE 
THREaDER
The Blue Elite is an automatic needle threader designed for use by 
individuals with fine motor disabilities or arthritis. Suitable for all 
types of needles, the device is designed for ease of use. The user 
inserts the needle, lays the thread in the groove, pushes the lever, 
pulls the thread through and removes the threaded needle.

LF547

THREaDing HELPER
Designed for individuals with limited eyesight, arthritis or use of 
only one hand. Unique design makes it easy to thread needles. 
Needle NOT included.

LF548
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gaRDEn LiTTLE BELT 
Stay organized while working in the garden and keep your hands 
free!  Garden Little Belt comes with a plastic quick clip nylon belt.  
Great to hold your tools while working in the garden.

LF232

KnEE CUSHiOn
The Knee Cushion gives support when gardening, planting and 
weeding. It helps to reduce stress on knees and the lower back.  
Can also be used when cleaning the bathtub or sorting low 
cabinets.  Easy to clean. Dimensions: 11.5" x 15.5" (29 x 39 cm).

Lg044

2 way KnEELing PaD 
Put the joy back in gardening with the 2 Way Garden Kneeling 
and Sitting Pad. Kneel or sit in comfort with this combo cushioned 
kneeling pad and garden seat that’s easy to tote, set up and fold 
away. Lock the arms open on the kneeling pad to help you get up 
and down. Flip the kneeling pad over and the arms become two 
sturdy legs supporting a comfortable and secure seat.

LF231

KnEELing PaD 
The Kneeling Pad is a great solution for reducing knee pain 
and lower back stress. Protects knees when kneeling on hard 
surfaces such as asphalt, concrete, grating, gravel or wood. Can 
also be used when bathing young children, gardening or doing 
handywork around the house.  Colours may vary.  Dimensions: 14” 
x 11” (36 x 28 cm).

LF230
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PROFESSiOnaL aDjUSTaBLE FOOTREST
The adjustable footrest has four height positions and an easy-glide 
platform which rocks your feet and adjusts the tilt angle smoothly 
and quietly.  The ergonomically large platform has a surface with 
bumps to massage the feet while enhacing comfort and relieving  
strain.  Dimensions: 18" x 13" x 6.5" ( 45.7 x 33 x 16.5 cm)

Lg791

TaBLET STanD
The Tablet Stand provides easy and hands-free access to your 
tablet.  You can rotate, change the angle and swivel your tablet for 
optimal view in landscape or portrait.  The weighted base provides 
excellent support and the tablet can be attached and removed 
easily.  Fits Apple iPad, Samsung Galaxy tablet, Microsoft Surface, 
Kindle Fire and any other tablet 7" -10 " (18 - 25.5 cm). Dimensions: 
7" x 7" x 8" (18 x 18 x 20 cm)

Lg789

ROTaTing TaBLET STanD
The Rotating Tablet Stand can pivot a full 360° for optimal view.  
It can be used in either landscape or portrait view and folds for 
convenient storage.  Fits Apple iPad, Samsung Galaxy tablet, 
Microsoft Surface, Kindle Fire and any other tablet 7" -10 " (18 - 25.5 
cm). Dimensions: 8.25" x 8.75" x 2" (21 x 22 x 5 cm)

Lg788

PREMiUM aDjUSTaBLE FOOTREST wiTH ROLLERS
The ergonomic design of the premium adjustable footrest 
supports your legs at the most comfortable height and tilt.  The 
platform rollers and surface bumps massage your feet while also 
improving circulation.  The simple foot action adjusts the tilt 
smoothly and quietly with three levels of adjustable height. 
Dimensions: 18" x 15" x 6.5" ( 45.7 x 38 x 16.5 cm)

Lg790

nEw

nEw
nEw

nEw
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jazz Rx™
This backrest is ideal for any longterm sitting such as at home, 
work, in a car or on a plane. Tucked behind your back, the JazzRX™ 
prevents back aches and pains by providing lumbar support and 
maintaining the spine’s natural curve. JazzRX™ has been found 
to improve sitting posture and reduce tension and stress in the 
lower back, allowing for more comfortable prolonged sitting. Easily 
portable and customizable to fit your individual needs. 

LF080

nECK viTaLizER M3™
Neck, shoulder and back pain/fatigue often causes slouched 
sitting. As a result, the head protrudes too far forward placing 
additional stress on the neck and shoulders, also known as 
“Forward Head Posture”. Neck Vitalizer M3™ is an effective device 
for correcting this malfunctioning posture and reducing neck and 
shoulder stress. Within seconds of lying on Neck Vitaliser M3™ 
you will notice the neck drop backwards, the chest open up and 
shoulder and neck muscles relax. Features a convenient pump for 
inflation and customization.

LF082

LUMBaR DECOMPRESSOR M3™
Lumbar Decompressor M3™ relieves pain and discomfort in the 
lower back. Simply inflate this easy-to-use product to desired 
fullness and place under lower back region. Gravity pulls your body 
downwards gently over the device, decompresses the lumbar spine, 
frees pinched nerves and increases circulation to the area. Features 
a convenient pump for inflation and customization.

LF083

DELUxE BaCK & LUMBaR SUPPORT
The Deluxe Back & Lumbar Support is ergonomically designed 
to provide complete support for the back and spine.  Its unique 
polyurethane foam retains its shape and rebounds at pressure 
points for comfort, while the adjustable straps hold the cushion 
firmly to the chair.  Includes a removable cover for easy cleaning. 

Lg792

nEw
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HOSPiTaL SURFaCE MaTTRESS TOPPER
The unique design of the Hospital Surface Mattress Topper 
features four different levels of firmness to provide proper 
support and pressure relief.  Made from high density memory 
polyurethane foam, the topper will provide consistent 
performance for long-lasting suport.

Lg752 - Twin (74" x 38" x 2" / 188 x 96.5 x 5 cm)
Lg751 - Double  (74" x 53" x 2" / 188 x 134.5 x 5 cm) 
Lg750 - Queen (74" x 59" x 2" / 188 x 150 x 5 cm)
Lg749 - King (74" x 75" x 2" / 188 x 190.5 x 5 cm)

LUMBaR BaCK SUPPORT
The Lumbar Back Support is engineered to cradle your lower spine 
for the ultimate support and comfort.  Forming to your lower back, 
the Lumbar Back Support reduces pressure points.  It is made from 
high quality gel-infused memory foam and comes with a handle 
for easy carrying, as well as an elastic strap for positioning in any 
office chair or car seat.  Zipper polyester/cotton cover is removable 
for easy washing.  Dimensions:  14" x 13" x 4.5" (35.5 x 33 x 11.5 cm).

Lg753

SUPPORT CUSHiOn
The Support Cusion provides excellent support for the curvature of 
your lower back and neck.  Portable and lightweight, the Support 
Cushion has an adjustable elastic strap and can be used at home, 
office or in your car - anywhere that you sit.  Made from 100% 
polyuerethane foam with a zippered removable 100% polyester 
cover for easy washing. Dimensions: 12" x 4" x 4" (35.5 x 10 x 10 cm).

Lg754

nEw
nEw

nEw
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HiDE - away gUEST BED
The Hide - Away Guest Bed is ideal for overnight guests, providing 
the comfort of a regular mattress.  The unique, fold-away design 
makes for easy storage until the next guest arrives. Dimensions: 72" 
x 25" x 3" (185.5 x 63.5 x 7.5 cm)

Lg755 - Tan 
Lg756 - Blue

KnEE REST
The Knee Rest is engineered to support the knees and legs to 
reduce pressure on the lower spine and ease pain.  The Knee Rest 
provides therapeutic support and comfort for extended periods 
of time.  Made from 100% polyurethane foam with a removable 
polyester/cotton cover that is machine washable. Dimensions: 
16.5" x 15.5" x 6" ( 42 x 40 x 15 cm).

Lg757

LEg PiLLOw
The Leg Pillow helps restore natural spine alignment of the back, 
hips and knees, providing cushioning support to relax muscles and 
encourage a more comfortable sleep for back pain sufferers.  Made 
from 100% polyurethane foam with a zippered removable 100% 
polyester cover that is machine washable. Dimensions: 10" x 7.5" x 
6" (25.5 x 19 x 15 cm). 

Lg758

SaMBa Rx™
This sleek, portable cushion improves sitting posture and reduces 
back pain and fatigue during prolonged periods of sitting. 
Reduces stiffness, aches, pains and fatigue in the lower back 
while sitting. Structure alleviates pressure points underneath 
the buttocks by taking pressure off the coccyx and pelvic floor. 
Portable and customizable. 

LF081

nEw

nEw
nEw
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SiMPLE SLEEP 2 PaCK COnTOUR PiLLOwS
The Simple Sleep Contour Pillow cradles your head in pure comfort 
to help you rest easy. Filled with premium low profile memory foam, 
this pillow adapts to the natural curve of your neck and spine to 
provide the support you need. Offers medium-firm support. Comes 
in a 2 pack. Dimensions: 12" x 20" x 2" (30.5 x 50.5 x 5 cm)

Lg935

THE SOLiTUDE waTER PiLLOw
The Solitude Water Pillow is an adjustable pillow with a water-
filled bladder to keep your head warm in the winter and cool 
in the summer. This pillow has a firm side and a soft side 
that will naturally form to your head shape. The removable 
adjustable bladder makes it easy to adjust, easy to clean, and 
is microwaveable. Great support for a tired head and neck.  
Dimensions: 26" x 18" x 7" (66 x 45.5 x 17 cm).

Lg926

anTi SnORE PiLLOw
The rechargeable Smart Sensor Anti-Snore Pillow is the latest 
technology in the quest for a good night's sleep. Made of soft 
and supportive contoured memory foam, it features a built-in 
sound sensor that detects the sound of snoring. When snoring is 
detected, an internal air bag automatically inflates to increase the 
pillow height by 3", and then deflates immediately. This gentle 
nudge is usually enough to prompt the sleeper to change position 
and stop snoring. Features multiple settings for light or heavy 
sleepers. Works up to 8 hours on a full charge. Fits in a standard 
pillow case and also includes washable cover.  
Dimensions: 25" x 13" x 5.5" (63 x 33 x 14 cm).

Lg934

King COiL TRaDiTiOnaL gEL PiLLOw
Get a superior sleep with the SmartGel Memory Foam Pillow. Made 
with cooling gel, it cradles your head and neck better than a fiber 
pillow while ensuring the best possible sleep temperature.
Dimensions: 24" x 16" x 6" (61 x 40.5 x 15 cm).

Lg936

nEw
nEw

nEw
nEw
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ROPHi CUSHiOn 
The patented Rophi Spinal alignment cushion is designed to help alleviate lower back pain by correctly aligning the spine and 
pelvis while you sleep. Scientific studies, carried out by the University of Central Lancashire, have shown a significant reduction of 
pain intensity, stress and a marked improvement in mobility. By reducing pain and stress, the Rophi promotes a better sleep pattern 
so you feel more rested.

Place the cushion between the knees and sleep in a semi-fetal position: to promote a natural healing process, held in place with 
medical stockings. The filling eliminates perspiration as it does not retain moisture. The Rophi won’t compact: it has been tested 
25,000 times during 1 minute to mimic a person sleeping with the cushion during 365 nights. Results of 12 years of Research and 
Development, the Rophi is ergonomically the optimal size and shape for users. Anti-microbial, anti-bacterial, anti-dust mite, non-
toxic and non-allergenic.  Machine wash warm water; tumble dry. 

* "UCLAN Report December 2012 “ determining the clinical effectiveness of the Rophi Cushion in the management of low back pain

Lg793

THE PROBLEM
• Bad posture is a key element in developing 

acute back pain which, for 1 in 5 sufferers, 
develops into chronic back pain.

• Bad sleep posture exacerbates any existing 
back pain, which leads to sleep deprivation 
and stress.

• By sleeping in the correct position, on one’s 
side, in the semi-fetal position and with the 
knees together, the spine and pelvis are 
correctly aligned to allow the multifidus 
muscles to relax, permitting the body's 
natural healing process to begin. The spine 
realigns to its correct position and the discs 
between the vertebrae regenerate.

• Sleep patterns are restored, stress is reduced 
and the back pain subsides.

• Keeping one's knees together at night 
causes pressure and increases the risk of 
perspiration, forcing them to advance one 
knee in front of the other. This twists the 
base of the spine and the pelvis, putting 
the back out of alignment and to more 
discomfort and pain.

THE SOLUTiOn
• The Rophi Cushion was conceived, researched, developed and tested over a 12-year period to 

ensure the most efficient use of current technology and medical evidence.

• The patented fibre cushion filling offers a unique range of benefits :
a) The Rophi Cushion provides a high level of pressure relief
b) It eliminates perspiration 
c) It is non-toxic, anti-microbial, anti-fungal/bacterial, anti-dust mite and non-allergenic
d) It does not compact
e) It is the optimum size and shape for users 
f ) Flame retardant

nEw
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aDjUSTaBLE BEDSiDE 
TaBLE
The Adjustable Bedside Table 
features a metal frame with 
adjustable leg heights from 
13"-17" (33-43 cm) to match 
any size mattress. Replaces 
bulky nightstands at a fraction 
of the price. Assembles in 
minutes; no tools required. 
Lightweight and portable, folds 
and stacks for easy storage. 
Easy twist mechanism lets you 
easily adjust the height and 
can be placed anywhere on the 
bed. 

LF132

TRayMaTE® 
Connects and holds 
tight to any furniture 
arm. For snacking 
while watching TV or 
reading. Ideal for use 
as a drawing, hobby, 
reading or writing 
table.  Use on any 
armchair or sofa. User 
may get into and out of 
chair without moving 

the TrayMate®.  No tools required.  Dimensions: 9” x 8.5” (23 
x 22 cm).

LF210

TaBLEMaTE® i
The Tablemate is ideal for those with mobility problems, or anyone 
recovering from an illness, surgery or injury.  The large tray top, 19.75” 
x 25.5” (50 x 65 cm), is perfect for eating, crafts and writing.  Can fold 
down completely for convenient storage.  No tools required.
LF170

TaBLEMaTE® ii: Smaller tray top size of 15” x 20” (38 x 51 cm).  Can 
adjust from 21.75” to 29.25” (55 to 74 cm). Holds up to 50 lbs (23 kg).
LF171

TaBLEMaTE® v: This wider based version of the TableMate II 
is ideal for use with recliners, lift and wheelchairs. Adjustable to 6 
different heights with a tray size of 19.75” x 25.5” (50 x 65 cm). 

LF172
(TableMate® V shown in picture)

BiRCH wRiTing TaBLE
This stylish table is ideal for writing or reading, with a surface that 
prevents you from leaning forward and helps to maintain a correct 
posture. The table is 22” w x 17” h (56 x 69 cm).

LF149

aDjUSTaBLE  
FOLD-a-way FOOTREST
The Fold-A-Way Footrest converts any 
chair into a relaxation station where 
you can comfortably elevate your legs 
while you read, watch TV or take a nap. 
The foam-filled cushion helps absorb 
the built-up tension in your legs, feet 
and lower back. Folds flat for storage. 
Dimensions: 15” x 12” x 14” 
(38 x 30 x 36 cm).

LF131
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DigiTaL inDOOR HygROMETER
This Indoor Hygrometer displays relative humidity and 
temperature with the BIOS Colour Comfort Scale, indicating the 
ideal level of humidity for human health and the health of your 
home.

258BC

anaLOg THERMOMETER/HygROMETER
This indoor thermometer with humidiguide comes complete with 
clear, easy-to-read dials and rotating faces. The modern design 
makes this unit a great addition to any room in the home.

TR415

DigiTaL in/OUT SUCTiOn CUP THERMOMETER
This whimsical, house-shaped suction cup thermometer measures 
and displays temperature and can be placed on the interior 
or exterior of any window. The jumbo display shows current 
temperature with the most recent minimum and maximum 
temperatures.

314BC

anaLOg 12" DiaL THERMOMETER
This 12” easy-to-read temperature dial makes a nice addition to your 
backyard or shed. It accurately displays the outside temperature in 
Celsius and Farenheit.

TR605

DigiTaL in/OUT wiRELESS THERMOMETER
This wireless thermometer displays transmitted readings from a 
remote sensor up to 30 m/100'  away from the indoor monitor. 
With its multiple sensor capability the
indoor monitor can display temperature from up to 3 sensors.
• Indoor/outdoor temperature
• Min/max memory
• Wireless transmission up to 30 m/100' 
• Multiple sensor capability
• Temperature trend
• °C/°F switchable

315BC

nEw
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EaSy On & OFF SOCK aiD™ 
This sock assist aid is unlike any other product on the market. Easy 
On & Off Sock Aid™ has been designed to bring efficient support 
to anyone with mobility problems. Even without the use of both 
hands, this product will bring back the simplicity of wearing your 
socks. One simple step and they are on, one swift movement they 
are off. Suitable for putting on and off all kinds of socks including 
nylons and light compression stockings.  Package comes with both 
on and off sock aid.

LF260

BiOS Living SOCK aiD
For anyone who has difficulty bending and/or reaching their feet, 
it’s ideal for arthritis sufferers. The sock aid allows people to put 
on their socks independently and easily despite pain and physical 
limitations. Made from semi-flexible plastic attached to two long 
handles. 

57032

EaSy-PULL On HOSiERy aiD
Easy-Pull On Hosiery Aid supports compression hosiery, medical 
stockings, socks and panty hose.  It’s easy to slide your foot in to 
and pull on the sock with handles, without having to bend down or 
struggle.

LF263 

SOCKy STOCKing aiD
Socky Stocking Aid is small and flexible and therefore easy to carry 
with you. The narrow front in combination with the prefolded nylon 
fabric makes it easy to pull the sock onto the stocking aid. The foot 
slides easily on the fabric so that the sock slides into place.

Lg489 Socky Stocking Aid Short 15.75" (40 cm)
Lg490 Socky Stocking Aid Long 23.5" (60 cm)
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UnivERSaL nO BEnD 
The Universal No Bend stocking aid is the perfect solution for 
putting on stockings. The round edges help to prevent snags. 
Comes with built-in hinges. The easy glide strips help your foot 
slide into your sock or stocking. Comes with a built in shoehorn. 
10” (25 cm) long.

LF262

TERRy CLOTH SOCK aiD
Flexible plastic sock aid makes putting socks or stockings on easier. 
Large 32” (81 cm) loop handles are great for those with arthritis. 
Nylon lining allows easy sliding of the foot through the sock aid. 
Terry cloth outer cover can be bent to fit any size of sock and 
stocking.

LF264

SOCK HORSE – SOCK aiD
The innovative Sock Horse allows you  to put on socks easily and 
quickly without rope handles. It was designed with a sturdy hand 
to help people with back, knee or hip problems, with decreased 
flexibility as well as those who are pregnant or may be overweight.

Lg640

HELPing HanD SOCK aiD
Roll the sock or stocking on, drop Soxon to the floor and wriggle 
your toes in and pull up on the loops.  The towelling liner allows 
easy travel over foot and ankle while ensuring a wrinkle-free sock. 
Works for stockings too.

Lg746

ziPPER Ring PULLS 
The Zipper Ring assists people with arthritis or limited hand 
dexterity to hold onto zippers. It is ideal for clothing, purses and 
jackets.  Includes three ring pulls which measure 1” (2.5 cm) in 
diameter.

Lg477

TEaK wOODEn SHOE HORn 
This teak stained wooden shoe horn is 21” (53 cm) long and is easy 
to use. It comes with a cord to hang up for easy storage.

Lg596

nEw
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FLaT ELaSTiC LaCES
Tie these elastic laces once and you'll never have to tie or untie 
them again. Ingeniously designed to stretch so that the foot can 
slip into and out of any shoe like a loafer. Flexible 30” (76 cm) flat 
elastic laces.  3 pairs per package.

LF237 30” (76 cm) White
LF238 24” (61 cm) Black
LF239 24” (61 cm) Brown

nO KnOT LaCES
No Knot Laces are a revolutionary new kind of shoelace that come 
with metallic clips to allow you to convert your current shoes into 
convenient comfortable slip-ons. Avoid ever having to tie your 
shoelaces again. Comes in black or white for 4, 5 or 6 eyelet shoes. 
Plastic shoehorn also included! 

LF240 (4) Eyelet Black LF241 (4) Eyelet White
LF242 (5) Eyelet Black LF243 (5) Eyelet White
LF244 (6) Eyelet Black LF245 (6) Eyelet White

ELaSTiC SHOE LaCES
With the BIOS Living Elastic Shoe Laces, any pair of laced-up shoes 
can be easily turned into a slip-on shoe. BIOS, stretchable 26” (66 
cm) shoe laces, stay in place and are ideal for people with arthritic 
hands or difficulty tying laces. Sold in a pack of 2.

57029 Black
57038 White 

CURLy LaCES
Never tie laces again with your Curly Laces. The spiral cord design 
straightens out to 45” (114 cm). Simply lace through the eyelets and  
pull to desired tightness. Available in various colours.

LF246
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METaL SHOEHORn
Never bend to put your shoes on again! At 24” (61 cm) 
this metal shoehorn is ideal slipping on shoes easily, 
without back strain. The strong, one-piece design is 
made from durable metal with a smooth enamel finish 
and won't snag socks or stockings.

57027

jOCKEy LOng HanDLE SHOEHORn
With its long 24” (61 cm) shaft, the Jockey Long 
Handle Shoehorn is perfect for people with a 
limited range of motion. Features a chrome-plated 
shaft and flexible head for ease of use. 

LF248

PLaSTiC SHOEHORn
This 16” (41 cm) lightweight Plastic Shoehorn comes 
with a convenient to hang up when not in use. 
Available in various
colours.

LF249

31” SHOEHORn
This 31” (79cm) shoehorn is ideal for putting on 
shoes with ease.  Perfect for anyone with back pain or 
limited mobility.  Comes in various colours.

Lg056

HEEL aiD
Use with a post-op shoe to eliminate the pelvic obliquity caused 
from the difference in the leg length.  Simply peel one or two 
layers at a time to adjust the height 3/4", 1/4" or 1/8" to your needs.  
Features a durable leather cover with three resilient 1/8" rubber 
layers are tapered for comfort.  Layers are firmly held together by 
peel-apart adhesive.  Use bilaterally for progressive treatment of 
plantar fasciitis or Achilles tendonitis. 6 come per pack.  One size 
fits all.

Lg933 

nEw
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MEDi-LOgiCS SiLiCOnE TOE SEPaRaTORS
Medi-Logics Silicone Toe Separators reduce friction and irritation 
between the toes.  Help relieve pain of soft corns (between toes), 
overlapping toes and nail problems.  Sizes available: small, sedium, 
large.

LF281 Small LF282 Medium LF283 Large

SiLiCOnE anTi-FRiCTiOn RingS
Silicone Anti-Friction Rings relieve friction, pressure, blisters, corns 
and calluses. The soft silicone ring cushions and protects, providing 
relief from sheer and abrasive forces. 3 rings per package.

LF287 One Size

MEDi-LOgiCS SiLiCOnE HEEL CUPS
Medi-Logics Silicone Heel Cups are recommended for patients 
diagnosed with heel spurs, plantar fasciitis or general heel 
discomfort. The unique design incorporates a soft blue silicone dot 
into the most sensitive area of the heel to provide supplemental 
shock absorption. Sizes available:  small, medium, large.

LF284 Small LF285 Medium      LF286 Large

SiLiCOnE  ETaTaRSaL CUSHiOnS
The anatomical design provides shock absorption to the metatarsal 
area and helps relieve the friction under your metatarsal heads. 
Recommended for conditions such as Metatarsalgia, Fat Pad Atrophy 
and Morton’s Neuroma. Provides unsurpassed cushioning and 
comfort while also reducing calluses.

LF279 Small LF280 Large

SiLiCOnE TOE STRaigHTEnERS
Silicone Toe Straighteners reduce friction and irritation between 
the toes.  Helps relieve pain of soft corns, overlapping toes and 
bunions. 1 per pack.

LF270 Small
LF271 Medium
LF272 Large

MEDi-LOgiCS SiLiCOnE TOE CREST 
Medi-Logics Silicone Toe Crest relieves forefoot and toe pain caused 
by hammer, claw and mallet toes.  They also provide maximum 
comfort and reduce pressure from the toes and metatarsals. 
Sizes available: Small, medium, large (right or left).

LF273 Small Right LF274 Small Left
LF275 Medium Right LF276 Medium Left
LF277 Large Right LF278 Large Left
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MEnTHOgEL
These pads provide a refreshing way to soothe foot pain. A pleasant menthol scent helps to keep feet feeling fresh all day and prevents 
odors.   Thanks to a soft, stretchable gel, the pads immediately mold to the exact shape of your foot for a custom fit. The wave and circle 
patterns absorb shocks and reduce pressure points.   A complete line of 11 products soothes a variety of foot troubles. A storage bag is 
included. One size fits most. Washable.
 

Lg944 - Set of 4 Toe Seperators (a)   Lg950 - Set of 2 Toe Pads (g)
Lg945 - Set of 2 Toe Protectors (B)   Lg951 - Set of 2 Arch Protectors (H)
Lg946 - Set of 2 Toe Seperators (C)   Lg952 - Set of 2 Healthy Insoles (i)
Lg947 - Set of 2 Bunion Protectors (D)  Lg953 - Set of 2 Heel Protectors (j)
Lg948 - Set of 2 Bunionette (E)   Lg954 - Set of 2 High Heel Forefoot Pad (K)
Lg949 - Set of 2 Forefoot Cushions (F)

a - SET OF 4 TOE SEPERaTORS

F - SET OF 2 FOREFOOT CUSHiOnS

B - SET OF 2 TOE PROTECTORS

g - SET OF 2  TOE PaDS

C - SET OF 2 TOE SEPERaTORS

H - SET OF 2  aRCH PROTECTORS

D - SET OF 2 BUniOn PROTECTORS

i - SET OF 2  HEaLTHy inSOLES

E - SET OF 2 BUniOnETTE

j - SET OF 2  HEEL PROTECTORS

K - SET OF 2  HigH HEEL FOREFOOT PaD

nEw
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PODOwELL aLExiS
The Alexis is an extra roomy, washable, lightweight, flexible shoe 
with a removable inlay.  The soft textile anti-bacterial finish helps 
keep your shoes fresh and odor-free.  The Velcro® adjustable 
opening gives you a stable, comfortable fit and extra room. 

Please see price list for correct sizing. 

LF665 - LF677

PODOwELL angEvin
The Podowell Shoe has an adjustable and removable back strap 
for easy convenience. It's breathable fiber and machine washable 
for hygiene and comfort. Personalize your shoes by replacing the 
removable sole. Made of a 3D polyamide fibre and an antibacterial 
bamboo terry cloth lining insole. 

Please see price list for correct sizing.

LF654 - LF664

BiOTiME BRyCE SHOES
Biotime Bryce feature full grain leather uppers, leather lined quarters 
and suede heel pockets. Sizes: Unisex, euro. 36 - 46, double strap 
closure system. Widths available: Medium, wide and extra wide .

Please see price list for correct sizing.

LF511 - LF521

SizE CHaRT

Euro 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

Woman 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Men 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

SizE CHaRT

Euro 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

Woman 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Men 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
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24” SOFT gRiP 2 in 1 
DRESSing STiCK anD SHOEHORn
This simple dressing stick eliminates the need to bend 
in awkward positions, with a thick easy to grip handle 
featuring a push pull S-shaped hook and long-handled 
shoe horn. The lightweight 2-in-1 dressing stick is ideal 
for pulling on or pushing off clothes, retrieving items 
and putting on shoes.

57030

anTi-SLiP SnOw TREaDS
These special non-slip studs offer excellent traction on ice and 
snow.  It includes 10 durable durable spikes and is made from 
thermorplastic elastomer.  They are flexible up to -400C. Shoe not 
included.

SEa004 Medium - Fits shoe size 5-8
SEa005 Large - Fits shoe size 8-11
SEa006 X-Large - Fits shoe size 11-13

LEg LiFTER 
This convenient device will allow you 
to move your legs safely, especially 
following hip surgery. Ideal for clients 
with weak hip flexors following total 
hip replacements. 10” (25 cm) foothold 
bends to accommodate any foot. Total 
length 42.5” (108 cm).  Weighs 2.5 oz. 

LF266

BOOT jaCK 
Removing shoes and boots just got easier!  The Boot Jack's tapered 
slot design fits all sizes and shapes, and features a serrated edge  
for scraping bottoms of boots both for indoor and outdoors. Great 
for all types and styles of footwear. To remove boots, sit down and 
place one foot on the flat base and place other boot heel in the 
removal slot. Pull heel out first to remove boot.

LF265

BUTTOn HOOK
The Button Hook makes button and zip 
fastening a breeze! It incorporates a stainless 
steel shaped hook at one end, and is designed 
to assist one-handed dressing by passing 
through the button hole and over the button 
to grip and pull.

LF259

SnOw anD iCE SHOE gRiPPERS
The Snow and Ice Shoe Grippers are universal to suit most shoes, 
boots and trainers.  The steel studs provide excellent traction on ice 
and snow. One size fits all.

Lg034

nEw
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FOOTLOgiCS CaTwaLK
Footlogics Catwalk is a breakthrough in high heel comfort. 
Walking in heels means most of your body weight is placed on 
the front of the foot, causing the forefoot structure to collapse. 
This excess force and friction leads the pain felt in the bottom of 
the foot, excess callous and corns - even aching legs!  Catwalk 
orthotics support the arches and metatarsals, distributing body 
weight more evenly and taking the pressure off the ball of 
the foot. This unique technology makes women’s shoes more 
comfortable to wear and for longer hours. Suitable for both low 
and high heels.

Lg100 Footlogics Catwalk – X-Small
Lg101 Footlogics Catwalk - Small
Lg102 Footlogics Catwalk - Medium

FOOTLOgiCS MEDiCaL
 Developed by Australian podiatrists, Footlogics Medical 
orthotics are designed to control excessive pronation (rolling 
in of the feet and collapsing of the arches), thereby providing 
lateral stability while walking and restoring your natural 
walking pattern.  Footlogics Medical provide similar support 
to expensive custom-made orthotics, but at a fraction of the 
cost! This unique insole can be used to help relieve a range of 
biomechanical foot complaints, including Plantar Fasciitis (heel 
pain) and Metatarsalgia (ball of foot pain).

Lg103 Footlogics Medical - X-Small
Lg104 Footlogics Medical - Small
Lg105 Footlogics Medical - Medium
Lg106 Footlogics Medical - Large
Lg107 Footlogics Medical - X-Large

SizE CHaRT x-SMaLL SMaLL MEDiUM

Women 4½ - 6     6½ - 8 8½ - 10

SizE CHaRT x-SMaLL SMaLL MEDiUM LaRgE x-LaRgE

Men 3½ - 5     5½ - 7 7½ - 9      9½ - 11 11½ - 14

Women 4½ - 6     6½ - 8 8½ - 10    10½ - 12

Problem Solution

Footlogics Medical contols 
excessive pronation
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FOOTLOgiCS SEnSi
Diabetes sufferers are at risk of developing serious foot 
conditions as a result of neuropathy (loss of ability to feel 
pain, heat or cold).  Footlogics Sensi is designed to reduce 
pressure and friction, while providing biomechanical support. 
The insole is shaped to match the plantar surface of the 
foot, providing both support and cushioning along the 
entire length of the foot and evenly distributing the forces 
of walking to protect sensitive areas from excess pressure.  
Footlogics Sensi is unique in that the product incorporates 
both Plastazote - the medical profession’s material of choice 
for diabetic custom insoles - as well as orthotic properties.  
Footlogics Sensi can also be useful for people with arthritis 
and/or sensitive feet, and people recovering from minor foot 
injuries.

Lg337 Footlogics Sensi - X-Small
Lg108 Footlogics Sensi - Small
Lg109 Footlogics Sensi - Medium
Lg110 Footlogics Sensi - Large
Lg111 Footlogics Sensi - X-Large

SizE CHaRT x-SMaLL SMaLL MEDiUM LaRgE x-LaRgE

Men 3½ - 5 5½ - 7 7½ - 9      9½ - 11 11½ - 14

Women 4½ - 6 6½ - 8 8½ - 10    10½ - 12

FOOTLOgiCS HOCKEy
This premium insole is designed especially for hockey players 
and provides both cushioning and biomechanical control.  
Footlogics Hockey re-aligns the feet, resulting in improved 
balance,  stability and control.  Power strides,  edging,  
stopping and push-offs become increasingly efficient,  while 
reducing fatigue.  The cushioned top layer and embedded 
gel pads provide excellent comfort in both the heel and 
forefoot.

Lg286 Footlogics Hockey - X-Small
Lg287 Footlogics Hockey -  Small
Lg288 Footlogics Hockey - Medium
Lg289 Footlogics Hockey -  Large
Lg290 Footlogics Hockey - X-Large

SizE CHaRT x-SMaLL SMaLL MEDiUM LaRgE x-LaRgE

Men 3½ - 5 5½ - 7 7½ - 9      9½ - 11 11½ - 14

Women 4½ - 6 6½ - 8 8½ - 10    10½ - 12
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COnvaLESCEnT wOOLPiLE BOOTS
These cozy boots are intended to provide comfort and relief for 
someone bed or chair-bound.  The wool provides warmth and pressure 
relief for the sensitive parts of the foot, , while the Velcro straps grasp 
around the ankle and over the in-step for a snug, secure fit.

Lg969 - Small  Lg971 - Large
Lg970 - Medium   Lg962 - X-Large

wOOLPiLE HEEL & ELBOw PROTECTORS
Made from 100% wool pile, these Heel & Elbow Protectors feature 
soft padding to alleviate pressure on the heels and elbows, as well 
as durable, double-Velcro straps to hold them firmly in place.

Lg877 Woolpile Elbow Protector
Lg878 Woolpile Heel Protector

zETa® inSOLES
The Zeta® Insoles are designed to hit pressure points and aid in the 
relief of your sore, tired feet, energizing your entire body. Designed 
with hundreds of tiny bubble springs that cushion your feet from 
heel to toe, Zeta® Insoles allow for a custom, comfortable stride.

LF295

zETa® TOUCHSTOnE™ HanD THERaPy
The Zeta® Touchstone™ is an exceptional hand therapy product 
that provides natural pain and stress relief. It can be used to help 
treat symptoms resulting from arthritis, repetitive stress injury, 
stroke recovery and more. The Touchstone is always ready to use 
anywhere and anytime; heats and chills in seconds.

LF296

Ezy gLOvE™
The EZY Glove is easy to get on and off and will not snag 
or damage expensive garments. Great for taking off 
compression socks, the EZY Glove™ can also be used for 
a range of other purposes where extreme grip might be 
necessary.  Comes in black.

Lg699 - Small 7"
Lg700 - Medium 8"
Lg701 - Large 9"
Lg702 - Extra Large 10"

nEw
nEw

Lg877
Lg878
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DEnTURE BRUSH
The Denture Brush features an ergonomic handle and bristles 
shaped to clean parts of dentures that normal toothbrushes  
cannot reach.

Lg050

DEnTEMP®
The safe and easy to use Dentemp® is a must-have for anyone with 
caps, crowns or fillings.  Loose caps or crowns and lost fillings are 
fixed fast with Dentemp®.  The product also features a unique for-
mula that allows you to control the mix, depending on your needs, 
with more medication for instant relief.

Lg373

BRUSH anD FLOSSER 
COMBinaTiOn
This Brush and Flosser Combina-
tion helps clean teeth, bridge-
work and braces with ease. It 
removes food and objects from 
hard-to-reach places as well as 
plaque, while stimulating gums. 

Lg375

DEnTOOL® jR.
The Dentool® Jr. features two profes-
sional-quality stainless steel dental 
instruments in one ultra-compact body. 
Screw the cap onto the bottom and it 
turns into a stable, easy-to-use, full-size 
tool.  With a perfectly sized pik for 
optimum removal of trapped food and 
a unique patented scaler for maximum 
plaque and tartar removal, Dentool® 
Jr. is unique, convenient and dentist 
recommended.

Lg376

RELinE-iT®
The easy-to-use Reline-It® makes dentures fit like new. Everyone de-
serves sound, well-fitting dentures. Reline-It® gives you the stability 
not offered by thick layers of denture adhesive. 

Lg374

DEnTURE BaTH wiTH BRUSH SET
The Denture Bath is vital for the maintenance of dentures and orth-
odontic retainers.  Simply soak in your favourite denture cleaner, 
and rinse off with warm water using the bonus rinse basket.   
Denture brush is included.

Lg051
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LOng HanDLED SPOngE
The Long Handled Sponge helps you to wash 
hard-to-reach areas of the body with ease: 
whether it's shoulders, back,  legs or feet.  The 
long handled sponge comes with the groovy 
Comfy Grip® handle to ensure a secure hold 
whether your hands are wet or dry.  Using warm 
water or low heat of a hair dryer, you can bend 
the handle to shape. Dimensions: 26 " (65 cm).

Lg504

viBRaTing DEnTURE CLEaning KiT
The Vibrating Denture Cleaning Kit is a device that provides a thor-
ough daily cleaning to your dentures. The micro-vibrations increase 
the soaking efficiency and fully clean your dentures in all corners. It 
is mounted on suction with 4 anti-slide pads. It also cleans jewllery 
and works with AA batteries (NOT included).

Lg602

LOng HanDLED BUFF SPOngE
The Long Handled Buff Sponge is the exfoliat-
ing model which helps improve circulation 
with added scrubbing action - and is ideal for 
reaching shoulders, back, legs or feet. The long 
handled buff sponge also comes with the groovy 
Comfy Grip® handle to ensure a secure hold 
whether your hands are wet or dry.  Using warm 
water or low heat of a hair dryer, you can bend 
the handle to shape. Dimensions: 26" (65 cm).

Lg505

LOng HanDLED TOE/FOOT CLEanER
Using the Long Handled Toe/Foot Cleaner you do 
not have to be able to touch your toes to wash 
them! Cleverly extend your reach without bending 
or stretching.  Whether your hands are wet or dry, 
you will be able to get a secure hold. Using warm 
water or low heat of a hair dryer, you can bend the 
handle to shape. Dimensions: 26" (65 cm).

Lg506

TUBE SqUEEzER
The Tube Squeezer is ideal for those with limited hand use as well 
as for one-handed use. The thumb rotator screw is an easy way to 
put pressure on toothpaste and similar tubes. Suitable for any tube 
with width less than 2” (5cm).

Lg603
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ETaC BEaUTy BODy anD BaCK waSHER
The Beauty Body and Back Washer is designed to make it easy to 
reach and wash the entire body. The wash cloths do not absorb 
water and make the product light and balanced even when wet. 
The handle is oval and has a surface which enables a secure grip. 
The wash cloths are machine washable.

Lg492 Beauty Body Washer
Lg493 Beauty Back Washer

ETaC BEaUTy HaiR waSHER
The Beauty Hair Washer substitutes the fingers to apply shampoo 
and massage the scalp. The shaft and handle are of the same 
design as the body washer, making it easier to reach your head 
without strain on the hands, shoulders or arms.

Lg494

ETaC BEaUTy MULTiPURPOSE gRiP
The Beauty Multipurpose Grip holder rests securely in the whole 
hand and is therefore easy to use. The disposable file is also easy to 
replace. The Multipurpose Grip may also be used when shaving or 
brushing your teeth.

Lg495
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LiMiTED OR REDUCED
RangE OF MOTiOn

Limited range of motion is a reduction in a 
joints, normal range of movement.  It can 

result from:swelling, muscle spasticity, joint 
pain, inflammation, infection, injury and 
disease.  Products like the Bath Brush are 

great aids for people suffering from the above 
ailments.

BaTH BRUSH
Extra long 23” (58 cm) Bath Brush conforms to
your back. It has a soft, textured sponge head 
that is strong and resists mold for years of 
usage. 

LF357

LULa BRUSH
The 23” (58 cm) Lula Brush is
adjustable to 3 different angles so a
person can easily wash their back, feet
and legs when experiencing limited
range of motion.  Included is: a nylon brush, loofah, and sponge/
brush combo. The plastic handle and body is mold resistant.  
Dimensions: 23” x 3” x 2” (58 x 8 x 5 cm).

LF354

naTURaL wOODEn BaTH BRUSH
Featuring a saw beech handle and head, this Bath Brush is ideal for
wet and dry use to exfoliate and massage the body. Brush can be 
detached and used in the palm of the hand with strap.  Fibre bristles 
are from the aloe vera plant.  Dimensions: 17" x  2.5" x 0.5" (43 x 7 x 2 cm)

Lg798

BiOS Living FOOTBRUSH 
This footbrush allows individuals with 
limited mobility or issues bending 
down to maintain proper foot 
hygiene. The footbrush has a long 
contoured handle that allows you 
to clean your feet while remaining 
in a relatively upright position. The 
brush is intended to scrub feet, 
while sponges are intended to clean 
between the toes. Loop is provided 
at the end of the handle to hang 
footbrush for convenient storage.

LF317

LOng-HanDLED COMB anD BRUSH
The Long Handled Comb and Brush are ergonomically designed to 
aid individuals with mobility restrictions in combing or brushing 
one’s hair with little effort or strain.  The long anti-slip handle is 
comfortable to grip.  Requires minimum maintenance as it is fully 
submersible in water, non-absorbing and quick drying.  Length 15” 
(38 cm), weight 0.22 lbs (0.1 kg).

LF318 Comb  LF319 Brush

nEw

PRO STyLing STanD
Enjoy hands-free hairstyling! The Pro styling Stand is ideal for 
individuals with arthritis, carpal tunnel syndrome, Parkinson’s 
disease and muscular discomforts. Measures 19” (48 cm) high and 
has a flexible neck that can be adjusted to your required position. 
One size fits all unit.  (Hair dryer not included).

LF300

180°

90°
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Mini BODy MaSSagER
Treat yourself to a relaxing massage anytime, anywhere with this
Mini Vibrating Massager! Battery operated or USB powered for
your convenience. Soothe your aches and pains and get rid of
fatigue while improving blood circulation.  Massage your head,
scalp, shoulder, neck, hand, leg, waist, thigh, abdomen, and entire
body.  

Lg742

HanDHELD MaSSagER
The beautiful, streamlined design of this massager enables you 
to massage any part of the body easily. Sector wing transfer can 
help you apply extra pressure conveniently where you need. The 
multiple speed settings will provide comfortable and effective mas-
sage.  It relieves muscle aches, reducing fatigue and renewing your 
body effectively.  Dimensions: 15” X 4” X 3” (38 x 10 x 7.5 cm).

Lg811

MOTiOn MEDiCinE
Motion Medicine is a blend of ingredients recommended for 
topical application to areas of body soreness due to inflammation, 
muscle strains and joint arthritis. Made from known anti-
inflammatory compounds and circulation enhancers, as well as 
ingredients that may facilitate tissue repair. Motion Medicine  is a 
very safe and highly efficacious topical therapy cream.  Comes in a 
120g tube

Lg763

nEw

nEw

nEw

aLiMED® CLaSSiC POST-OP SHOE 

The Alimed Post-Op Shoe has the support and comfort of higher 
priced models and features a cushioned, nonskid, rigid rocker sole 
and molded heel counter for comfortable support and complete, 
shock-absorbing stabilization.  Durable upper with soft inner lining 
allows foot to breathe while molded heel collar contours around 
heel for a better fit.  D-ring closure ensures even compression and 
adjusts to accommodate bulky dressings and edema, while open 
toe design helps prevent undue friction on toes.  Fits left or right.

Lg338 – Womens S Lg339 – Womens M
Lg340 – Womens L Lg341 – Mens S
Lg342 – Mens M  Lg343 – Mens L
Lg344 – Mens XL  Lg345 – Mens 2XL
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Reminder Rosie is a simple voice controlled alarm clock that announces personalized reminders to help remember medications, 
treatment regimens, appointments, tasks, and more! Patient use has shown significant and sustained improvement in adherence to meds  
and/or treatment regimens for patients with memory loss and/or multiple chronic diseases. 

Lg604

PRODUCT FEaTURES:
• Easy to set-up by a family member/caregiver by normal conversational voice as 

Rosie prompts you along
• Records multiple personal voice reminders in any language
• Set reminder alarm times for every day, today only, or any day of the week 
• Start your day asking Rosie for “Today’s Reminders”
• Battery back-up in case of power outages
• Doubles as a voice activated alarm clock 
• Patented technology 
• Record up to 25 reminders!

PRODUCT SPECiFiCaTiOnS:
Voice or manual operation - Large 2-inch LED 
digits - Snooze function: 9 minutes - Dimmer 
and volume hi-low switches - Battery memory 
back-up uses 3 AAA batteries (not included)   - 
AC120 volt, 60 Hz; UL/CSA listed - Dimensions: 
8”w x 4.25”h x 2.75”d - Note: Voice activation 
function recognizes English only - One-Year 
Manufacturer’s Limited Warranty

SO EaSy TO USE

“Dad, take 5 white and one blue pill now!”...
 ... 10 PM everyday "The reminder is off for today"

"Reminder Off"

Your pre-recorded personal reminder is 
announced at pre-set alarm time / day

Accomplish task Say "Reminder off" to Rosie and she silences 
(or push Rosie down)

"i LOvE yOU, MOM.  iT’S 
TiME TO TaKE 2 RED & 1 

wHiTE PiLL"
8:30 aM EvERy Day
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gOTOOB
The GoToob is the civilized, smart, squeezable tube for traveling, 
outdoors, and more. GoToobs are recommended for shampoos, 
conditioners, lotions, liquid soaps and condiments. 

Lg621 GoToob 3 pack 1.25 fl oz. (137 mL)
Lg622 GoToob 3 pack 2.0 fl oz. (155 mL)
Lg623 GoToob 3 pack 3.0 fl oz. (188 mL)

THE gOTUBB
The GoTubb features an ingenious design that allows you to open 
and close the container with only one hand. Just squeeze the 
sides and the lid is released. To close, simply press the lid back on. 
GoTubbs work great for pills, tokens, snacks, vitamins, change and 
any bits-n-pieces. 

Lg632 GoTubb
Lg624 GoTubb 3 pack Small
Lg625 GoTubb 3 pack Medium

THE gOCUP 
GoCup expands with a quick pull and collapses to an ultra-compact puck all with a simple press. It comes in 4 fl. oz. (118 mL) and 8 fl. oz. 
(236 mL) sizes and in three colours. Lids on both sizes keep contents clean during transport and feature handy pill holders. The 8 fl. oz. size 
also features a clever "DoubleDecker" tray that gives you the option of two small chambers (to organize pills, for example) or one large 
chamber. The DoubleDecker also creates a handy portable pill box you can take on-the-go by itself. Volume markings on the cups help to 
measure fluids.

Lg626 GoCup Blue Small
Lg627 GoCup Blue Medium
Lg628 GoCup Clear Small
Lg629 GoCup Clear Medium
Lg630 GoCup Green Small
Lg631 GoCup Green Medium

PiLBOx® DaiLy 
This PILBOX® is for people taking several medications a day.It features 
a pill box for daily intake and has 4 compartments for: morning, 
afternoon, evening, bedtime. Also has a large space that can 
accommodate a tube, medication and blister pack. Can be used as a 
medication travel kit. Dimensions 4.3” x 2.4” x 1” (11 x 6 x 2.6 cm).

LF339

PiLBOx® CUTTER
This pill-splitter is designed for patients who need to cut their 
medication according to their treatment, find it difficult to swallow 
large pills, or have issues holding and cutting small pills. The blade is 
inaccessible, and does not come in contact with fingers.  It ensures a 
clean and precise cut with minimum effort.  The  PILBOX® Cutter can 
be kept in your pocket or in your hand bag.

LF329
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PiLBOx® Mini
Perfect for people on the go. It fits easily in your purse. Each 
compartment is adjustable with removable separators. You can 
remove one, two or three of the dividers, depending on your daily 
dose requirements. Weekly and adjustable pill box: 7 ergonomic 
modules labelled with the days of the week, up to 3 compartments 
per module. Removable separators. Dimensions: 4.8” x 3.1” x 1.3” 
(12.2 x 7.9 x 3.3 cm).

LF335

PiLBOx® LiBERTy 
A modular weekly dispenser this pill dispenser from the PILBOX® 
line is for active and mobile patients taking different medications. 
Modular cases make it easy to leave home with a day’s treatment. 7 
independent modules and 4 compartments per module (morning, 
noon, evening, night). Dimensions: 6.8” x 4.5” x 1.2” (17.3 x 11.5 x 3 cm).

LF336

PiLBOx® Maxi
This PILBOX® dispenser is for people taking a large number of 
medications as well as those suffering from cross-diseases. The 
first dispenser on the market with such a large capacity for pills or 
tablets (15 tablets per case). Contains daily holders so the daily dose 
can be carried around. Specially adapted for the visually-impaired. 
Feautres patient form to record essential medical and therapeutic 
information. Dimensions: 6” x 5.2” x 1.9” (15.3 x 13.2 x 4.7 cm).

LF337

PiLBOx® SMaRT
The PILBOX® Smart has the flexibility of leatherette in a product 
that is soft to the touch. A pocket book appearance. Includes: 
A card holder for keeping health records, insurance card, and 
7 independent modules, each with 4 separate compartements 
per module (morning, noon, evening, night) to organize weekly 
treatment. Dimensions: 7.1” x 4.7” x 1.4” (18 x 12 x 3.5 cm).

LF338
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SOUnD aCTivaTED LED nigHTSTanD CaDDy
With the Sound Activated LED Nightstand Caddy, you can store medication and more with the easy access compartment.  It has a 
convenient bedside coaster and is perfect for bedrooms and bathrooms.  It also has a sound-activated LED nightlight that makes access at 
nighttime easy.  Requires 3 AA batteries (not included). 

LH020

i.D My MEDS
ID MY MEDS™ labels are applied to medication bottles to help consumers/patients identify the purpose of their medications. This innovative 
new labeling system simplifies medication usage for patients and their caregivers. The system is intended to reduce medication errors. This 
will save health care costs, eliminate language barriers and improve patient safety.

ID My Meds labels have been arranged in packages for the most common chronic illnesses and a package for patients receiving care or 
treatment in the home. Each package contains labels for commonly used medications for each condition and a marker and blank labels for 
additional medications. These packages can be purchased by health care professionals for outpatient clinics or by home nursing services 
to improve medication compliance in the home. Kits have also been purchased by hospitals to administer to patients upon discharge from 
hospital with their new medication prescriptions.

LH021 Cancer Labels Kit   LH025 Cardiac Health Label Kit            LH029 Congestive Heart Failure Label Kit - French
LH022 Diabetic Health Label Kit    LH026 Lung Health Label Kit             LH030 Homecare Label Kit - French
LH023 Congestive Heart Failure Label Kit LH027 Cancer Labels Kit  - French            LH031 Cardiac Health Label Kit - French 
LH024 Homecare Label Kit   LH028 Diabetic Health Label Kit - French           LH032 Lung Health Label Kit - French 
   
   

nEw

nEw

SOUND ACTIVATED!

LED LIGHTS!
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PHaRMaCLOCK™
PharmaClock™ is a travel size pill container which includes a built-
in alarm system that utilizes both sound and light to provide an 
effective way to remember your medicine. The product is small 
enough to travel with you on the go, and large enough to hold all 
of your medication for a full week. Easy to use. Up to 4 daily loud 
reminders. Requires 3 AAA batteries (NOT included). 

LF324

MEDREaDy SySTEM
MedReady is an automated medication dispenser that enables 
your loved one to have more independence in their day-to-day life. 
It has an audible alarm that can be set up to four times a day and it 
holds 28 doses of dry medication. Medication is under lock and key 
so only the most recent medication dose is available. The pill tray 
rotates to the next dose when the next audible alarm sounds. If 
the loved one misses a dose, the pill dispenser denies access to the 
missed dose. Alarm in pill dispenser can be set as a digital clock. 
Rechargeable backup battery and AC adapter included.

LF322

REvOLving PiLL HOLDER
A tidy home for medications. This rotating medicine carousel 
offers a compact solution for organizing vitamin bottles and pill 
cases in one convenient spot. Two-tiers satisfy medicine storage 
needs: bottom tier holds 31 pill holders, each with 4 compartments 
(morning, noon, evening, bedtime); top tier holds loose bottles, 
boxes and containers. Just spin to view and instantly access meds. 
Dimensions: 10” l x 10” w x 3.5” h (25 x 25 x 9 cm).

LF321

PDQ available

PiLLiD
Holds medication, vitamins, supplements, keys, cash or other 
essentials.  It is leakproof and fits Nalgene and other wide mouth 
water bottles.  Manufactured in the USA from polyoropylene and is 
BPA free.  2 removable dividers included.  

682013-0101 Black 682013-0102 Green
682013-0103 Blue 682013-0100 White

nEw
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7 Day PiLL ORganizER
The 7 Day Pill Organizer contains 7 individual pill reminders that 
allow you to fill a week's medication at once.  It has removable daily 
sections which make it possible to take the day's needed meds
during a short trip.  Includes stickers for labeling. Dimensions: 7.5" x 
5.35" x 1.06" (19.05 x 13.6 x 2.7 cm).

Lg121

7 Day PiLL POD TRay
The 7 Day Pill Pod Tray contains 7 removable pill pods for each day 
of the week.  The individual pods are ideal for your pocket or purse.  
Includes stickers for labelling. Dimensions: 4.05" x 2.36" x 1.77"
(10.3 x 6 x 4.5 cm).

Lg123

7 Day gRanDE PiLL ORganizER
The 7 Day Grande Pill Organizer contains 7 compartments for each 
day of the week.  It's size makes it easy to fit in a jacket pocket or 
purse for easy transportation. Dimensions: 5.9" x 1.29" x 1" 
(15.2 x 3.3 x 2.5 cm).

Lg125

DETaCHaBLE 7 Day PiLL ORganizER
The Detachable 7 Day Pill Organizer has 7 interlocking detach-
able compartments, making it possible to take the day's needed 
meds during a short trip.  It fits in a purse or jacket pocket for easy 
transportation.  Each compartment is translucent so you don't have 
to open the compartment to confirm you took your medication. 
Dimensions: 7.08" x 1.77" x 1.18" (18 x 4.5 x 3 cm).

Lg126

PETiTE PiLL ORganizER
The Petite Pill Organizer contains 7 compartments for each day of 
the week.  Its size makes it easy to fit in a jacket pocket or purse for 
easy transportation. Dimensions 4.5" x 1.02" x 0.66" (11.6 x 2.6 x 1.7 
cm).

Lg124

7 Day PiLL ORganizER wiTH aM anD PM 
COMPaRTMEnTS
The 7 Day Pill Organizer contains 7 individual pill reminders that 
allow you to fill a week's medication at once.  Each compartment is 
translucent so you don't have to open the compartment to confirm 
you took your medication.  Top rack dishwasher safe. Dimensions: 
7.5" x 3.5" x 1" (19.05 x 8.9 x 2.5 cm).

Lg122
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Mini PiLL BOxES
These Mini Pill Boxes are the perfect size to hold medication, vita-
mins and supplements on a day-to-day basis. Each compartment is 
translucent so you don’t have to open the compartments to be sure 
you remembered to take your medication. Fits easily  in your purse 
or jacket pocket for easy transportation. Dimensions: 2.3" x 1.37" x 
0.55" (5.8 x 3.5 x 1.4 cm).

Lg127 Pack of 3 
Lg128 Pack of 2

PiLL OUT
The pill puncher Pill Out is an ergonomic aid to remove pills from 
blister packs. The Pill Puncher can be used with or without the 
medicine cup. It can also be used with the right or left hand.

Lg605

aLaRM CLOCK PiLL BOx
This Alarm Clock Pill Box offers a light and sound reminder that en-
sures you take your medication on time.  It is a digital alarm clock, 
an audio alarm and an LED light alarm all in one.  Colour coded to 
make it easy to see. Batteries included

Lg020

EaSy FLOw PiLL SwaLLOwing aiD
Easy Flow Pill Swallowing Aid allows pills to glide down unnotice-
ably while drinking from a water bottle.  Simply insert Easy Flow cap 
into the top of a bottle, drop pill into the grid and drink normally. 
Easy Flow Pill Swallowing Aid is compact and fits into a purse, back-
pack, or pocket.

Lg098
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DELUxE PiLL CRUSHER anD PiLL BOx
The Deluxe Pill Crusher crushes pills for easier consumption and 
includes a bonus pill box. The popular crusher effortlessly turns 
tablets into powder, making it easier to take medication.  The super 
slim kidney shaped pill box has three compartments for storing and 
snaps firmly shut.

Lg395

PiLL SPLiTTER & PiLL BOx
The Pill Splitter and Pill Box is a cost-effective all-in-one medication 
management tool. Its handy, compact size makes it easily portable 
and convenient for out-of-home use.

Lg410

RETRaCTaBLE BLaDE SPLiTTER
The Retractable Blade Pill Splitter safely and easily splits pills. Pill 
splitters provide a cost-effective way for patients to buy economical 
doses of their medication and cut to the smaller size needed.

Lg430

CLEaR PiLL SPLiTTER
The Clear Pill Splitter features a rubber base which secures the pills. 
It easily splits and stores any size pill, tablet or vitamin. The stainless 
steel blade makes it easy to cut pills into smaller sizes.

Lg420
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PiLL SPLiTTER/CRUSHER
The combination Pill Splitter/Crusher is an all-in-one medication 
management tool. Its handy, compact size makes it easily portable 
and convenient for out-of-home use. It separates easily and crushes 
pills with one twist. This Pill Crusher also features the bottom as a 
drinking cup.

Lg399

PiLL SPLiTTER 
The Pill Splitter has built-in pill compartments and splits all size 
tablets or pills. The cover snaps tightly shut, so it's safe to carry. It is 
easy to operate and has a stainless steel blade. Dishwasher safe.

Lg437

PiLL SPLiTTER/CRUSHER & PiLL BOx 
The value pack combines multi-purpose splitter/crusher with a 
convenient daily pill box.

Lg407

EaSy SHaMPOO BaSin
Inflatable tray comfortably supports and cushions the head, neck 
and shoulders during the shampooing process. The 8” (20 cm) high 
double-tube design prevents splashing and spilling. A drain hose 
conveniently removes soap suds and water. Made of heavy-duty 
vinyl. Measures 24” (61 cm) wide x 20” (51 cm) long. 

LF311

HaiR waSHing TRay
Compact and lightweight to diminish awkward bending for those 
with limited mobility. The 35” (89 cm) nylon strap wraps around 
the user’s forearm to stabilize the tray. Raised edges allow water to 
drain into the sink without making a mess. Can be used with a chair 
or wheelchair.

LF310

RinSE FREE SHaMPOO /  
BODy BaTH
The Rinse-Free Shampoo / Body Wash 
cleans and softens the hair and body 
without the mess and aggravation of 
traditional methods. No more messy 
bottled shampoos, conditioners or 
body washes. 

Lg378
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TRUE EaSy SyRingE
The True Easy Syringe is a liquid medication dosage device designed 
to help caretakers administer a safe and precise prescribed dose. The 
patented design delivers an accurate dose of medication every time.

Lg429

TEaSPOOn MEDiCinE SPOOn
The Teaspoon Medicine Spoon is designed for easy cleaning and 
features easy to read measurements. Can administer up to 2 tea-
spoons (10ml) at once.

Lg432

1 TEaSPOOn MEDiCinE DROPPER
The Teaspoon Medicine Dropper delivers 
drops of medicine with an accurate dose 
every time.

Lg435

vaLUE PaCK MEDiCinE SyRingE & MEDiCinE SPOOn
The plastic medicine spoon and syringe are high quality and  
designed for easy cleaning.  The syringe comes with removable PVC 
tube for more convenient filling and both are designed for easy, 
smooth dispensing of medication.

Lg409

gLaSS MEDiCinE DROPPERS
The Glass Medicine Droppers can be used on 
both eyes and ears. Comes with a bent and 
straight tip.

Lg397

2 TEaSPOOn MEDiCinE SyRingE 
(ORaL)
The Medicine Syringes come with removable 
PVC tubes for more convenient filling and 
are designed for easy, smooth dispensing of 
medication.  2 per package.

Lg434
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EaR SyRingE
This easy-to-use Ear Syringe can be used on both adults and infants. 
Removes wax and other debris from ears.

Lg396

aFTERSwiM
The Afterswim provides fast relief for water clogged ears. It is faster 
and more effective than ear drying drops and works in seconds. It is 
alcohol-free and is safe to use on children.

Lg428

EaR SyRingE & naSaL aSPiRaTOR 
The Ear Syringe removes wax and other debris from ears. While the 
Nasal Aspirator clears mucous from a baby’s nose.

Lg408

HEaRing aiD aiR BLOwER 
The Hearing Aid Air Blower helps keep earmolds and tubing clear 
from moisture, dirt and debris for clear and unobstructed sound.  
Great for earmolds, tubes and open fit hearing aids. 

Lg423

EaRwax REMOvaL SyRingE 
The Earwax Removal Syringe is safer and more effective than rub-
ber bulb ear syringes.  It’s flared design prevents over-insertion 
while the tri-stream tip safely directs fluid to ear canal walls.

Lg417

EaR iRRigaTOR 
The Ear Irrigator is a unique cleaning system used by physicians. 
The tri-stream tip safely directs fluid to ear canal walls. It also 
features exit portals which provide clean, controlled fluid drain. 
Contains 4 ounces of safe, effective saline solution.

Lg427

DRy wET
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FingER COTS 
The rubber finger cots stretch to fit easily over injured finger tips 
and toes. The durable rubber won’t break or crack.  In addition 
to protecting injured fingers, cots are also useful when applying 
creams and medications. Crafters also use them to protect their 
finger tips while quilting.

Lg404

MOTiOn SiCKnESS RELiEF BanD
The Motion Sickness Band alleviates the symptoms of motion sick-
ness!  Use anywhere that motion sickness relief is needed:  automo-
biles, planes, trains, boats/cruises and amusement parks.

Lg400

MEDiC waRning 
iD BRaCELET
The Medic Warning ID 
Bracelet features a raised 
“Star of Life” emblem 
with glossy epoxy red 
paint. It is also made of 

surgical steel and the plaque is hand polished.  This medical iden-
tification bracelet  can be engraved with other medical conditions, 
illnesses, drug allergies and patient information.

Lg438 Medic Warning ID Bracelet Mens
Lg440 Medic Warning ID Bracelet Womens

MEDiC waRning iD 
aDULT nECKLaCE
The Medic Warning ID Adult 
Necklace is a durable 24” (61cm), 
neck chain. It features surgical 
steel and a hand-polished plaque, 
with a raised “Star of Life” emblem 
with glossy epoxy red paint.  This 
medical identification necklace 

can be engraved with other medical conditions, illnesses, drug 
allergies and patient information.

Lg439

aUDiO-KiT™ HEaRing aiD CLEanER
The Audio Kit contains the five tools needed for fast, easy and ef-
fective daily hearing aid cleaning and maintenance. The five tools 
are built into a lightweight comfortable handle for ease of use.

Lg415

HEaRing aiD DEHUMiDiFiER
The Hearing Aid Dehumidifier is the 
easiest and most effective hearing aid 
dehumidifier. Simply place your hear-
ing aids into the dehumidifier before 
retiring for the night and close the 
lid. The innovative lining will remove 
moisture for 6 months from the first 
use.

Lg416
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FingER injURy SySTEM
The Finger Injury System is designed to help relieve finger pain and 
reduce the swelling caused by sprains, jams, strains and arthritis. 
It is also designed to treat the two stages of finger injuries: Stage 
1: Cold therapy 3-4 times a day to reduce swelling and soreness. 
Stage 2: Protect recovering finger while immobilization is needed.

Lg414

UnivERSaL FingER SPLinT
The Universal Finger Splint has a customized fit for better protec-
tion and also has adjustable straps which eliminate the need for 
tape.

Lg413

COT FingER SPLinT vaLUE PaCK
The splints immobilize and protect injured fingers and the high-
grade foam absorbs shock. It is designed for comfort and quick 
healing. This value pack comes in three sizes (S, M, L).

Lg403

COT FingER SPLinT
The Cot Finger Splint provides supoprt for injured fingers and pro-
tects exixting fractures by stabilizing and immobilizing the joints of 
the finger.  Made with foam padded aluminium. 

Lg433

FingER SPLinT 2-PaCK
The Finger Splint is designed for comfort and quick healing. It has 
a high-grade foam and absorbs shock.  The convenient hook and 
loop straps eliminate the need for adhesive tape.

Lg412

gUTTER FingER SPLinT
The splint immobilizes and protects injured fingers. It has a mal-
leable aluminum alloy which adjusts to different finger sizes. One 
size fits all.

Lg431
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4-way CaLLUS REMOvER
This kit allows you to remove 
calluses in the comfort of your own 
home.  It is easy to use and easy to 
clean.  Includes 4 pieces.

Lg032

PEDi FOOT SMOOTHER
The Pedi Foot Smoother is the perfect tool for a self pedicure that 
leaves your feet looking and feeling soft and smooth.  It traps shav-
ings inside the ball, leaving no mess to clean up.

Lg038

ELECTRiC naiL TRiMMER
The Pursonic Nail Clipper is battery operated. The innova-
tive technology is quick, safe and comfortable when nail 
trimming. Cleaning brush included. Requires 2 AA alkaline 
batteries (NOT included).

Lg449

FOOT MaSSagER
A convenient way to wash and pamper your feet at the same time.  
Hundreds of little fingers massage your feet, deep cleaning and re-
moving dirt.  Your feet will be left incredibly clean and invigorated. 
Dimensions: 10.5" x 5" (26 x 12 cm).

Lg035

MEDiCaL RECORD LOg BOOK
This Medical Record Log Book is ideal for patients who have 
multiple appointments with doctors.  Doctors and patients can use 
this book to help patients keep track of their medical history.

Lg047
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EaSy™ LOTiOn 
aPPLiCaTOR
This lotion applicator 
massages the body while 
applying ointments, 
creams, lotions and 
medications.  It features 
two different massage 
rollers that are easy to use 
and change.  Handle folds 
for easy storage and travel.

Lg074

inFLaTaBLE RUBBER Ring
Evenly distributes weight, relieves pressure on sensitive areas, perfect for 
new mothers and post-surgical care or hemorrhoid suffers.

57019

LOTiOn aPPLiCaTOR
The Lotion Applicator is specifically designed to help apply lotions, 
suntan oils, sport creams and medications on hard to reach places. 
The built-up ribbed handle has a thumb rest and is angled in two 
spots for maximum maneuverability. The handle is 12” (30.5 cm) 
long. 

Lg073

ROLL-a-LOTiOn 
aPPLiCaTOR 
The easy way to apply lotion 
or bath gel to the back. Just 
fill the applicator and let the 
19 floating balls massage 
back muscles as they spread 
the liquid evenly. A cover is 
provided to protect the lotion 
from spilling between uses. 8” 
(43 cm) diam. head; 17” (4 cm) 
long.

LF320

EyE EaSE
Clips into place and positions the bottle at the correct angle over 
the eye. Special cup prevents blinking by keeping the lower eyelid 
open while a small pinhole directs eyesight upward and away from 
the descending drops. Product measures: 6.75” x 6” x 1.75” (17 x 15 
x 4 cm).

LF323
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SiTz BaTH
The Sitz Bath is contoured and fits easily over a standard commode 
for patient comfort and convenience. It can be hung from any 
convenient fixture. The product also includes a shut-off clamp on 
the tubing, which controls flow.

57006

LOng REaCH TOE 
naiL CLiPPERS
The long loop handle 
of this toe nail cutter 
provides independence 
for those with weak grip 
or swollen joints. The 
extended shank assists 

with extra reach for those 
who have difficulty bending, 

while the angled blade provides 
an ergonomic cutting position.

LF346

ROTaRy naiL CLiPPER 
The swivel action of this nail clipper puts an end to awkward 
twisting. You will always find a comfortable angle to trim your nails. 
The wide, easy-grip handles are ergonomically designed to provide 
safe, secure handling, and the high-quality stainless steel blades 
allow a trouble-free accurate trim.

LF343

PUSH DOwn TaBLETOP SCiSSORS
These scissors are easy to use. Simply push down on the “T” shaped 
handle cordand the spring will automatically open the scissors 
once the pressure is released. Ideal for children or adults either with 
poor strength or who are unable to use scissors with conventional 
loops.

LF347

EvOLUTiOn naiL CLiPPER
Whether you have less hand strength than you used to, or you are 
suffering from arthritis or carpal tunnel syndrome, you will find this 
clipper to be an easy-to-hold powerhouse. One gentle squeeze 
on the cushioned, non-slip, ergonomic grips provides an amazing 
amount of cutting force.

LF340 Evolution nail clipper
LF341 Evolution toe nail clipper

TaBLETOP FingERnaiL CLiPPER
This Tabletop Fingernail Clipper has been designed to assist those 
with limited hand functionality to cut finger nails. Mounted on a 
plastic base with non-slip feet for stability, the clipper also benefits 
from a wide moulded pad with “soft feel” finish to give greater 
comfort and excellent leverage.

LF348
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wOOL PiLE HOT waTER BOTTLE 
COvER 
This wool pile hot water bottle cover will 
protect you from the direct hot temperature of 
the hot water bottle and spread the heat more 
evenly. Slide the bottle in and close the velcro 
tabs.

Lg871

HOT waTER BOTTLE
Durable large 2 litre capacity water bottle comes with a large 
opening for easy filling.

57007

Also Available:
57008 
Water bottle with fountain syringe

wORLD'S LOngEST waTER BOTTLE
The world's longest water bottle is safer than electric heating pads, 
heating blankets or space heaters.  Requires no electricity, just fill 
with hot or cold water.  Due to built-in air compartments, the bottle 
is lightweight even when filled with water.

Lg870

MaSSaging HOT waTER BOTTLE COvER
This luxurious plush terry cloth hot water bottle features a soothing 
massager.  The vibration creates small therapy waves and is ideal for 
non-invasive pain relief and menstrual cramps. The capacity is 1.5 
quarts and convenient battery operation requires 2 x AA batteries. 
Operational with or without the massage.

LF308

HOT waTER BOTTLE wiTH COvER
2 litre bottle comes in 3 decorative covers.  The soft fabric is 
comfortable to the skin, helps prevent burns and is washable. 
(Patterns may vary.) 

LF306

nEw

nEw
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FaBRiC HOT waTER BOTTLE
Drip free fabric water bottle replaces the traditional rubber bottle.  
The soft fabric cover has padding on one side for a comfortable, 
contour fit.  Dimensions: 15.5” x 8.5” (39 x 22 cm).

57010

BiOS Living HOT waTER BOTTLE wiTH COzy
Durable large 2 litre capacity hot water bottle comes with a large 
opening for easy filling and emptying. Ribbed surface helps to 
maintain temperature. Features a leak-proof design and made from 
mildew resistant rubber. Includes a cable knit hot water bottle cozy 
which wraps perfectly around the bottle and helps hold in the heat 
longer. Hot water bottle included.

57037

BiOS Living HOT waTER BOTTLE COzy
This cable knit Hot Water Bottle Cozy wraps perfectly around a hot 
water bottle, holds heat in longer and provides a natural method 
to keep warm during the day or night. It provides therapeutic relief 
for aches and pains. Hot water bottle NOT included.

57036
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iCE Bag
The Ice Bag is constructed of two layers. The outer layer is made 
from a woven cotton/polyester fabric, which allows for gentle 
contact against skin, and a second rubberized lining which prevents 
leakage. In addition, the lid has deep threads and a rubber gasket 
which protects against leakage.

57009

Ring CUSHiOn
The molded cushion has an opening at the centre and designed to 
relieve pressure by distributing body weight evenly over the entire 
seating area. Aids in the relief of post-natal discomfort, post-op pain 
and hemorrhoids.

57018

ExaMinaTiOn gRaDE LaTEx gLOvES
• Pure 100% premium Malaysian natural latex
• Textured surface on powder-free provides superior wet 
  and dry grip
• Exceptional tactile sensitivity
• USP grade corn starch for powdered gloves
• Beaded cuff for added strength
• Ambidextrous design
• AQL 1.5
• Accepted for use in Canadian food processing 
  facilities
• Thickness: 5 mil
• Length: 9.5” 

Case Qty: 10 Priced per Box of 100 Gloves

Model No. Size

POWDERED

FS380 X-Small

FS381 Small

FS382 Medium

FS383 Large

FS384 X-Large

POWDER-FREE

FS370 X-Small

FS371 Small

FS372 Medium

FS373 Large

FS374 X-Large

SaFE-T-SEaL® CaST PROTECTORS
Bath or shower with confidence and comfort!  Unique ring 
eliminates the need for vinyl bags with strapping or hook and 
loop closure.  Latex-free diaphragm stretches easily over a cast to 
form watertight seal.  Durable polyvinyl protector prevents water 
penetration.

LF095 Foot/Ankle (10”/ 24 cm)
LF096 Short Arm ( 22”/ 56 cm)
LF097 Long Arm (39”/ 99 cm)
LF098 Short Leg (23”/ 54 cm)
LF099 Long Leg (42”/ 107 cm)
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aCRyLiC gLOvE DiSPEnSER
• Safe, convenient and hygienic 
• Clear acrylic for durability and elegance
• Can be used on counter or wall mounted

Lg782 Single (11" x 3.5" x 4.75" / 28 x 9 x 12 cm)
Lg783 Double (11" x 3.5" x 9.5" / 28 x 9 x 24 cm)
Lg784 Triple (11" x 3.5" x 14" / 28 x 9 x 35.5 cm)

ExaMinaTiOn gRaDE vinyL 
gLOvES
• Pure 100% premium vinyl 
• Exceptional fingertip sensitivity
• Soft and stretchable for comfortable wear
• USP grade corn starch for powdered     
  gloves
• Beaded cuff for added strength
• Ambidextrous design
• AQL 1.5
• Accepted for use in Canadian food     
  processing facilities
• Thickness: 4 mil
• Length: 9.5”

Case Qty: 10 Priced per Box of 100 Gloves
Model    
No.  Size 
POWDERED
FS324  Small  
FS325  Medium  
FS326  Large 
FS327  X-Large 
POWDER-FREE
FS330  Small 
FS331  Medium 
FS332  Large 
FS333  X-Large 

ExaMinaTiOn gRaDE niTRiLE gLOvES
• Pure 100% premium nitrile 
• Textured surface provides superior wet and  
  dry grip
• Exceptional tactile sensitivity
• Latex-free
• USP grade corn starch for powdered gloves
• Beaded cuff for added strength
• Protects against oil, grease and organic  
  solvents
• Superior puncture resistance
• Ambidextrous design
• AQL 1.5
• Accepted for use in Canadian food     
  processing facilities
• Thickness: 5 mil
• Length: 9.5” 

Case Qty: 10 Priced per Box of 100 Gloves
Model    
No.  Size 
POWDERED
FS340  X-Small  
FS341  Small  
FS342  Medium 
FS343  Large 
FS344  X-Large 
POWDER-FREE
FS350  X-Small   
FS351  Small 
FS352  Medium 
FS353  Large 
FS354  X-Large 

Single

Double

Triple
nEw
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HygiEnna BiDET
Weighing 15 g and measuring 3”  (7.6 cm) in height, the Hygienna 
Bidet is the world’s most portable bidet.  It can be discreetly carried 
in your pocket, purse, brief case or bag.  Attach the Hygienna Bidet 
to any small-mouth water bottle to transform it into your personal 
hygiene device.  The most important feature is the angle of the 
nozzle, which is designed to provide a direct flow of water to the 
desired wash area. The shower-head nozzle produces a gentle 
stream of water that is more effective than using toilet paper alone.

LF303

ELECTRiC HOT waTER BOTTLE
Quickly and easily keep yourself warm and alleviate your aches and 
pains with this astounding Electric Hot Water Bottle! Just plug in 
for 15 minutes and the warmth and relief will last from 2-6 hours! 
Water is permanently sealed in the bag so you never have to refill it. 
Dimensions: 8” x 10.75” x 2” (20 x 27 x 5 cm).

LF307

DMi® POCKET STyLE aRM SLing
The DMI Pocket Style Arm Sling helps relieve pain and prevents 
further injury. It has a built-in wrist extender and offers hand 
support. There is an optional body strap which provides additional 
stability against unwanted movement.  One size fits all.

Lg478

wHEELiE SLing
Say “no” to the drab blue or black arm sling.  The Wheelie Slingline 
is for any age and made of top quality pre-shrunk cotton.  It is 
machine washable and easy to use.  Available in different designs 

LH109 Peace Design
LH110 Cheetah

i.v. POLE
The I.V. Pole is rugged, yet economical and 
is available with either two prongs and four 
casters or four prongs and five casters. Casters 
feature two wheel design for easy mobility. 
The height can easily be adjusted from 47” 
(119 cm) to 82” (208 cm).

Lg479

nEw
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Save Money: Refillable and good for over 1,000 wipes. Just 
pour in a bottle of water and a squirt of soap and you're good 
to go!

Easy to Use: Just push down to evenly moisten your toilet 
paper. You can easily control the amount of moisture.

No Worries: Only toilet paper is flushed, so no sewer backup 
problems.

Keeps the whole family cleaner and fresher after using the 
bathroom.

wiPE aiDE
Wipe Aide is an effective, economical and easy-to-use product that eliminates the need for flushable wipes. It’s great for potty training, 
adult incontinence, feminine hygiene, and keeping the whole family cleaner after using the bathroom.  Wipe Aide makes toilet paper 
more effective and gives the consumer the moistened wipe, cleansing feeling they desire.  Wipe Aide evenly moistens your toilet paper 
by simply pushing down on the aerated, blotter head top. The Wipe Aide dispenser is refillable/reusable so it’s a tremendous value.  It’s 
environmentally safe and  since only toilet paper is ever flushed down the toilet, there is never any damage to municipal wastewater 
treatment systems or the plumbing and pipes that feed them. 

Lg869

nEw
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PLaiD HEEL PROTECTOR
Surround your foot with our ultra plush cloud foot pillows.  Our 
cradle-shaped foot pillows envelopes your foot in cloud-like 
softness to relieve skin pressure in bed, or when seated.  Velcro 
closure strap is designed for sizing flexibility and softness against 
sensitive skin.  Perfect for sore, achy feet.  One pair per pack.  One 
size fits all.  Machine washable.  Colours may vary.

Lg770

SwELL SOx™
Ideal for edema sufferers, diabetics and all swollen foot 
conditions. Sock measures 5.25” across foot and 4.75” across top 
with overall length of 19”. Made of 100% heavy weight natural 
cotton, this sock features excellent absorbency, breath-ability and 
outstanding pillow-sort comfort. Non-binding construction allows 
top to expand to a full 26” diameter opening to accommodate 
extreme swollen foot conditions and will even fit over dressings 
and casts. One size fits all. .

Lg772

DiaBETiC CREw SOCK
Non-binding, loose-fitting top allows for optimal circulatory flow. 
Ideal for those with diabetes, edema, neuropathy, circulatory 
problems and swollen feet. Full cushion lining with heel and toe 
support for pressure relief and maximum foot protection. Made 
from a delicate cotton blend for extra comfort, machine washable.

Lg973 Women's Black  9-11  Lg975 Women's White 9-11
Lg974 Men's Black 10-13  Lg976 Mens White 10-13

EDEMaBOOTS™ FOR MEn anD wOMEn
Specifically designed to help those suffering from edema, 
diabetes, sensitive skin, swollen feet and ankles, sensitive corns 
and bunions, or anyone who wants to enjoy a non-constricting 
roomy, super soft slipper.  Unique design and construction 
features a 40% wider footprint at toe and heal. Adjustable Velcro 
closure strap.  Colours may vary.

Lg980  Mens Small Lg984  Womens Small
Lg981  Mens Medium Lg985  Womens Medium
Lg982  Mens Large Lg986  Womens Large
Lg983  Mens X-Large Lg987  Womens X-Large

nEw
nEw

nEw
nEw
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wOOL PiLE HEEL PROTECTOR
The Woolpile Heel Protectors are made with 100% comfortable 
wool padding to alleviate pressure on the heels. Features double 
velcro strapped to hold firmly in place.

Lg878

wOOL PiLE ELBOw PROTECTOR
The Woolpile Elbow Protectors are made with 100% comfortable 
wool padding to alleviate pressure on the elbows. Features double 
velcro straps to hold it in place.

Lg877

SHEEPSKin HEEL PROTECTOR
These genuine sheepskin heel protectors are made for your 
comfort and pressure relief. Features double strappes and has no 
seam at the rear of the heel, The velcro straps have sheepskin tabs 
to protect the skin on the instep.

Lg879

SHEEPSKin
Premium quality sheepskin comes in a natural shape and is fully 
washable. Ideal for pressure relief and personal comfort. Approx. 8 
sq ft.

Lg880

wOOLPiLE BED PaD
This 100% wool pile bed pad is designed for your comfort. Features 
a 1” pile height and polyester knit backing. Washable.

Lg882 20" x 24" (51 x 61 cm)
Lg883 24" x 30" (61 x 76 cm)

wOOLPiLE PaLM PaDS
These palm pads are intended to protect the palm of your hand 
from encroaching arthritic fingers. The wool will assist in dealing 
with any sweat issues in the palm too. Closes with a velcro strap 
around the wrist.

Lg888

nEw

nEw

nEw
nEw

nEw
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COOLing POUCH
Ideal for everyday use and travel.  Keeps insulin and other vials cool 
for hours.  Compact with multiple pockets and inside zip sections.  
It is durable and easy to clean.  There is an attached wrist strap and 
identification display window.

Lg820

DiaBETiC SLiPPER SOCKS wiTH gRiP SOLES
These socks are highly recommended for people suffering from 
diabetes, edema, neuropathy or circulatory problems .The Diabetic 
Slipper Socks have non-slip soles to help reduce pressure on 
sensitive legs. They allow better blood flow due to their soft rib knit 
design that provides a fit that neither sags nor binds.

LF040 Women’s Black Size 9 - 11
LF041 Women’s White Size 9 - 11
LF042 Men’s Black Size 10 - 13
LF043 Men’s White Size 10 - 13

On-THE-gO 
DiaBETiC CaSE
The On-the-Go Diabetic Case is ideal for organizing one’s diabetic 
supplies for a day away from home. Features include; a mesh pocket 
to organize medications, refreezable icepack that remains cold for 
up to 6 hours and a temperature strip allowing you to monitor the 
temperature of your medication. Also, includes adequate space to 
carry a blood glucose monitor, pre-loaded pen and other supplies.

LF048

nEw
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THE CaRROT STORy
Caring for a patient with a severely contracted hand is extremely 

challenging. Prying the fingers open for basic hygiene and nail care, or to 
position a hand splint, can cause excruciating pain to the patient and even 

risk injury to the hand. 

The Carrot Splint System addresses the major issues of managing the 
contracted hand, hygiene and positioning. The key to the Carrot success is the 

“Magic Wand” placement tool that allows access to the hand without having to 
uncurl the fingers.

HygiEnE To cleanse the severely contracted hand, simply secure a soft, 
triangular swab to the wand and gently pull it through the fist and the fingers to 

thoroughly cleanse and dry fragile, mascerated skin.

POSiTiOning  The placement wand is also used to gently and painlessly pull the 
carrot through the fisted hand. The flexible wand secures to the loop end of the Carrot 

and gradually draws the tapered end into the closed hand. Once inserted in the hand, 
the Carrot can be gradually pulled into the hand as the contracture relaxes. Nails are 

lifted away from the palm, limiting risk of injury and infection. Markings on Carrot helps 
staff document patient progress.

USing THE CaRROT

Insert wand and wiggle through hand Use wand to slowly pull Carrot into hand Gradually pull Carrot further into hand as 
contracture relaxes

NO MORE PAINfUL PRyING!
Gently moves fingers away from the palm and:
• Offers easy-to-clean, soft cotton cover for reduced odor and infection risk
• Reduces injury risk with gradual finger stretch no more painful prying
• Features clear marks so staff can document progress

"Magic wand" - Thread loop at end 
of Carrot through eye of wand to 

draw Carrot into hand
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PainLESS POSiTiOning OF THE SEvERELy 
COnTRaCTED HanD

MODERaTE TO SEvERE 
COnTRaCTURES
Original Carrot effectively positions the 
fingers away from the palm to protect 
the skin from excessive moisture, 
pressure, and the risk of nail puncture. 
Smooth cotton cover is packed with 
washable, absorbent wool fleece to 
help keep the hand cool and dry, and 
conforms to the hand to reduce flexor 
spasticity. Hand wash in cold water and 
let air dry. Conveniently colour coded by 
size: small (Orange) or Large (Green). 

Lg351 Orange (Small)
Lg352 Green (Large)

aLiMED® anTiMiCROBiaL 
TREaTED CaRROT
The Antimicrobial-Treated Carrot 
has a soft covering permanently 
impregnated with silver ion particles 
that act as a barrier against bacteria, 
viruses, and fungi. This version solves 
the toughest hand contracture 
problems, while helping prevent 
palm infection and unpleasant odor. 
Tiny plastic microspheres fill the 
carrot and are highly conforming 
and resilient so the orthosis won’t 
increase spasticity. Hand wash in 
cold water and let air dry. 9” /  23 cm 
(length), 5 ½ “ / 14 cm (maximum 
diameter). 

Lg353 

aLiMED® inFLaTaBLE 
The Inflatable Carrot is the answer to your 
toughest hand contracture problems. This 
orthosis is an inflatable cone-shaped tube 
covered with velvety bacteriostatic cloth. 
With the Carrot deflated and the cover in 
place, the orthosis is pulled into the severely 
contracted hand using a placement wand. 
Once inserted into the hand, the Carrot can 
be gradually inflated to reduce even the 
most severe contracture. Ideal for patients 
experiencing extreme pain or significant 
anxiety with splint placement. 7-1 cm/4"L, 
5-3/4" maximum circumference (fully 
inflated), bacteriostatic layer, plastic inflator 
bulb.

Lg354

aLiMED® CaRROT anD HanD CLEanSing KiT 
Finger Contracture Orthosis and Hygiene Kit includes 
one Blue Antimicrobial Carrot, 20 Palmar swabs, and four 

Placement Wands. Attach 
bacteriostatic palmar swab 
to wand to clean contracted 
hand easily and without 
pain. 

Lg355

MagiC PLaCEMEnT wanDS 
"Magic" Placement Wands safely and easily draw 
the Palmar Swab (sold seperately) and Carrot 
Finger Contracture Orthosis into the contracted 
hand without causing pain.  These smooth, flexible 
plastic wands have a rounded tip that can be 
inserted with ease into the hand and between 
each of the fingers without causing pain or injury.  
No more prying contracted fingers open to scrub 
the hand or wrestling to ger splints into place.  The 
wand does all the work - so daily hygiene does not 
have to be an anxiety-provoked experience! Wands 
are 6" (15 cm)

Lg635 Carrot Wands
Lg636 Carrot Swab Kit

USing THE inFLaTaBLE CaRROT

Insert deflated Carrot 
using placement wand

Inflate as tolerated
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FOaM PRESSURE RELiEving 
HEEL PROTECTOR
The Foam Pressure Relieving Heel 
Protector off-loads the heel for 
decubitus ulcer protection. The heel insert is covered with low 
friction fabric for reduction of sweating and friction burns. Features 
two soft, comfortable cozy cloth tie straps and includes auxiliary 
pad for extending the length or height. Multiple ventilation holes 
for cooling effect.

Lg322 Foam Heel Protector - Smooth
Lg323 Foam Heel Protector - Convoluted

gaUzE BanDagE
The Gauze Bandage is a simple woven strip of material, with an 
absorbent barrier to prevent adhering to wounds.  A gauze bandage 
can be used for almost any bandage application, including holding 
a dressing in place.

Lg723 Guaze Bandage 2" Lg724 Gauze Bandage 3"
Lg725 Gauze Bandage 4"

ELaSTiC BanDagE
An elastic bandage is a stretchable bandage used to create localized 
pressure.  Elastic bandages are commonly used to treat muscle 
sprains and strains by reducing the flow of blood to a particular 
area by the application of even stable pressure which can restrict 
swelling at the place of injury.

Lg726 Elastic Bandage 2" Lg727 Elastic Bandage 3"
Lg728 Elastic Bandage 4" Lg729 Elastic Bandage 6"

HEELS-OFF 
Lifts heels off the bed for total heel pressure relief. Prevents 
formation of pressure sores and aids in healing existing ulcers. 
Elevates legs to relax the spine and off-loads both heels.
Features Low-Shear II cover to protect  against skin-damaging 
friction. Wipes clean for easy care.

Lg324 24” x 16” x 7” (61 x 40.6 x 17.8cm)
Lg325 24” x 13” x 5.5” (61 x 33 x 14cm)

STay-On HEEL PROTECTOR
The Stay-On Heel Protector has a special design making it difficult 
to kick off in the middle of the night. This product features  a secure 
slide-lock buckle closure and has two layers of plush synthetic 
sheepskin for superior pressure relief. 

Lg326 Stay-on Heel Protector Pair

BanDagE SCiSSORS 
These convenient Bandage Scissors have an angled tip, with a blunt 
tip on the bottom blade, which helps in cutting bandages without 
gouging the skin.
 
Lg895

nEw
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LOC8TOR LiTE
The Loc8tor Lite is the world's smallest, lightest and 
best performing item finder of its kind.  The mini 
homing tags weigh just 0.17 ounces and can be 
easily attached to almost anything, including house 
keys, wallets or purses, cellphones, and TV remote 
controls.  It is the only tracker that actually shows 
you where to find your things. The credit card-sized 
handset uses both lights and sounds to direct you 
to your lost items.   With a range up to 400ft (122m) 
in clear line of sight, it can find anything around the 
house and neighbourhood and guide you to it to 
within 1" accuracy in even the most hard-to-find 
places.  It is specially made so that it can be used by 
visually impaired and blind individuals, Loc8tor Lite 
features Braille-like textured buttons on the handset, 
and provides audio cues to make finding your items 
even easier.

Contains:
• 1 x Locator Lite
• 2 x mini tags
• Key rings and adhesive strips
• Fridge mount for keeping device
• Multilingual user guide
• All batteries included

Lg578

SHURLOK ii KEy STORagE LOCK BOx 
Allow secure access to medical personnel or trusted neighbours 
into your home without worrying about break-ins. Stores up 
to 5 keys so you'll never be locked out again. Features a better 
security than hiding keys with 10,000 possible combinations. the 
unit provides access only to the keys, and the lock box cannot be 
removed. 

NEVER GET LOCkED OUT AGAIN!
Have the peace of mind that you or a loved one will never be locked 
out again! The ShurLok offers assurance that such an occasion will 
never arise. There is also no need to hide your key under a rock or 
under a door mat which are common places that burglars seek for 
access to a home. 
 
OPEn THE SHURLOK in THE DaRK
The ShurLok is great for site-impaired individuals or for opening in 
the dark. The Zero Locking Feature can be used as follows:
•  Roll all the numbers up and away from you
•  Each number will lock on zero
•  Count the numbers up on each dial
•  Tip: Make your numbers smaller and closer to zero for quicker     
   opening in the dark

Lg833

nEw

aCCURaTE TO 
wiTHin 1 inCH 
(2.5CM)

LOng BaTTERy LiFE 
(UP TO 7 MOnTHS)

SMaLLEST, 
LigHTEST Tag 
(0.17 OUnCES)

LOng RangE - 
UP TO 400 FEET 
(122 METRES)
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UnDERSEaT aLaRM SySTEM
The UnderSeat Alarm System immediately activates when the user 
rises out of chair. It automatically resets when the user sits. The 
sensor stays in place to reduce false alarms and is equally effective 
with or without the seat cushion. 

Lg291

gEL-FOaM TOiLET SEaT CUSHiOn
aLaRM SySTEM
The Gel-Foam Toilet Seat Cushion is layered with gel and foam to 
provide comfort and maximum pressure relief when sitting on a 
toilet seat.  The cushion prevents bruising and provides relief for 
individuals with sores. The alarm alerts the caregiver when the 
individual stands up.   Convenient optional mounting bracket 
included.

Lg295 Gel-Foam Toilet Seat Cushion Alarm System
Lg296 Gel-Foam Toilet Seat Sensor Pad

CHaiRPRO gEL-FOaM PaD aLaRM 
The fluid-proof, heat-sealed gel cushion provides pressure relief, 
comfort and stability.  The alarm sensor is protected in a vinyl 
pocket beneath the cushion and alarm initiates when user rises and 
resets when he/she sits.

Lg292 16" x 16" x 2.5" (40.5 x 40.5 x 6 cm)
Lg293 18" x 16" x 2.5" (45.5 x 40.5 x 6 cm)
Lg294  20" x 16" x 2.5" (50.5 x 40.5 x 6 cm)

UnDERMaTTRESS SEnSOR PaD wiTH aLaRM
The UnderMattress Sensor Pad is located under the mattress 
and protected against incontinence.  The weight of the mattress 
keeps the sensor pad in place to reduce false alarms.  Sensor Pad 
universally connects to any bed, chair or multipro alarms.

Lg297
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FLOORPRO PaD aLaRM 
SySTEM (SingLE-SiDED)
This FloorPro Pad Alarm System is a weight-sensitive floor pad 
alarm which activates at bedside and/or a nurse’s station. FloorPro 
Alarm unit is guaranteed for one year and measures 1” x 26” x 36” 
(2.5 x 63.5 x 91 cm).  Battery operated (batteries included) and A/C 
(adaptor included). 

Lg298

PERSOnaL aLaRM
The Personal Alarm is an effective, economical alarm for use in a 
wheelchair or a bed.  It features a reliable multidirectional magnetic 
pull-switch and the adjustable length cord clips to the individual's  
clothing. Selector switch permits choice of high (85 db) or low (70 
db) alarm volume. Battery operated (batteries included).  

Lg300

ECOnO-aLaRM
This affordable alarm secures to most chairs, wheelchairs, geri-
chairs and lounge chairs.  It has a reliable multidirectional magnetic 
pull-switch with adjustable length cord clips to resident’s clothing.  
Comes with a Velcro® strap for attachment to most chairs.  Battery 
operated (batteries included).

Lg299

DOOR/winDOw aLaRM wiTH MagnETiC CORD
The Door/Window Alarm with Magnetic Cord is perfect for supply 
closets, medicine cabinets, windows and doors. Easy to install with 
adhesive backing.  Resets itself when a door or a window closes.

Lg301
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TRi FOLD BEDSiDE FaLL MaT
The Tri Fold Bedside Fall Mat features high-density closed cell foam 
which protects against fall-related injuries.  It conveniently folds in 
three and closes with Velcro®. Dimensions 1” x 26” x 68” (2.5 x  
66 x 173cm)

Lg304

nURSE CaLL aCCESSORy COnnECTOR 
Easily activated call devices for reliable nurse call performance.

Lg302

STOvE REMinDER
Cooking is the most common cause of residential fires, and leaving a stove unattended is the biggest culprit. Adults 85+ are at 
the highest risk of a fire death (4.5 times the norm). While most of us know we shouldn’t leave a stove unattended, it’s easy to get 
distracted.  Stove Reminder automatically senses when the stove is in use, and chimes a periodic reminder to ensure you don’t 
forget the stove is on. It requires no effort to operate and begins working automatically as soon as the stove is turned on. It is 
suitable for seniors, students, busy families, or anyone who can use a casual reminder while cooking.

Lg866

HOw iT wORKS
Stove Reminder requires no effort to operate and starts automatically 
whenever the stove is turned on. It provides a periodic chime (and 
flashing LEDs) every 10 minutes whenever the stove is in use. The Stove 
Reminder has two separate parts:
 
• One part (the sensor) is attached 

to the outside of the stove’s power 
cord using velcro straps. This part 
automatically senses whether the 
stove is in use.

• The other part (the reminder) 
hangs on the wall and chimes and 
blinks every 10 minutes while the 
stove is in use – providing a helpful 
reminder that something is on the 
stove.

nEw
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aLiMED® vOiCE aLaRM 
Plays a specific, pre-recorded message when the alarm is triggered. It is the
perfect choice for patients with dementia, those who are easily confused or
disoriented by loud sirens, or for patients who need instructions in a
foreign language. Uses a magnetic pull-cord or connects to a sensor pad.

Specifications:
• Adjustable pull-cord
• Low battery indicator
• Nurse Call Jack
• On/Off switch
• Mounting holster and hardware included
• Includes 4 AA batteries, loaded for use

LF442

aLiMED® iq DUO PLUS aLaRM 
This product is perfect for facilities consistently switching between pull-cord 
alarms and sensor alarms. With its magnetic pull-cord that doubles as a sensor pad 
connector, it functions as both a pull-cord and sensor alarm. A hidden reset button 
makes it tamper-resistant. Batteries are included.

aLiMED® TR2 aLaRM 
Completely tamper resistant, perfect for patients who abuse alarms, disconnect 
the sensor cable, or try to turn them off. It’s always on; it does not have an on/
off switch. Once the batteries are loaded and the cable is inserted, the alarm is 
activated. TR2 is compatible with all of AliMed’s bed and chair systems.

Specifications:
• 85 or 100 dB alarm setting
• Low-battery light
• No-pinch mounting clip attached
• Includes 4 x AA batteries, loaded for use.

LF441

Specifications:
• 2.5” W x 3.75” L x 1” D (6 x 9.5 x 2.5 cm)
• Cord adjusts 28”- 58” (71 - 147 cm)
• Two volume settings: 100 dB (high), 85 dB (low)
• No on/off switch
• Mounting holster with strap
• Low battery indicator
• Includes 3 AAA batteries, loaded for use

LF440
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iq DUO PLUS aLaRM
• Use with pull-cord or sensor
• Use with chairs or beds
• Extra-long battery life
• Durable – withstands patient abuse
• Silent mode

vOiCE aLaRM
• Record voice message up to 
  20 seconds long
• Highly versatile

TR2 aLaRM
• Bumpers absorb impact
• Hidden reset buttons
• Lock-n-load switch makes removing 

cable challenging for patients
• Captured screw-in battery cover cannot  

fall out and get lost

VOICE MESSAGE TOO!STOCK jUST
ONE ALARM!

TaMPER RESiSTanT

CHOOSE yOUR aLaRM

Alimed® offers 3 different alarms with either of the sensor pads. Choose what best suits your patients needs.

aLiMED® BED SEnSOR PaD aLaRM SySTEM
Quick, simple and versatile. Connects to your choice of alarm for 
effective monitoring on a patient in a bed. Includes a 9V battery. 
Covered by an unconditional, no-hassle, 6 month guarantee. 
Dimensions: 10” w x 30” l (25 x 76 cm).

BED PaD SySTEM, 6 MOnTH gUaRanTEE
LF446 Set with TR2 Alarm
LF447 Set with IQ Duo Plus ALARM
LF448 Set with Voice Alarm

aLiMED® CHaiR SEnSOR PaD aLaRM SySTEM
The weight-sensitive sensor pads placed under or behind a patient 
trigger an alarm when weight is removed. When the pads are 
placed behind a patient, the alarm provides an early warning 
because the patient has to move forward first before rising. 
Includes a 9V battery. AliMed® alarms and sensor pads are covered 
by an unconditional, no-hassle, 6 month guarantee. Dimensions: 
10” w x 15” l (25 x 38 cm).

CHaiR PaD SySTEM, 6 MOnTH gUaRanTEE
LF443 Set with TR2 Alarm
LF444 Set with IQ Duo Plus Alarm
LF445 Set with Voice Alarm
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ROLL COnTROL BELT aLaRM SySTEM
Perfect for your restless, high-fall-risk patients. These belts keep 
patients securely in bed, yet allow them to roll freely from side to 
side and even sit up, all without causing false alarms. As soon as the 
patient attempts to unfasten the belt, the alarm sounds. The patient 
must then continue unfastening an additional 12” (30 cm) of belt 
before it is possible to get up, giving the caregiver time to respond.

ROLL COnTROL BELT aLaRM SySTEM
LF458 with TR2 Alarm
LF459 Replacement Roll Control Belt
LF460 Replacement TR2 Alarm

EaRLy waRning E-z RELEaSE SEaT BELT
Hook and loop fastener belt, ideal for high-risk, active patients. Once 
patient begins unfastening the belt, an alarm is triggered. After 
triggering alarm, patient must unfasten an additional 12” (30 cm) of 
hook and loop fastener before they are free to rise. EZ Release Seat 
belt is a more economical choice (without the extra 12” (30 cm) of 
fastener) for less-active, sedentary patients.

EaRLy waRning E-z RELEaSE SEaT BELT SySTEMS
LF452 with TR2 Alarm
LF453 with IQ Duo Plus Alarm
LF454 with Voice Alarm

E-z RELEaSE SEaT BELT SySTEMS
LF455 with TR2 Alarm
LF456 with IQ Duo Plus Alarm
LF457 with Voice Alarm

BUCKLED SEaT BELT SySTEM
Uses a familiar car seat belt buckle to keep patients securely in place. 
Ideal for patients who easily become confused and for those who can 
release a seatbelt, but need to be reminded not to get up without 
assistance. Effective for patients with sustained cognitive disorders, 
such as dementia, post CVA, and other neurological problems.

BUCKLED SEaT BELT SySTEMS
LF449 with TR2 Alarm
LF450 with IQ Duo Plus Alarm
LF451 with Voice Alarm
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aLiMED® PiR aLaRM SySTEMS 
Simple, safe and dependable motion-detection technology to help manage patient care and fall prevention. The PIR Alarm works just like 
automatic motion-detection lights. When the beam is interrupted, the alarm will sound.  The PIR beam is narrow and fan-shaped so that 
only the bedside area is monitored. The alarm will not go off when staff members enter the room. These systems eliminate the hazards 
associated with cords - tripping and accidental wire pulls are eliminated.

Systems come with a) Motion Detection Bed Alarm (shown attached 
to optional Magnetic Bedrail Clamp); and one or both of the 
following devices: B) Nurse call receiver unit, C) Remote receiver/
alarm unit

SySTEM 3: 
aLiMED® MOTiOn 
DETECTiOn BED 
aLaRM wiTH REMOTE 
RECEivER/aLaRM UniT
• Ideal for facilities that 
  are not “hard-wired” with 
  a nurse call station but still 
  want remote notification of 
  patients exiting their beds 
• Consists of the PIR Remote 
  Alarm and a remote 
  receiver/alarm unit that 
  can be mounted outside a 
  patient’s room

LF495 with Magnetic Bedrail Clamp
LF496 with Wall Mount

SySTEM 4: 
aLiMED® MOTiOn 
DETECTiOn aLaRM, 
REMOTE RECEivER/
aLaRM anD nURSE 
CaLL RECEivER
• Alarm sounds up to 100’ 
  away and at nurses’ station
• Provides extra measure of 
  staff notification
• For hard-wired facilities that 
  have a nurse call station

SySTEM 2: 
MOTiOn DETECTiOn BED 
aLaRM wiTH nURSE CaLL 
RECEivER
• Alarm sounds in room and 
  at nurses’ station
• If your facility is “hard-wired” 
  to a nurse call station, then 
  this is the best PIR alarm for 
  you

SySTEM 1: 
MOTiOn DETECTiOn 
LOCaL BEDSiDE 
aLaRM

• Alarm sounds at bedside
• Simple, safe and 
  dependable motion 
  detection technology to 
  help manage patient care 
  and fall prevention
• Ideal for restless  patients  
  that move around in bed
• Eliminates sensor pads that 
  can get wet and cords that 
  tangle

LF497 with Magnetic Bedrail Clamp
LF498 with Wall Mount

LF491 with Magnetic Bedrail Clamp
LF492 with Wall Mount

LF493 with Magnetic Bedrail Clamp
LF494 with Wall Mount
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wiRELESS aLaRM SySTEM
This Wireless Alarm System adds more options to  non-slip floor 
alarm sensor. System includes patient alarm unit (transmitter) and 
remote alarm unit (receiver). The unit functions as a local alarm, 
sounding where the floor mat sensor is located and also acts as a 
transmitter, activating the remote alarm unit, which can be placed 
up to 100’ away.

LF500 Floor Mat with Wireless Remote Alarm
REMOTE RECEivED 

aLaRM UniT

Sounds inside or 
outside room

PaTiEnT aLaRM 
TRanSMiTTER

aLiMED® aLaRM DOOR BannER 
High visibility combined with a magnetically activated alarm 
creates an effective deterrent to wandering. Features an arresting 
yellow banner and brilliant red “STOP” sign. Alarm features an off/
soft/loud switch and LED low-battery indicator. Attaches to door 
with hook-and-loop. Fits doors from 30” to 42” (76 to 107 cm). 
Requires 2 AAA batteries, (NOT included). 

LF501 Without Alarm (2 Pack) Lg491 With Alarm

nOnSLiP ExiT aLaRM MaT SySTEM
Durable 35” w x 23” l (89 x 54 cm) rubber sensor mat with slip 
resistant top and bottom, and an active sensing area of 29” w x 17” 
l (74 x 43 cm).  When used in combination with the wireless remote 
receiver and alarm unit, the unit can be set to silent and only 
sound in the hallway or at the nurses' station. Colour: Black. 

TR2 COnTaCT aLaRM
The TR2 Contact Alarm is compatible with all AliMed® floor sensor 
mats, with the same high-quality, tamper-resistant features as the 
TR2 alarm. Alerts staff when patient makes contact with floor mat. 
Connection from alarm to mat can not be disengaged without 
setting off alarm. 4 AA batteries included. 

LF499 Floor Mat with TR2 Contact Alarm

aLiMED® DOOR aLaRM 
An effective way to alert attendant 
to a wandering resident. Features a 
switch that looks like thin, flexible 
tweezers to be inserted between 
door. When door is opened, the 
tweezers’ arms separate, activating 
the alarm. Excellent for home use 
– 110 dB alarm can be heard above 
conversations and appliances. Uses 
1 9V battery, (NOT included).

LF502
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aLiMED® wORRy-FREE™ FaLL aLaRM 
Powered by a sealed 2-year battery, the Alimed® Worry-Free™ Fall Alarm uses one battery for the full-life time of the alarm, eliminating a 
common complaint: the hassals of low battery chirps and battery replacement.  Additionally, it uses "Always On" technology and takes the 
worry out of remembering to turn the alarm on or off.  It's simple - when the patient's weight is on the sensor pad, the Worry Free™ Fall 
Alarm simply monitors.  When the weight is off the sensor pad, the alarm will sound.  Push the reset button to silence the alarm or to put the 
system on hold.  It is compatible with the AliMed bed and chair sensor pads, seatbelts, and roll control belts.   

Lg998 Alarm with 2-Year Chair Sensor Pad
Lg999 Alarm with 2-Year Bed Sensor Pad

STaTUS LigHT

RECESSED RESET
BUTTOn

SEnSOR PLUg

85- OR 100-DB 
SELECT SwiTCH

SECURE CLiP-MOUnT 
FOR STRaP OR 

wHEELCHaiR

nEw

COMPaTiBLE wiTH BED anD CHaiR SEnSORS
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aLiMED® CORDLESS SEnSOR aLaRM 
Manage the risk of patient falls, reduce entanglement and tripping hazards, eliminate in-room alarm noise and notify caregivers without 
startling the patients with the patented AliMed® CordLess® Sensor Alarm Systems.  Wireless, dependable and with a range of tamper-proof 
features, our Cordless Alarm Systems consist of CordLess® Alarm Units coupled with a choice of CordLess® Bed (10"W x 30"L or 20"W x 30"L), 
Chair, or Floor Mat Sensor Devices. When the resident gets up and pressure is removed from the pad, a wireless signal is sent to the alarm 
alerting the caregiver.

LH001 Alarm With Floor Mat System
LH002 Alarm With Chair Sensor Pad System
LH003 Alarm With Bed Pad System

Cordless alarm units mount up to 20 to 30' away from the sensor 
pads—at bedside, on a chair, or in the hallway for removing alarm 
noise from residents’ rooms. Monitor more than one sensor device 
with dual sensor indicators. Fully adjustable alert volume may be 
set to silent or any level chime alert. Unique TamperProof™ feature, 
when activated, prevents anyone except caregivers with a key from 
resetting the alarm. “Pad Signal Lost” light alerts staff if the wireless 
signal from the alarm sensor pad is lost or out of range. “Pad Light” 
flashes every four seconds when alarm is in use. Melodic tones 
option. Large, bright “Reset” button on front of alarm.

All cordless alarm units are for use with chair, bed, and floor mat 
sensor devices. 

STanDaRD RESET 
BUTTOn

RESET BUTTOn 
On/OFF SwiTCH 

aCTivaTES 
TaMPER PROOF 

KEy

nURSE 
CaLL 
jaCK

SignaL LOST 
inDiCaTOR

MOniTOR OFF 
inDiCaTOR

aC

DUaL SEnSOR 
inDiCaTORS 

MOniTOR DEviCES

LOw BaTTERy 
inDiCaTOR

Cordless Chair Pad
7" x 15" (17.5 x 38 cm)

Cordless Floor Mat
24" x 48" (61 x 122 cm)

Cordless Bed Pad
10" x 30" (25 x 76 cm)

nEw

LH001

LH002

LH003
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aLiMED® wiRELESS HaLLway aLERT anD aLaRM KiT 
Why startle patients or wake up roommates unnecessarily?  With the AliMed® Wireless Hallway Alert and Alarm Kit, any alarm with a nurse 
call jack can send a wireless signal and activate sound and flashing lights outside the room  for caregivers to see and hear, while inside the 
room the alarm can stay silent.

HOw iT wORKS
The wireless transmitter plugs into the 
TR2 Alarm so when the Bed Sensor Pad 
triggers the alarm, a wireless signal 
activates the high-visability flashing light 
and sounding alarm from the Wireless 
Hallway Alert mounted outside the room.

SET-UP IS EASy!
Simply plug the transmitter into any 
alarm with a 1/4" nurse-call jack and it 
works wirelessly!  Pair the transmitter with 
the hall alarm within a range of 40' and 
set-up is complete. 

BUy a COMPLETE KiT OR 
UPgRaDE yOUR SySTEM 
INSTANTLy!
Choose the AliMed Retrofit Kit for your 
existing system and find everything 
you need for a wireless upgrade.  The 
kit contains the Wireless Transmitter 
and Wireless Hallway Alert.  Plug the 
transmitter into the nurse-call jack and 
you're ready to go.  

aDD a wiRELESS nigHT LigHT
Improve staff and patient safety.  Add a 
Wireless Nightlight to instantly activate 
low-light illumination when the Wireless 
Hallway Alert and Alarm Kit is triggered or 
whenever motion is detected.

WON'T STARTLE PATIENTS OR 
THEIR ROOMATES!

EASY TO SET UP - 
NO WIRING REQUIRED

Wireless Hallway Alert
flashes and sounds outside room

TR2 Alarm and Bed Sensor Pad
activate the Wireless Hallway Alert via 
the Wireless Transmitter when patient 
attempt to get up.

FLaSHES anD 
SOUnDS in 
HALLWAyS!

Thinner More Sensitive

Replacement Bed and Chair Pressure Sensor 
Pads AliMed’s sensor pads are thinner, more 
sensitive, and more effective for lighter 
patients and for patients who use them for 
extended periods. Pads have less compression 
foam, resulting in higher sensitivity and faster 
recovery without any increase in false alarms. 
Full replacement warranty.  Please refer to 
page 86 for model numbers

works with the wireless
Hallway Alert and Alarm
System to add 
simultaneous
illumination in low-light
environments. Night light
illuminates instantly when
triggered by Bed Sensor Pad and Alarm System 
and wireless transmitter. Helps reduce trip hazards. 
Perfect for the nighttime wanderer.

LH004

Urine Resistant

REPLaCEMEnT SEnSOR PaDS nigHT LigHT FOR nigHTTiME SaFETy

nEw
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aLiMED® MOTiOn SEnSOR nigHT LigHT
The perfect, low-cost solution for patients who wander 
or frequently get up at night. Each motion-activated 
sensor unit projects an invisible, cone-shaped infrared 
sensing field that spans up to 12'. When a patient or staff 
disturbs the sensing field, the light turns on, instantly 
making a safer pathway. Perfect for use in any healthcare 
facility, or even at home! Convenient stationary mount 
can be placed on the floor or on any surface for optimal 
positioning. Battery operated and completely wireless for 
easy installation in any location with no cords to cause 
trip hazards. Premium LED lights shine twice as bright as 
standard LEDs. 3 per pack. 

LH007  

COMPLETE HaLLway   
aLERT KiT
Complete Hallway Alert and Alarm 
Kit Sensor pad and TR2 Alarm trigger 
Hallway Wireless Alert unit for 
additional visual and audible alerts 
outside the patient's room. Silent 
mode on the bedside TR2 Alarm allows 
the alert to sound outside the room 
only—perfect for double-occupancy 
environments! The TR2 Alarm is 
always on.  Perfect for patients who 
continually try to turn off alarms, 
disconnect sensor pads, or break 
alarms. All TR2 settings are concealed 
under the battery cover.

KiT COnTainS
Wireless Hallway Alert: 3" x 3.5" x 1.5" (7 x 
9 x 3.5 cm) • Weight: 5.3 oz • On/Off Switch 
• Low-battery indicator • 3 AA
batteries included • AC adapter included 
(5V, 500 mA) •  Wireless Transmitter: 
1.5"W x 2.6"L x 0.9"D • 1 CR2450 battery • 
Weight: 6 oz. TR2 Alarm: 85-dB, 100-dB, or 
silent alarm setting • Chime or Alarm alert 
options • Two concealed reset buttons 
• Low-battery light • Nurse-call jack • 
Rubber bumpers • 4 AA batteries included
6-Month Bed Sensor Pad: 10"W x 30"L • 
Blue

LH005

RETROFiT ExiSTing SySTEMS
Already have an alarm system? No problem! 
Instantly upgrade your current alarm system 
with the wireless transmitter and hallway 
alert. No hardwiring necessary! Works with 
any alarm with a standard 1⁄4" nurse-call 
jack. Kit contains: Wireless Hallway Alert w/
Wireless Transmitter

LH006

SPECiFiCaTiOnS: 
Unit: White • 3 AAA batteries 
(included) • Includes base 
mount and adjustable wall 
mount • 12' motion detection 
range • 6-1/5"W x 6-1/2"H

BaSE MOUnT

aDjUSTaBLE 
waLL MOUnT

3 nigHT LigHTS 
PER PaCK

In patient's room

Set up sensor pad and 
alarm unit on bed TR2 Alarm can be set 

to silent, Chime or 
Alarm

Wireless Transmitter 
plugs into nurse-call jack

In Hallway
Up to 40' from alarm and sensor, 

Wireless Alert receives signal

flashes and 
sounds in 
hallway!

nEw

nEw
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FREEDOM aLERT 911
The Freedom Alert allows you 
to immediately contact up to 4 
individuals when an emergency 
prevents you from reaching the phone.  
Push the button on the pendant and 
have instant 2-way speakerphone 
communication.  If programmed 
contacts are unreachable, the 
system can default to contact a 911 
emergency operator.  Set-up is simple, 
just plug in the phone cord and power 
adapter and program contact numbers 
using your touch-tone phone.  No 
monthly fee, service charges or 
contracts.  1-year limited warranty.

LF435

wiRELESS inDOOR/OUTDOOR inTERCOM 2 PaCK
A set of 2 weather-resistant wireless intercoms that provide 
convenient, expandable communication both inside and outside 
your home. Can be mounted in the shower where most falls occur.  
Up to 1,000 ft (304 m) range. No power connection required. Installs 
in minutes. 2-year battery life. Requires 4 AA batteries per unit (NOT 
included).

LF504

wiRELESS PORTaBLE inTERCOM DOUBLE UniT 
A great solution for 2-way communication at home! The wireless 
portable unit has a 1,000' (304m) range with no power connection 
required. It is expandable up to 12 units per network to enhance 
your home’s communication to multiple locations. Installs in 
minutes. 2-year battery life. Requires 4 AA batteries per unit (NOT 
included).

LF503

Allows you 
to call up to

4 people!

Purchase Includes:
• Freedom Alert 911 Pendant 
• Base Unit 
• Belt Clip 
• AC Adapter 
• Wrist / walker / wheelchair strap 
• Phone cord 
• Lanyard 
• Screwdriver 
• Rechargeable li-ion special pendant 

Batteries - 2 pieces 
• Rechargeable AA batteries - 4 pieces

TELEMERgEnCy™ aLERT DEviCE 
The Telemergency™ Alert Device features a wireless pendant 
button which will automatically call 911 and up to 5 individuals in 
the order of preference until response. Features 9V battery backup 
power unit during power outage. 

Lg480

FREEDOM aLERT wiTH waLL COMMUniCaTOR 
The Emergency Wall Communicator is the perfect solution for 
creating a safe environment in your home.  Installing the EWC 
ensures that help is a press-of-a-button away in an event of an 
emergency.  Strategically place your communicators throughout 
your home for optimal coverage. Comes with Freedom Alert below.

LF435a  LF435 Freedom Alert
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COMFiHiPS®HiP PROTECTORS 
You can wear ComfiHips® all the time, day or night.  The pads are amazingly lightweight. Each pad actually weighs less than 25 potato 
chips - and they fit easily into concealed interior pockets of our specially designed, ultra soft undergarments.  It's hard for anyone to 
know you are wearing our low profile Hip Protectors, yet wearing them will decrease your chance of injuries should you fall on your 
hip.  These Hip Protectors are especially recommended for people who are prone to nighttime falls. 

Lg955 - Hip Protector - Men Small (28"-30" / 71-76 cm)
Lg956 - Hip Protector - Men Medium (32"-34" / 81-86 cm)
Lg957 - Hip Protector - Men Large (36"-38" / 91-96 cm)
Lg958 - Hip Protector - Men X-Large (40"-42" / 101-107 cm)
Lg959 - Hip Protector - Men XX-Large (44"-46" / 112-116 cm)
Lg960 - Hip Protector - Men XXX-Large (48"-50" / 122-127 cm)

Lg961 - Hip Protector - Women Small (22"-26" / 56-66 cm)
Lg962 - Hip Protector - Women Medium (26"-30" / 66-76 cm)
Lg963 - Hip Protector - Women Large (30"-34" / 76-86 cm)
Lg964 - Hip Protector - Women X-Large (34"-38" / 86-96 cm)
Lg965 - Hip Protector - Women XX-Large (38"- 44" / 96-112 cm)
Lg966 - Hip Protector - Women XXX-Large (44"-50" / 112-127 cm)

a TRULy COMFORMing FiT
The secret is in "the curve".  Many 
hip protectors on the market (the 
hard plastic kind) will guard the 
hips but are not comfortable for 
sleeping.  They don't naturally 
conform to the body and some 
of them may even cause injuries 
when a fall occurs.  ComfiHips® 
Hip Protectors are quite different.  
Users can sleep on their sides while wearing them and enjoy 
countless nights of serene, peaceful rest.

EFFORTLESS COMPLianCE
The most difficult aspect of hip protection is convincing 
the user to wear hip protector products as often as 
possible.  That's why ComfiHips® Hip Protectors are 
highly effective.  In trials conducted with prototypes at 
several nursing facilities in Canada, patients agreed that 
ComfiHips® were so comfortable that they often forgot 
they were wearing them!

HigHLy COST EFFECTivE
Because of their high level of protection, ComfiHips® Hip 
Protectors can help to reduce unexpected injuries and 
costs associated with surgery, rehabilitative care and 
physical therapy.  

SizES

SMaLL

inCH inCH
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gEO PaTTERn gaiT BELT
Gait belts are a necessary accessory to the caregiver for ambulating 
clients who have an unstable gait.  This Gait Belt features a 
geometric design on a wipe clean nylon surface. Colours may vary.
Dimensions: 60" (152 cm).

Lg334

aLiMED® BaRiaTRiC gaiT BELT
Ease caretaker back strain when ambulating with bariatric patients. 
96” (244 cm) wipeable gait belt easily wipes clean with any 
commonly used disinfectant. Reinforced plastic strap is easy to grasp 
and comfortable for the patient. Specialty buckle ensures belt stays 
attached. 96” (244 cm). Yellow. 1,000 lb (453.5 kg) capacity

Lg364

BiOS Living PaDDED TRanSFER BELT
This Padded Transfer Belt provides a good grip and extra security 
when transferring people in a range of situations.  4 looped handles, 
quick side release buckle and padding for extra comfort.  Weight 
capacity: 200 lbs (91 kg). 

LF687 Small 23” - 30” (58 - 76 cm)
LF688 Medium 28” - 48” (71 - 122 cm)
LF689 Large 40” - 64” (102 - 163 cm)

anTiMiCROBiaL gaiT BELT
Caregivers use gait belts for ease of patient transfer. Now add the 
extra surface protection of antimicrobial odour control. Inhibits the 
growth of bacteria, mold, yeast, and fungi on the belt’s surface for 
the life of the product, while also remaining supple and easy to use.

LF683 54” (137 cm)
LF684 70” (178 cm)

wiPEaBLE gaiT BELTS
The Wipeable Gait Belt has an easy-to-adjust, plastic snap buckle that makes it easy to keep clean between 
patients. Simply spray the vinyl belt with disinfectant and wipe clean. All edges are fully sealed and there 
are no seams for microbes to hide – it’s welded, not sewn! MRI safe. Now in orange for easy identification 
of high-fall-risk patients.

LF685 Orange 54” (137 cm)
LF686 Black 70” (178 cm)
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CaREaSE™ 
The slick inner surface of the CarEase™ makes getting in and out 
of a car seat effortless.  Sliding and rotation into the car seat is 
smooth with almost no friction.  Unlike other products, CarEase™ is 
comfortable to sit on.  Perfect for all sliding transfers.  Dimensions: 
18” w x 22” l (46 x 56 cm).

LF682

TRanSFER aiDE SLing
The Transfer Aide Sling provides caregivers with a secure hold and 
control during patient transfers.  Made of woven nylon with hook 
and loop closures. Shaped like an undergarment, it is worn over 
the patient’s clothing. During the transfer, the aide stays securely 
in place without binding or riding up. It also has a hand grip on 
the back that can be used during ambulation as an alternative to a 
gait belt.  Machine wash and dry or wipe clean. One size fits most 
adults. Weight capacity 250 lbs (114 kg). Latex free.

LF681

THE STanDEaSE™
The StandEase™ is ideal for individuals with arthritis, recovering 
from hip surgery, osteoporosis, or anyone that has difficulty 
standing.  The StandEase™ is lightweight and can be moved from 
room to room. You can take it on trips when you visit family or 
friends.  Easy to install, no tools required. The front legs are height 
adjustable to accommodate most sofas and chairs. StandEase™ 
makes getting up so much easier!

LF680

TURnEaSE™ 
Helps to assists patients while turning and moving in bed. 
Makes getting into and out of bed easier and helps to maintain 
independence. Machine washable. Ideal for individuals suffering 
from Parkinson’s Disease, Muscular Dystrophy, stroke, arthritis, back 
pain, stiffness or anyone that is having difficulty turning in bed. 
Dimensions: 37” w x 27” l (94 x 67 cm). Weight capacity: 300 lbs (136 
kg).

LF679
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TRanSFER PivOT DiSC
The Transfer Pivot Disc is designed for use by patients who are 
able to stand but cannot readily move their legs.  Patients with 
upper body strength can use the Transfer Pivot Disc to accomplish 
independent transfers. Made of 3” (8 cm) high quality polymer 
plates with a built-in handle for ease of carrying. Weight Capacity: 
400 lbs (181 kg).

LF691 13” (33 cm) Diameter
LF692 15” (38 cm) Diameter
LF693 18” (46 cm) Diameter

MOBiLE 360º MEMORy FOaM SwivEL CUSHiOn
The swivel seat has been developed to help people who have 
mobility problems to turn on a seat. They are suitable for many 
applications including dining chairs or car seats. Has a washable 
removable fleece cover for comfort. Diameter: 16” (40 cm).

LF690    White Fleece

MEMORy FOaM SwivEL CUSHiOn
The BIOS Living Memory Foam Swivel Cushion helps people who 
have mobility problems turn on a seat. This product is suitable for 
various applications such as dining chairs or car seats.  Dimensions: 
15" (38 cm).

LF690B

PRiMa OUTDOOR gRaB RaiL
This weather resistant grab rail provides stable support and aid in 
outdoor locations.  Discreet colour allows the bar to blend with 
brick and wall siding.  Engineered with a concealed aluminum 
center and coated with plastic and over-molded rubber grips to 
ensure the rail is warm to the touch and non-slip  even when wet.  
Length: 18” (45 cm).  Maximum load: 350 lbs (160 kg).

LF793
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SUPER SLing
The Super Sling facilitates clients transfer, lifting, and positioning while 
reducing exposure to back injury. The Super Sling features friction 
reducing bottoms that ease positioning and transfer. It has reinforced 
stitching at the handles and 2"-wide nylon webbing for client safety.

Lg335 4 Handle Support up to 250 lbs (113 kg) 36” x 40” (91.5 x 101cm)
Lg336 8 Handle Support up to 500 lbs (227 kg) 46” x 46” (117 x 117cm)
Lg698 12 Handle Support up to 500 lbs (227 kg) 36” x 72” (91.5 x 183cm)

PaTiEnT ROLLER TRanSFER DEviCE
The Patient Roller Transfer Device lets 1 or 2 staff members move a patient from one surface 
to another with very little effort, no lifting or pulping required. Transfers the patient between 
slightly uneven surfaces (up to 3” (7.5cm) height difference) without lifting. Long-lasting, 
trouble-free aluminum rollers with steel ball-bearings and heavy-duty black conductive vinyl 
cover. 

Lg366 Short
Lg367 Medium
Lg368 Large

aLiMED® BaRiaTRiC SHiFTER 
The Bariatric Shifter makes lateral transfers for patients up to 600 lbs. (271 kg) easier and 
safer. Reduce caretaker back strain by minimizing friction on transfer services. Elongated 
shape brings 14 handholds to ergonomically correct position.  Extra-wide design better 
supports excess tissue. It even supports patient's head. Flexible plastic is great for uneven 
surfaces. Dimensions: 28"W x 72"L x 3/16"H (71 x 183 x 40cm)

Lg365
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PLaSTiC TRanSFER BOaRD
The Plastic Transfer Board allows for easy transfer from the 
wheelchair, bed, chair or toilet. It is a durable 8” w x 27.5” l (20 x 70 
cm) heavy-duty plastic without hand holes.  The Transfer Board is 
lightweight and easy to handle. Weight capacity: 250 lbs (113 kg).

LF409

TRanSFER BOaRD wiTH nOTCHES
Comfort, convenience and adaptability are built into this transfer 
board.  Notches secure the board to non-removable wheelchair 
arms for use from either the right or left side. Features a hole for 
easy handling. Smooth top and bottom surfaces are covered with a 
lacquer finish for easy gliding. Weight capacity: 200 lbs (91 kg).

LF402 Small 24” (61 cm)
LF403 Large 30” (76 cm)

DELUxE wOOD TRanSFER BOaRD 
wiTH TwO CUT-OUTS
Deluxe wood transfer board with 2 cut-outs. Patients can be 
transferred easily from wheelchair, bed, or commode. Features 2 
cut-out handles for easy carrying and gripping.  Sealed and coated 
for easy transfer.  Made of Baltic Birch.  Weight capacity: 200 lbs (91 
kg).

LF406 Small with cutout handles 24” (61 cm)
LF407 Large with cutout handles 30” (76 cm)

DELUxE TRanSFER BOaRD
The Deluxe Transfer Board helps transfer patients from a wheelchair, 
bed, chair or commode.  The transfer board is sealed and coated for 
protection and a friction-free transfer.  Safety product is constructed 
of 0.75” (2 cm) Baltic Birch. Weight capacity: 200 lbs (91 kg).

LF404 Small 24” (61 cm) 
LF405 Large 30” (76 cm)

BaRiaTRiC TRanSFER BOaRD
The same great features of the Transfer Board with a 500 lbs (227 kg) 
weight capacity.
LF401

x-FER RaiL™ FOLDaBLE TRanSFER 
BOaRD
Full size transfer board easily and conveniently  
folds to almost half its size.  It enables easy 
transfers to and from wheelchairs.  It folds and 
unfolds quickly  for easy storage and portability.  
Minimal surface area reduces the risk of friction- 
based skin tears.  It is lightweight weighing 1 lb 
(.45 kg).  Weight capacity 250 lbs (113.6 kg). 
Dimensions Unfolded: 33" (76.2 cm)
Dimensions Folded: 16.25" (41.3 cm)
Overall Width: 57" (14.9 cm)

Lg828

nEw
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UPEaSy SEaT aSSiST
The UPEASY manual lifting cushion provides up to 80% lift assist 
for users who otherwise would need help getting up from a seated 
position. Equipped with a hydraulic lifting mechanism, no electricity 
is required for operation. Users choose the model appropriate for 
their weight. Weighing only 10 lbs (4.5 kg), UPEASY can be closed 
and easily carried using the built-in handle. Adds about 1.5” (4 cm) 
to seat height when seated. UPEASY Lifting Cushion comes with a 
washable cover and high-density foam cushion.

LF381 UpEasy 95 - 220 lbs (43 - 100 kg)
LF382 UpEasy Plus 200 - 340 lbs (90 - 154 kg)

UPLiFT SEaT aSSiST 
Uplift Seat Assist is a self-powered, lifting cushion that assists you 
gently up and down from an armchair or sofa. The lifting piston 
activates automatically as you shift forward and begin to stand, 
providing a stable lift up from the chair or sofa. Portable with a 
built-in carrying handle. Features a high density, super comfortable 
memory foam cushion and comes with a removable knit cover. 
Colour: Navy Blue. Size: 18” x 7” (46 - 18 cm).  Weight: 8 lbs (4 kg). 
Weight Capacity: 200 - 350 lbs (80 - 230 kg).

LF384

UPLiFT PREMiUM POwER SEaT 
The Uplift Premium Power Seat with LeveLift technology is an 
electric-powered portable lifting seat that will lift you safely and 
gently from almost any armchair or sofa without dumping you 
forward. Uplift Premium Power Seat is easy to operate with an 
arthritis-friendly toggle and movable, cloth-covered gooseneck style 
hand controller. You can stop at any point to adjust the height to 
your task or comfort level. Designed to provide 100% lift assistance 
for those weighing up to 300 lbs (136 kg).

LF379 Premium Seat 17” (43 cm)
LF385 Premium Seat 20” (51 cm)
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aDvanTagE RaiL™
The Advantage Rail™ is a floor mounted support rail which 
promotes safe and independent standing and transfers. The key to 
the effectiveness of the Advantage Rail™ is in the unique operation 
of the horizontal rail. The rail pivots to move with you in safe small 
steps providing moving support similar to a walker, yet it can lock 
in an instant in case of a loss of balance, need for rest, or to assist to 
a seated position.

LF467 Advantage Rail™ “T” Handle
LF468 Advantage Rail™ Portable
LF469 Quick Release Plate for Portable

SMaRT-RaiL™
The Smart-Rail™ is an innovative bed assist rail designed for those 
requiring a little help for moving, standing and transferring in 
and out of bed. Unlike fixed-style bed rails, our Smart-Rail™ can 
unlock and pivot outwards to provide better standing support with 
less reaching and twisting. The Smart-Rail™ installs in seconds by 
inserting the support frame between the box spring and mattress, 
securing with safety straps, and adjusting the rail height. Height 
adjustable. Grey rubber cane tips prevent slipping and protect 
floor. 31.5” h x 16.5” w (80 x 42 cm) with a weight capacity of 300 
lbs (136 kg).

LF464 For Box Spring & Mattress
LF466 Leg Extenders

aSSiSTa-RaiL™
The Assista-Rail™ is an “inverted U” style bed rail for home beds, 
providing a unique combination of occupant safety and in-bed 
mobility.  This product is ideal for moving from a lying to sitting 
position in bed and at bedside.  Extremely easy to install, the entire 
“inverted U” shaped rail installs in minutes with basic tools - simply 
slides between mattress and box spring. Mandatory safety strap and 
anti-slide grips hold rail from shifting during use. Made from heavy 
gauge steel, the Assista-Rail™ extends under mattress 33.5” (85 cm), 
up from the mattress 17.25” (44 cm) and along the side of the bed 
20” (51 cm) and has a weight capacity of 300 lbs (136 kg). 

LF462 Assita-Rail™
LF463 AssistaCane Add on Kit
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DEPEnDa-BaR™
The Dependa-Bar™ is a revolutionary combination of standard 
wall mounted grab bar, with the well-proven benefits of the 
SuperBar™ for movable support. Designed for bathrooms and 
other environments where grab bars are found. Dependa-Bar™ 
locks every 45° (5 positions), providing a support rail that moves 
with the user.

LF488 18” (46 cm)

P.T. RaiL™
The P.T. Rail™ is a wall mounted support rail which promotes 
safe standing and transfers to and from a toilet. Combines an 
exceptionally solid feel, and an innovative offset rail.  This allows 
for improved use of the lower rail and helps to prevent wrist strain 
when reaching for the lower rail. Rail Length: 28” (71 cm) and 32” 
(81 cm) options from wall to tip of rail. Weight Capacity: 400 lbs 
(181 kg).

LF478 P.T. Rail™ Left Side White
LF479 P.T. Rail™ Right Side White
LF480 P.T. RAIL™ left Side Chrome
LF481 P.T. RAIL™ Right Side Chrome

P.T. RaiL™ angLED
The PT Rail Angled was designed for additional support when 
going up and down two or three stairs. Like the PT Rail, it mounts 
to the wall and can be lifted out of the way when not in use. 
However, it can be adjusted between 0 and 35 degrees to suit the 
angle of the stairs it’s mounted beside.

Rail Length: 32” (81 cm)
Rail Diameter: 1.5”
Rail Angle Range: 0-35 degrees
Material: Alloy steel
Finish: Anti-microbial white powder coat
Weight Capacity: 400lbs
Contractor Recommended

LH045
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angLED CEiLing PLaTE
Designed for rooms with angled ceilings. Allows any standard 
SuperPole™ to accommodate ceilings with a 45 to 90 degree angle. 
Can be used with the standard 8 ft (93” - 99”) ceiling or up to 10' 
(120”) when used with the Uni-fit extender.

LF477

SUPERPOLE™ SySTEM
The SuperPole™ System is an award-winning modular support 
system designed for those requiring assistance with standing, 
transferring, or moving in bed. Central to the system is a stylish 
floor-to-ceiling grab bar, which provides a secure structure. Quick 
and easy to install or relocate. Installs by turning the jackscrew 
at the bottom of the pole. The screw “expands” the pole to create 
enough tension between the floor and ceiling to hold the pole 
secure. Rubber pads on the ceiling and floor plates hold the pole 
secure and prevent scuffing of floor and ceiling, (even stipple 
ceilings). For improved safety with additional gripping and 
bearing support, the SuperBar™, can be added to the SuperPole™ 
for horizontal pivoting.  The SuperTrapeze™ provides superior 
assistance to achieve a seated position in bed. The “ladder like” 
handle on the SuperTrapeze™ allows for improved use of arm 
strength to climb to a seated position.  The SuperTray™ easily snaps 
onto the SuperPole™ to provide the convenience of a bedside or 
overbed table. The SuperTray™ provides transfer support. It is easy 
to remove and can be installed at any height on your SuperPole™. 
Situate over your bed for meals, or beside it for anything you would 
like to have at arms reach.

LF470 8 ft (244 cm) SuperPole™ Basic
LF471 SuperPole™ with SuperBar™
LF472 SuperPole™ with SuperTrapeze™
LF473 SuperBar™ add on kit
LF474 SuperTrapeze™ add on kit
LF476 Uni-fit extender 8 - 10' (244 - 305 cm)
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THE CRiCKET
The Cricket makes it quick and easy to transfer from a bed to chair to bathroom to stair lift and requires only one carier. It features multi 
height adjustments and has adult and pediatric seat options.  It also has a smooth transfer over thresholds which is effective on many 
different surfaces, with easy 2-way operation from in front or behind.  It is very compact and turns in its own space, in the smallest of 
rooms, under a bed, from a chair and over the toilet. It is safety assured, has an integral back rest and is ergonomically designed for 
comfort. 

Lg507

FOOT gUaRD 
to achieve better seated position HigH gRiP FOOT 

PRinTS
a helpful visual cue and 

added security in use

SPECiFiCaTiOnS
Width: 30" (76 cm)
Depth: 34" (86 cm)
Seat height (from-to): 15" - 23" (38 x 59 cm)
Seat width: 20" (51 cm)
Seat depth: 12" (30 cm)
Total weight: 55 lbs  (25 kg)
Width between castors inside: 12.5" (32 cm)
Width between castors outside: 16" (41 cm)
Max user weight: 308 lbs (140 kg)

iMPROvED ManEUvRaBiLiTy
in compact seating, tight spaces, without 
compromise in function

Improved 
HEigHT 

aDjUSTMEnT

aRTiCULaTing KnEE PaD
delivers greater support both 

when seated and transferring on 
and off
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ETaC MOLiFT RaiSER
The Etac Molift Raiser platform makes it fast and easy to prepare for a transfer. The unique leg support is easily adjusted with a one-hand 
operation.

The foot brake locks both sides whether you choose the left or right one. The platform design allows it to be rolled in close to the feet of 
the user. The foot plate has a fine-grain surface with anti-slip capability.

The Molift Raiser offers a safe and comfortable transfer. The padding in the leg support improves stability and the handle offers many 
grip possibilities. These features enable the user to feel safe throughout the entire transfer. The Molift Raiser is stable and has a tight 
turning radius which makes it easy to maneuver.
Leg support with one-hand height regulation. The soft padded leg support provides comfortable support for the user. It is simple and 
convenient to adjust the height with one-hand
operation.

Safe Working Load 150 kg / 330 lbs -  Total Weight 14.2 kg / 31.3 lbs -  Materials Steel, plastic, aluminium, TPR

OnE FOOT LOCKS BOTH wHEELS
The foot brake locks both sides whether you choose the left or right one. This ensures a smooth and safer use of the product.

HanDLE wiTH Many gRiP POSSiBiLiTiES
The handle provides many grip possibilities for both caregivers and users.

LOw BOaRDing
The low step-on height makes it easier for users to place their feet on the platform.

Lg527 Etac Molift Raiser
LH034 Small / Medium Safety Strap
LH035 Large / X-Large Safety Strap

max

150
kg

max

330
lbs
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ETaC TURnER
Turner is a practical aid which supports and activates the patient when transferring from one seated position to another. It offers 
security for the person being transferred and will not strain the caregiver's back.

EaSy anD SaFE TRanSFERS
Turner reduces the risk of falling, and it also allows the caregiver to work in an ergonomically correct position. Only the height of the 
handle and the lower leg support needs adjusting. It is easy to bring or push out of the way when not in use - just tilt it on the castors 
and it will run smoothly on any surface. Turner should only be used for persons who can adequately bear weight and thus stand with 
support.

SaFE FOR THE CaRE RECiPiEnT anD EaSy On THE CaREgivER'S BaCK
Many often feel unsafe when being assisted from their bed to the wheelchair, and caregivers are subject to strain when assisting with 
the transfer. With Turner, both the assisted person and the caregiver feel safe and the transfer is performed with ease.

LH008 

The caregiver takes hold of the upper handle 
with both hands, puts one foot on the pedal and 
leans slightly backwards to act as counterweight.

The assisted person grips the lower handle, 
presses the lower legs toward the support and 

stands up.

Turner is rotated to place the assisted person 
correctly in front of the new seat.  Use the same 
technique as for standing up.  While the assisted 

person is in a fully standing position, the caregiver 
doesn't need to keep the foot on the pedal

2 MODELS
Turner comes in 2 

models, with oval or 
U-handle

PaDDED LOwER LEg 
SUPOPRT

A wide and soft padded 
support with a slightly curved 

design.  It gives a secure and 
stable support.  Stepless height 
adjustment.  A measuring scale 

indicates the adjusted height.

TRanSPORT wHEELS
The wheels are only intended 

for transportation for Turner 
without the user.

anTi-SLiDE PROTECTiOn
For correct and secure 

positioning of the feet.

nEw
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ETaC MOLiFT SMaRT 150

COMPaCT SMaRTnESS
Etac Molift Smart 150 is designed to be easily wheeled and transported to where it is required. It is primarily suitable for use in home care, 
for travelling or to be easily stored away. 
Molift Smart 150 has a unique construction that distributes weight evenly and, together with the compact footprint, makes it easy to 
maneuver even in narrow spaces.

COMFORTaBLE anD SaFE TRanSFER
The lifting range of 10.6” – 66.1” (27 – 168 cm) provides an excellent maximum lifting height and at the same time gets very low, facilitating 
lifting from the floor. Standard 4-point sling suspension ensures a comfortable and spacious lifting position for the user. 

Lg580 

FOLDS anD UnFOLDS EaSiLy
Molift Smart folds and unfolds easily 
without using any tools and can be 
separated into two parts where the 
heaviest part weighs only 28.5 lbs. 
(13 kg)

LiFTS EaSiLy FROM FLOOR
Molift Smart has a large lifting span 
that allows lifting from the floor as well 
as high surfaces.

4-POinT SUSPEnSiOn
Standard 4-point suspension ensures 
comfortable and more spacious lifting 
position for the user.

Slings not included.  Please call for details

max

150
kg

max

330
lbs
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ETaC MOLiFT MOvER 300
With its high lifting capacity of 660 lbs (300 kg), Etac Molift Mover 300 is the ideal solution for hospitals and care facilities with bariatric 
clients who have frequent and everyday moving and handling needs.

HigH CaPaCiTy in a LOw TOTaL wEigHT
With a total weight of only 39.3 kg (90 lbs) the Molift Mover 300 is the lightest in its category. The unique construction and wheel 
positioning provides excellent maneuverability.

ExCELLEnT LiFTing RangE
Molift Mover 300 lifts easily from the floor, reaching down to 15.7” (40 cm) at the lowest. Excellent maximum lifting height at 70.4” 
(179 cm) provides good free lifting space and possibility for gait training. The lifter is also equipped with environmentally friendly 
NiMH-battery.

FEaTURES
inTEgRaTED SERviCE SOFTwaRE
Automatic service notification system determines when the lifter requires service and maintenance. 

UniqUE PUSH BaR
The unique push bar provides the best natural grip, creating good ergonomics and many grip possibilities.

waLKing aRMS
Molift Mover 300 is also available with additional Support Arms. This in combination with the excellent maximum height provides an ideal 
solution for gait training.

HigH SaFE wORKing LOaD
Molift Mover 300 has a safe working load of 660 lbs (300 kg) and still weighs only 90 lbs (39.3 kg).

Lg581 Standard
Lg582 Supporting Arms

Slings not included.  Please call for details
max

300
kg

max

660
lbs
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iTOUCHLESS TRaSH 
Can
The iTouchless Trash Can 
opens automatically with 
the use of an infrared sensor. 
As your hand enters the 
zone 6” (15 cm) from the 
infrared sensor on the top 
of the trash can the lid will 
automatically open and will 
stay open until 3 seconds 
after hand is gone.  Fits any 
standard size trash bag. 
Comes with bag retainer 
ring to secure and hide the 
trash bag inside the trash 
cancutting.  Dimensions: 
12.75" x 12.25" x 30.38" (32 
x 31 x 71 cm). Requires 4D 
batteries (NOT included).

Lg508

Ez FaUCET
The EZ Faucet turns water on or off without touching anything. An 
infrared sensor detects movement and does all the work. Helps 
prevent spreading of flu or other infectious diseases through 
touching the faucet's handles. It also controls water temperature 
and flow by adjusting the existing faucet's handles at any time. Just 
set the water temperature & flow and leave it on. Override On/off 
switch lets you turn water on or off manually.

Lg510

BiO-MaTiC™ wEaTHER-PROOF FingERPRinT 
RECOgniTiOn DOOR LOCK
This stylish and easy- to-use fingerprint door lock offers a sliding 
front cover that not only allows protection for the optical sensor 
but also activates the fingerprint scanner when lifted.

Specifications:
- Fingerprint Recognition Capacity: 150
- Passcode Capacity: 78, 8-digit
- Power by 4 AA batteries (NOT included)
- Operating Temperature: -4°F to 140°F
- Adjustable latch: 2 3/8" or 2 3/4" backset
- Fit a standard 2-1/8" diameter hole

Lg511 Right Handled
Lg526 Left Handled

aUTOMaTiC PaPER TOwEL DiSPEnSER
This sensor-equipped paper towel dispenser works perfectly with 
perforated home paper towels: standard size and half-size sheets. 
The sensor-activated control guarantees one-hand operation. 
You never touch the unused sheets nor even touch the dispenser. 
Plus, the roll never unravels itself. The dispenser prevents germ 
contamination of the roll, and it also saves paper!  Dimensions: 
6.5" x 8.5" x 14" (16.5 x 21.5 x 54.5 cm).  Requires 4D batteries (NOT 
included).

Lg509
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gOOD gRiPS® aPPLE wEDgER 
Available in white and stainless steel, this 7" (18cm) Apple Wedger, 
7” is perfect for pies, cobbler or preparing a simple snack. Soft, 
wide handles take the pressure off hands, and sharp, stainless steel 
blades glide easily through fruit. Raised handles assure ample 
clearance between hands and the table. Dishwasher safe.

LF362

gOOD gRiPS® 
“y” PEELER
The black “Y” Peeler includes a 
built-in eyer and features a sharp 
stainless steel blade that glides 
through even the toughest fruit 
and vegetable skins with ease. The 
soft, comfortable handle cushions 
your hand as you peel, and is 
non-slip, even when your hands 
are wet. Dishwasher safe. Measures 
5.75” (14.5 cm).

LF364

gOOD gRiPS® PEELER
Swivel Peeler, 7” (18 cm), black, stainless steel 
blade. Sharp stainless steel blade peels easily 
and effortlessly.  Handle is comfortable, even 
during repetitive action of peeling.  Built-in 
potato eyer. Dishwasher safe.

LF363

gOOD gRiPS® PEELER SET OF 3
Each peeler in this 3-piece set has a soft, comfortable grip that 
is non-slip, even when wet, making them the perfect kitchen 
companions. Dimensions: 4" (10.16 cm).

Lg006

gOOD gRiPS® PEELER 
anD PaRER SET
Peeler/Parer Set features two 
outstanding tools together in 
one set.  The Swivel Peeler is 
simply the best peeler you will 
ever try!  The sharp stainless 
steel blade glides through the 
toughest fruit and vegetable 
skins with ease.  The Paring 
Knife has a fine edge stainless 
steel blade that is perfect for 
paring and cutting. 

Lg017

SwiFT PEELER
The Swift Peeler is a hand-held stainless steel blade kitchen utensil. 
Simply slide the comfortable rubberized and ergonomically 
designed grip over your middle finger and run your palm naturally 
over all your fruits, vegetables, and more for the easiest and most 
efficient peeling ever. Slice through the thickest vegetable skins to 
the thinnest of fruits making any peeling job fun and simple! 

LF365
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gOOD gRiPS® SOaP DiSPEnSER
This stylish Soap Dispenser features a large, soft, non-slip button for 
easy dispensing.  The top has a large opening for no-mess refilling; 
simply unscrew the top to access.  Constructed of 18/10 stainless 
steel, it can hold up to 14 oz (414 ml) of soap and has a non-skid 
base for stability.

Lg009

gOOD gRiPS® DOUgH SCRaPER/CHOPPER
The Dough Scraper/Chopper is a welcome addition to any kitchen.  
Use this handy tool to section dough for pie crusts, evenly portion 
dough for pastries, and scrape dough from your floured board.  
Try it for lifting cookies from a cookie sheet, or for chopping firm 
vegetables like celery. 

Lg022

FRESH FOOD Bag
The Fresh Food Bag keeps fruits and vegetables fresh every time.  
Florists also use these bags to keep flowers fresher for a longer 
period of time. 8 bags, 10.5" x 11" (26.5 x 28 cm).

Lg029

HanDS-FREE aUTOMaTiC SOaP DiSPEnSER
This no-touch soap dispenser is the leading weapon in the fight 
against germs! This convenient tool uses advanced infrared sensor 
technology to deliver just the right amount of liquid soap without 
your hands ever touching the dispenser. Features 12 oz (355 ml) 
soap capacity and cordless operation. Requires 4 AAA batteries 
(NOT included).

LF765
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STEP STOOL LaDDER
Unlike traditional step ladders, this unit easily converts to a heavy-
duty hand truck, combining two indispensable household tools in 
one, while taking up half the storage space. Capable of supporting 
a load of 330 lbs (150 kg). Easily converts to a hand truck where it 
supports up to 132 lbs (60 kg). Folds up to an amazing width of 3.5” 
(8.9 cm).

LF356

MULTi-PURPOSE HOUSEHOLD OPEnER
The Multi-Purpose Household Opener not only keeps your keys 
handy, it also increases leverage to make daily opening tasks easier.  
Increases hand strength when opening medicine jars, as well as 
both press-and-turn and aspirin bottles.  

Lg095

gOOD gRiPS® POP-UP COOKBOOK HOLDER
Pop-up Cookbook Holder auto opens for easy loading and can 
accommodate very thick and tall books without tipping over. The 
clear splatter screen holds cookbooks securely in place and upright 
at an easy-to-read angle without distorting words or images.  
Dimensions: 1.8" x 9" x 12.6" (4.5 x 22x 32 cm).

Lg015

aUTO LaMP SEnSOR
Easily transform your exterior lights to come on at dusk and off 
at dawn.  Rated for up to 100 watt light bulbs.  Great for security 
when away from home overnight.   Helps save you money on 
energy bills.

Lg902

nEw
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gOOD gRiPS® SOaP DiSPEnSing DiSH SPOngE
The soap squirting dish sponge allows for no-leak, no-mess, soap 
dispensing while doing dishes.  The dish sponge features a soft, 
comfortable, non-slip handle.  Dimensions: 10”(25.4 cm), 

Lg003 Good Grips® Soap Dispensing Dish Sponge
Lg004 Good Grips® Sponge Refill

gOOD gRiPS® CORn PEELER
The Good Grips Corn Peeler safely removes multiple rows of kernels 
from corn cobs with a quick and simple motion.  The blade is 
positioned at an angle to ensure perfectly cut kernels every time, 
eliminating the risk of cutting too shallow or too deep.  Features 
stainless steel blades and soft, non-slip grips.  Dishwasher safe.

Lg008

gOOD gRiPS® PiCK ME UP™ KETTLE
The Pick Me Up™ Kettle is stain resistant and easy to wipe clean.  
The kettle has a loud whistle to let you know when your water is 
ready and has a 1.8-quart capacity.

Lg005

gOOD gRiPS® waTER BOTTLE CLEaning SET
This convenient Water Bottle Cleaning Set includes a long bottle 
brush, straw brush and detail cleaner to provide a thorough 
clean for any of your cups and glassware.  All three tools store 
together on a handy ring and easily snap off for use.  The brushes 
have durable nylon bristles that won’t lose their shape and soft, 
comfortable, non-slip handles.

Lg010

gOOD gRiPS® 
3-in-1 avOCaDO SLiCER
This all-in-one tool splits, pits, and slices avocados safely and 
effectively.  The plastic blade easily cuts through the skin and fruit 
of the avocado, without being sharp to the touch. 

Lg007

angLED MEaSURing CUP 
The Angled Measuring Cup has a 2-cup capacity and a patented 
angled surface that lets you read measurements from above. 
Eliminates the need to fill, check and adjust. Standard and 
metric measurements. Sturdy plastic body with soft grip handle. 
Dishwasher safe.

LF360
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gOURMET gaRLiC CRUSHER
The stylish design of this garlic crusher makes this messy task 
much easier.  By using downward pressure and a ‘rocking’ motion 
it crushes garlic cloves quickly and efficiently, forcing the pieces up 
through the mesh of holes.

Lg045

gOOD gRiPS® SaLaD SPinnER
The Salad Spinner features a soft, non-slip knob that activates 
the pump mechanism and locks down for storage.  Easy, one-
handed operation.  Non-slip ring and wide base keep bowl steady 
on countertop. Basket can be used separately as a colander. The 
capacity is 4.49-quarts. Top-rack dishwasher safe.

Lg014

gOOD gRiPS® 
gaRLiC PRESS
Garlic Press is sturdy, and has a large 
capacity garlic chamber.  It crushes 
garlic with a simple squeeze.  A built-
in cleaner allows for easy cleaning; 
just flip the handles over to clean out 
excess garlic.  The soft handles are 
slightly arched for comfort and absorb 
pressure while you squeeze.

Lg018

gOOD gRiPS® 
Pizza CUTTER
Sharp stainless steel pizza cutting 
wheel 2.75” (7 cm) with a built-in 
thumb guard that keeps fingers away 
from the blade for added safety. 
Soft handle absorbs pressure while 
you slice up your favourite pizza. 
Dishwasher safe.

LF361

anTi-FaTigUE MaT 
This inconspicuous mat is the perfect size for your kitchen, laundry 
room or workshop.  Best of all, turn it over to change the look, it’s 
reversible! Made with a thermoplastic elastomer. The material is 
100% recyclable and environmentally safe. 24” x 36” (61 x 91 cm).

LF297

OnE-TOUCH BaTTERy OPERaTED SaLaD SPinnER
Wash, dry and serve fresh greens, lettuce, spinach, herbs and fruit 
in the One-Touch Salad Spinner.  Use the removable basket to rinse 
the greens, then with the press of one button, spin and dry greens.  
Spinner can also be used to dry cooked pasta and avoid watered 
down pasta sauce.  Dishwasher safe.  Batteries included.

Lg096
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gOOD gRiPS® nyLOn SPOOn
This Nylon Spoon is good for stirring sauces, pasta, and more.  The 
soft, broad handle is comfortable to hold, and won't slip out of your 
hand.  Safe for non-stick cookware and is heat resistant up to 400°F 
(204°C). Dishwasher safe.

Lg023

gOOD gRiPS® SLOTTED SPOOn
Deep spoon perfect for lifting dumplings or potatoes.  Small holes 
allow steam and liquids to escape.  Sturdy black nylon is safe for 
nonstick cookware. Dishwasher safe. 

Lg024

COLE anD MaSOn 2-in-1 
ELECTROniC MiLL
This sleek 2-in-1 Electronic Mill is made 
from chrome and clear acrylic, and 
measures  8.25" (21 cm) tall. Features 
a simple press-button operation and a 
diamond-sharp adjustable ceramic grind
mechanism.  

Lg026

COLE anD MaSOn  
ELECTROniC MiLL
This Electronic Mill stands 9" (23 cm) tall 
and features a brushed chrome and clear 
acrylic finish. Provides an automatic start 
with no buttons, and a fully adjustable 
diamond sharp ceramic mechanism. 
Fill with peppercorns or coarse sea salt. 
Comes with built-in automatic light.  

Lg027

gOOD gRiPS® TURnER
This Turner is safe for non-stick cookware.  With a soft, broad 
handle, this Turner is comfortable to hold and won't slip out of your 
hand.  Heat-resistant up to 400°F (204ºC).  Dishwasher safe.

Lg025

gOOD gRiPS® 
KiTCHEn SCiSSORS
These back and stainless steel Kitchen 
Scissors measure 8.75” (22 cm) long. They 
feature a notched blade for
cutting through poultry bones, are spring-
loaded for easy cutting, and lock shut 
for safety. Strong stainless steel blades 
and soft, pressure absorbing handles. 
Dishwasher safe.

LF368
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aLL-PURPOSE SqUEEgEE
The All-Purpose Squeegee measures 10” (25.5 cm) and comes 
in white. Features a durable, flexible squeegee blade that leaves 
surfaces streakless and sparkling. Slim profile. Soft, comfortable 
non-slip handle. Suction cup allows for easy storage.

LF366

KniFE gUaRD
This safety handle slips over the back of a large knife blade, 
letting you safely push down on the blade to chop through tough 
vegetables like rutabaga, turnip and winter squash. Made of a 
resilient and dishwasher-safe plastic.  Best used with long or thick-
bladed knives.

LF392

SaFE T aiR™ 
Use Safe T Air™ gel to attack and neutralize mold where it lives.  
Simply place an opened container as close as possible to the 
affected area. Safe T Air™ is the best product for moldy basements 
and is excellent for mold caused by fire or water damage.  Safe 
T Air™ will neutralize the mold spores where they live, reducing 
the growth rate up to 98%.  Safe T Air™ will even prevent mold 
re-growth for a period of time, after the container is empty.  Safe T 
Air™ is THE solution to Mold. 

LF302 

COMFORT gRiP 
Made from durable soft silicone, these comfort grip holders are 
ideal for protecting hands while holding grocery bags or paint 
can handles. Ergonomically designed, the comfort grip can 
accommodate several bags at one time. 

57028 

Mold Bacteria Funji
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CLEan CUT Pizza wHEEL
The Clean Cut Pizza Wheel measures 4" (10cm) in diameter and 
is made from stainless steel with a blade cover.  Cuts easily by 
applying pressure directly over the wheel.  Blade is removable for 
easy cleaning and the blade guard protects the blade and hand 
when not in use.

Lg937

Twin SCRUB CLEaning BRUSH SET
The 2-in-1 scrubbing brush set is made from durable plastic with 
tough nylon bristles.  The set includes a large scrubbing brush with 
an ergonomic handle for a secure grip.  It is a handy detail brush for 
cleaning hard-to-reach areas.  

Lg939

FOLDing HERB CHOPPER
The folding herb chopper comes with an integrated blade guard.  It 
has a 7" (18 cm) stainless steel blade with soft touch handles.  It is 
ideal for chopping fresh herbs and garlic.  The twin handle design 
keeps fingers away from blade when chopping. 

Lg938

SaLaD DRESSing SHaKER
The Salad Dressing Shaker can hold up to 1.5 cups (355 ml).  It is 
ideal for making, mixing, serving and storing dressing, sauces and 
marinades.  Wide opening accomodates a range of ingredients.  It is 
airtight and leakproof.  BPA free.

Lg943

nEw

nEw
nEw
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COvER BLUBBER FOOD SavER
This is a simple reusable food saver that replaces plastic wrap.  Lift 
cover edge to push out air for a tight seal.  Designed for use in the 
refrigerator. BPA free.

Lg940

POULTy LiFTER
The poulty lifter is made from durable stainless steel.  You can 
easily lift a turkey or chicken with one hand from pan to platter.  It 
can handle the weight of up to 20 lbs.  Tines prevent poultry from 
rotating during transport.  Weight is balanced direct.

Lg941

MEDiUM gRaTER
The Medium Grater is made with a 10.5" (26.5 cm) stainless steel 
blade.  The bi-directional etched stainless steel grating surface is 
ideal for coarse grating of soft cheeses, butter, apples, cabbages, 
potatoes, onions and more.  Features a comfortable, non-slip 
handles.

Lg942

nEw

nEw

nEw

nEw

SOaPOPULaR
The 100mL travel size foaming alcohol-free hand sanitizer is 
effective at killing 99.9% of common, harmful germs, bacteria 
and fungi without drying your skin. Soapopular foaming hand 
sanitizer is fast drying, non-stinging, and will leave your hands fresh 
and clean with no sticky residue! This handy size has a controlled 
foaming dispenser giving you 200 applications per bottle and is 
convenient for a purse, pocket, briefcase, automobile, desk drawer, 
locker, sports bag or diaper bag. No water or towels needed.  
Available in a 12 pack.

Lg865
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gOOD gRiPS® SCRUB BRUSH
The Good Grips Scrub Brush measures 5” (12.5 cm) and comes in 
white. Head has 2 types of bristles for better cleaning. Comfortable 
handle is non-slip, even when wet. High ergonomic handle allows 
for knuckle room. Dishwasher safe.

LF367

gOOD gRiPS® KiTCHEn BRUSH
This streamilined brush, makes scrubbing pots and dishes easier. 
The durable, nylon bristles and built-in scraper are safe for 
non-stick cookware and help remove baked-on food.  A soft, non-
slip handle provides a secure grip, even when wet.

Lg016

gOOD gRiPS® 
jaR OPEnER
This 9" (23 cm) Jar Opener will open 
any size jar effortlessly. The sharp 
stainless steel teeth will grip the lid 
firmly, as the soft, non-slip handle 
cushions your hand and absorbs 
pressure. Dishwasher safe.

LF370

gOOD gRiPS® Can OPEnER
This 7.5” (19 cm) black Can Opener 
features stainless steel blade and a 
snap-lock to hold the can opener in 
place. A simple press of the button 
releases the can opener after use. 
Features a sharp cutting wheel and 
contoured turning
knob.

LF369

gOOD gRiPS® SMOOTH EDgE 
Can OPEnER
The black Smooth Edge Can Opener 
measures 7.5" (19 cm) and easily 
takes off lids leaving behind an even,
safe edge. Stainless steel cutting
wheel does not touch the food,
therefore it remains clean.

Lg001

Arthritis and related conditions make up a large group of 
disorders affecting the joints, ligaments, tendons, bones and 
other components of the musculoskeletal system. Arthritis 
is a leading cause of pain, physical disability and health care 
utilization in Canada.1

The Impact of Arthritis on Canadians:
• According to the 2000 Canadian Community Health Survey 

(CCHS), arthritis and other rheumatic conditions affected 
nearly 4 million Canadians aged 15 years and older – 
approximately 1 in 6 people.1

• Two-thirds of those with arthritis were women, and nearly 3 
of every 5 people with arthritis were younger than 65 years 
of age.1

• By the year 2026, it is estimated that over 6 million Canadians 
15 years of age and older will have arthritis.1

1 Health Canada Stats
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KEy TURnER
The Key Turner has a curved, heavy-duty 
plastic handle that provides extra leverage 

to turn standard keys. People with arthritis 
and weak grasp will find this key holder 
very handy.

LF376

gEROLinE jaR OPEnER
The Geroline Jar Opener installs easily in seconds with the adhesive 
strips provided. Simply remove the tape backing and press the 
device in a convenient location underneath your kitchen cabinet. 
Helpful for people that suffer with conditions like arthritis, 
fibromyalgia or carpel tunnel syndrome. 

LF372

BiOS Living EaSy OPEnER
No more struggling to get jar or bottle lids off.  Our extra-large easy 
opener makes gripping simple. 

57026

Ring PULL Can OPEnER
Use this convenient tool to open ring-pull cans 
with ease. No more broken nail worries. This 
fantastic gadget is friendly to those who have 
arthritis and do not have much strength. Non-slip 
grip handle for added comfort. 

LF374

MagiC TwiST
Provides easy assistance when opening and closing bottles and jars. 
The “V” shape allows opening of jars/bottles from as small as 0.5” to 
4.75”  (1 to 12 cm) and it will not puncture lids.  The Magic Twist can 
be easily installed under any kitchen cabinet with no tools required. 
Easy to use for individuals with arthritic pain or physical disability.

LF373

jaRKEy
This 5.5" (14 cm) Jar opener is made from sturdy ABS plastic. It 
opens jars by lifting the edge so that the vacuum inside is released. 
When the vacuum is released, it is easy to unscrew the lid. Assorted 
colours. 30 piece display unit available. Please call for details.

LF375
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OnE TOUCH™ jaR OPEnER
Open stubborn jars with the touch of a button. The effortless 
automatic one-touch opener allows for no twisting, no pulling and 
no pain with this hands-free operation.  The One Touch™ Jar Opener 
can opens all jars with a 1.1” to 1.8” (2.8 to 4.5 cm) lid and no bottle 
or jar is too tall. Requires 2 AA batteries (NOT included).

LF389

OnE TOUCH™ Can OPEnER
Automatic, one-touch button can opener eliminates the need for 
twisting, pulling and struggling.  Can be used on all round cans of 
any size. The One Touch™ Opener walks around the can and stops 
automatically when complete, leaving no sharp edges.  Great for 
seniors or those with weak hands. Requires 2 AA batteries (NOT 
included).

LF388

OnE TOUCH™ aLL in OnE 
This convenient item features 5 kitchen tools in 1. Rotary gear 
engineering allows for an effortless and smooth cutting function.  
The handle is designed to perform the function of 5 different 
kitchen gadgets.
• Opens water and soda bottles
• Bottle cap lift
• Can pry open tin lid covers
• Lift and pull can tabs (such as a soda can)
• Jar pop, breaks vacuum seal

LF391

OnE TOUCH™ 
POwERBLaDE PEELER
Peeling fruits and vegetables is 
no longer a chore thanks to the 
new PowerBlade Peeler. The 
PowerBlade Peeler is the world’s 
most powerful electronic peeler 
and does away with the hassle 
of manually skinning fruit and 
vegetables. The PowerBlade 
Peeler is battery-operated and 
the one-touch control means 
it couldn’t be easier to use. 
The gadget makes light work 
of all fruits and vegetables, 
tackling with ease even 
the trickiest of foods, such 
as tomatoes and kiwis. It 
comes with changeable 
serrated and julienne 
blades.

LF390
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EaSy wRiST BREaD KniFE
The Easy Wrist Bread Knife is recommended for those arthritis 
sufferers who have swollen and painful joints, weak grip and poor 
hand control. The non-slip finish improves grip even when hand 
is wet or greasy. It has an ultra lightweight stainless steel blade, 
provided with protective cover.  8” (20 cm) l x 1” (2.5 cm) w blade.

LF291

EaSy gRiP aLL-PURPOSE KniFE
This highly acclaimed general purpose knife is recommended for 
people affected by arthritis who have swollen and painful joints. 
The angled handle keeps the wrist in a neutral position thus 
preventing strain whilst in use. It has an ultra lightweight stainless 
steel blade, provided with protective cover.  6” (15 cm) curved 
blade.

LF290

EaSy gRiP CHEESE 
SLiCER

The contoured handle on the Easy Grip Slicer has a “soft feel” plastic.  
The stainless steel tool is set at 90º from the handle keeping the 
hand and wrist in a neutral stress-free position.  Great for those with 
Arthritis, RSI, CTS or other conditions which weaken the hand and 
wrist.

LF293

EaSy gRiP 
CaRving KniFE

The contoured handle has a molded soft feel plastic, which gives 
a firm comfortable grip in either hand. Easy-Grip is extremely 
comfortable for everyone to use, but will be particularly beneficial 
for those with arthritis, repetitive strain injury, carpal tunnel 
syndrome, or other conditions which weaken the hand and wrist.  8” 
(20 cm) l x 1” (2.5 cm) with smooth edge blade.  
 
LF292

ETaC RELiEvE KiTCHEn 
KniFE
This specialty knife provides 
a better working position 
than ordinary kitchen knives. 
Providing a good balance in 
the hand, it takes no additional 
strength to keep the blade of the 
knife up. The power grip with a 
straight wrist can be used, which 
makes better use of the hand and 
arm strength. 

Lg498

SELF OPEn SCiSSORS
Multipurpose household scissors, suitable for most domestic uses. 
Blades are steel and have a spring-loaded handle which can be 
operated by a light squeezing action.

LF294
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FOOD PREPaRaTiOn BOaRD
This food preparation boad is made form sustainable rubberwood 
and is mounted onto non-slip feet.  4 spikes on the surface of 
the board to ensure that the food stays in place.  It includes a 
stainless steel bowl with a coarse grater, stainless steel bowl with 
a fine grater, slicer and peeler and a stainless steel collecting bowl.  
Dimensions: 17" x 12" x 2" (44 x 30 x 5.5cm). 

Lg847

EaSi gRiP aDULT Mini SCiSSORS
These finely pointed blades are ideal for any kind of detailed work.  
They can be operated by using one digit and the palm of the hand.  
It is ultra lightweight and perfect for users with a weak grip.

Lg851

CLiP SniP anD FLiP SCiSSORS
Clip Snip and Flip Scissors are the florist's and hobbyist's best friend.  
Well made and durable, the 4.5" (11.5 cm) scissors are ergonomically 
weighted for the perfect drop and recovery.

Lg863

EaSi gRiP KiTCHEn KnivES
These kitchen knives have an angled handle which 
keeps wrist in neutral position, preventing any 
kind of strain whilst in use.  They have a non-slip 
finish which improves grip even when hands are 
wet or greasy.  They are ultra lightweight with a 
stainless steel blade, provided with protective cover.  
Dishwasher safe.

Lg848 Bread Knife
Lg849 Carving Knife
Lg850 General Purpose Knife

Bread Knife

Carving  Knife General Purpose Knife

nEw

nEw

nEw

nEw
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ETaC Fix PREPaRaTiOn 
BOaRD
The Etac Preparation Board is a good 

aid for people who have difficulty managing some tasks using just 
one hand.  The clamp means it can easily grip and adapt to left or 
right-handed use. The board sits firmly on 4 anti-slip feet. Suction 
pads are included for fitting if necessary.  Dimensions: 12.5" x 
11.5" (30 x 25 cm).

Lg496

SMaRT SizzORS
These  multi-purpose steel scissors are equipped with hardened, 
razor-sharp blades and are able to slice through  tough materials, 
crush garlic, strip wire and open bottles. Can be used by both left - 
or right-handed users while an adjustable tension bolt enables you 
to tighten them up if they ever work loose. 

LF395

ETaC CUTTing BOaRD
The Cutting Board simplifies 

cutting tasks because it sits firmly and keeps the item to be cut in 
position. The slice thickness is controlled with the turnable bar. The 
knife fits in the guides, which means that a person with tremors 
or impaired sight can cut straight and safely.  Knife not included.  
Dimensions: 14" x 5.5" x 6" (35.5 x 14 x 15 cm).

Lg497

anySHaRP OnE HanDED KniFE SHaRPEnER
With just a few light strokes, the AnySharp sharpener restores a 
sharp cutting edge to almost any blunt knife blade. Amazingly, 
AnySharp sharpens serrated blades too.  The PowerGrip suction cup 
holds AnySharp firmly to any smooth surface, keeping one hand 
free and safely away from danger.

LF394

Soft hand grip 
for comfort

jj CUT & 
CaRvE™ PLUS
This large multi-
function chopping 

board boasts non-slip feet and soft-grip sides, with an angled 
cutting surface and is designed to assist in the collection and 
drainage of liquids or food. Also features an integral meat grip on 
one side of the board to assist when carving. The opposite side 
of the board provides a smooth cutting surface, for general food 
preparation. Dishwasher safe.  Dimensions: 14.5” x 11.5” x 1” (37 x 29 
x 2.5 cm), red, polypropylene.

LF393

jj CUT & CaRvE™
This durable, knife friendly cutting surface allows you to squeeze 
the handle and the sides of the board to easily fold up. Dishwasher 
safe. Dimensions: 15” x 8.2” x .60” (38 x 21 x 1.5 cm).

Lg436
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SMaRT CaRT
The Smart Cart makes toting cleaning supplies, laundries, grocer-
ies, and other items easy.  It has smooth gliding wheels for easy 
movement and an ergonomic extendable handle that allows you 
to pull more weight with less effort.

Lg040

ROLLing SHOPPing 
CaRT
The Rolling Shopping Cart is 
perfect for hauling heavy books, 
groceries, several shopping 
bags, laundry, and more.  
Foldable with detachable bag. 
Lightweight and durable.  Top 
flap has a drawstring closure.  
Comes with two strong plastic 
wheels.  Assorted colours.
 Dimensions: 38” h x 14.5” w x
11.5” d (96 x 37 x 36 cm).

LF533

RECyCLing Bin 
DOLLy
The Recycling Bin Dolly is 
designed with two easy- 
to-adjust hook brackets 
to fit both tall and short 
bins. Once loaded, simply 
leave the bins in place and 
accumulate your recycling 
during the course of the 
week.  Made from durable 
steel, the frame is robust 
and strong and the large 
7” (18 cm) diameter wheels 
allow for easy handling. 
The dolly is 51” h x 17” w 
x 21” d (130 x 43 x 53 cm) 
and weighs 16 lbs (7 kg).

LF334
Bins not included

gOgO inSULaTED 
SHOPPing TROLLEy
With this handy mini 
shopping roller bag, you 
don’t have to haul around 
heavy bags while you are 
shopping. This insulate 
trolley bag flaunts an eye-
catching wavy strip print for 
extra allure. The lightweight 
design and smooth sliding 
wheels allow you to carry 
and hold your groceries 
easily. With the waterproof 
feature, this wheeled 
tote bag is a versatile and 
functional piece for any 
outing.

Lg795

nEw
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PanaCHE LaUnDRy TROLLEy 
No need to struggle when carrying that uncomfortable laundry 
basket, not with this premium quality, lightweight, foldable 
laundry trolley. The high handle design is comfortable for all 
heights while the large wheels provide sturdiness, and the 
safety catch prevents the trolley from collapsing. The trolley can 
accommodate most square and round laundry baskets. Measures: 
36” x 17” x 26” (91 x 43 x 66 cm).

LF350

DORM PORTaBLE 
LaUnDRy HaMPER
This Portable Laundry Hamper 

makes transporting clothing and other items a breeze. Features 
durable, water-resistant polyester with plastic accents. Collapses 
for easy storage. Comes with a large zippered main compartment, 
zippered side compartments and a mesh pocket. Smooth-rolling 
wheels and pop-up top handle, plus padded side handle. Colours 
may vary. Dimensions: 14” x 14” x 26” (35.6 x 35.6 x 66 cm).

LF359

jUMBO LaUnDRy waSHing Bag
The Jumbo Laundry Washing Bag allows users to easily collect 
laundry and place it in the washing machine.  Protects delicates in 
washing machine, keeping them safe. Dimensions: 15" x 19" (38 x 
48 cm).

Lg059

LaUnDRy Bag
This great looking laundry bag holds a much larger amount of 
clothes than a regular bag. It is easy-to-open and close with the 
drawstring closure. Dimensions: 12.5" x 28.5" (32 x 72 cm).

Lg049

FOLDaBLE DOUBLE LaUnDRy HaMPER
The Foldable Double Laundry Hamper is used to lighten the load 
on laundry day. This hamper helps users pre-sort their clothing into 
its two compartments, labelled darks and lights. The cloth design 
can be folded up for easy storage.  Dimensions: 12.5" x 24.75 x 
21.25" (31 x 62 x 54 cm).

Lg599
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DERwEnT TROLLEy
The Derwent Trolley allows the user to safely and easily transport 
food or other heavy items from one room to another.  Made of 
elegant beech wood with 2 heat-resistant melamine coated shelves.  
Both shelves have a raised edge along the sides and back, while 
the front has no edge making transfers from a table or counter to 
the trolley simple.  Castors have rubber tires for easy maneuvering 
across carpet, tile and flooring.  Dimensions: 22” x 16” x 38” (56 x 40 
x 96 cm). 

LF353

PRiMa MODULaR PERCHing CHaiR
This versatile chair allows users to remain in a semi-seated position 
while performing household tasks such as washing dishes, food 
preparation, ironing and showering.  Features a sloped seat and 
angled arm rests.  Chair leg height is adjustable, allowing the 
user to sit while still having their feet in full contact with the floor.  
Removable back and arm rests.  Chair legs are all equipped with 
anti-slip rubber feet and the polymer seat aluminum legs have 
small holes to prevent water build up.  Chair is lightweight and 
easy to clean.  Seat Dimensions: 20”- 25” x 13.5” x 12” (50 -63.5 x 34 
x 30 cm).  Weight capacity: 250 lbs (113 kg). 

LF352

aLL-OUT UnivERSaL OPEnER
This comprehensive opener makes it easier for people with arthritis 
and other hand limitations to open packaged food containers, 
bottles and cans.  Features: blunt V-shaped prong to open glue 
sealed packages, a hook to lift pull tabs, twist cap bottle opener 
and church key/slotted opener for non-twist (crimped caps).  
Dimensions: 5” x 3” (12.7 x 7.62 cm).

LF355

nEw

ROLL-aBOUT CHaiR
Let's you sit down to perform tasks normally done  and adjusts 
from 27" to 34" (69 to 86 cm).  The Roll-About Chair lets you cook 
and work without strain or effort.  The large, padded seat and 
tubular steel frame help reduce stress and fatigue on your legs, 
feet, knees and ankles.

LF299
LF301 350 lbs
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SPiRaL POP-UP 
HaMPER
The Spiral Pop-Up 
Hamper is collapsible, 
folding flat for easy 
storage when not in 
use and pops open 
instantly when needed.  
Dimensions: 18" x 2" (46 
x 5 cm).

Lg058

ETaC Uni UnivERSaL TURnER 
The Uni Universal Turner is specially designed to make small, 
day-to-day tasks easier, such as turning on taps, opening/
locking doors or switching on the cooker, dishwasher or washing 
machine.

Lg499

FOOD TROLLEy  
The Food Trolley can be 
used as a serving tray, utility 
cart or portable table. It 
features 2 dark oak wood 
trays with raised edges and 
smooth-rolling wheels for 
use on most household 
and institutional surfaces.  
Adjustable height from 
30.5"– 35.5" (77 - 90 cm).  
Weight capacity is 250 lbs 
(113 kg).

Lg500

DMi® FOOT STOOL 
wiTH HanDLE  
The DMI® Foot Stool with 
Handle has a chrome-plated 
steel frame with a non-slip 
textured matting on the 
stool surface. It also features 
reinforced slip-resistant 
rubber tips for added 
stability. Approximate stool 
platform dimensions: 10" x 
14" (25.4 x 35.5 cm). 

Lg501

SPEEDy SwEEP™  
The Speedy Sweep™ is both lightweight and powerful. It employs a 
nickel-metal hydride battery that runs up to 90 minutes on a single 
charge. The battery powered brush roller sweeps dirt and bulkier 
items into its dustpan, which is easily removed for emptying. 
The Speedy Sweep™ comes with a wall mount, a compact power 
adapter and special pet hair brush roller.  Dimensions: 52" x 12" x 3".  
weighs 4.9 lbs.

Lg659
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BUTLER DUSTPan & BROOM 
Patented stand-up dustpan and 
pivoting broom is ideal for quick clean-
ups. Unique broom storage pocket 
keeps dust and dirt inside the dustpan. 
Handles fit together for easy storage. 
Dustpan locks closed to carry around 
the house and locks open to sweep. 
Comes in a knock down box.

LF315 31” l (79 cm)

gOOD gRiPS® UPRigHT    
SwEEP SET
Upright Sweep Set, dustpan 
and broom poles are made 
from lightweight aluminum.  
The dustpan locks in the open 
position for more controlled 
dust pickup and disposal, and 
has a rubber lip for optimal 
contact with the floor.  For 
compact storage, the dustpan 
swivels upright and the 
broom and dustpan handles 
snap together.

Lg013 

THE Big DUSTER 
The Big Duster has an extendable 
electrostatic duster that cleans hard- 
to-reach spots like ceiling fans.  The 
metal telescopic handle extends to 
72”- yes 6’!  The polywool fibers attract 
dust through electrostatic charges and 
the bendable head makes it easy to 
reach tight corners. Plastic handle grip 
with loop for hanging, rounds out this 
household must-have.

LF314 

gOOD gRiPS® 
ExTEnDaBLE DUSTER 
Extendable Duster with a 
pivoting microfiber head 
puts dust within reach.  The 
sturdy, lightweight aluminum 
body extends to 54” long with 
a quick twist to easily dust 
those hard-to-reach places.  
The duster head rotates 270º 
and locks at multiple angles, 
depending on your cleaning 
needs.

Lg011
Lg012 Good Grips® 
Microfiber Duster refill
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SCOOPER BOwL
High rim and reverse curve on one side aid in scooping food onto 
a utensil without spilling over the side.  Suction cup base prevents 
skidding, making one-handed eating easier.  Do not put suction 
cup in dishwasher. Dimensions: 4.5"(11.4 cm) diameter.

Lg076

nO TiP wEigHTED BaSE CUP
Two-handled cup with round base assists in self-righting even 
when released from lying position.  Comes with a clear plastic, dish-
shaped lid with two holes to let fluid flow into the dish for drinking 
and another lid with a molded plastic mouthpiece. Capacity: 8oz 
(237 mL).

Lg078

PEOPLE FEEDER
The People Feeder provides an alternate to syringe feeding for 
thick soups or pureed foods.  A soft, silicone rubber feeding nozzle 
can be squeezed to control the flow of food into the patient’s 
mouth.  Easy disassembly for cleaning. Dishwasher safe. Capacity 
8oz (207 mL).

Lg077

TRanSPaREnT MUg wiTH SPOUT
Two-handled, high-strength, clear plastic mug with extra wide 
base for stability reduces the difficulty for drinking for children and 
adults who lack extremity strength and coordination or who require 
the joint protection afforded by two-handle use.  Mug and lid are 
dishwasher safe.

Lg079

CLOSED-CELL FOaM TUBing
Built-up handles give greater control to people who lack 
coordination, strength or gripping ability. Tubing has a slip-
resistant “skin” and is dishwasher safe.  Supplied in 12” (30 cm) 
pieces that can be cut to length. Each package contains 6 foam 
tubes.  Tan - 0.25” (0.6 cm), Red - 0.375” (0.95 cm), Blue - 0.75” (2 cm).

LF727

DERBy PREPaRaTiOn BOaRD
This food preparation board provides a stable surface for spreading 
with one hand.  The rear of the board has 2 raised edges designed 
to hold bread and other food in place.  The board has non-skid feet 
and anchors to a table or counter with its curved lip.  Hygienic plastic 
surface for easy cleaning.  Dimensions: 8.7”x 8.7” (22 x 22 cm).

LF396
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ETaC TaSTy gLaSS
The Etac Tasty Glass has a thick neck that allows a power grip to be 
used. The low weight of the glass, and the way the bowl rests on the 
top of the hand, gives a relaxed grip. 

Lg502

ETaC TaSTy BEaKER
The Etac Tasty Beaker is suitable for people with impaired 
sensibility or poor coordination. The design of the holder makes it 
possible to use various grips. It has a supporting edge that allows 
both hands to be used. It also has a lid with a spout.

Lg503

KnORK®
The Knork® allows convenient 
one-handed cutting and 
eating. Created to provide a 
single utensil that functions as 
both a knife and a fork. Useful 
for people with limited hand 
mobility, such as arthritis and 
paralysis. Dishwasher safe.  
Dimensions: 7.75” x 1.25” (20 
x 3 cm).

LF703
UDRinK HOLDER
Easily wrap this unique, non-slip holder around your favourite 
drink. If your hands are weak, or if you just want a handle on your 
bottle or can, this is for you.

LF742

UnivERSaL CUFF
An excellent eating aid for people who have trouble grasping and 
holding small utensils.  Ideal for children and adults with little or no 
hand strength. 

LF725 Adjustable Strap
LF726 Plastic Clip

REDwaRE
Research indicates that people with 
Alzheimer’s disease experienced a 24% 
increase in food intake and 84% increase 
in liquid intake when eating and drinking 
with tableware that offers a high contrast 

colour. Redware is brightly coloured tableware which assists 
Alzheimer patients in distinguishing their tableware from their food 
and drink.

Basic Set includes:
• Scooper dish with non-skid base 
• Drinking cup 
• Built-up fork and spoon

LF743

LF725 LF726
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TEnURa CUPCaP
A self-sealing cap that will stretch to fit over the top of cups, 
glasses and beakers and allow a straw to enter for drinking. Tenura 
Cupcap will prevent spills even when the cup or glass is knocked 
over, protecting surfaces and furnishings.

Lg608

TEnURa SiLiCOnE anTi-SLiP COaSTER
Tenura silicone anti-slip rubber coasters adhere to any surface and 
leave no residue upon removal. Excellent for preventing dishes 
from sliding on tabletops, counters and trays. Holds appliances, 
mixing bowls and cutting boards in place. Dishwasher safe.

LF070 Anti-Slip Coaster 5.5” (14 cm)
LF071 Anti-Slip Coaster 8” (19 cm)

TEnURa BOTTLE OPEnER 
Tenura silicone rubber bottle openers make opening small 
containers easy for people with weak hand grip.  Reduces the 
amount of effort required to open twist top bottles and pill 
containers of all shapes and sizes.  Non-toxic and safe for home, 
office, care and institutional environments.

LF072

TEnURa jaR OPEnER
Tenura silicone rubber jar 
openers make opening jars 
much easier. Allows the user 
to attain a good, comfortable 
grip without applying too 
much pressure.  Can also be 
used to grip handles and 
doorknobs.  Can be operated 
with one hand.  Non-toxic 
and dishwasher safe.

LF073

TEnURa anTi-SLiP RECTangULaR MaT
The Tenura Anti-Slip Rectangular Mat offers an excellent non-slip, 
silicone surface that can be used in many areas such as the kitchen, 
worktops and vehicles. Holds dishes, cutting boards and even 
more obscure items such as computers, electronics, tools in place, 
especially in surroundings subject to motion and/or tipping. Mats 
are fully washable and long-lasting.

LF074

BiOS Living EaSy OPEnER
No more struggling to get jar or bottle lids off.  Our extra-large easy 
opener makes gripping simple. 

57026
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2 HanDLED FEEDER CUP wiTH SPOUT
Large two handled cup with feeding spout.  Reduces spillage and 
enables the user to control the flow of liquid whilst maintaining 
stability with the handles.  Features a 0.6” (1.5 cm) pierced spout.  
Dishwasher and microwave safe. Capacity: 280 ml (10 fl oz).

LF706

DigniTy By waDE SOUP/CEREaL BOwL
This deep bowl allows the user to easily scoop food, and the wide 
rim enables the user to hold the bowl independently while eating if 
needed. Dishwasher and microwave safe. Capacity: Full 620 ml (22 
fl oz).

LF708

DigniTy PLaTE By waDE PLaTE
These Dignity by Wade plates are high rim sloped plates that 
reduce the risk of spillage and make eating easier. Suitable for 
one-handed use. Dishwasher and microwave safe. Dimensions: 9” 
(23 cm).

LF707

2 HanDLED FEEDER MUg
Attractive ceramic two handled mug gives dignity to the user.  This 
two handled mug is suitable for people who may tremor.  Large 
handles enable a more secure grip.  Dishwasher & microwave safe. 
Capacity: 280 ml (10 fl oz).

LF705

TEnURa nOn-SLiP MaTERiaL REELS
Tenure Non-Slip Material Reels offer a do-it-yourself alternative to 
the manufactured range and provides a solution to a wide array of 
anti-slip issues. Material is flexible and malleable and comes in a 3m 
roll which can be cut to the desired shape and size. Provides firm 
grip on dishes and utensils, appropriate for shelf/tray/drawer liners 
or cut into fun-shaped DIY mats. Tenura is fully washable and long-
lasting.

LF075 7.8” x 39” (20 cm x 1 m)    LF076 7.8” x 79” (20 cm x 2 m)

DUaL HanDLED MUg
This Dual Handled Mug is ideal for sufferers of decreased hand 
strength or limited dexterity.  The two extra large handles allow for 
multiple grip positions giving you a sturdier grasp when holding 
and drinking.  Makes drinking safer and is ideal for hot and cold 
beverages. Dishwasher and microwave safe. 

Lg046
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Non-slip system Locking system

Ergonomic

Microwavable

Microwavable

Non slip system

THERMO DynaMiC BOwL wiTH LiD
The bowl has a sealed lid with a locking system, allowing it to 
maintain the temperature of food and liquids. A great solution 
for caregivers who prepare meals in advance for the elderly. This 
line is ideal for breakfast service in the room, food preparation at 
home, or food service in an institutional setting.  The bottom of the 
bowl is made from a non-slip material that provides good stability.  
Ergonomic handles on the sides are easy to use for people with 
limited dexterity.

LF709w White  LF709g  Green

nOn-SLiP POLyCaRBOnaTE PLaTE
This non slip plate has four legs that prevent it from moving 
around, and features a high slope on one side to assist people with 
limited muscle control and individuals with the use of only one 
hand. The deep inner lip keeps food from sliding off the plate. The 
user brings the fork or spoon to the edge of the plate and pushes 
the food onto the utensil. 

LF711

THERMO DynaMiC PLaTE wiTH LiD
The Thermo Dynamic plates are ideal for meal service in both 
home and institutional settings.  They have a non skid system at 
the bottom of the plate and are microwave safe.  They are also 
shock resistant and can be placed in an institutional dishwasher 
up to 248ºF (120ºC).  Comes standard with a matching Thermo 
Dynamic Lid.

LF710w White  LF710g  Green

Microwavable

Non slip system

CUP wiTH PiLL COnTainER LiD anD SPOUT
This 16 ml (0.5 fl oz) cup has an innovative lid that can store 
pills!  The lid also has space to write a patient's name if used in 
an institutional environment.  The spout is designed for use by 
individuals with upper extremity tremors and/or swallowing 
disabilities.  The drinking spout in the included lid prevents spills. 
This cup is safe for dishwasher and autoclave. (Colours may vary.)

LF713

Colours may vary

Space to write a 
patient’s name

Stores pills
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Winner of the 
2011 ICSID Award

(International Council 
of Societies of 

Industrial Design)

FLExiBLE aDaPTivE CUTLERy
With its high-contrast colouring, this ergonomic and lightweight 
adjustable and bendable cutlery is easy to locate.  The handles are 
made of flexible material and an anti-slip grip. Comes standard with 
removable straps to help hold onto cutlery. (Colours may vary.)

LF714 Fork  LF715 Spoon

nOn-SLiP CUP SUPPORT
The Non-Slip Cup Support is great to hold yogourt cartons, cups, 
and much more! Its non-slip surface holds the cup in place and 
makes it easy to open yogourt cartons. (Colours may vary).

LF712

NO SPILLS!

EvO.OTwaRE
Evo.OTware makes it easy for individuals who have impaired 
strength and mobility to eat independently. The handle can be 
rotated within the hand, giving the user the utmost flexibility and 
control. The evo.OTware cutlery is also easy to clean, and will fit in 
most utensil drawer slots. It is made from FDA-approved space age 
material. Comes with fork, spoon and knife.

Lg660

DRinK BUDDy 
The Drink Buddy is easy to use with cans, bottles, cups, glasses and 
much more.  It is great for all ages and for individuals with motor-
function challenges. It is lightweight, easily stackable and can be 
used both indoors and out.

Lg661
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LG453

LG081LG083LG085LG087LG088LG086LG084LG082

LG450 LG451 LG452 LG454 LG454 LG456 LG457

FingER LOOP UTEnSiLS
Designed for people with arthritis and little or no grip strength, 
these Finger Loop Utensils place the hand in a natural position 
and provide greater leverage and support.  The user places a 
finger or thumb, through the loop and stabilizes the utensil with 
the web of the hand.  Stainless steel and dishwasher safe.

Lg081 Teaspoon, Right-hand
Lg082 Teaspoon, Left-hand
Lg083 Tablespoon, Right-hand
Lg084 Tablespoon, Left-hand
Lg085 Salad Fork, Right-hand
Lg086 Salad Fork, Left-hand
Lg087 Dinner Fork, Right-hand
Lg088 Dinner Fork, Left hand

aMEFa angLED COnTOURED CUTLERy 
This innovative cutlery features shaped handles to assist 
those with restricted wrist or finger movement. The knife 
has a straight built-up handle with an angled blade that 
allows cutting with a rocker action. The forks and spoons 
have curved built up handles that are comfortable to grip 
and require little wrist movement.

Lg450 Knife
Lg451 Salad Fork
Lg452 Soup Spoon
Lg453 Knife Special Shape
Lg454 Fork, Right Hand
Lg455 Fork, Left Hand
Lg456 Spoon, Right Hand
Lg457 Spoon, Left Hand

BiOS Living UTEnSiLS
BIOS Living stainless steel utensils feature a 1.38” (3.5 cm) built-
up handle. The soft, latex-free material has flexible ribbing that 
adapts to any grip.  The forks and spoons have a special twist built 
into the metal shaft that allows them to be bent to any angle, for 
either left-or right-handed use.  This is a great solution for arthritis, 
neurological impairments or generalized weakness. Users will 
find the utensils comfortable, less stressful to hold and easily 
adaptable.

LF716 Fork
LF717 Teaspoon
LF719 Soup Spoon
LF720 Rocker Knife
LF748 Utensil Strap

LF748

LF716 LF717 LF719 LF720
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ETaC LigHT CUTLERy, THiCK HanDLES
Intended mainly for people with joint problems, this cutlery features 
thick, light handles that are kind to the joints and relieve the strain 
on the fingers. The cutlery is easy to grip and has effective utensil 
parts, (i.e. a sharp edge on the knife and a deeper bowl on the 
spoon). 

Lg516 Fork
Lg517 Soup Spoon
Lg518 Knife 
Lg519 Dessert Spoon

ETaC LigHT CUTLERy wiTH SLiM HanDLES
This cutlery has been specially developed for people who need 
support for their hands and forearms when they eat, and who 
usually use cutlery in the pencil grip. The cutlery is light, with 
straight, effective utensil parts and relatively long handles. This gives 
good pressure distribution, minimal movement and a “between the 
fingers” grip. The underside of the handle is softly rounded to avoid 
edge or point pressure. 

Lg520 Fork
Lg521 Spoon
Lg522 Knife
Lg523 Dessert Spoon

UnivERSaL BUiLT-UP HanDLE
These ergonomic, soft-ribbed, built-up handles make it easier for 
people with arthritis or limited grasping ability to self-feed and 
perform other daily living activities.  Handle is soft and curved so 
it fits comfortably in the hand.  Dishwasher safe.  Handle diameter 
is 1.75” (4.4 cm), accommodates utensils and other everyday items 
with widths from 0.25” - 1” (0.64 - 2.54 cm).  Package of 4.

LF728

LG516 

LG517 LG519 

LG518 

LG521

LG520

LG522

LG523
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TEnURa anTi-SLiP SHEaTH
The Anti-Slip Sheath is designed to fit cutlery handles of all shapes 
and sizes and is particularly useful for people with reduced hand 
function, unsteady or weakened grip and for people with limited 
joint movement in the hand. Tenura cutlery grips are fully washable 
and long lasting. 

Lg607

wEigHTED UTEnSiLS
The Keatlery Weighted Eating Utensils are deluxe 7.3 oz (215 ml) 
stainless steel cutlery designed to provide Parkinson’s Disease 
sufferers with an attractive and comfortable way to help counter 
hand tremors while eating.  Dishwasher safe and 100% stainless 
steel construction.

LF721 Fork  LF722 Knife
LF723 Teaspoon  LF724 Soup Spoon

innER LiP PLaTE 
Designed to assist children and elderly people with limited muscle 
control and individuals with the use of only one hand. The deep 
inner lip keeps food from sliding off the plate. The user brings the 
fork or spoon to the edge of the plate and pushes the food onto 
the utensil. 9” (23 cm) diameter. All are dishwasher, autoclave and 
microwave safe.

LF746

HigH SiDED DiSH
This High Sided Dish allows for easy eating with high sides to scoop 
against. It is 9” (23 cm) diameter with 2” (5 cm) high side and an 
ergonomic 0.75” (2 cm) lip around the outer edge for easy handling. 
The textured eating surface resists scratching and staining. 
Microwave and dishwasher safe up to 180°F (82°C). 

LF745

MagiC BOwL™
The Magic Bowl’s unique gyroscopic action rotates the bowl 
around 360º, thereby ensuring that stored food does not spill - a 
great solution for Parkinson patients. The three grip handle ensures 
that the bowl can remain in one spot, no matter how it is placed. 
The bowl is BPA free, microwave and dishwasher safe.

LF610

3 SECTiOn PLaTE
The white melamine, 3 Section Plate is  a 8.75” (22 cm) diameter 
dinner plate with 0.75” (2 cm) high divider.  Two sections have 
a 4 oz (118 ml) capacity; the third holds 8 oz (236 ml). Not 
recommended for microwave or heavy institutional use.

LF744

LF721 LF722 LF723
LF724
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FLO-TROL vaCUUM 
FEEDing CUP 
A soft rubber air release button 
on this vacuum feeding cup 
makes it possible to drink 
liquid without raising the head. 
A simple push of the button 
releases a small, controlled 
amount of liquid. Fluid will not 
spill from the cup even if it is 
lying on its side. Graduated at 
118, 177 and 236 ml (4, 6 and 
8 oz). levels. Dishwasher and 
autoclave safe. 

LF736

KEnnEDy CUP
The Kennedy Cup is a lightweight spill-proof drinking cup that is 
ideal for people of all ages. The patented design allows the cup to 
be easily filled with up to 207 ml (7 oz) of warm or cold liquid.  Once 
the lid is screwed on, the liquid will not spill out even if the cup 
is turned completely upside down! This means an end to messy 
spills and new independence to those who have difficulty using 
conventional cups.

LF735

SOFT nOSEy CUP
Same great design as the 
original Nosey Cup (which 
allows the user to drink with 
little or no shoulder flexion, 
wrist extension or head/neck 
movement) but it’s made from 
a softer plastic that’s easier to 
grasp and hold onto for people 
with any type of hand limitation. 
Holds 237 ml (8 oz).

LF738

PLaSTiC FOOD 
BUMPER
Ideal for people who 

want to use conventional tableware, but have difficulty getting 
food onto utensils. Practical for people who tend to push food off 
the plate because of a lack of coordination. Sanitary food bumpers 
clip onto any circular dinner plate and provide walls against which 
food may be pushed onto forks or spoons. Plastic bumpers fit plate 
diameters 9” to 11” (23 to 28 cm).

LF739

RED 2 HanDLE CUP
Red, plastic cup with 2 handles makes drinking easier.  The extra 
wide base provides greater stability and reduces spilling accidents.  
Can be used with either of the 2 lids or without a lid.  The spout 
lid is contoured to fit comfortably in the mouth. The anti splash lid 
prevents splashing and helps to direct the flow of liquid into the 
mouth.  Can hold 237 ml ( 8 oz) and is dishwasher safe.

LF737

TRanSPaREnT nOSEy CUPS
Nosey Cups have a cut out for the nose to allow drinking without 
bending the neck or tilting the head.  These cups are injection 
molded to ensure a completely smooth surface and comfortable fit 
for the lips and nose.  Nosey Cups are available in 4 oz , 8 oz and 12 
oz (118 ml, 236 ml and 355 ml) sizes to suit every need.  Dishwasher 
safe.

LF732 4 oz (118 ml) LF733 8 oz (236 ml)
LF734 12 oz (355 ml)
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CaMOCUP®
The CamoCup® has been specially developed for infants, children 
and adults with suction, drinking and swallowing disorders, to 
promote their sensorimotor skills. CamoCups’ unique shape is 
ideal and comfortable to hold in two hands. Beak shaped spout to 
provide a steady flow of liquid. Dishwasher safe. Capacity 4.6 oz 
(120 ml).

LF749

RijE CUP
The Rije Cup dispenses controlled adjustable volumes in a 3-15 ml 
(0.10 - 0.5 oz) range. Ergonomic handles. Good nose cut. Allows 
drinking from cup’s rim or straw. Dishwasher safe. 

Lg864

HanDyCUP® wiTH LiD anD MEaSUREMEnTS
Ergonomic cup designed for children and adults who have difficulty 
using a normal cup or mug due to coordination problems or lack of 
strength. Cup has an oblique shape and 2 handles to make drinking 
easy. Cup is transparent and has measurement values along the 
side, making it easy to see how much an individual has consumed. 
Lid included to prevent spillage. Microwave and dishwasher safe. 
Capacity of 6.8 oz (200 ml).

LF756

STÄ BOwL
This unique bowl 
is designed to aid 
people who have 
difficulty eating due 
to lack of upper body 
or extremity control. 

Handle and non-skid base stabilizes the bowl on the table, while 
the handle also provides extra stabilization when lifting and 
transporting the bowl. Spouts on both sides facilitate easy drinking. 
Made from polycarbonate. Scratch resistant, dishwasher and 
microwave safe. 16 oz (473 ml) capacity.

LF729

POT/Pan HanDLE HOLDER
The Pot/Pan Handle Holder is useful for individuals with limited 
movement of their arms. The handle locates in the center groove 
and prevents saucepans and frying pans from turning when 
cooking and stirring. 

Lg609

nEw
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waTERPROOF TERRy BiB (CRUMB CaTCHER)
Light Blue Terry Bib with crumb catcher pocket. Comfortable 
and generously sized clothing protector made of soft light 
blue French terry with a lightweight waterproof backing. 
Roomy catch-all pocket at the bottom catches crumbs and 
opens with snaps for easy crumb removal. Snap closure. 
Machine Washable and made to withstand countless 
washings. Dimensions: 32" x 20" (81 x 51 cm).

Lg759

vinyL CLOTHing PROTECTOR
Offers protection from crumbs and 
spills and is easy to clean.  Features 
a continuous cuff along the bottom 
to catch food and liquids, preventing 
them from dropping to the floor.  
Machine wash, air dry.  Dimensions: 
18' x 36" (46 x 91 cm).

Lg089

FLannEL BiB
Designed to last, wear after wear.  Absorbent and helps protect 
clothing from spills and stains. Binding around edge with snap 
closure.  Machine wash and dry.  (Colours may vary.)

LF752 Medium 30” x 17” (76 x 43 cm)
LF753 Large 36” x 17” (91 x 43 cm) 
LF754 Terry Cloth Bib 21” x 14” (53 x 36 cm)

SMOKERS aPROn
The Smokers Apron features NEW No-Flame fabric which prevents 
burn holes. Full sized to cover lap and chest. Lightweight.
Dimensions 30”x 32” (76 x 81cm).

Lg305

nEw
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ULTRa SLiM ELECTROniC gLaSS SCaLE
An ultra thin profile (0.7 inches / 1.8 cm) and sleek design make this 
modern scale a welcome addition to any bathroom. 

• 1.5" / 3.8 cm LCD display   
• Auto off function 
• Shatter-proof glass
• Simple operation
• Capacity: 350 lbs / 158 kg   
• 5-year warranty

SC403

BODy anaLyzER SCaLE
Behind its sleek design hides an all-in-one scale that measures body 
weight, body fat, body water and body muscle percentages and shows 
your recommended caloric intake (kcal).

• 1.5 inch / 3.8 cm blue backlit LCD display   
• Easy ON/OFF button 
• Made from thick impact-resistant glass with stainless steel accents 
• Data storage for up to 12 people (including age, height and gender)
• Measures: Body fat, water percentage, muscle percentage and      
  recommended caloric intake (kcal)
• Athlete function    
• Capacity: 330 lbs / 150 kg
• 5-year warranty

SC405

Talking

Scale!

BiOS Living ExTRa wiDE TaLKing SCaLE
This backlight talking scale has a 550 lbs (249 kg) weight capacity 
with an extra wide, stable weighing platform and tempered glass top. 
Features a two-person memory option, pleasant and easy to hear 
voice, tap on/off auto functions, large LCD display and a low-battery 
indicator. Great for the visually impaired. Requires 1 9V battery 
(included).

LF751
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anaLOg SCaLE
Stylish, affordable and durable - with its attractive dial face, slip 
proof surface and durable steel construction, this scale will provide 
accurate readings and fit into any space.

• Easy-to-read dial 
• Easy to clean
• Durable steel construction 
• Maximum capacity: 280 lbs / 130 kg
• 5-year warranty 

SC408

PERSOnaL anaLOg SCaLE
The Personal Analog Scale is affordable and stylish. The faux 
stainless steel look makes this scale perfect for any location in the 
house.

• 5” (12 cm) easy-to-read speedometer dial
• Easy to clean
• Solid steel construction
• Accurate to 300 lbs / 136 kg
• 5-year warranty

SC412

PREMiUM anaLOg SCaLE
Our Premium Analog Scale accurately displays your weight with its 
large and easy-to-read dial face and its non-slip platform.

• Spacious platform silver trim
• Non-slip textured foot mat
• 8” (20 cm) speedometer dial
• Accurate to 300 lbs / 136 kg
• 5-year warranty

SC413
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DigiTaL LiTHiUM SCaLE
This digital scale accurately displays your weight and will fit in 
with the décor of any bathroom.

• Large 1” (2.5 cm) LCD readout
• Clean white platform
• Batteries included (CR2032)
• Displays weight in lbs / kg
• Accurate to 350 lbs / 158 kg
• 5-year warranty

SC414

PERSOnaL DigiTaL SCaLE
Want something a little different? A little funky? Our Personal 
Lithium Digital Scale has it all. Our neatest scale to date, with the 
LED reading that is hidden inside the scale surface. Only when 
you step on the scale will your reading be shown. The sleek design 
makes it perfect for any bathroom.

• Large 2” (5 cm) LED readout
• Super thin profile
• Instant on, auto zero
• Twice as bright as a standard display
• Auto off after 8 seconds
• Batteries included (AAA)
• Accurate to 400 lbs / 181 kg
• 5-year warranty

SC415

PREMiUM DigiTaL SCaLE
This ultra thin design stainless steel look and ultra modern. Perfect 
for any bathroom or bedroom in the house.

• 2.5” (6.3 cm) LCD display
• Large blue backlight
• Ultra thin
• Non-slip foot mat
• Low profile platform for comfort and stability
• Soft decorative finish
• Accurate to 400 lbs / 181 kg

SC416
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gLaSS ELECTROniC SCaLE
This lithium glass scale looks beautiful in any bathroom. With its 4 
high-precision gauge sensors it accurately records and displays your 
weight.

• 1.75” (4.5 cm)LCD display
• High tempered glass platform
• Battery included (CR2032)
• Accurate to 400 lbs / 181 kg
• 5-year warranty

SC417

DigiTaL LUggagE SCaLE
The ideal travel companion, our new luggage scale is lightweight, 
compact and perfect for avoiding airline charges for overweight 
luggage.

• Easy to read
• Compact modern design
• Rigged nylon material for strap
• Dual display (lbs and kg at the same time)
• Standard weight auto-calibration
• Auto zero & auto off
• Hold function – Screen turns red when finished weighing
• High capacity up to  110 lbs (50 kg) in 0.5 lbs increments
• Long life lithium batteries included 
• 1-year warranty

SC419

Scale is 
ready to 

take a 
reading

Scale has taken the reading

BiOS Living wiRELESS BODy FaT SCaLE
Viewing weight and body fat readings has never been easier!  The 
wireless display unit can be affixed to a wall for convenient, accurate 
readings.  Scale and wireless monitor displays body fat, water 
percentage, muscle percentage and recommended caloric intake 
(kcal).  The wireless monitor also displays time, date, temperature 
and humidity and features an alarm clock.  Weight capacity of 330 
lbs (150 kg).  This scale has an auto power off and has a backlight.

SC406
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waTER gLOw LED SHOwER HEaD
The Water Glow LED Shower Head makes your showers safer 
while providing the soothing ambiance of different color LED 
lights. Easily installs in minutes to most showers.

Water glows green at 89.6 F or below
Water glows blue at 89.7 – 105.8 F
Water glows red at 105.9 – 113 F
Water glows red and flashes above 113 F

Lg441

FOLDaway BaTH SEaT & gRaB BaR 
This Foldaway Bath Seat and Grab Bar mounts onto the wall of 
a shower and has rubber tips which provide added stability and 
safety.  Seat size: 16-1/4" x 16-1/4" (41 x 41 cm).  Weight capacity: 
250 lbs. (113 kg). 1-year limited warranty.

Lg469

Cool

Warm

Hot

HanD-HELD SHOwER
The hand-held shower features 
a water spray with an easy on/
off valve with adjustable flow 
control.  It has a rienforced 
vinyl hose which allows spray 
to reach all parts of user's body 
while bathing.  Easily attaches 
to a 1/2 shower arm.  54" (137 
cm) hose length.  Wall mounting 
bracket included.

Lg893

wHiRLPOOL jET SPa
Converts any bathtub into a luxurious spa.  It helps ease muscle 
tension and stressand features a 12V motor.  Strong sunction cups 
attach easily to side of the tub. 16' adapter cord included.  

Lg894

nEw
nEw
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Rotates 
360º

PaDDED BaTH TRanSFER 
BEnCH
Comfortable cushioned seat and 
backrest. The 1” (2.5 cm) aluminum 
frame is lightweight, sturdy and 
corrosion-resistant, while the extra 
large suction cups provide added 
safety.  Height adjusts in 1” (2.5 
cm) increments and the 3- position 
back depth is adjustable from 
18” - 19”  (46 - 48 cm) in 0.5” (1.2 
cm) increments. Backrest can be 

removed and replaced without tools for use in either a right or left 
hand bath tub and the back reverses without tools.

LF740 Padded Bath Transfer Bench
LF741 Plastic Bath Transfer Bench

SwivEL SEaT
The ultimate shower and 
tub stool. Get in and out of 
the tub with ease. Rotates 
360 degrees for full freedom 
of movement inside your 
tub or shower. Wash and 
rinse your entire body 
without standing. Compact 
size is perfect for smaller 
spaces. Supports up to 400 
lbs (181 kg). 

LF764

aDjUSTaBLE BaTH SEaT
This large moulded seat features built-in handles to enhance 
support. The aluminum frame is lightweight, durable and corrosion 
free. The slip resistant rubber tips grip shower floor. Maximum 
weight capacity: 265 lbs (120 kg). Tool free assembly. 
 
59002

aDjUSTaBLE BaTH SEaT 
wiTH BaCKREST
This moulded seat with drain 
holes and wide base leg tips 
makes bathing safer and more 
comfortable.  The lightweight 
aluminum frame is durable and 
corrosion free. Tool free assembly. 
Maximum weight capacity 265 lbs 
(120 kg).

59001

BaTH/SHOwER STOOL
Versatile bath/shower stool 
can be used in smaller 
showers or bath tubs.  The 
lightweight aluminum legs 
are rust resistant, durable 
and flared to prevent 
tipping.  Tool free assembly 
and maximum weight 
capacity of 265 lbs (120 kg).

59005

SLiDing-ROTaTing 
TRanSFER BEnCH
Eliminates the need for a 
person to step over the side of 
a bathtub, making it easier and 
safer to get in and out.  Height 
adjusts from 16"-23" (41 x 53 
cm).  The legs are removable 
for easy storage and transport.  
Built in soap tray, shower spray 
holder and slit for the shower 
curtain.  Weight capacity of 
450lbs.  Tool free assembly.

Lg829

nEw
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ETaC EDgE SHOwER STOOL
The Etac Edge Shower Stool fits perfectly in the shower corner 
where the walls provide back stability for the user. Edge can also 
be the other way around as a saddle seat which relieves the strain 
on an aching hip.  Dimensions: Width: 20.5" - seat width 17.75" - 
height: 16.5" -2.5" - weight: 5.7 lbs.  Oval tubing is not round.

Lg528

Locking mechanism

ETaC EaSy SHOwER STOOL
The Etac Easy Shower Stool is easy to use and easy to move. The 
round seat is always in the right position. The Easy Shower Stool is 
height-adjustable, comfortable and fits perfectly in every bathroom. 
Dimensions: Width: 15.75" - height:16.5"-22.5" - weight: 6.2 lbs.

Lg529
Lg531 Shower Stool with Swivel

FOLDing BaTH CHaiR wiTH aRM RESTS
The Folding Bath Chair comes standard with an adjustable height 
seat, flip up arms for comfort and support, removable seat and 
back pads for easy cleaning. Features a small 20” x 11” footprint 
when folded for easy transportation and storage.  Weight Capacity 
175 lbs (80kgs).  

LH033

ETaC SMaRT SHOwER STOOL 
The Etac Smart Shower Stool is comfortable when sitting on 
the longer side as well as on the shorter side. This shower stool 
is height-adjustable, comfortable and fits perfectly in every 
bathroom. It is also available with a swivel pad which enables easy 
turning without any friction. Dimensions: Width: 17.5" - height: 
16.5"-22.5" - weight: 7.1 lbs.

Lg530 Smart Shower Stool
Lg532 Smart Shower Stool with Swivel

nEw
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waLK-in BaTHTUBS
Our walk-in bathtubs are the premium bathtub for a safer, healthier and more comfortable bathing experience. Walk-in bathtubs are great 

for active seniors, elderly or disabled people, people with limited mobility or anyone looking for a safer and more comfortable bathing 
experience. Available with a lifetime warranty on the door seal, 10 year warranty on the tub shell and 5 year warranty on components.

OUTwaRD OPEning DOOR PRODUCT FEaTURES
• 32” W x 52” L x 40” H (813x1320x1016mm)
• Premium gelcoat construction
• Large, 34” outward opening tub door
• Built-in chair height seat for easy transfer
• Polished chrome safety bar
• Polished chrome cable driven drain assembly
• Textured tub floor
• Lifetime warranty on door seal; 10 year warranty on tub shell; 5
year warranty on components
• Left or right hand drain
• Available as whirlpool and combination whirlpool-air systems

Model Configurations
Lg989 3252 OOD Whirlpool - Left Hand Drain
Lg990 3252 OOD Whirlpool - Right Hand Drain
Lg991 3252 OOD Combination - Left Hand Drain
Lg992 3252 OOD Combination - Right Hand Drain

Included Features
• Deck Mount Bath Filler with personal shower
• Extension Kit to fit standard 60” spaces
• In-Line Whirlpool Heater

Available Options sold separately
Lg993 Quick Drain® fast water removal system
Lg997 24” Handshower Glide Bar

LOOK FOR THESE ExCLUSivE FEaTURES
anD OPTiOnS

Deck Mount Bath Filler with Personal Shower
Our faucets are engineered to look beautiful
and function flawlessly. Worry-free, drip-free
and built to last. Covered by our Lifetime
Warranty on function and finish.

Extension Kit
Allows the walk-in bath to fit into any space 
up to 60” in length.

Optional Quick Drain® Sold Separately
The exclusive Quick Drain® technology emp-
ties the tub in less than two minutes and 
requires no additional plumbing. Spend less 
time waiting with this patented innovation.

qUaLiTy anD innOvaTiOn BUiLT inTO
EvERy waLK-in BaTH

American Standard meets the growing need for bathroom
solutions that make life safer, easier and more comfortable.
According to the CDC, the bathroom is the most dangerous
room in the house with falls accounting for 80% of all bathroom
accidents. Our walk-in bath eliminates the struggle and strain
associated with getting into standard tubs. You can trust
American Standard to provide innovative features along with the
quality, reliability and service you have come to expect with our
140 year heritage.

PaTEnTED  

qUiCK   DRain
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waLKin BaTH PRODUCT FEaTURES
• 28” W x 48” L x 38” H (711x1219x965mm)
• Premium gelcoat construction
• Large inward opening tub door
• Built-in chair height seat
• Color matched safety bar
• Color matched cable driven drain assembly
• Textured tub
• Lifetime warranty on door seal; 10 year warranty on tub shell; 5
  year warranty on components
• Left or right hand drain
• Available as whirlpool and combination whirlpool-air systems

Model Configurations
Lg806 2848 Whirlpool - Left Hand Drain
Lg807 2848 Whirlpool - Right Hand Drain
Lg808 2848 Combination - Left Hand Drain
Lg809 2848 Combination - Right Hand Drain

Included Features
• Quick Drain® fast water removal system
• Deck Mount Bath Filler with personal shower
• Extension Kit to fit standard 60” spaces
• In-Line Whirlpool Heater
• Built-In safety bar and textured bath floor

LOOK FOR THESE ExCLUSivE FEaTURES
anD OPTiOnS

Quick Drain® Included
The exclusive Quick Drain® technology emp-
ties the tub in less than two minutes and 
requires no additional plumbing. Spend less 
time waiting with this patented innovation.

Deck Mount Bath Filler with Personal Shower
Our faucets are engineered to look beautiful
and function flawlessly. Worry-free, drip-free
and built to last. Covered by our Lifetime 
Warranty on function and finish

Extension Kit
Allows the walk-in bath to fit into any space 
up to 60” in length.

COnTaCT US FOR MORE inFORMaTiOn

SELECTing THE PROPER waLKin BaTH
COnFigURaTiOn
Determine whether you need a left-hand or right-hand walk-in 
bath configuration for your installation.
OwnER’S ManUaL
Detailed information on walk-in baths, the construction of the
product, operating instructions, maintenance and warranty
information.
SPECiFiCaTiOn SHEET
Product specifications, available options and features and
dimensions.
inSTaLLaTiOn SERviCES
For more information on available installation services in your 
area.

PaTEnTED  

qUiCK   DRain
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BaTH LiFT 
The BIOS Living Bath Lift will provide peace of mind for clients who have difficulty getting in and out of the bath tub. It is portable and 
easy to transport or store away and, with its tool free construction, set-up is hassle free. 

FEaTURES
Tool free assembly
Lightweight 
Height adjustability 2.35” – 19” (6cm – 48cm)
Backrest reclines to 10 - 50 degrees
Easy to use quick charge lithium-ion battery
Easy lifting and assembly/disassembly
Padded seat and backrest
Suction cups attach to smooth tub surfaces
Weight capacity: 308 lbs. (140 kg)
Chair width 13.75” (35cm)          
Chair depth 16.50“ (42cm)        
Back height 25.25” (64cm)       
Back width 13.25” (34cm)

59023                                          

Transfer aid included
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RED aSHBy TOiLET SEaT 
This 4” (10 cm) raised toilet seat is specifically manufactured in 
red for persons with dementia and other related memory losses.  
Studies have shown that red is a high-contrast colour which these 
individuals can recognize and distinguish appropriately.  Seat is 
made of one piece of molding and 2 brackets to secure which 
makes it easy to fit, remove and clean.  Maximum load of 420 lbs 
(190 kg).

LF762

RED aSHBy STEP TwO
This high-contrast red step helps individuals with visibility issues, 
dementia or other related memory losses to locate this bath step. 
This makes stepping out of the tub safer by reducing the risk of 
falling. Step has 2 heights: 4” (10 cm) and 6” (15 cm). Large surface 
area to stand on with a textured surface to reduce the risk of a fall. 
Dimensions: 20.5” x 13” x 6” (52 x 33 x 15 cm).  Maximum load of 
420lbs (190 kg).

LF763

COSBy TOiLET aiD
This is a comfortable and easy-
to-use toilet aid with convenient 
built-in arm rests to provide 
a safe and stable base. Seat 
is a smooth-one piece mold 
which clips easily to the height-
adjustable frame without the 
need for tools. Frame has 6 
height options in 1” (2.5 cm) 
increments and rubber feet hold 
the seat firmly in position. Cosby 
toilet aid is lightweight but 
capable of supporting up to 420 
lbs (190 kg). Seat dimensions: 15” 
x 16” x 2” (38 x 40 x 5 cm).

LF761

HanDS-FREE 
aUTOMaTiC SOaP 
DiSPEnSER
This no-touch soap dispenser is 
the leading weapon in the fight 
against germs! This convenient 
soap dispenser uses advanced 
infrared sensor technology to 
deliver just the right amount 
of liquid soap without your 
hands ever touching the 
dispenser. Features 12 oz (355 
ml) soap capacity and cordless 
operation. 4  “AAA” batteries 
(NOT included).

LF765

FOOTMaTE™ BRUSH
The FootMate™ System is a complete foot care system for cleaning, 
soothing, stimulating, and massaging your feet every time you 
shower.  The FootMate’s wide, gentle inner brush massages your 
tender soles, while stiffer outer bristles smooth rough skin and 
calluses, and stimulate circulation.  The contoured bristles create a 
stimulating massage and extra cleaning power for both the bottom 
and sides of your feet. Cleaning gel included.

LF345
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ETaC OPTiMa LOCKaBLE TOiLET aRM SUPPORT 
Etac Optima Lockable Toilet Arm Support locks both in the folded 
down and up position. In the locked folded up position, it provides 
a stable support for the standing position. The unique locking 
mechanism is easy to operate with one hand. The arm support has a 
soft, rounded end which provides a comfortable and secure grip.

Lg533

ETaC Hi-LOO  
Etac Hi-Loo with fixed mounting is a discreet toilet seat raiser, that 
fits most toilets and attaches firmly and securely. The ergonomically 
designed seat has recesses at the back and front, providing 
convenient intimate hygiene. Hi-Loo comes with arm supports 
which are foldable but can also be permanently fixed in the folded 
down position.  Fits elongated toilet seats.

Lg534 Fixed 4” (10cm)

ETaC Hi-LOO angLED
Etac Hi-Loo with fixed mounting is a discreet toilet seat raiser, that 
fits most porcelains and attaches firmly and securely to the toilet. 
The ergonomically designed seat has recesses at the back and front, 
providing convenient intimate hygiene. Hi-Loo comes with arm 
supports which are foldable but can also be permanently fixed in 
the folded down position. 

Lg535 

ETaC CLOO TOiLET SEaT RaiSER  
The Etac Cloo Toilet Seat Raiser can be adjusted in three different 
heights. It can also be set with a slight forward tilt if reduced 
mobility in hip and knee joints restrict the ability to sit down and 
stand up.  Fits elongated toilet seats.

Lg536
Lg537 Etac Cloo Toilet Seat Raiser WITH ARMS  
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ETaC CLEan
iMPROvED aCCESS
The seat has a recess at the front and is fully open at the rear. This improves the accessibility for intimate hygiene. 

COMFORTaBLE anD PRaCTiCaL FOOT SUPPORT
The foot support has a unique design. It can slide in underneath the seat when not needed. The softly curved surface provides comfort and 
stability for the feet and the heels are protected by the covered sides of the foot support. 

EaSy ManEUvERing anD PERFECT FiT 
Clean is easy to maneuver thanks to the functional push handle design. Another strong advantage is the push handle's upright position, 
which allows the unit to fit perfectly over any wall mounted toilet.

Includes a 5-year warranty (except for wheels). 

Lg583

99/107 cm 
(39/42.25”)

43.5 cm (17.25”)

48 cm (19”)

52 cm (20.5”)

36 cm (14”)

22 cm (8.25”)

49/55 cm 
(19.25/21”)

12.5 cm
(5”)

43.5/49.5 cm
(17.25”/19.5”)
with pan holder
42/48 cm
(16.5”/19”)
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4” RaiSED TOiLET SEaT
The  4” (10 cm) raised toilet seat is perfect for a person with 
reduced strength or other limitations that cause instability on their 
feet. This will help the user by providing a higher seat height that 
requires less effort to rise from.  Weight capacity: 300 lbs (136 kg).  
Seat height: 4” (10 cm).

LF730 4” Without Lid LF731 4” With Lid

TOiLEvaTOR
The Toilevator is a toilet riser 
designed to elevate a toilet for 
people with mobility issues. 
This oval unit fits toilets with 
round and elongated bowls 
and bolts to the floor under 
the toilet, elevating the entire 
toilet.  Dimensions: This unit 
adds 3.5” (9 cm) of height to 14” 
(36 cm) and 15” (38 cm) toilets. 
Colour: White.

LF774

DELUxE FOLDing 
COMMODE
Lightweight folding aluminum 
commode with padded 
armrests easily opens and folds 
flat for convenient storage 
and transportation. It comes 
complete with a durable plastic 
seat, form fitting cover and 
commode bucket which holds 
5.2 litres (1.37 gallon). Height 
adjusts from 30.7” - 34.6” (78 - 
88 cm).  Weight capacity of 220 
lbs (100 kg).

59008

vERSaFRaME 
TOiLET SaFETy 
FRaME
Designed to add comfort 
and an excellent gripping 
surface. Assembled in 
minutes without tools and 
quickly secures to most 
toilets. The arm height can 
adjust from 28” - 32” (71 - 
81 cm) and the width can 
adjust from 18” - 21” (46 
- 53 cm).  Weight capacity 
of 300 lbs (136 kg).

LF759

DELUxE TOiLET SaFETy 
SUPPORT
An easy solution to help people to 
be safe and independent. Sturdy 
arms rise to meet the user, making 
it easier to sit and rise in safety. 
Includes a handy magazine rack 
and slip resistant padding on 
bottom.  Made from sturdy steel 
and can hold up to 300 lbs (136 kg).

LF760

RaiSED TOiLET SEaT
The tool free clamp-on Raised Toilet Seat attaches easily to most 
commodes, made from a comfortable moulded plastic which is 
easy-to-clean and durable. Raises existing toilet seat 4.5” (11.4 cm), 
and non-skid pads prevent seat from slipping. Weight capacity: 
220 lbs (100 kg).

59013
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DELUxE COMMODE
The Deluxe Commode easily converts from a commode to a raised 
toilet. Ideal for consumers with restricted mobility, who are not 
ambulatory or with compromised health, which limits their ability 
to walk to bathrooms.  Comes complete with a durable plastic seat, 
form fitting cover and commode bucket that holds 5.2 liter (1.37
gallon). Height adjusts from 30.0” to 34.0” (76 - 86cm). Weight
capacity of 300 lbs. (136 kg).

59024

Big jOHn COMMODE
The Big John Commode combines the Big John Toilet seat and a 
strong height adjustable frame with backrest and two arm rests.  It 
can be placed anywhere and has a capacity of 7 liters (2 gallons).  
It is also possible to use it as an over-toilet frame, without the 
commode pan.  Weight capacity of 840 lbs (380 kg).  

Lg816

nOBi CLaSSiC
The stylish Scandinavian design of the Nobi toilet seat has set 
the benchmark for all bathroom aids, as it is both practical and 
attractive, with a high-gloss finish.  The seat’s integrated arms offer 
stability and are a valuable aid when standing up from the seat. It 
provides a secure, safe and comfortable alternative to traditional 
toilet seats.  Compared to a toilet frame, the Nobi seat can also fit 
neatly into a smaller bathroom.

Lg662

COMMODE BagS
BIOS Living disposable Commode Bags are a quick and convenient 
method of disposing of liquid human waste. Each bag contains 
a water soluble bag with powerful absorbent crystals; and can 
absorb up to 5oomL of waste, blocks odours and can be easily 
disposed of. Dimensions: 15.75” x 23.6” (40 x 60 cm).  Includes 7 
commode bags.

59014

nEw
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HingED ELEvaTED TOiLET SEaT
Unique design features a seat riser made of 2 parts that are hinged 
together, allowing the ring to be lifted in the same manner as your 
regular toilet seat.  The seat is installed using the existing toilet seat 
and lid and does not appreciably change the appearance of the 
toilet. It elevates the seating position by 3” (7.6 cm) for easy sitting 
and rising.  The hinged feature makes cleaning easy.  Supports up to 
350 lbs (159 kg).  Hardware kit included.

LF775 Standard
LF776 Elongated
LF776HET Hinged “Secure Bolt” Elevated Toilet Seat

TaLL-ETTE®
Specially designed to meet the needs of people who have 
undergone unilateral or bilateral total hip replacement by keeping 
the patient’s legs in the proper position.  The “saddle” type seat 
prevents internal rotation as well as adduction at the hip.  This 
can help reduce the effects of spasticity occurring in people with 
cerebral palsy or other muscle tone by keeping conditions.  The 
unique bilateral contoured shape permits easy rising and provides 
optimal comfort.  Adds 4” (10 cm) to the seating level.  Weighs: 3.3 
lbs (1.5 kg).

LF779 2” (5 cm)
LF780 4” (10 cm)
LF781 6” (15 cm)

aRTHRO® TaLL-ETTE® 
ELEvaTED TOiLET SEaT
Designed with a gentle slope 

on the left or right side for people with leg or knee injuries who 
require an extended leg position. Adds 4” (10 cm) to the bowl 
height.  Standard toilet seats come with a Slip-In Lok-In-El® bracket 
that easily slides under the hinge pin of the existing toilet seat 
while two large posts meet to the raised toilet seat, providing a 
secure fit. 

LF777 Right
LF778 Left

vinyL CUSHiOn TOiLET SEaT RiSER, 4" (10 CM)
This Vinyl Cushion Toilet Seat Riser easily fits most standard size 
toilet seats. It has comfortable foam padding which helps minimize 
pressure points. Easily attaches to seat with hook and loop straps.

Lg470

LF776HET
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EaSy wiPE
Extends your reach 15.25” (39 cm) for better cleansing. Ergonomic 
shape helps those with limited dexterity. Soft flexible head grips 
toilet paper, tissue or pre-moistened wipes securely. Contains 
a unique release button for fast, sanitary disposal.  Dimensions: 
15.75” x 2” x 1.25” (40 x 5 x 3 cm).

LF702
Lg717 Easy Wipe Folding

BED Pan
This bed pan is a helpful aid for bed-ridden patients.  Made from 
a lightweight durable plastic, this unit is easy to clean and odour 
resistant, while the contoured design prevents spillage. 

BD702

FREEDOM wanD™
The Freedom Wand™ is a multi-task, multi-length tool that holds an 
ointment pad, loofah or lightweight wash cloth, disposable shaver 
and the all-important toilet tissue. The Freedom Wand™ can be 
used from 7” to 30” (18 to 76 cm) and comes with a cloth carry bag.

LF701

COMFORT Pan
This revolutionary product replaces both the pontoon and fracture 
pan.  Perfect for bariatric patients, the Comfort Pan has a weight 
capacity of 1,200 lbs (544 kg). The low 0.5” (1 cm) rim at the seat area 
allows your back to glide easily onto the pan.  It is fully autoclavable 
and can hold over 2 quarts of liquid. 15” l x  3” h x 14.25 w” (38 x 8 x 
36 cm).  

LF700

MaLE / FEMaLE URinaL
This urinal is essential for bed-ridden 
patients. It is especially helpful 
during the night when getting in 
and out of bed can be challenging. 
With its convenient attachment this 
urinal easily converts to assist female 
patients. Made from a durable, 
shatter resistant, easy-to-clean 
plastic, it features a sturdy handle 

and was designed to prevent spillage. Can be used when standing 
or in a prone position.

BD700 Male Urinal with Female Attachment
BD701 Female Urinal

SELF wiPE
The Self Wipe is comfortable and easy to use.  It helps anyone who 
has difficulty bending or has limited use of their hands and arms to 
function independently when using the toilet. 

Lg067
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SPLaSH gUaRD
This Splash Guard sits on the 
toilet seat and prevents urine 
from missing the toilet.  It can 
be used on any toilet; standard 
or elongated, as well as most 
elevated toilet seats. 

Lg068

Big jOHn TOiLET SEaT
The Big John Toilet Seat is great for everyone. It is perfect for senior 
citizens and the physically challenged as well as anyone who just 
wants a more comfortable toilet seat. The stylish, ergonomic design 
has a more comfortable opening and a luxuriously contoured 
sitting surface that is roomier than any other toilet seat on the 
market. 

Lg610 Original 1200 lbs (544 kg)
Lg611 Standard 800 lbs (362 kg)

SUREFOOT® BaTH anD SHOwER BOaRD
The Surefoot Bath and Shower Board has a unique all-in-one 
design which combines the different shapes and sizes of 
conventional products. It can be used to transfer down into the 
bath or simply sit on and take a shower. You can enjoy having a 
wash safely and easily. Weight capacity: 441 lbs (200 kg).

Lg512

UniFix RaiSED TOiLET SEaT 
Raising the height of an existing toilet seat can make getting on 
and off the toilet so much easier. It is also much safer for those 
recovering from hip surgery, as the added leverage takes the 
strain away from the repairing joints. Very simple to use, the Unifix 
will fit onto any existing toilet seat or ceramic with one single 
fixing. Raises up to 4" (10 cm). 

Lg515

King FiSHER BaTHSEaT 
The King Fisher Bathseat features secure non-slip suction cups 
that attach to the bottom of any bath.  It is easy to fit, reassuringly 
stable, comfortable and secure. Weight capacity 441 lbs (200 kg).

Lg620

KingFiSHER BaTHBOaRD
The Kingfisher Bathboard includes a grab rail for extra support and 
stability when seated as well as getting in and out of the bath. The 
handle is available as an accessory and can easily be fitted at home 
for anyone who has an existing Kingfisher standard.

Lg513 Kingfisher Bathboard (With Handle) 441 lbs (200 kg)
Lg514 Kingfisher Bathboard Economy (Without handle)                      
                441 lbs (200 kg)
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TEnURa SELF-aDHESivE STRiPS
Tenura Self-Adhesive Strips can be applied to baths, shower 
trays, floors and any surface that is frequently wet. Easily installed 
adhesive strips provide an unobtrusive solution to slippery, unsafe 
environments. Strips add traction and grip, allowing you to feel 
confident and secure on slippery surfaces. (3 meter roll.)

LF077 Tenura Self-Adhesive Strips
LF078 Tenura Self-Adhesive Discs

MEMORy FOaM BaTH MaT
The Memory Foam Bath Mat can be used when stepping out of the 
shower or brushing your teeth in front of the mirror. The internal 
memory foam provides comfort to your feet when standing. It is 
fast drying, folds easily for storage and is machine washable for 
convenient cleaning.  Dimensions: 17" x 24" (43 x 61 cm)

Lg061

SPa BaTH PiLLOw
The Spa Bath Pillow is perfect for the bath, spa or hot tub.  It is soft, 
fluffy and waterproof.  Relax in comfort while your pillow stays 
secure using suction cups. 

Lg048

BaTH MiTT
This durable and reusable Bath Mitt is made of soft sheepskin, 
calming the skin as it cleanses. The mesh pocket holds soap and 
exfoliates the skin. It is machine washable for infection control.

Lg332

BaTHTUB CaDDy/KnEELing PaD
Extra-large, cushioned pad provides comfort for knees & elbows.  
Features a water resistant pocket for soaps, shampoos and 
washcloths.  Fits all bathrubs.  Can easily be stored anywhere and 
machine washable.

Lg827

nOn-SLiP BaTH STEP 
wiTH HanDLE
This convenient product helps 
keep your balance when 
stepping from bath or shower.  
The textured, non-slip coating 
on the base supports 500 lbs.  
Durable steel construction.  Non-
slip rubber feet.  Dimensions: 
21.25" x 9.75" x 34.75" (54 x 24.5 
x 88 cm).

Lg826

nEw

nEw
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16” CURvED gRaB BaR 
This 16” (40 cm) curved bathroom grab bar is part of the bathroom 
fall prevention system. These safety grab bars are stylish bathroom 
fixtures capable of supporting up to 500 lbs (226 kg). Hardware 
included.

LF694    Polished Chrome
LF694B Brushed Nickel

16” COnTEMPORaRy gRaB BaR
This stylish 16” (40 cm) grab bar is part of the fall prevention system 
which disguises safety grab bars as stylish bathroom fixtures 
capable of supporting up to 500 lbs (226 kg). Hardware included.

LF695    Polished Chrome
LF695B Brushed Nickel

2-in-1 gRaB BaR anD TOwEL SHELF
This 2-in-1 Grab Bar and Towel Shelf is a stylish bathroom fixture 
that also doubles as a safety grab bar capable of supporting up to 
500 lbs (226 kg).

LF696      Polished Chrome
LF696B Brushed Nickel

2-in-1 gRaB BaR anD TOwEL BaR
This attractive fixture serves as both a towel holder as well as a 
safety grab bar to prevent bathroom falls. Supports up to 500 lbs 
(226 kg).

LF697    Polished Chrome  LF697B Brushed Nickel

TUB-n-SHOwER vaLvE gRaB Ring
The shape of this attractive Tub-N-Shower Grab Ring that fits 
conveniently around most bath and shower faucets, creating a 
safe railing to prevent bathroom falls. Bar diameter: 1.25” (3.2 cm).  
Supports up to 500 lbs (226 kg).

LF698    Polished Chrome
LF698B Brushed Nickel

2-in-1 gRaB BaR anD TOiLET PaPER HOLDER  
Prevent falls and enhance independent living for people all ages 
with the 2-in-1 Grab Bar and Toilet Paper Holder. Thoughtful design 
ensures safer mobility in the bathroom, reducing the opportunity 
for falls. The grab bar can support up to 500 lbs (226 kg). Its modern 
design seamlessly integrates into your bathroom's décor while 
providing the convenience needed to live independently.

LF699    Polished Chrome
LF699B Brushed Nickel
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12" (30 cm) 

18" (46 cm)  

24" (61 cm)  
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BaTHTUB SaFETy RaiL
The BIOS Living Grab Bar provides discreet peace of mind. The knurled chrome finish increases grip and support while accenting most 
bathroom decorating schemes.

56089 - 12" (30 cm)
56090 - 18" (46 cm)
56091 - 24" (61 cm)

Falls are the leading cause of injury for seniors and are the main reason many older adults lose their independence
The good news is that the fear of falling doesn’t need to be debilitating. By following the steps listed below, we can drastically reduce 
the risk of a fall.

• Stay active
 •  Exercise keeps us strong and healthy. Living an active lifestyle helps improve balance, coordination, flexibility, and bone   
    density.
• Review medicines
 •  As we get older our bodies react differently to medicines. Speak to a doctor about which medicines, or combinations and    
    cause drowsiness and dizziness.
• Sight and lighting
 •  Visit an eye doctor to make sure the correct glasses are prescribed if needed.
 • Make sure that all living spaces are well lit.
• Home Safety
 • Keep shelves, tables and chairs out of walking areas
 •  Store commonly used items in easy-to-reach places
 •  Install grab bars close to toilets and in showers and tubs. 
 •  Use non-slip mats on shower floors.
 •  Bath benches and raised toilet seats are great for increasing bathroom safety.

Assistive devices are extremely beneficial for older adults. Mobility aids such as rollators and canes provide security while enabling 
the user to get moving and enjoy the outdoors - great for both mental and physical health. Preventative aids such as bath benches 
and grab bars minimize exertion when performing daily activities and increase safety in the most dangerous part of the house, the 
bathroom.

FEaTURES:
Easy to install
Corrosion resistant
Anti-slip design
Includes all mounting hardware

avaiLaBLE in:

nEw
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BaTH BOaRD
The Bath Board is a portable seat for bathing that will fit on most 
bath tubs. Adjustable rubber stops on the bottom of the bath board 
allow the board to be adjusted for different bath tub widths.  No tools 
required. The handle at the side of the Bath Board can be used for 
balance when transferring into and out of the tub.  Weight capacity: 
300 lbs (136 kg). Width adjusts from 17.7” to 28” (45 to 71 cm).

LF773

SUCTiOn gRaB RaiL 
Totally portable! The Suction 
Grab Rail has flip-up easy release 
tabs for easy installation and 
removal. Great for one piece 
tub surround baths, glass, tile or 
granite surfaces. Suction Rail must 
be applied to a solid surface - will 
not adhere over grout lines. For 
balance assistance only, not full 
body weight.

LF790 12” (30 cm)
LF791 16.5” (42 cm)
LF792 24” (61 cm)

PERSOnaL HanD-HELD SHOwER KiT
The Hand-Held shower Kit  provides comfort and convenience 
for personal hygiene. The shower heads deliver a consistent flow 
of water creating an overall rhythmic body massage sensation, 
stimulating the entire body while aiding in muscle relaxation. Kit 
comes standard with an easy-to-use on/off switch, mounting wall 
brackets and diverter valves as well as an 84” (213 cm) hose.

LF788

BaTH STEP
Get in and out of the bath tub with ease. Adds almost 4” (10 cm) 
to your step! Extra-large platform for in and out ease. Rubberized 
feet to help prevent slipping. First step adds almost 4” (10 cm), 
each additional step can stack on top and adds 2” (5 cm). Supports 
up to 418 lbs (190 kg). One step per box.

LF770

BaTHTUB SaFETy RaiL
This bathtub safety rail makes 
bathing safer and more 
comfortable. Provides stability and 
comfort when getting in and out of 
the bathtub. The rail has a corrosion 
resistant steel with powder coated 
finish and fits most tubs with wall 
thickness of 3” to 6” (8 to 15 cm). 
The clamp is lined with non-
staining rubber pads to securely 
attach for maximum safety. No tools 
required to set up or remove.
Height above tub: 15” (38 cm).
Weight: 7 lbs (3 kg).

BD715

TOiLET BRUSH
With its curved head and long, stainless steel, non-slip handle, this 
Toilet Brush is extremely easy to grip. Prevents bending over and 
is an ideal tool for toilet and bathroom cleaning. Colours may vary. 
Dimensions: 22" (56 cm). 

Lg796

nEw
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PRiMa gRaB BaR 
The Prima Grab Bar range is high quality in both appearance and use. The outside of each grab rail is made of white plastic with ribbed grips, 
to prevent the user’s hand slipping down the bar, and are always warm to the touch, unlike metal rails. The range has been ergonomically 
designed with an oval cross-section, and features a high load limit, made possible by a strong concealed aluminium core running through 
the middle of the rail. The angled grab bars give the user a forearm support whilst pulling up, which is useful for someone with painful 
hands or wrists, as it distributes body weight through the forearm. 

Lg663 Prima Grab Rail angled 13" (33 cm)
Lg664 Prima Grab Rail angled 16" (40 cm)
Lg665 Prima Grab Rail Straight 12" (30 cm)
Lg666 Prima Grab Rail Straight 16"(40 cm)
Lg667 Prima Grab Rail Straight 18" (45 cm)
Lg668 Prima Grab Rail Straight 24" (60 cm)

THE FRESH ORiginaL BaTH BOaRD 
The Fresh Bath Board has a unique shape, with a wide end for support when transferring over to the bath, and a narrower mid-section 
which allows ease of access for intimate hygiene. It has four friction linings, which allows the bath board to stay securely on the tub. Fresh 
also has a place to keep soap or shampoo within comfortable reach. Dimensions: 27.25"-29.25" x 10.75" (69-74 x 27 cm).

Lg584
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16" SUCTiOn CUP gRaB BaRS wiTH SaFETy aSSiST  
The BIOS Living Suction 16” (40.6 cm) Grab Bars are portable, easy 
to use and offer a quick and easy, non-permanent option for more 
support while bathing and showering. The Safety Assist feature 
indicates to the user when the grab bar has been mounted correctly 
to the wall. The extra-large suction cups ensure excellent surface 
contact and vacuum action, for extra support in the bathroom. 

• Portable and easy to use
• Safety Assist indicator
• Non-permanent option for more support
• Installs instantly
• Attaches easily without drilling 
• Slip-proof grip
• Extra-large suction cups with vacuum seal

59025

24" SUCTiOn CUP gRaB BaRS
The BIOS Living 24” (61 cm) Suction Grab Bars are portable, easy 
to use and offer a quick and easy, non-permanent option for more 
support while bathing and showering. The suction grab bar has 
flip-up release for easy installation and removal. 

• Portable and easy to use
• Non-permanent option for more support
• Installs instantly 
• Attaches easily without drilling 
• Ribbed slip-proof grip

59027
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PORTaBLE gRaB BaR SingLE gRiP
The Portable Grab Bar is a must-have home medical devicethat 
has been tested and approved by health professionals including 
orthopedic surgeons and occupational therapists.  It is heavy duty 
but still stylish enough for any décor.  Durable commercial grade 
suction cups give you the confidence you need to move freely and 
independently without worry.

Lg445

PORTaBLE gRaB BaR wiTH TELESCOPing 
PivOT gRiP
The Telescoping Pivot Grip is the gold standard in ease of use and 
flexibility. The installation options are endless, including stretching 
across a corner, inside of a bathtub or across unparallel surfaces. 

Lg447

4” TiLE gRiP PORTaBLE gRaB BaR 
The 4” (10 cm) Tile Grip Portable Grab Bar has a telescoping handle 
which extends to adapt to most tile configurations. It installs with-
out tools or expensive professional installation. The high quality 
3.7" (9.5 cm) rubber suction cups provide a very strong hold. 

Lg448

PORTaBLE gRaB BaR TELESCOPing gRiP
The Portable Grab Bar with Telescoping Grip can be installed and 
removed without tools or professional installation. Features adjust-
able lengths, making it easy to adapt to most tubs and showers. 
The telescoping handle allows for a much longer hand-holding 
area.

Lg446
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SHOwER SCRUB
Never bend again! The Shower Scrub is a convenient bath scrubbing 
tool designed to alleviate the strain on your back. The long, 45" 
(114 cm) handle eliminates the need for bending in the tub but also 
gives you the reach to clean shower walls.

LF180 Shower Scrub
LF181 Telescopic Shower Scrub 
LF182 Cleaning Head Replacement

SLiP-x® BaTHTUB anD 
SHOwER SaFETy TREaDS
Are you looking for a safe and 
economical way to protect your 
loved ones from slipping on 
wet surfaces? Apply Bathtub 
and Shower Safety Treads on 
your fiberglass, porcelain and 
wooden surfaces for maximum 
protection. 12 treads per 
package. Individual tread size: 
7.5” l x 0.75” w (19 x 2 cm).

LF786

SOFT TOUCH BaTH MaT 
You won’t believe how comfortable this padded bath mat is! Made of 
high-quality PVC foam for luxurious cushion and comfort. Adheres to 
the tub with suction cups.  Dimensions: 17” x 36” ( 43 x 91 cm).

LF785

SqUaRE SHOwER MaT
Allows for smooth drainage, 
and features an updated 
square design specifically for 
your shower. Provides reliable 
slip protection on almost any 
non-textured surface. Made of 
high-quality, allergen-free vinyl. 
Adheres to the shower floor 
with suction cups. Dimensions: 
21” x 21” (53 x 53 cm).

LF783

BiOS Living BaTH MaT
Step onto our comfortable 
bath mat, made from 
mildew-resistant, eco-friendly 
renewable rubber (latex-
free). Non-slip suction cups 
on the bottom to prevent 
movement. Dimensions: 18” x 
36” (46 x 92 cm).

59009

LF182
LF180 LF181
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5x SUCTiOn CUP MiRROR 
This Suction Cup Mirror attaches to any flat surface using 3 suction 
cups, with a strong seal. Enjoy 5x magnification for a close-up view. 
Diameter: 9” (23 cm). Clear plastic carrying case provided.

LF046

8x waLL MOUnTED vaniTy MiRROR
This vanity mirror attaches securely to the wall at the height you 
desire. Extends out from the wall 13.5” (34 cm) and folds discretely 
up against the wall when not in use. Features 8x magnification, to 
ease application of make up as well as shaving, flossing and other 
bathroom tasks. Diameter: 8” (20 cm).

LF044

HyDRO BaTH MaT
The perfect carpet for your shower and bath! Place 
directly over the drain and enjoy the safety of a lush 
bath mat that feels heavenly and won't get soggy. 
The non-slip Hydro Bath Mat is fast drying and always 
stays clean. It never wears out and is anti-microbial 
mildew- and stain-resistant. Dimensions: 29 1/2” x 17” 
(75 x 44 cm). 

Lg810

10x TaBLE TOP 
vaniTy MiRROR
This vanity mirror made of 
matte nickel with a beaded rim 
looks elegant sitting on any 
washroom counter. Features  
10x magnification to ease 
application of make up, shaving, 
flossing and other bathroom 
tasks. Diameter of 6” (15 cm), 
height of 11” (28 cm).

LF045

DiaBETiC TELESCOPing 
FOOT MiRROR
Recommended by healthcare 
providers to examine all the hard-to-
see areas of the feet on daily basis.  
The easy grip handle extends from 6” 
to 18” (15.2 cm – 46 cm), allowing you 
to view hard-to-see areas without 
bending. Features a dual sided mirror 
(standard 2x magnification). Compact 
design folds for storage and travel. 
Includes protective storage pouch. 

LF047

nEw
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2-in-1 MiRROR wiTH LigHT
This 2-in-1 Mirror with Light  allows users to easily see what they are 
doing in dimly lit places.  With the use of a suction cup, the mirror 
can be placed anywhere desired.  3.5" (9 cm) diameter.

Lg052

15x MagniFying MiRROR
Ideal for wearing contact lenses, applying make-up, tweezing or 
shaving.  This mirror also comes with a suction cup to allow users 
to take it anywhere they go. 3.5" (9 cm) diameter.

Lg054

10x/1x SaTin niCKEL LED 
LigHTED vaniTy MiRROR
The LED Lighted Vanity Mirror features 
dual-sided, optical quality glass to 
ensure a clearer reflection of your true 
self. On one side, the 10x magnification 
is great for touch-ups, detail, and 
make-up application. On the other side, 
the 1x magnification is perfect for all-
around hairstyling, cosmetics, and every 
beauty need in between. Requires 4 AA 
batteries (NOT included).  7" (17.5 cm) 
diameter.

Lg465

z’FOgLESS™ waTER MiRROR
The Z’Fogless™ Water Mirror features 
a patented built-in reservoir that 
raises the temperature of the mirror 
surface to that of the shower. No 
matter how steamy the environment 
gets, it will not fog up. Plus, the 4 
bright white LED lights illuminate 
your face for a brighter, fuller 
reflection making shaving easier 
than ever. Includes a 3-hole razor/
accessory holder and easily mounts 
to most any smooth surface via 
suction cups, silicone adhesive 
or double-sided tape (included). 
Dimensions: 11" x 6" (28 x 15 cm).

Lg467

12x E-z gRiP SPOT MiRROR
The versatile and break-resistant design of the E-Z Grip Spot Mirror, 
makes it perfect for compact on-the-go travel in your purse or 
carry-on. Plus, it easily mounts to most any flat surface via the 
super secure 18 suction cups so you can view yourself at any angle 
completely hands-free.  3.5" (9 cm) diameter.

Lg466

20x MagniFiCaTiOn SPOT MiRROR
The 20x Magnification Spot Mirror features optical quality glass to 
ensure a clearer reflection of your true self. The 20x magnification 
is ideal for touch-ups, contact lenses, and all-around make-up 
application.  3.5" (9 cm).

Lg468

15x

10x 12x

20x
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MOTiOn aCTivaTED BEDSiDE LigHT
The Motion Activated Bedside Light is the perfect way to brighten 
any space in the room.  It is able to detect motion up to 12' away 
and illuminates the area with super-bright LED bulbs.  Simply 
wave your hand over the top of the unit to activate.  It provides 
emergency lighting in stairways, bedrooms or bathrooms. 

LF836

LiMELiTE SaFETy LigHT
This affordable ultrathin, state-of-the-art unit features an 
innovative lighting material that’s cool to the touch, is completely 
unbreakable and there are no bulbs to burn out or replace – ever. 
Simply plug directly into wall outlets in bedrooms, hallways, 
bathroom, kitchen and hotel rooms to enjoy the steady, soft glow. 
Sold as one single light.

LF849

nigHT LigHT wiTH LED SEnSOR
This Night Light with LED Sensor is great for kids , but also ideal 
for elderly users as an automatic night light in hallways, stairs and 
bathrooms.

Lg037

COLOR CHanging nigHT LigHT
Has a built-in automatic dusk to dawn sensor.  Perfect for the 
kitchen, bathroom, bedroom or hallways.  LEDs gently cycle 
through 7 brilliant colours or you can select just one colour to stay 
on the whole time.  Plugs into any standard outlet.  Approximately 
1.75"x 1"x 4.5" (4.5 x 2.5 x 11.5 cm).

Lg093

BiOS Living ORTHOPEDiC BOnE SHaPED PiLLOw
Relax your neck when sitting, reclining, riding in the car, or 
travelling with a 14” (36 cm) Orthopedic Bone Shaped Pillow.  
Features a medium-weight poly cotton synthetic shearling outer 
covering with a polyfill core. (Colours may vary.)

LF837
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BED LigHT
This Bed Light will certainly give your room a distinctive design as well as the practicality, comfort and safety of having your floor illumi-
nated as soon as you get out of bed. Thanks to a motion sensor, the Bed Light gives you light when you need it.  Can be installed simply, 
quickly and without any tools. Features a unique motion sensor which detects both light and movement -  giving you light when you need 
it. Getting out of bed has never been so enjoyable!

Lg831 - Bed Light
Lg832 - Bed Light Deluxe (2 Motion Sensors)

EaSy TO USE
The Bed Light is easy to use and install.  It is designed 
with self adhesive tape for easy mounting.  The timer 
controlled, motion and light activated sensors replace 
the need for switches.   It is designed to be placed in a 
wide variety of places throught your interiors.

BED LigHT inCLUDES:

Motion sensor, power supply, cable 
clip, end cap, adhesive tape,   
installation guide

nEw
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aDjUSTaBLE BED TRay
The bed tray with adjustable surface is made with a solid wood 
frame in natural finish and a white melamine top.  The legs fold 
into the bottom of the tray top for easy storage when not in use.  
Dimensions: 14” x 22” x 9” (35 x 56 x 23 cm). Weighs 4 lbs (1.8 kg).

LF835

OvER BED TaBLE
The Over Bed Table is an 
adjustable-height table that can be used with both conventional 
beds and hospital-style beds, provided there is space beneath 
the bed for the base of the table.  Weight capacity: 10 lbs (4.5 kg). 
Height adjustment: 30” - 47”  (76 - 119 cm). Weight: 42.5 lbs (19 kg). 
Colour of top may vary.

LF844

BaMBOO BREaKFaST TRay
Fast growing and eco-friendly, Bamboo is a great choice for green 
living.  Beautiful as well as functional, these pieces will be an 
environmentally friendly addition to any home.  Ideal for serving 
food or use with a laptop computer. Dimensions: 19.7” x 12” x 2.2" 
(50 x 30.5 x 5.6 cm).  

Lg019

aBLERiSE™ BED aSSiSTS
AbleRise™ Bed Assists provides support for getting in and 
out of bed in comfort.  Bars slide between mattress and 
box spring.  Also aids in repositioning or turning in bed. 
Handles are 20” (51cm) wide and height is adjustable 
from 16 3/8” to 18 5/8” (42 to 47cm). 

Lg090 AbleRise™ Bed Assists Single
Lg091 AbleRise™ Bed Assists Double

SHaKE-n-waKE SiLEnT aLaRM CLOCK
The Shake-N-Wake Silent Alarm Clock wakes you on time without 
disturbing others.  The wrist-watch style is able to be worn con-
veniently and comfortably on the wrist.  Instead of emitting loud 
beeps, the Shake-N-Wake vibrates gently but firmly to wake you 
up.  Dimensions: 2.25" x 0.75" x 2" (6 x 2 x 5 cm) and weighs 2oz.  
Requires 1 AAA battery (Not included.)

LF834
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New Technology Bedrail 
glows in the dark!

SaFETy gLO® 
aDjUSTaBLE BEDSiDE HanDRaiL
Helps you sit up, reposition, balance, stand or transfer.  Subtly glows 
to assist locating the rail in the dark or low light conditions. Fits all 
bed widths and adjusts to fit all mattress heights. 300 lbs (136 kg) 
maximum weight capacity.  Suitable for home-style beds with a box 
spring.  May be used on certain institutional-style beds. 

LF840

M-RaiL™ 
The easy bedside mobility solution, M-Rail™,  fits snugly against 
your mattress and helps you get comfortable, reposition, sit up, 
balance, stand or transfer to a chair or wheelchair.  Features a 
contoured padded handrail.  Fits twin to king, economy to pillow-
top.  Easy assembly; no tools required.  Suitable for home-style 
beds with box spring.  300 lbs (136 kg) maximum user weight 
capacity.

LF838

aRCORaiL™
The rotating, professional grade bedside handrail gives you 
maximum bedside mobility for home, clinical care and hospital 
settings.  Arcorail™ fits securely to the metal bed frame and helps 
you reposition, sit up, balance, stand or transfer to a chair or 
wheelchair.  Rotates 360° and locks in place every 90°.  Made from 
professional grade steel and ideal for frequent use.  The special 
coating does not promote bacteria growth.  Three height adjustable 
settings with a 300 lbs (136 kg) maximum user weight capacity.

LF839

aDaPTivE PajaMa TOP
The Adaptive Pajama Top design allows caregivers to easily dress 
and undress patients with limited or no mobility.  Made from soft, 
breathable materials to ensure maximum comfort and ease of 
laundering, therefore enabling the patient to maintain a dignified 
and hygienic appearance

Lg834 MensMedium Lg837 Womens Medium
Lg835 Mens Large Lg838 Womens Large
Lg836 Mens X-Large Lg839 Womens X-Large

nEw
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ELivaTED LEg REST
The Elevated Leg Rest has a unique design for knee elevation, and 
can be used for treatment of phlebitis, varicose veins or tired legs.  
It helps to flatten the lower spine to reduce lower back pain, and 
features a washable blue denim cover. 

Lg899

SUREgRiP RiSERS
Works on legs, castors and block feet.  Twists to give a variable 
height range.  The Suregrip Risers feature a double grip to hold 
tightly on to the furniture leg.  Weight limit of 700 kg (including 
weight of bed or chair).

Lg813

Ez BED RaiL
EZ Bed Rail is a transfer assist 
product that provides users 
with a secure handhold to use 
when entering or leaving their 
bed. Fits all bed widths over 37” 
(94 cm) and features security 
straps for added safety as well 
as  convenient dual storage pockets that minimize entrapment. 
Tool free assembly. Adjustable height up to 20” (51 cm).  Slip-resis-
tant foam handgrip Safety strap can be used on either side of bed.  
Weight capacity: 200 lbs.

Lg773

inFLaTaBLE BED wEDgE
This Inflatable Bed Wedge is made with heavy gauge white vinyl 
and comes with a washable blue dacron/cotton cover -  perfect for 
head, foot or leg elevation.  Dimensions: 27" x 27" x 8" (68.5 x 68.5 
x 20 cm).

Lg898

BED wEDgES
This simple and comfortable product elevates and supports the 
upper torso, allowing for better breathing and digestion. Great for 
naps on the floor, reading or watching TV in bed while supporting 
your spine and back muscles. Pillow is made of polyurethane foam 
and comes with pockets.

LF841 7” x 24” x 24” (18 x 61 x 61 cm)
LF842 10” x 24” x 24” (25 x 61 x 61 cm)
LF843 12” x 24” x 24” (30  x 61 x 61 cm)

aLi RaiL
The Ali Rail Assistive Bed Rail is a 
great solution for individuals who 
have trouble rising out of bed.   
Contoured design is safer and 
easier to grip than conventional 
assistive rails.  Allows for two 
handed gripping when user rises 

to seated position.  No-slip, foam covered grip.  Fits single to king 
size beds. 300 lbs (136 kg) maximum user weight.

LF826

nEw

nEw

nEw

nEw
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aDjUSTaBLE FURniTURE 
RiSERS
Just like chairs, the height of a
bed is a major contributor to 
the ease with which someone 
stands. The adjustable bed risers 
allow you to get in and out of 

bed easier. Comes with a 4” (10 cm) hole to accommodate bed or 
chair legs. Includes 3 inserts to raise from 3”- 6” (8 - 15 cm). Sold 
separately. Weight capacity: 500 lbs (227 kg).

LF400

BEDROOM ManagER
The Bedroom Manager gives you up to 5” (12 cm) of additional 
under-bed storage space, perfect for those extra large storage bins. 
Helpful when getting up or down out of bed. Includes 4 blocks.

LF398 6” (15 cm) Bedroom Manager - 5“ (12 cm) rise

BED MaDE Ez MaTTRESS LiFTER
Ergonomically designed, the mattress lifter lifts and holds the 
mattress in a raised position while you tuck in your bed linens, 
alleviating neck and back strain. It can be inserted using one or two 
hands and, for most mattresses, it can even be used to tuck in the 
sheets. Made in the USA with a lifetime warranty against breakage 
or defects.

LF848

BEDSiDE BEvERagE HOLDER
Clamps onto any tubular bed frame, 
wheelchair frame, or other tubular frame 
with a diameter of 0.75” to 1” (1.9 to 2.5 
cm). Most glasses or cups will fit into the 
plastic holder, even those with handles. 
It can also hold a beverage can or bottle.  
An 11” (28 cm) long flexible, chrome-
plated gooseneck makes positioning of 
the cup holder easy to drink from.

LF846

aDjUSTaBLE BLanKET 
SUPPORT
The Adjustable Blanket Support  
keeps heavy sheets or blankets off 
sensitive feet. This blanket lift bar 
fits securely between the mattress 
and box spring.  It is perfect for 
people with diabetic neuropathy 
and other conditions that cause 
foot sensitivity.  The top is 20” (51 
cm) wide and the bottom is 15” (38 
cm) wide. The height is adjustable 
to 20” (51 cm). 

LF845

ExPanDaBLE DOOR HingES
The Expandable Door Hinges provide barrier-free access for most 
wheelchairs and adds 2” (5.1cm) to most doorway openings, and 
are perfect for narrow bathroom doors. Features 3-hole sides which 
measure 2” x 3.5” (5.1 x 8.9 cm).

Lg471 Expandable Door Hinges Brass
Lg472 Expandable Door Hinges Satin Nickel
Lg473 Expandable Door Hinges Black 
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CaRDiOLOgy STETHOSCOPE
The Cardiology Stethoscope with dual head chestpiece offers 
optimum acoustic performance. The small deep cone shape 
chestpiece is used for auscultation of slight and low frequency 
sounds. The 48 mm diameter head is made from stainless steel, 
which is an excellent sound conductor, and has a dual anti-chill ring 
design.

508Di

DELUxE DUaL HEaD STETHOSCOPE
This Deluxe Dual Head Stethoscope has a dual head chestpiece 
that offers optimum acoustic performance. The small bell-like 
chestpiece is used for auscultation of slight and low frequency 
sound. The 47 mm diameter head has a non-chill rim.

507Di

SPRagUE RaPPaPORT STETHOSCOPE
The Sprague Rappaport Stethoscope with dual head chestpiece 
offers optimum acoustic performance. The small bell-like 
chestpieces are used for auscultation of slight and low frequency 
sounds. The durable dual tubing is well sealed for sound conduction. 
Included in the package are interchangeable bell type chestpieces 
(adult, medium and infant size) and 3 sizes of soft sealing ear tips 
(small, medium and large).

506Di
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The BIOS compression pump is a compact battery-operated, peristaltic pump that generates a wave-
form motion. When worn firmly on the calf, the device produces upward volumetric displacement, which trans-
lates to an increase in blood flow.  The BIOS compression pump was developed and tested in Canada.

The BIOS Compression Pump is a medical device that has been statistically proven to improve 
circulation and alleviate the symptoms associated with chronic venous insufficiency (CVI) including 
swollen legs, varicose veins and post thrombotic syndrome (PTS).

“CVI involving the lower limbs 
is estimated to affect from up 
to 50% of men and up to 55% 

of women”
(Eberhardt, Raffetto, 2009)

Proven to work

The BIOS Compression Pump

62003
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• 64% increase in popliteal peak venous flow   
   (after 2 minutes of use)

• 88% increase in popliteal peak venous flow   
   (after 50 minutes of use)

• 79% decrease in the occurrence of Venous 
   Thromboembolism in high risk patients.

The BIOS compression pump is applied to the back of the 
calf, the pump mimics the body’s venous system by preventing 
blood from remaining still and clotting. The BIOS compression 
pump is unique because it is lightweight (250g, less than ½ 
pound), discreet and allows patients to remain completely 
mobile. There are no wires, tubes or sleeves. Patients can 
comfortably wear the compression pump for hours at a time 
while still maintaining an active lifestyle.

62003 BIOS Living Compression Pump
62007 Compression Pump Brace only

(Sobieraj-Teague, Hirsh, et al., 2012)

How the BIOS Compression Pump works

 Real World Outcomes
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Signs and Symptoms of Atrial fibrillation
People with AFIB will usually experience symptoms such as 
palpitations, irregular heart beats, dizziness, shortness of breath, 
chest pains, faintness, sweating, and fatigue. A majority of people 
will not present any symptoms. Early detection of AFIB could 
save lives and reducing the risk of strokes, the leading cause of 
disabilities worldwide.

What causes Atrial fibrillation?
•     Most common cause is high blood pressure
•     Heart disease
•     Stress
•     Blood clots
•     Genetics
•     Age
•     Excessive use of alcohol

What is Atrial fibrillation? 
Atrial Fibrillation (AFIB) is the most common sustained 
rhythm abnormality and occurs when rapid, disorganized 
electrical signals are present in the hearts two upper 
chambers called the atria, causing them to contract rapidly 
and irregularly.  Blood is pooled in the atria resulting in clots 
that can break off and go to the brain causing a stroke.

ULTRa BLOOD PRESSURE MOniTOR wiTH aTRiaL 
FiBRiLLaTiOn SCREEning
A BIOS exclusive, this blood pressure monitor features a new 
technology that accurately detects atrial fibrillation, the most 
common form of heart arrhythmia or irregular heart beat.  The 
presence of AFIB is strongly linked to stroke, early detection can 
reduce the risk of stroke significantly.  The blood pressure monitor 
comes with a free download for the BP Analyzer Software, this 
powerful medical tool automatically stores all your blood pressure 
readings.  By clicking the viewing options the user can review 
the readings in multiple forms.  The blood pressure monitor 
also features averaging mode for superior accuracy (MAM), 200 
memories, date and time, and includes a wide range cuff 8.75” 
–16.5” (22 - 42 cm), AC/DC adapter, and storage case.

3MS1-4K
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COMPaCT BLOOD PRESSURE MOniTOR
This Compact Blood Pressure Monitor is the most economical 
model in the BIOS line. Its small-scale design is ideal for travelling 
and its simplicity is favoured by many users. The BP monitor 
features 90 memories, BIOS averaging, and includes a standard cuff 
measuring 9” -14.25” (23 - 36 cm) as well as an AC/DC adapter.

BD204

EaSy REaD BLOOD PRESSURE MOniTOR
The best mid-range model on the market.  Key features include: 2 
x 90 users with user friendly operation with a jumbo readout and 
a blue backlit display.  The cuff size is 22-43 cm and includes an AC 
adapter.

BD201

PREMiUM BLOOD PRESSURE MOniTOR
This blood pressure unit features the largest LCD screen on the 
market, with state-of-the-art patented PAD technology to detect 
irregular heartbeat. It has 2 user operation with 99 memories each 
and a hypertension classification indicator system to benchmark 
your values against the recommended WHO guidelines. Includes a 
wide range cuff (8.75” -16.5” / 22 - 42 cm), and AC/DC adapter.

3aL1-3E

aUTOMaTiC BLOOD PRESSURE MOniTOR
Fully automatic monitor with great features that include:  2 x 60 
memories, averaging and blood pressure assessment.  4 x AA 
batteries included as well as a convenient storage bag.

BD312

nEw

nEw
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PREMiUM BLOOD PRESSURE MOniTOR
This deluxe automatic BP monitor features a coloured LCD screen 
for optimal readability.  The monitor includes BP assessment 
software, that asses each reading according to the World Health 
Organizations classification for blood pressure.  The BP monitor 
also features 2 user operations with 90 memories each, irregular 
heartbeat detection, averages of last 3 readings and AM averaging. 
Includes a wide range cuff measuring 9.4” – 16.9” (24 - 43 cm) and 
AC/DC adapter.

BD215

Mini TEMPLE 
THERMOMETER
This non-invasive thermometer 
gives fast, accurate readings in 6 
seconds. It is Celsius and Fahrenheit 
adjustable and recalls the last 
temperature taken. 2 AAA batteries 
included.

211Di

PULSE OxiMETER
This is a high-quality Pulse Oximeter has become a trusted  
and commonly-used device to check oxygen saturation 
(SpO2) and pulse rate. As a small, compact, simple, reliable 
and durable physiological monitoring device, this fingertip 
Pulse Oximeter is widely applied in clinic, hospital, social 
medical organization, first aid and homecare settings. 

Lg804

nEw

nEw

wRiST BLOOD PRESSURE MOniTOR 
One of a kind! The only wrist model in the world to achieve
“A/A” Accuracy on BHS Validation.  Its patented technology detects
irregular heartbeat and averages the last 3 readings.  Storage case 
is included and comes with a lifetime warranty.

w100
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FLExiBLE FaST REaD 
THERMOMETER
This fast, 10-second flexible tip 
thermometer is reliable and 
comfortable to use.  Its Celsius and 
Fahrenheit adjustable, recalls the 
last temperature taken and has a 
fever alarm.  Battery and protective 
sleeve included.

200DC

FEvER gLOw
Glows red when fever is detected

FEvER gLOw
Glows red when fever is detected

DUaL EaR/FOREHEaD 
THERMOMETER
This dual-use thermometer measures both 
ear and forehead temperatures. It stores 12 
sets of memory and comes with an ambient 
temperature scan function. The compact 
design fits nicely in a purse or medicine 
cabinet, while the unique fever glow alarm 
makes fever detection easy. The screen 
lights up red to indicate a possible fever, 
and green when temperature is below fever 
range. Battery and storage bag included.

194Di

FLEx TiP KiD’S CHaRaCTER 
THERMOMETER
This 30-second thermometer with 
flexible tip is reliable and comfortable 
to use. It is Celsius and Fahrenheit ad-
justable, recalls the last temperature 
taken, has a fever alarm, and has cute 
character tops to make taking a 
temperature easy and fun 
for kids. Battery and pro-
tective sleeve included.

32704

DigiTaL FEvER THERMOMETER
This Digital Fever Therometer is our most 
cost effective model.  The unit is Celsius and 
Fahrenheit adjustable, recalls the last temperature 
taken and is waterproof.  Battery and protective 
sleeve included.  Available in multiple colours.

1671

jUMBO FLEx wiTH FEvER gLOw TECHnOLOgy
Fast and reliable, this 8-second flexible-tip thermometer makes checking 
temperature simple and fast. The flexible tip is comfortable and easy 
to use, while the unique fever glow alarm makes fever detection easy. 
The screen lights up red to indicate a possible fever, and green when 
temperature is below fever range. The thermometer is Celsius and 
Fahrenheit adjustable, recalls the last temperature taken and water 
resistant for easy cleaning. Battery included.

192DC
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vaCCinE THEMOMETER
Our best-selling BIOS Professional Max-Min Thermometer meets 
the requirements of vaccine storage protocols, and is simple to 
use and install. Maximum and minimum temperatures are held 
in memory and easily accessed. Includes one AAA battery.

119

vaCCinE THEMOMETER
This vaccine thermometer indicates three important features for vaccine storage: time and date stamping of maximum and minimum 
temperatures, high and low temperature alarms, and a handy low battery indicator on the display. Includes 2 AAA batteries. An accurate, 
sophisticated thermometer at a low cost.

120SC

MagnET 
Adheres to the side 

of fridge

CURREnT 
TEMPERaTURE

Max / Min BUTTOn 
Holds temperature in 

memory

CURREnT TiME
TEMPERaTURE SEnSOR 

with 3m/10' Wire

SPECiFiCaTiOnS
• Max/min temperature with memory
• Large display with 12-hour clock
• Easy to install
• 1 AAA included
• Magnetic back holds unit on the fridge 
• Temperature range - 50°C to 70°C

SPECiFiCaTiOnS
• Display accuracy - ±1°C
• Display resolution - 0.1°
• Display reading update - 10 seconds
• Time display format - default 24 hrs
• Date display format - date/month/year
• Battery - 1.5 volt, 2 AAA
• Probe cord length - 1,000 mm
• Display size - 90mm x 16mm 
• Product size - 135mm x 45mm x 23mm
• Temperature range - 50°C to 70°C

LOw BaTTERy 
inDiCaTOR

MagnET BaCK + 
PiCTURE STanD

RECaLLS Min anD 
Max TEMPERaTURES 

FROM 2 SEnSORS

CURREnT 
TEMPERaTURE

aUDiBLE aLaRM

PROgRaMMaBLE Min/
Max TEMPERaTURE

Min and max 
temperatures are time 
and date stamped for 

accurate history.

gLyCOL TUBE 
Optional glycol tubes with sensor 
for buffering temperatures when the 
refrigerator door is opened frequently.
(Sold seperately)
121SC

MEETS THE PROvinCiaL REqUiREMEnT FOR vaCCinE TEMPERaTURE STORagE DEviCES

nEw

nEw
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TESTO SingLE DaTa LOggER
The Testo mini data logger for temperature is ideal for accompanying transports. Simply positione the unit close to the goods e. g, in con-
tainers and refrigerated rooms, the data logger monitors temperature continuously, securely and unobtrusively. The free software ComSoft 
Basic allows fast programming of the data logger and easy analysis.

0572.0561
MEaSURing. RangE -30 TO 70 °C
aCCURaCy ±1 DigiT - ±0,5 °C (-30 
TO 70 °C)
RESOLUTiOn 0,1 °C

inTERnaL THERMiSTOR
 (nTC)

 EaSy REaDOUT 
OF THE DaTa

waTERTigHT in 
aCCORDanCE 
wiTH iP65

COMPaCT anD 
ROBUST

MEaSUREMEnT 
DaTa MEMORy 
FOR 16,000  
MEaSUREMEnT 
vaLUES FaST DaTa anaLySiS 

anD DOCUMEnTaTiOn 
On a PC

nEw

KiT inCLUDES:

• TESTO 174T MINI DATA LOGGER SET
• USB DESkTOP CRADLE 
• WALL BRACkET
• BATTERy (2 x CR 2032 LITHIUM)

0572.0561
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aDvanCE +
The height-adjustable brakes of the ADVANCE+ wheelchair will make 
a world of difference to the person pushing you, while the anti-tipping 
wheels on the side make falling over backwards impossible. In addi-
tion to the basic foot rests, the ADVANCE+ has a set that you can adjust 
easily to any desired angle. This way, one leg can be put higher than the 
other or both legs at the same height or somewhere between slightly 
bent and fully stretched.The soft calf cushions provide great comfort 
regardless of the amount of time spent in the chair. The arm rests can 
be folded down completely, fully clearing the chair's side - handy when 
you're getting in or out of the chair, performing small household tasks 
and allowing children and grandchildren to easily reach you. 

Lg117

TECHniCaL SPECiFiCaTiOnS:
Length: 38.6" (98cm). Width: 24.8" (63cm). Height: 36.6-39.5” (93cm-100.3cm). Back rest height: 
16.5 - 21.3" (41.9cm-54.1cm). Seat height: 17.7" (45cm). Seat width: 18.1" (46cm). Seat depth: 
15.7" (39.9cm). Total weight: 30. 3lbs (13.8kg). Maximum allowed weight: 275 lbs (125kg). Front 
wheel: 6" (15.2cm). Rear wheel: 22" air-filled (55.9cm). Arm rest: 13.8" (35.1cm). Knee-heel length: 
14.2-16.5" (36.1cm-41.9cm). Folded length: 38.6" (98cm). Folded width: 11.4"(29cm). Folded 
height: 29.1" (73.9cm).

TECHniCaL SPECiFiCaTiOnS:
Length: 35.8" (90.9cm). Width: 27.1" (68.8cm). Height: 26.8"
(68.1cm). Back rest height: 11.8" (30cm). Seat height: 15.4" 
(39.1cm). Seat width: 17.7" (45cm). Seat depth: 16.1" (40.9cm). Total 
weight: 27lbs (12.3kg). Maximum allowed weight: 242lbs (110kg). 
Frontwheel: 6" (15.2cm). Rear wheel: 24" air-filled (61cm). Knee-
heel length: 13.8"-16.5" (35.1-41.9). Folded length: 35.8" (90.9cm). 
Folded width: 12.6" (32cm). Folded height: 29.5" (74.9cm).

wHEELzaHEaD LEaD
This compact wheelchair is the perfect companion for the athlete 
trying to break records or anyone pushing boundaries beyond 
imagination. The chair does not have push handles or unnecessary 
corners to weigh it down, and the LEAD gets its fast looks from its 
design: the jet black tires with yellow stripe and rims with three dy-
namic looking spokes, and the black hand wheels with perfect grip 
for sharp riding and its cup shaped silhouette. The compartments in 
the low back rest always allows you to keep your hands free.

Lg118

Includes orange, blue and black fabrics
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LUxE LiFT CHaiR
The LUXE Lift Chair is a modern and elegant 
3-position lift chair with a foam back cushion, 
and features a continuous ottoman for added 
comfort and leg support. The cushions are 
meant to withstand everyday use and will 
not wear down for many years to come. Can 
hold up to 375 lbs (170 kg). It also features a 
5-compartment pocket on the right side.

Lg704 Chocolate Brown
Lg705 Black Luxhide polyurethane

MOD 7 LiFT CHaiR
The MOD 7 features a sculpted back and seat 
cushion made from the highest-quality Ultracell 
TM foam. Believed to be the most comfortable 
lift chair on the market, the unit features a 
modern and elegant grid fabric, enhancing 
the chair's unique design and style. The MOD 7 
features a multi-pocket design with 5 separate 
compartments for more organized storage (right 
side only). Weight capacity of 375 lbs (170 kg). 

Lg706 Dunston DU Avocado
Lg707 DU 91 Espresso

COnTEMPRa LiFT CHaiR
The Contempra lift chair features a 3-position 
recline mechanism and an adjustable head rest 
with an included throw pillow and pillow-back 
design. The Contempra features cushioning that 
exceeds ANSI/BIFMA standards made from ultra-
cell foam. Made in Canada. Weight capacity of 
375 lbs (170 kg).

Lg708 Lotus LO81 Royal Blue
Lg709 LO82 Soft Beige
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KnOCK DOwn ROLLaTOR
This high quality rollator provides extensive mobility 
and fluid support. Convenient features such as the 
padded seat, removable nylon baskets, curved 
backrest and ergonomic handles make this rollator 
comfortable and easy to transport.

• 8” (20 cm) wheels
• Made of lightweight aluminum
• Padded seat and curved backrest
• Removable nylon baskets
• Ergonomic handles
• Adjustable handle height 31.5” to 35” / 80 cm to 88 cm
• Capacity: 300 lbs / 136 kg
• Rollator weight 16.5 lbs / 7.5 kg

56045

Adjustable wheel heights

TRanSPORT CHaiR
The BIOS Living Transport Chair is ideal for life’s adventures. 
Foldable, durable and compact, the chair can be used for everyday 
living by the user and/or caregiver. It features stain resistant easy to 
clean armrests and seat, 8” front and rear MAG wheels, seat belt and 
detachable foot rests.

• Weight capacity: 300 lbs (136 kg)
• Seat width: 20” (50.8 cm)
• Hand strap and leg band
• Removable foot rests

56053
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wHEELzaHEaD TRaCK 3.0

COMPaCT
The one characteristic that really makes the WheelzAhead Track different from its competition is its ability to fold twice! Not only is it ultra 
lightweight, you are able to fold it both vertically and carry it with just one hand. This allows you to easily fold and hide the rollator under 
a coat rack or chair when not in use.

Lg637

SPECiFiCaTiOnS
Length 27.90” (70.8 cm) – Total width 25” (63.5 cm) – Height 31.69” (80.5 cm) – 36.81” (93.5 cm) – Measurements when folded 26.49” X 9.27” 
X 31.57” (67 x 23.5 x 80 cm) – Height of seat 22.04” (56 cm) – Width of seat 18.11” (46 cm) – Depth of seat 8.85”  (22 cm)– Total weight 16 lbs 
(7.25 kg)

COMPLETE
A second benefit of buying the Track 
is that it is delivered standard with 
accessories included! There are no 
hidden costs since the Track is already 
equipped with: a walking stick holder, 
an easy-to-carry and attractive bag, a 
net bag, a light, 8 reflectors, parking 
break, ergonomic handles, detachable 
back strap, nametag, small storage bag, 
carry bag, sturdy serving tray and a 
lifting pedal.

All accessories are included
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waLKER SKiS
The Walker Skis provide a solid base for stability and helps you 
move a walker more easily. The ski-like shape curves up at the front 
tip, helping walkers move more smoothly over uneven terrain, like 
thresholds, driveways, carpet and sidewalk.

56033

waLKER COaSTERS 
The innovative Walker Coaster is designed to replace tennis balls, 
wheels, and rubber tips on walker legs. The coasters glide smoothly 
over doorways, sidewalks and carpets. Walker Coasters fit standard 
1” (2.5cm) tubing. 

Lg671

EvaCUSCaPE CHaiR
The Evacusafe Chair is the safest and most efficient solution to avacuating those who require assistance in the event of an emergency.

"THE BEST HIGH QUALITy, LOW COST EVACUATION CHAIR!"

WHAT IS THE EVACUSCAPE CHAIR?
The Evacuscape Chair is a device that one person can use to quickly and safely transport those residents with reduced mobility down 
stairways during emergencies.

WHEN WOULD yOU USE THE EVACUSCAPE CHAIR?
During emergency and non-emergency situations where it is not safe or possible to use the elevator.

WHy WOULD yOU NEED THE EVACUSCAPE CHAIR?
To safely and securely evacuate residents who cannot do so on their own.

Lg812

nEw
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FOLDing waLKER wiTH wHEELS
This double button collapsible walkerfeatures 5" (13cm) wheels 
and rubber feet for the utmost convenience and independence 
on difficult terrain. Its unique U-shape design allows users to 
bring the walker close, to assist in standing. Other key features 
include comfortable hand grips, adjustable height and lightweight 
aluminum construction, 5” (13 cm) wheels and rubber feet make 
this walker an ideal choice for mobility needs. Weight capacity: 300 
lbs (136 kg).

56004

aLUMinUM CRUTCHES 
These lightweight crutches are made from durable aluminum with 
a push-button for easy adjustment, and feature jumbo contoured 
crutch tips for excellent traction. Weight capacity of 220 lbs (100 kg).

Available in 2 sizes:
56036 Medium Adult 
              5’2” - 5’10” (157 cm - 178 cm)
56035 Large Adult 
              5’10” - 6’6” (178 cm - 198 cm)

aLUMinUM FOLDing waLKER
This double button collapsible walker is designed for people that 
require extra stability and support.  Its unique U-shape design 
allows users to bring the walker close, to assist in standing.  
Comfortable hand grips, adjustable height, lightweight aluminum 
construction and rubber feet to prevent slipping, all make this 
walker a safe choice for a mobility aid.  Weight capacity: 220 lbs (100 
kg).

BD770

CanE STay 
The Cane Stay is used anywhere to keep your cane in an upright 
position without worrying about it falling.  Simply squeeze the 
Cane Stay to easily attach to any canes with a 3/4” diameter or 
more. Rest it on top of tables, wedge below tables or lean against 
the wall for use virtually anywhere.

Lg474
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SwiTCH STiCKS
Switch Sticks has revolutionized institutional 
walking aids into fun, giftable, fashionable 
accessories. They are portable, adjustable, safe 
and secure. Includes water-resistant travel 
bag, coordinating wrist strap and tip. 1-year 
warranty.  Dimensions: 1.5” x 2.25” x 32-37” (3.8 
x 5.7 x 81-94 cm).  Weight capacity of 264 lbs 
(119.5 kg).

Lg672 Bubbles
Lg673 Hot Pink
Lg674 Kensington
Lg675 Storm
Lg676 Carnival (not shown)
Lg677 Engraved Pearl Gold

FLExyFOOT
The unique Flexyfoot provides more grip 
for safety and mobility as well as shock 
absorbency for comfort. Easy-to-change tread 
allows the user to twist and turn whilst being 
supported.  The unique handle positions 
weight over the cane to reduce wrist strain and 
increase stability. Features a soft grip rubber 
zone for the fingers and a wide loading area 
where the hand presses down on the handle to 
spread the forces over a larger area to reduce 
injury. 

Lg683 Flexyfoot Cane
Lg684 Flexyfoot Walking Pole

LG672

LG683 LG684                               

LG673 LG674 LG675 LG677
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j- HanDLE CanE 
wiTH SOFT FOaM PaD
These canes offer a classic 
look and have the added 
convenience of being easily 
hooked over the forearm 
or a coat hook.  Made from 
lightweight aluminum, it 
features a cushion grip handle 
for less stress on the wrist and 
hands.  Adjusts in 1” (2.5 cm) 
increments from 33” to 37” (84 
to 94 cm).

56013 Black
56014 Silver

qUaD CanE
The Quad Cane provides added 
stability and support with its 
large base and slip-resistant 
rubber-tipped legs.  Ergonomic 
offset easy clean handle provides 
additional support and reduces 
stress on the wrist. Made 
from lightweight aluminum. 
Adjustable height: 29” to 38” (74 
to 97 cm).  Weight capacity: 300 
lbs (136 kg).

BD740

aDjUSTaBLE CanE 
wiTH OFFSET HanDLE 
Made from lightweight aluminum, 
this cane has an offset handle 
which is ergonomic, comfortable 
to use and reduces stress on hands 
and wrist. This functional cane is 
adjustable in height, with a non-
slip rubber foot which provides 
solid support and stability.  
Adjustable height from 31” to 39” 
(79 to 99 cm).

BD769 Copper 
Weight capacity: 300 lbs (136 kg)
56015 Black
Weight capacity: 300 lbs (136 kg)

aDjUSTaBLE CanE wiTH 
OFFSET HanDLE anD iCE 
PiCK
Made from lightweight aluminum, 
this cane has an offset handle 
which is ergonomic, comfortable 
to use and reduces stress on 
hands and wrist. This functional 
cane is adjustable in height, with 
a retractable ice pick foot which 
provides solid support and stability 
in icy conditions. Weight capacity 
of 300 lbs (136 kg). Adjustable 

height from 31” to 39” 
(79 to 99 cm).

56005

COLLaPSiBLE CanE
The Collapsible Cane conveniently 
fits into its own compact carrying 
case, which is ideal for travel and 
storage.  The non-slip rubber foot 
provides solid support and durability.  
Made from lightweight aluminum. 
Height adjusts to 36” (91 cm).  Weight 
capacity: 300 lbs 
(136 kg).

BD768

aDjUSTaBLE aLUMinUM 
CanE
The Adjustable Aluminum Cane 
comes with a convenient strap for 
easy handling and storage. Features 
a Derby handle, with a wide girth 
is easy for even cramped fingers 
to grip. Made from lightweight 
aluminum . Adjusts in 1” (2.5 cm) 
increments from 33” to 37” (84 to 94 
cm). Weight of capacity 300 lbs  
(136 kg).

56011 Black
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wEaTHER waTCHER OFFSET CanE 
COvER
The Weather Watcher Cane Cover is perfect for wet 

and snowy weather, and especially for seniors with gout or arthritic 
conditions that may prevent the use of gloves. Constructed  of spill 
and weather-resistant polyester, and lined with soft, all weather 
fleece. It’s even washable! 

LF832

LiFTing HanDLE
The Lifting Handle provides height - 
adjustable support for getting up from 
any chair.  The handle is suitable for 
most of the 0.875 ‘’ (2.25 cm) diameter 
standard walking canes.  There are no 
tools needed for assembly. Features 
an easy-to-adjust handle height with 
a maximum weight capacity of 250 lbs 
(113 kg). Limited lifetime warranty.

LF830

qUaDRUPLE CanE TiP
This lightweight and sturdy rubber tip is 
suitable for use with most canes, and the 
compact design allows ease of use on stairs. 
Uneven terrain or loose surfaces such as sand 
or gravel can be navigated a little easier with 
the Quadruple Cane Tip, which enhances the 
user’s stability and reduces fatigue associated 
with stress impact to hands, wrists and elbows.

LF829

CanE STRaP
A Cane Strap ensures that you can let go of your 
cane without it dropping to the floor.  Made 
from durable nylon, this product easily slides 
onto any size cane. 

56030

CanEMaTES FaSHiOn STRaPS
CaneMates Fashion Straps are a stylish way 
to keep your cane at hand. Made with soft, 
flexible leather and embellished with twilight 
crystals for some added bling! Comes with a 
quick and easy connection fitting for most 7/8” 
(2.2 cm) diameter canes. Dimensions: 8” (l) x 
0.25” (w) (20.3 x 0.6 cm). Available in 2 different 

colours.

LF812L   Lavender/Willow 
LF812w Wisteria/Rose 

CanE REPLaCEMEnT 
OFFSET HanDgRiP
This Hypalon® foam handle is a great replacement grip for most 
aluminum offset canes.  Replace current grip handle for a more 
fashionable look and comfortable feel in just minutes.  Available in 
multiple colours.

LF811B    Black/Black 
LF811PR Violet/Black
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waLKER TRay
Made from durable heavy duty plastic, this tray fits securely on side-
bars of any standard walker.  It has raised edges and 2 recessed cup 
holders.  Dimensions: 21" x 16" (53 x  40.5 cm).  Walker not included.

Lg886

SEE OUR OTHER SHEEPSKin PRODUCTS On PagE 275

PaDDED waLKER SEaT
The Padded Walker Seat  fits most walkers and attaches easily with 
hook and loop fasteners.  Washable leather-like cover.  Weight 
capacity of 250 lbs.  Dimensions: 24" x 8" x 3" (61 x  20 x 7.5 cm).

Lg932

SHEEPSKin waLKER gRiPS
These walker handgrip wraps will provide comfort for your hands 
through all seasons.

Lg872

nO-SLiP iCE CaRPET
This Extra-Wide No-Slip Ice Carpet creates safe, sure traction over 
ice and snow. Walk safely without shovelling, sanding, or spreading 
chemical salts. The new 30" width accommodates wheelchairs, 
wider steps, and two people walking side-by-side. 10' long x 30" 
wide.

Lg862

nEw
nEw

nEw
nEw
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KnEE waLKER
This Knee Walker has an adjustable height knee platform and steel 
frame for extra durability. Front basket is included for convenient  
storage.  No assembly required.  Weight capacity of 300lbs.  
Dimensions: 16.5" x 42" x 31" (42 x 106.5 x 79 cm).  Wheel size: 6.5"  
(16.5 cm) diameter.

BEnEFiTS
· Adjustable seat height
· Adjustable handlebar height
· Sturdy metal frame and hardware 
· Tilt down steering for easy storage

Lg885

Dimensions of 
upper compartment: 
13.5" x 7.5" x 6.75" 
(34 x 19 x 17 cm)

iwaLK 2.0
iWALK 2.0 is a hands-free crutch alternative that frees you from the 
limitations of conventional crutches and provides unsurpassed 
mobility.  The iWALK 2.0 is designed for people with lower leg 
injuries who still want to enjoy their basic daily routines but cannot 
while supporting their weight on crutches. The  iWALK 2.0 makes 
everyday tasks such as carrying your morning coffee from counter 
to car, pushing a shopping cart, taking the stairs without fear, and 
walking your dog all possible again. 
*Boot not included

Lg670

EzE CaRRy On 
eZe Carry On luggage allows you hassle-free travel while carrying 
your CPAP equipment. It has a front loading compartment that 
allows for eZe in/out access, making airport security checks 
hassle- free. There is also additional storage areas plus a fishnet 
pocket under the shelf. It has a padded upper compartment and 
computer pocket as well as self-healing zippers with ergonomic 
handles. Features a single stage pull handle and ball bearing wheels.  
Dimensions:14" x 9" x 21" (35.5 x 22.5 x 53.5 cm).

Lg669

MaKing CPaP 
TRavEL HaSSEL 

fREE!

nEw
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SHOEBaUM®
Shoebaum® immobilizes the limb and promotes comfort and cleanliness while patients undergo recovery 
and severe distal circulatory diseases, such as diabetes or distal thromboembolisms. Features include a 
special dynamic three-module shock-absorbing system and advanced ergonomic design. The interior of the 
design has been developed in a way that allows a medical specialist to open the front of the boot without 
interfering with any immobilization, this allows the specialist to monitor and treat wounds. The anterior part 
of the boot can then be easily reinstalled without having to bother the patient.

Lg612  Small / Medium 
Lg614  Large / X-Large

TUCanE® CanE 
The Tucane® Cane was developed by an orthopedic surgeon whose primary objective 
was to help patients who use a cane to walk in proper alignment. Unlike most canes 
that provide support but not alignment, the Tucane features. The Tucane features a 
mechanism that pivots upfront before the patient steps forward helping them to walk 
ergonomically erect. The new concept grip also allows arthritis suffers hand support 
without moving the wrist.

LF833

ERgOBaUM® FOREaRM CRUTCHES
The first ergonomically designed, pain-free crutches! This lightweight crutch/cane effectively reduces shoulder 
and arm pain, underarm discomfort, Carpal Tunnel Syndrome and Tendon Subluxation. Offers exceptional stability 
thanks to its new non-slip shoe design, and unmatched manageability through its shock-absorbing technology and 
adjustable armrests. Features an easily adjustable, non-slip, rubber grip, and provides remarkable comfort thanks to 
its built-in, retractable knee rest.  Plus, unique safety features: reflective bands, LED lamp and push-button alarm or 
panic button.

LF827 Pair

ERgOBaUM® CRUTCH TiP
The Ergobaum® Tip has a unique design which provides traction throughout the gait and 
includes stabilizing “wings” for better grip on uneven surfaces. This patented shoe style tip 
can also be retrofitted to standard crutches and canes.

LF827C
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SURESTEP TiP
This high quality, waterproof base 
can be added to most 0.875” (2.25 
cm) walking canes. Installation is 
simple and requires no tools. Uses 
standard AAA batteries and features a 

simple-to-use battery compartment opens easily with a coin for 
replacement.  The wider base allows the cane to stand on its own.  
A convenient automatic light sensor triggers at 10 lux or twilight 
conditions, while the tip is lighted by four energy efficient LED 
bulbs, and  automatically powers off when not in use.

LF831

CanE TiPS
Designed to fit onto canes, walkers and crutches, these foam 
rubber pads prevent slipping and are made from durable plastic.

56026 1” (2.5 cm) 56027 0.875” (2.2 cm)
56028 0.75” (1.9 cm) 56029 0.625” (1.6 cm)

5 STaR CanE iCE PiCK
The 5-Star cleated ice pick 
makes walking on icy surfaces 
much easier with a cane. Made 
from stainless steel, the ice pick 
attachment easily installs on all 
canes and can be flipped out of the 
way when not in use.

56032

CanE HOLDER
Made from latex-free moulded 
plastic, this compact cane can be 
carried easily for everyday use. The 
non-slip pads prevent slippage on 
any surface, while the holder can 
slide up or down the cane shaft to 
the desired position. Fits cane or 
crutch shaft 0.625” to 1” (1.6 to 2.5 
cm) diameter.

56031

MOBiLiTy LED LigHT 
Increase visibility and safety by providing extra light with the BIOS 
Living Mobility LED Light. Designed to attach to most walking aids, 
the light provides ultra-bright light to increase safety.

56069

avEnTURE™ PivOTing CanE TiPS
These Pivoting Cane Tips are designed to improve safety and 
mobility on uneven and slick surfaces. Completely latex-free and 
longer lasting than traditional tips on the market, these tips flex 
up to 30° for  increased surface contact. Sold only in pairs. Pivoting 
flexing ankle joint. Fits a 0.75” to 0.875” (1.9 to 2.2 cm) cane.

LF813
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BiOS SPRinT 8.0

The BIOS SPRINT 8.0 outdoor scooter features extraordinary comfort, performance and durability.  BIOS SPRINT 8.0 is equipped to handle 
most road-worthy terrains, while providing the rider with a comfortable, easy ride.

Benefits
• Durable impact bumpers
• Features a complete lighting package including: directional signals, headlight and tail lights
• Reclining high-back seat with sliding mechanism
• Easy access charger port
• Electric regenerative braking
• Wire basket with nylon cover
• 2-year limited warranty

Also available in navy blue 
Model # 60006

Model # 60005

SPECiFiCaTiOnS
Model # 60005 

Overall Dimensions 
(L X W X H) 

1305 x 640 x 1170 mm 
(51.38” x 25.20” x 46.06”) 

Weight Capacity 158 kgs (350 lbs) 

Max Speed Up to 7 km/h (4.3 mph) 

Max Climbing Slope 15 degrees

Ground Clearance 10 cm (4”) 

Turning Radius 1.48 m (58”) 

Motor Related Power 24 V, 400 W 

Battery Charger Off-board, 5A 

Range per Charge 
(Cruising Range) 

 40-48 km (25-30 miles)  

Batteries (2 Required) 33 AH 

Total Battery Weight 28 kg (62 lbs) 

Main Scooter Weight 
(Disassembled)

77 kg (169.4 lbs)

Braking System Electric regenerative braking

Tires
  Front Tire
  Rear Tire

10” x 3.3” pneumatic
10” x 3.3” pneumatic

Seat Size (L X W X H) 480 x 490 x 710 (780) mm 
19” x 19.29” x 28” 
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CEREBRa SLEDgE
The Cerebra Sledge was developed for Sarah, who had to sit inside 
while the other children in the village went off playing in the snow.  
She needed a fully supportive seat on a sledge that would not 
draw negative attention and would not get stuck in the  snow.  It 
has a low centre of gravity and is fitted with straps, armrests and a 
lead for safety. 

Dimensions: 47" x 19.5" x 28.5" (119 x 50 x 72 cm)
Seat width: 14.2" (35.5 cm)

Lg815

BigFOOT HaLF STEP
The Bigfoot Half Step halves the height difference between the 
door and the ground, allowing the user to be steady on its large 
surface, before attempting to take the next step up.  Support 
handles are available that simply "click in", if you want to avoid 
permenantly fixing a grab rail by the door.  

Dimensions: 29.7" x 17.5" x 5" (75  x  44.5 x 12.7 cm)
Height from ground: 4" - 5" (10 - 12.5cm)
Weight capacity: 318 kg (701 lbs)

Lg814

nEw

nEw

Bi FOLD (SUiTCaSE RaMPS)
This ultra-strong, single-fold ramp provides safety and strength 
while remaining lightweight and portable. The smooth and quiet 
action of the live hinge – a continuous full length low-profile hinge 
– adds strength and stability to the ramp. Ergonomically designed 
flexible, non-breakable handles offer convenient carrying and a 
comfortable grip. 

Lg588 3 Feet Lg590 5 Feet Lg591 6 Feet

TRiFOLD®  RaMPS
The TRIFOLD® Advantage Series Ramp, with its unique 3-fold design, 
offers the length required for wheelchairs and scooters to easily 
access steps, vehicles, and raised landings. This portable wheelchair 
ramp is designed to be used and carried as one unit, or if desired, 
can be quickly separated into two individual sections, each with 
its own hinge, by simply removing two hinge pins. Unfolds to a 29” 
(73.6 cm) wide platform. Made of welded aircraft-grade aluminum. 

Lg593 6 Feet Lg595 8 Feet LH596 10 Feet
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MORPHwHEELS
The world’s first foldable wheelchair wheel!

These unique foldable wheels enhance lives by enabling wheelchair users to get wheels in and out of a car with great ease. The wheelchair 
user is no longer constrained to a large vehicle. Easily fit into the overhead bin of an airplane. After the wheels are disconnected from the 
frame, they can be folded into a compact form for easier storage anywhere. Wheels sold as a pair.

Lg092

FOLDing wHEELS EnHanCE LivES 
• Simplifies car travel 
• Enables wheelchair users to get wheels in and out of a car with       
  greater ease 
• Wheelchair user no longer constrained to large vehicles  
• Makes it easier to travel in other people’s cars 
• Lessens risk of wheel damage or loss during air travel 
• Fits into the overhead bin of an airplane 
• Compact storage 
• After wheels are disconnected from the frame, they can be folded      
  into a compact form for easier storage anywhere 

TESTiMOniaLS FROM wHEELCHaiR USERS

“I can finally buy a sports car!”

“This will make it easier to travel with other people and in THEIR 
cars. “

“…simple to fit in tight places such as small trunks or back seats, as 
well as pack as a back-up pair anywhere, even in a large suitcase 
for travel.”

"It can help when flying and allows me to keep my wheels close 
avoiding loss/damage risk.”
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18" wHEELCHaiR
This 18" steel-framed folding wheelchair features a removable 
footrest, full-length fixed arms and solid MAG wheels. Suitable 
for short excursions and basic transport needs, it can be either 
propelled by the user or pushed by the caregiver.  Weight capacity 
of 300 lbs. (136 kg).

56084 

22" wHEELCHaiR
This 22" heavy duty wheelchair features a steel folding frame, 
removable arm rests, removable footrests and solid tires.  Weight 
capacity: 400 lbs (181 kg).

Lg119

24" BaRiaTRiC wHEELCHaiR
This 24" heavy duty Bariatric Wheelchair features steel folding 
frame, removable arm rests,  removable footrests, solid tires and 
embossed light weight PVC upholstery. Weight capacity: 400 lbs 
(181 kg).

Lg120

20" STanDaRD wHEELCHaiR
This 20” Standard Wheelchair is a steel framed folding unit with 
removable footrests, removable arms, maintenance-free solid tires, 
MAG wheels and embossed ligthweight PVC upholstery. With their 
rugged design, standard wheelchairs last for many years of service 
with only minor maintenance issues that are common among all 
wheelchairs.

LH011 

nEw
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FEaTURES
• Lightweight aluminum that won't rust   • Slide on pail, removable • Easier rolling
• Footrest, adjustable height and removable  • Flip back arms  • Seat belt
• Removable insert cushion for showering or toileting • Maintenance-free tires • All adjustments are tool-less
• Quick release axles (self-propelled models)  • Calf strap included • 2-year warranty
• Adjustable headrest up/down/forward/back  • Molded handrims
• Four 5” locking casters    • Super soft seat

aLUMinUM aTTEnDanT SHOwER & COMMODE CHaiR
STanDaRD & TiLT

BaRiaTRiC & TiLT

LH014 - 18" SEaT

LH018 - 20" SEaT LH016 - 22" SEaT

LH015 - 20" SEaT LH017 - 18" TiLT SEaT

24" wHEELS aRE avaiLaBLE FOR aLL MODELS

nEw

Anti tippers on 
all models

Removable snap on seat (all models)

Height adjustable 
on all models
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THE ROyaL Ez 
Using the millie-mova technology, the ROYAL EZ is designed to provide caregivers with a practical solution to a mealtime problem. When 
attached to any standard dining chair, the REZ enables a caregiver to gently move a seated person to-and-away from the table easily and 
safely.

The REZ system includes casters mounted onto a suspended leverage bar, which fastens to the front legs of the chair. Casters are also 
fastened to the rear legs of the chair (friction fit).

By depressing the foot pedal, the suspended casters come in contact with the floor, thereby leveraging / lifting the front legs of the chair 
ever so slightly from the floor. With the foot pedal depressed by the caregiver, the chair can now be moved forwards and backwards. 
When the foot pedal is released, the front legs of the chair are lowered, the casters are suspended, and the chair is once again firmly 
positioned on the floor. 

The REZ is designed for assisted living as well as for residential applications, and is rated for 250 lbs (113 kg). The REZ is readily fitted to 
virtually any wood or metal dining chair.

KEy FEaTURES / BEnEFiTS 
• Ensures that guests are treated with dignity 
• Eliminates risk of injury to staff / caregivers 
• Prolongs chair life 
• Retro-fit to virtually any dining chair 
• Easy to install (small hand tools required) 

Lg710 Red Chair
Lg711 Burgandy Chair
Lg712 Green Chair
Lg713 Yellow Chair

Lg715 Royal Easy Unit Black (chair not included)
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wHEELiE STyLES
High-quality, high-
density foam cushions 
provide excellent lumbar 
support in a wheelchair. 
These fun, colourful, 
reversible and fully 
washable cushions 
feature an integrated 
security pouch and 
matching backpack. 

LH100 Bright Floral          
LH101 Cheetah 
LH102 Burbury

wHEELiE ExPRESSiOnS
Refillable designs for the Styles Kit to change your wheelchair look 
without the expense of buying all-new cushions. Slips easily on 
and off Wheelie Style products. 

LH037 Cheetah LH038 Chilli Pepper     LH039 Floral

wHEELiE BaCKS
Add some personal flair to 
your armless wheelchair. These 
attractive backings are easy to 
wash and install. The stretch 
construction fits most armless 
wheelchairs and allows them 
to slip on and off with little 
effort.

LH040 Leopard  
LH041 Cammo 
LH042 Floral  
LH043 Blue

wHEELiE waLKER Bag
This fun bag will allow you to hold your valuables securely and 
easily attaches to any walker. Features a front cell phone holder 
with Velcro tab for easy access, as well as multiple storage 
compartments inside and out with a divider and zippered inside 
pouch for makeup or other items. Made of 100% pre-shrunk 
cotton. Machine washable. Available in a wide variety of patterns, 
designs and colours. Walker not included.

LH113 Burbury LH114 Zebra LH115 Fleur de le

wHEELiE gaTORS
These innovative 
Wheelie Gators 
were designed and 
manufactured by a real 
wheelchair user. They are 
simple to change into 
and out of, and protect 
against rain, sleet, 
snow and every kind of 
inclement weather. Dry 
in 5 minutes. 

LH044 Black
LH046 Blue

wHEELiE ROLLaTOR 
COvERS
This unique seat and 
handlebar cover for your 
rollator is reversible, giving 
you two attractive designs for 
the price of one. Made of 100% 
machine washable, pre-shrunk 
cotton. Available in a wide 
variety of patterns and designs 
to fit your moods!

LH106 Route 66  
LH107 Golden Floral 
LH108 Houndstooth
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gEigER 2 LiTRE 
RESERvOiR
This Geiger Reservoir has a 
2-litre (70 oz)capacity (70 oz). 
Simply pray to drink, stay 
cool, share with a friend or 
filter. Plug and play adaptors 
or the drinking tube and the 
pressurization tube allows the 
engine to be easily removed 
from the pack for cleaning and 
refilling. Length: 12". Width: 7". 
 
LH124

THE Rig BaCKPaCK
THE RIG is a lean, mean water machine made of heavy-duty 840 ballistic nylon. It holsters our 2 Liter Hydration Engine that sprays for easy 
cooling, cleaning, drinking and sharing. Has a diagonal zipper that runs the length of the pack, as well as a top zipper that runs horizontally. 
This enable the pack face to lay wide open for easy loading and unloading of the engine. Inside there is a small 5"x7" (12.5 x 17.5 cm) mesh 
pocket for holding a granola bar, your car keys, and a couple small odds and ends. Dimensions: 17.5" x 9" (44.5 x 22.5 cm).  

LH122 Rig Red
LH123 Rig Citrus

SPRay TO DRinK – BETTER HyDRaTiOn wiTH a PRESSURizED HyDRaTiOn PaCK
Hydrating from a hydration pack should be easy and continuous, not hurried and gluttonous.  People who use GEIGERRIG hydration packs 
during activity report that they comfortably drink 30% more water than they do when using standard, un-pressurized, sucking hydration 
packs. Why?  With GEIGERRIG Hydration Packs, all that you'll need to do is lightly bite down. The GEIGERRIG pressurized system does the rest 
– continuous, easy, comfortable hydration without disruption or sucking.  During many activities, it can be inconvenient to suck on the bite 
valves of traditional hydration packs, to access and hold a water bottle, or to otherwise drink. Subsequently, we find ourselves:

•Not hydrating at all because it is inconvenient to carry water.
•Stopping to drink when we would prefer to continue our activity.
•And/or hurriedly taking large gulps of water whenever we feel absolutely forced to by extreme thirst.

GEIGERRIG, pressurized hydration packs spray the water into your mouth with no more effort than a quick pinch of the bite valve or a light 
bite with your teeth.  It's convenient, easy and comfortable. 

SPRAY TO
DRINK

SPRAY TO
COOL

SPRAY TO
CLEAN

SPRAY TO
SHARE

EASY
CARE

CLEAN
H2O

CONSTANT
PRESSURE

STABLE 
LOAD

nEw
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Rig 500 BaCKPaCK
Never suck again with this RIG 500 Hydration Pack. Using a convenient spraying action that lets you avoid sucking, the RIG 500 features 
quick-release valves on the drinking and pressurization tubes for easy fill and removal of the 70oz bladder. The backpack comes complete 
with a removable waist strap and heavy-duty size 8 vertical coil zippers that are iPod ready. Dry Capacity of 500 cubic inches. Backback is 
made of 100% ballistic rip stop. Length: 18.5". Width: 10". 
 
LH120 Ballistic  LH121 Citrus

Testimonial from an ALS- Muscular Dystrophy patient.
 "Before I had ALS, I was a lifetime 30% free-throw shooter. That sucked. As a person with ALS, I am surrounded by things that suck. Now, with a 
GEIGERRIG pack I can Never Suck Again™. That doesn’t suck – that’s awesome. And that’s why the GEIGERRIG hydration pack is Oso High’s 2012 
Adaptive Equipment Innovation of the Year."

LH120 Ballistic LH121 Citrus

nEw
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SynTHETiC SHEEPSKin RELiEF SLiPPERS
This product positions legs on footrest and provides a non-
slip walking slipper,  while protecting legs that are resting on 
a wheelchair footrest.  Helps improve posture and decreases 
restlessness through added comfort of the soft synthetic 
sheepskin.

Lg309 Relief Slipper For Wheelchair Small/Medium
Lg310 Relief Slipper For Wheelchair Medium/Large

DOUBLE-SiDED qUiLTED waLKER Bag
Stylish cotton bag has pockets in the front and back. Conveniently 
hangs over the walker crossbar.  Machine wash and tumble dry. 
Colours may vary.  Pockets measure 13”x10” (33x25.4 cm).

Lg062

wHEELCHaiR DRinK HOLDER
The Wheelchair Drink Holder keeps bottles, cups and mugs within 
reach easily. It features slots on two sides to accommodate drink 
ware with handles. The plastic clamp with large way-to-tighten 
lever knob is simple to attach.

Lg064

wHEELCHaiR/waLKER HanDy Bag
This multi-pocket bag allows clients to carry personal items with 
ease. Features assorted size pockets and includes name tag and key 
ring holder.  Dimensions 12” x 12” (30 x 30 cm)

Lg316

URinaRy DRainagE Bag HOLDER
This Urinary Drainage Bag holder conceals urinary drainage bags 
from public view, maintaining dignity of catheterized patients.  
This product is made from durable and easy-to-clean vinyl.  
Dimensions: 13" x 18" (33 x 20 cm)

Lg315

aiR LiFT BaCK CUSHiOn
The Air Lift Back Cushion is a pre-inflated economic cushion 
featuring a pressure-relieving air floatation surface, making it 
easy to inflate or deflate. Comes with safety straps and meets 
flammability requirements. 

Lg312 19” x 19” (48.3 x 48.3 cm)
Lg313 Optional hand pump available for easy inflation
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FOOTREST Bag FOR wHEELCHaiR
The Footrest Bag for Wheelchair prevents the misplacement 
of wheelchair footrests. This product fits most footrests and 
wheelchairs. The bag easily hangs off wheelchair and is covered in 
durable wipe-clean vinyl.  Dimensions: 14” x 22” (36 x 56 cm)

Lg317

CHaiR PaCK
The Chair Pack stores books, newspapers and personal items. Foam 
inner lining interfaces with the back of the chair for added comfort. 
Easily fits on the back of any chair. Wipes clean or can be laundered. 
Features a pencil/pen holder which closes with a zipper. 

Lg319

EaSy RELEaSE nyLOn BELTS
The Easy Release Nylon Belt promotes proper seating and 
positioning. It is completely size adjustable and easily secures to a 
wheelchair.  Dimensions 42”L x 2”W (107 x 5 cm)

Lg321

aRMREST wHEELCHaiR CUSHiOn wiTH STORagE 
POUCH
The Armrest Wheelchair Cushion helps avoid arm pressure sores and 
skin abrasionabrasions, and features a storage pouch for personal 
items.  The armrest pad with pouch can be used on either side of 
wheelchair.  This product includes armrest pad for either armrest. 

Lg320

gERi-SLEEvES
Geri-Sleeves features extra-heavy stockinet which maintains skin 
integrity. Thumb-hole cutouts keep arm sleeves in place and leg 
sleeves prevent skin shear at the heels and calves.  

Lg328 Arm 25 Pair/Cs Small Red 15”  (38 cm )
Lg329 Arm 25 Pair/Cs Medium Green 20” (51 cm )
Lg330 Arm 25 Pair/Cs Large/Bariatric Blue 20” (51 cm )
Lg331 Leg 25 Pair/Cs Universal Green 16” (41 cm )

CHaRT HOLDER
The Chart Holder houses critical medical charts for patients.  It 
features two loop-straps to hang off the wheelchair and has a clear 
window to view the bag contents. Waterproof vinyl to protect 
charts from external fluids.  Dimensions 16” x 14” (40.6 x 35.5 cm)

Lg318 
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anTi-viBRaTiOn HaLF FingER wHEELCHaiR gLOvES 
wiTH CUFF
Provide protection from vibration and repetitive impact.  Reduces 
the harmful effects on tendons, ligaments, nerves and muscles. 
Sold individually by right or left hand. Premium gloves have a 
traditional half finger style combined with sport cuff adjustable 
with a Velcro® closing. Made of 100% cowhide with padded knuckle 
strap. Gunn-cut with Kevlar stitching.  Palm padded with moulded 
Gelfom™. 

LF865 X-Small-Medium Left
LF866 Large-XX Large Left
LF867 X-Small-Medium Right
LF868 Large- XX Large Right

CLEaR aCRyLiC wHEELCHaiR TRay 
Perfect for eating, writing and reading, this ultra lightweight 
transparent tray will fit most standard wheelchairs. Features a half- 
moon cutout for safety and convenience.  Equipped with hook and 
loop straps for easy attachments. Wheelchair not included. 
Dimensions: 23” x 19” x 0.25” (58 x 48 x 0.65 cm).

LF854

2” PaDDED aUTO SEaT BELT
Padded belts provide extra comfort and 
protection when using a belt in a wheelchair. 
These belts have adjustable foam pads 
on both sides of the buckle for improved 
“wearability”, which helps provide good 
hip alignment.  The pads are attached with 
hook and loop, making them adjustable for 
maximum comfort and the resilient foam 
conforms to the shape of the person’s hips.  
2” (5 cm) webbing with fastening tabs, for 
mounting to the wheelchair 60” length.

LF856

HaLF FingER ECOnO iMPaCT 
gLOvES 
These EVA foam wheelchair gloves offer 
protection from shock, impact, and 
vibration. Made from an economical split 
grain pigskin leather and breathable 
stretch spandex.  The hook and loop 
closure adjusts for secure fit . 
Sizes S - XXL.

LF860 Half Finger Gloves Small 
LF861 Half Finger Gloves Medium
LF862 Half Finger Gloves Large
LF863 Half Finger Gloves X-Large
LF864 Half Finger Gloves XX-Large

60” aUTO wHEELCHaiR SEaT 
BELT
The 60” Auto Wheelchair Seat Belt is 
designed for use by individuals with 
mobility issues or spinal cord injury. 
Helps the wheelchair user to remain 
upright in the chair without sliding. This 
belt encircles the user and crosses in 
back. Can be used with most wheelchair 
or transport chair models. The belt is 
made of washable nylon and comes with 
grommet holes. 60” (152 cm) long.

LF855
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Mini OxygEn 
TanK HOLDER FOR 
wHEELCHaiRS
Provides a safe, convenient 
and economical way to carry 
M6 oxygen cylinders.  Holder 
attaches to the handles and 
frame of the wheelchair and 
positions the tank so as to 
not interfere with the user’s 
head or back. It features 2 
pockets that can be used to 

hold either 2 cylinders or 1 cylinder and miscellaneous supplies, 
like tubing.  Made of heavy-duty, waterproof nylon.

LF878

EvERyDay nyLOn Bag 
This Everyday Nylon Bag is designed for larger personal items, and 
features looped straps that slide over push handles behind backrest 
upholstery.  Bag can easily be removed. Dimensions: 16” x 13” (41 x 
33 cm).

LF876

wHEELCHaiR BaCK PaCK
Attaches easily to wheelchair with slip-on straps. Large storage 
compartment with hook and loop closure. Constructed of 
waterproof black nylon. Machine washable. For 16” (41 cm) 
wheelchairs. Colour: Black.

LF874

OxygEn TanK HOLDER FOR 
wHEELCHaiRS
Lightweight, easy to attach 
and easy to lift!  Provides a safe, 
convenient and economical way 
to carry oxygen cylinders. Size D 
and E tanks fit into this holder with 
minimum lifting and positioning. 
Attaches to the handles and frame 
of the wheelchair and positions the 
tank off-center to avoid contact 
with the user’s head or back.  Made 
of heavy-duty, waterproof nylon.

LF877

UnivERSaL qUiLTED POUCH 
Designed to fit virtually all walkers and wheelchairs. Attractive blue 
print features a large 15.5” x 11” (39 x 28 cm) pocket and two inner 
4” x 5” (10 x 13 cm) pockets. Machine washable. Dimensions: 16” X 
14” (41 x 36 cm).

LF875

SCOOTER Bag 
The Scooter Bag is a sturdy and practical bag that secures to the 
scooter seat with adjustable straps. Made from waterproof nylon. 
16” w (41 cm). Colour: Black.

LF873
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waLKER BaSKET
Plastic-coated wire basket can be attached to most walkers 
and features a heavy-duty clear plastic tray that has one large 
compartment, a change or medication holder and a round 
compartment for a glass, can or cup.  The basket is 5.5” x 16” x 7” 
deep (14 x 41 x 18 cm).  Strips of hook-and-loop closures hold it to 
the cross bar and vertical bars.

LF822

LiqUiD CaDDy BEvERagE 
HOLDER
The Liquid Caddy Beverage Holder 
is great for people with disabilities 
to help with keeping drinks upright 
at all times. Designed with a double 
gimbaled construction, this drink 
holder moves with gravity, keeping 
the base always pointing upright 
no matter what angle it is swung or 
moved in. Suitable for wheelchairs, 
walkers, crutches, scooters, and 
rollators. Black colour.

LF823

TRaBaSaCK wHEELCHaiR 
Bag & LaP TRay
The Trabasack is a fully functional 
wheelchair travel bag with an 
integrated lap tray, which is 
lightweight and easy to attach to 
any wheelchair. Use as a writing 
aid or an easy-to-clean tray for 
food and drinks.  You can keep it 
attached whilst using it on your lap 
with a waist strap, or use the side 
straps to loop onto an armrest or 
frame. Dimensions: 15” x 14.5” x 3 
(39 x 37 x 7.5 cm).

LF824

ExTEnDED DOOR OPEnER
The Door Opener can be used by those in a wheelchair to open 
most doors without the need of assistance, or the necessity of 
having to back up as they are opening a door. This is especially 
important with maneuvering in a small hallway. Lightweight 
aluminum handle only weighs 6.8 oz (0.2 kg) and can be used to 
unlock a dead bolt or door knob locks. The coated hook is non-skid 
and easily grips a round door knob, allowing you to turn and pull 
open. Length: 23” (59 cm).

LF825

wHEELCHaiR TiSSUE HOLDER
Attach this tissue holder to most wheelchairs to have tissues easily 
accessible. Canvas holder opens to slide tissue box easily. Features 
two cup holders on either side of the tissue box. Philips screwdriver 
required to secure tissue holder to wheelchair. (Bottles NOT 
included).

LF819

PROSTaTE CUSHiOn
The prostate cushion has a unique design that relieves pressure on 
the perineal area.  It provides comfort and relief.  Washable navy 
cover.  Dimensions: 16" x 18" x 3" (40.5 x 45.5 x 7.5 cm). 

Lg897

nEw
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PRESSURE-Ez gEL CUSHiOnS - 2”
Enjoy total  comfort with this unique combination of gel and foam. 
Reversible for a soft or firm seat.  Gel is sealed in a heavy-gauge poly bag.

LF890 Navy Cover 16” x 18” x 2” (41 x 46 x 5 cm)
LF891 Navy Cover 16” x 20” x 2” (41 x 51 x 5 cm)

gEL wHEELCHaiR CUSHiOn 
wiTH FLEECE TOP - 3.5” 
Gel and foam construction provide perfect weight distribution for 
maximum comfort while you sit.

LF886 16” x 16” x 3.5” (41 x 41 x 7 cm)
LF887 16” x 18” x 3.5” (41 x 46 x 7 cm)

wHEELCHaiR CUSHiOnS - STanDaRD FOaM
High density foam for sitting in comfort. Fits all standard 
wheelchairs. Removable and washable cover.

LF879 16” x 16” x 2” (41 x 41 x 5 cm)
LF880 16” x 16” x 3” (41 x 41 x 8 cm)
LF881 16” x 18” x 2” (41 x 46 x 5 cm)
LF882 16” x 18” x 3” (41 x 46 x 8 cm)
LF883 16” x 18” x 4” (41 x 46 x 10 cm)
LF884 18” x 18” x 2” (46 x 46 x 5 cm)

PRESSURE–Ez 100% gEL CUSHiOnS
These Gel Cushions provide a total displacement of pressure and 
help prevent decubitus problems. Gel is enclosed in heat-sealed 
heavy-gauge vinyl plus cover.

LF888 Navy Cover 
16” x 18” x 2” (41 x 46 x 5 cm)

LF889 Navy Cover 
16” x 20” x 2” (41 x 51 x 5 cm)

Soft Foam
Gel Layer
Firm Foam

Soft Foam
Gel Layer
Firm Foam
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wHEELCHaiR SLOPing wEDgE
Unique design prevents user from sliding forward and 
helps promote proper posture.  Removable washable cover.  
Dimensions: 16” x 18” x 3” to 1” (41 x 46 x 8 to 2.5 cm).

LF899

COnvOLUTED SEaT CUSHiOn
Ideal for the home, office, car or wheelchair.  Allows for better 
air circulation to lessen heat build-up and reduce the risk of 
developing decubitus ulcers.  Washable cover.

LF893 Convoluted Seat Cushion 3” x 16” x 18” 
 (8 x 41 x 46 cm) 
LF894 Convoluted Seat Cushion 4” x 16” x 18” 
 (10 x 41 x 46 cm)

SaFETy BELT FOR SHOwER/TOiLET OR wHEELCHaiR
The Shower Safety Belt attaches to all shower chairs, toilets 
and wheelchairs, making showering/bathing a client easier. It 
adds security to commodes and toilet seat frames. No metal or 
components that rust. Mildew-resistant.

Lg306

STaRRy nigHT gEL-FOaM CUSHiOn 
The water-based gel relieves pressure and cools the skin to prevent 
breakdown caused by perspiration and heat build-up. The high-
density foam adds comfort and prevents bottoming out.  

Lg308 18" x 16" x 2.5" (46 x 41 x 6 cm)
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MEMORy FOaM COCCyx wEDgE
The Memory Foam Coccyx Wedge is made from special density visco 
elastic memory foam that conforms to your body while at the same 
time providing necessary support. It allows you to sit comfortably 
and pain-free for hours and is chiropractor recommended. The shape 
of the wedge suspends the tailbone in the air relieving pressure, tilts 
the pelvis forward to restore the spines natural curve. Comes with a 
luxurious velour cover in navy or tan.  Dimensions: 18” x 13” X 3” (45.5 
x 33 x 7.5 cm).

Lg764

MEMORy FOaM SEaT RiSER
Our Memory Foam Seat Riser is made from a special density visco 
elastic memory foam that conforms to your body while at the same 
time providing necessary support and improving posture..  It allows 
you to sit comfortably and pain-free for hours, improves posture and 
is chiropractor recommended.  The seat riser allows you to sit higher, 
allowing better visibility over the steering wheel to see out of the 
windshield while in a vehicle.  Riser comes with a luxurious velour 
cover in navy or tan.  Perfect for home, office, airplane and car. Made 
in USA/China . Dimensions: 18” x 13” X 3” (45.5 x 33 x 7.5 cm).

Lg765

wOOLPiLE wHEELCHaiR SEaT PaD
This cozy Wheelchair Seat Pad features a 1" 100% wool pile top with 
a polyester knit backing for your comfort and relief. Bias tape-bound 
edges with Velcro tabbed straps close under the seat to hold in place. 
Machine washable.

Lg873 Woolpile Wheelchair Seat Pad 16" x 16" (40.5 x 40.5 cm)
Lg874 Woolpile Wheelchair Seat Pad 16" x 18" (40.5 x 45.5 cm)
Lg875 Woolpile Wheelchair Seat Pad 18" x 18" (45.5 x 45.5 cm)
Lg876 Woolpile Wheelchair Seat Pad 18" x 36" (40.5 x 91.5 cm)

COCCyx gEL CUSHiOn
The Coccyx Gel Cushion cut-out is designed to relieve pain on the 
spine, and is made from high-density foam with a gel pad in the 
center.  It helps to reduce pressure on the tailbone as well as the spine.  
The navy cover with fleece top is machine washable.  Dimensions: 16" 
x 18" x 3" (40.5 x 45.5 x 7.5 cm). 

Lg896

nEw
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SKwOOSH™ wHEELCHaiR gEL PaD
The Patented TekPad® gel of this pad supplies comfort and 
pressure- relief for your weight bearing “sitz” bones.  Relieving 
pressure may allow a wheelchair user to sit comfortably for hours 
without experiencing loss of circulation and numbness. It is 
lightweight (only 13 oz/0.37 kg), easy to carry, convenient to use 
and comfortable. It folds into a compact package 13” x 16” x 0.875” 
(33 x 41 x 2 cm).

LF895

SKwOOSH™ aLL PURPOSE wiTH Ez SwivEL
The Skwoosh™ EZ Swivel gel cushion makes getting into a car or 
chair easier. The secret is the low-friction top fabric, which allows 
you to swivel with minimal effort while the non-skid bottom keeps 
the Skwoosh™ locked in place. Special gel inserts ensures comfort 
and pressure-relief while you sit. Folds for easy transport using 
the sturdy handles, so you can take it anywhere! Weighs 9 oz and 
measures 12.5” x 14.5” x 0.8” (32 x 37 x 2 cm).

LF896

SKwOOSH™ POSTURE COMFORT FLUiDizED 
gEL CUSHiOn 
The Skwoosh™ Posture Comfort Cushion is made of breathable 
fabric that provides posture-enhancing comfort from the stress 
of sitting. Supports posture by placing more gel in the rear of the 
cushion to encourage a slight forward position.  The fluidized 
gel flows with body movement to help maintain circulation and 
provide pressure-relief while seated.  Comfortable, lightweight, has 
handles and folds for easy transport.  Dimensions: 16” x 13” x 1” (41 
x 33 x 2.5 cm).

LF897

DELUxE wHEELCHaiR CUSHiOn
Designed to promote proper positioning and skin protection. 
Molded foam core features a unique contour design. Fire retardant 
cover and water-resistant. Removable and washable. Bottom side 
has slip-free surface to remain in place. Dimensions: 16” x 18” x 2” (41 
x 46 x 5 cm).

LF898
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anTi-ROLLBaCK SySTEM
The Anti-Rollback System helps minimize the occurrence of patient falls from wheelchairs. Patients often forget to apply the brakes when 
attempting to stand. Then they use the wheelchair for support and the wheelchair rolls away, causing them to fall. The Anti-Rollback System 
helps prevent accidents because it locks the wheels automatically when the patient begins to stand. It doesn’t rely on batteries, so it can’t fail. 
Standard system fits wheelchairs 16"-20" (40.5 x 51 cm) . New wide system fits wheelchairs 22"-24" (56 x 61 cm).

LH062 16"-20" (40.5 -51cm)
LH063 16"-20" (40.5 -51cm) with alarm
LH064 22"-24" (56 -61cm) 
LH065 22"-24" (56 -61cm) with alarm
LH066 alarm only

HERE’S HOw iT wORKS: 
The Anti-Rollback System attaches to the rear of most sling-seat wheelchairs. Its seat lever makes direct contact with the underside of the seat 
and is mechanically linked to the brake arms. As the patient begins stand, the brake seat lever “senses” the absence of the patient’s weight. 
This causes the brake arms to clamp down on the wheels, helping stop the chair from rolling backward. The moment the patient is seated, 
the brake arms automatically unlock so the chair can roll freely. The attendant can still push the empty chair forward, even though it is locked 
against backward movement.  The optional alarm is triggered by a switch linked to the seat lever. The alarm is out of reach and cannot be 
disengaged by the patient. Alarm requires 9V batteries (not included). 

CaUTiOn: This device works only with sling-seat wheelchairs. The use of wooden solid-seat inserts and drop seats will interfere with the safe 
operation of this product. Periodic inspection to ensure proper adjustment is recommended.

Brake arm mounts 
behind the chair for 

easy access

As the patient rises, the brake 
arm locks the wheel so the chair 

cannon drift backwards

With patient seated, the brake 
arm lifts from the wheel, and is 
free to rotate in either direction 

Optional alarm is triggered by 
a switch mechanically linked to 

the seat lever

nEw
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DMi® FLEECE aRMRESTS wiTH POUCHES
The DMI Fleece Armrest with Pouches easily attaches to wheelchair 
arms with hook and loop adjustments. It features a large storage 
compartment for added convenience.  Dimensions: 10" x 9" (25.4 x 
23 cm) with 4 1/2" (11cm) pocket.

Lg475

nEw zEaLanD wHEELCHaiR PaD wiTH UnDERLay
Reduce pressure, friction and moisture, the primary causes of 
pressure sores, by using this New Zealand Wheelchair Pad.  This 
high-density wool has soft, springy and resilient fibers, distributing  
the weight of the patient over a large area and relieving the pressure 
at vulnerable points on the body.  Remains cool in summer and 
warm in winter.  Non-skid backing prevents slipping.  Dimensions: 
21.5” x 18” (55 x 46 cm).

LF917

TOTaL CHaiR CUSHiOn
Turn any armchair or wheelchair into one big pillow!  Complete 
one peice, luxury polyfil pillow covering, for seat bottom, back, 
sides and over armrests.  This comfortable cushion reduces body 
pressure, stimulates circulation, reduces numbness, soreness, 
discomfort, and avoides heat build-up by increasing air circulation.  

Lg760

aLiSTRaP®

AliStrap™ is hook-and-loop strapping with a BIG difference. The hook-
and-loop is permanently combined, back-to-back, in one continuous 
30' roll. Never again worry about finding specific length straps or 
matching pieces of hook-and-loop straps. All you do is cut a length 
from the AliStrap roll and wrap it onto itself for a secure attachment.
Unlike tape, AliStrap has no adhesive. No more sticky tape residue 
from straps to damage expensive equipment, no more fumbling with 
messy tape, no more adhesive pull to hurt patient.

LH067 Narrow 3/4" LH068 Regular 1.5"  
LH069 Wide 3"  LH070 X-Wide 5"

nEw

nEw
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SinCLaiR DOOR wEDgE
This convenient device holds the door open for you while you go 
through it.  The telescopic handle means no bending to put it into  
place.  It can even be used to pick up dropped keys thanks to the 
built in magnet.

Lg817

winTER wHEELCHaiR POnCHO
These ponchos feature an oversized and fully lined hood with a 
one snap easy closure.  It has a full body coverage with a truncated 
back to prevent garment from becoming entangles in wheelchair 
wheels.  The easy-on easy-off slipover feature makes this an all 
time favorite for those confined to a wheelchair and don't want to 
struggle with bulky coats.  

Lg762

Rain wHEELCHaiR POnCHO
These ponchos feature an oversized and fully lined hood with a 
one snap easy closure.  It has a full body coverage with a truncated 
back to prevent garment from becoming entangles in wheelchair 
wheels.  The easy-on easy-off slipover feature makes this an all-
time favourite for those confined to a wheelchair and don't want to 
struggle with standard rain coats. 

Lg761

Rain POnCHO
For those wet and windy miserable days, this lightweight Rain 
Poncho has a hood with cord, is strong and durable and is 
reusable.  One size fits all.

Lg057

nEw
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ExERCiSE THERaPy

BiOS Living DigiTaL HEaTing PaDS wiTH 
MOiST TECHnOLOgy
The BIOS Living Heating Pads with Moist Technology have 
4 heat settings and are easy to use. They have a soft plush 
cover and apply fast consistent heat. There is a 9' cord and 
it has a 5-year limited warranty.

57064 12" x 24" (30 x 61 cm)
57065 12" x 15" (30 x 38 cm)

wHaT aRE THE BEnEFiTS OF MOiST HEaT THERaPy

Moist heat therapy is a heat treatment that involves applying a moist heat to an affected area in order to bring about relief 
from the pains and aches caused by sports injury, tendon injury, muscle injury, muscle strain, sore muscles, and painful 
joints. It is also useful in treating conditions like arthritis, bursitis and migraine. Thermotherapy helps to increase circulation, 
and this in turn can bring about relaxation in muscles, joints and soft tissue, leading to pain relief and, in some cases, 
speedy healing. This heat therapy makes use of a moist heating pad or a moist heat pack, as well as regular household 
items like towels, napkins and compresses. In all cases, it is important to know and follow correct therapeutic guidelines.
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THERMOPHORE® DEEP-HEaT THERaPy
• Unique design of this Deep-Heat™ therapy equally distributes moist heat
• Heavy-duty fabric has added weight to allow it to conform and make firm contact with the body, to ensure the 

most effective heat therapy over the area of concern
• Deep-Heat™ penetrates deep into muscle tissues to relieve pain and relax muscles
• Proven to be more effective than other methods of heat therapy in treating back pain
• Doctor recommended for treatment of pain of arthritis, back or neck pain, fibromyalgia and sciatica ; works well 

for any types of pain which respond to heat therapy

THERMOPHORE CLaSSiC™
• Hand-held switch to control heat intensity to your desire
• Original Moist-Sure™ cover that automatically produces moisture from the atmosphere with no need to add water

LF923M Thermophore Classic™ - Medium - 14” x 14” (36  x 36 cm)
  Versatile size works well for shoulder, hip, or petite customers
LF923L   Thermophore Classic™ - Large - 14” x 27” (36  x 69 cm)
  Recommended for covering the entire back, abdomen or length of the leg

THERMOPHORE MaxHEaT™
• Hands-free timer switch with easy On/Off and Pause feature allows user to easily adjust heat settings
• Original Moist-Sure™ cover that automatically produces moisture from the atmosphere with no need to add  
   water

LF924M  Thermophore MaxHEAT™ - Medium -14” x 14” (36 x 36 cm)
  Focused heat therapy ideal for lower back, shoulder and hip
LF924L  Thermophore MaxHEAT™ - Large - 14” x 27” (36 x 69 cm)
  Large dimensions allow for heating major target area and adjacent areas simultaneously
LF925  Thermophore MaxHEAT™ - Multi-use Muff 15” x 17” (38 x 43 cm) 
  Multi-use device can wrap around a small joint such as an elbow or ankle, while it can also lay flat
  for unlimited therapy options

LF924M & LF924L
Thermophore MaxHEAT™

LF925 
Thermophore MaxHEAT™ - Muff

LF923M LF923L
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iCE iT® PRODUCTS
• ColdComfort™ system provides convenient, targeted cold therapy which helps to reduce swelling, pain or 

inflammation caused by injury, medical procedures or chronic pain conditions
• Removable cold packs with non-toxic fill, freeze quickly and remain cold longer than ordinary ice packs
• Ice It!® cold packs remain malleable even when fully frozen to mold easily around the contours of the body
• Comfort-Flex™ elastic straps hold cold therapy in place, while providing gentle compression to help alleviate pain 

and swelling
• Stay-Put™ holsters have an insulated cover to prevent dripping from condensation and to keep packs colder for 

longer

MULTi-USE:  FiTS Many aREaS OF THE BODy 

LF902M Ice It!® - Medium - 6” x 9” (15 x 23 cm)
 Stay-Put™ fabric holster with Comfort-Flex™ strap
 and one 6” x 9” cold pack
LF902L Ice It!® - Large - 6” x 18” (15 x 48 cm)
 Stay-Put™ fabric holster with Comfort-Flex™ strap
 and two 6” x 9” cold pack
LF902xL Ice It!® - Extra Large - 9” x 20” (23 x 51 cm)
 Stay-Put™ fabric holster with Comfort-Flex™ strap
 and three 6” x 9” cold pack

jOinT-SPECiFiC STyLES 

LF903 Ice It!® Wrist 5” x 7” (13 x 18 cm)
 Stay-Put™ holster with 3 adjustable elastic straps and 4.5” x 7” cold pack

LF904 Ice It!® Knee 12” x 13” (31 x 33 cm)
 Contoured design with 3 elastic straps and Velcro® straps holds two 6” x 12” cold packs

LF905 Ice It!® Ankle/Elbow/Foot 10.5” x 13” (27 x 33 cm)
 Stay-Put™ holster with straps holds two 4.5” x 7” cold packs and one 3” x 6” cold pack 

LF906 Ice It!® Shoulder 13” x 16” (33 x 41 cm)
 Fabric holster has removable Comfort-Flex™ straps and holds two 6” x 12” cold packs to fit the front and back of shoulder

LF907 Ice It!® Neck/Jaw/Sinus 4.5”x 10” (12 x 25 cm)
 Stay-Put holster with elastic strap and a 4.5” x 9” cold pack, ideal for small joints

LF903
Ice It!® Wrist

LF905
Ice It!® 

Ankle/Elbow/Foot LF906
Ice It!® Shoulder

LF907
Ice It!®

Neck/Jaw/SinusLF904
Ice It!® Knee
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gOOD2gO® MiCROwavE HEaT PRODUCTS
Microwaveable heat packs provide moist heat to alleviate and improve bodily stiffness and soreness.

• Non-toxic, hypo-allergenic crystal filling will not decay or deteriorate, does not smell or cultivate the growth of mold, fungus or 
mildew and will not leak or dry out

• Crystals absorb 40% of their weight in atmospheric moisture with their specialized, highly porous surface
• High-quality fleece lining gently conforms to body's contours, while the multi-ply outer fabric incorporates a vapour barrier to direct 

the moist heat towards the body
• Elastic strap and/or hook and loop clasp hold the heat pack in place while providing gentle healing compression

LF918 Hold/Cold Mitt 8” x 13” (20 x 33 cm)
 Mitt with 2 removable gel packs that can be heated or frozen for hot or cold therapy

LF919 Medium 9” x 12” (23 x 31 cm)
 Convenient, travel size pack can be used almost anywhere on the body to relieve pain  
 or relax sore muscles

LF920 Large 12” x 16” (31 x 41 cm)
 Large pack ideal for large torso areas such as back, hip and abdomen

LF921 Cervical/Pelvic/Neck 5” x 16” (13 x 41 cm)
 Designed to wrap around small and large joints

LF922 Shoulder/Knee 13” x 14” (33 x 36 cm)
 Designed to fit comfortably around the shoulder and/or knee joint

LF918
Hot/Cold Mitt

LF919
Medium

LF920
Large

LF921
Cervical/Pelvic/Neck

LF922
Shoulder/Knee
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HOT anD COLD THERaPy BRaCE 
The unique 3-in-1 design of the Hot and Cold Brace fits ankles, 
elbows and knees. The brace is easily cleaned and reusable as both 
a hot and cold system brace.

Contains: 
1 therapy brace
2 extension straps

Lg418

TRU-iCE 
The Tru-Ice is reusable and delivers a fast, effective and mess-
free ice massage to help reduce swelling and to relieve pain. This 
product comes with 1 ice massager and 2 reusable liners.

Contains: 
1 ice massager
2 reusable liners

Lg422

wRiST THERaPy BRaCE 
The Wrist Therapy Brace has a removable splint for adjustable 
support and is reversible to fit the left or right hand. It can also be 
used during the day or night and has a built in “360 Hot & Cold 
System”. 

Lg419
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THERaPy POSiTiOnERS
Unlike traditional vinyl coatings that are often thick and unyielding, the soft vinyl coating on our Therapy Positioners offers maximum 
support and comfort without rigidity. Seamless covering is just as strong and waterproof as leading brands and slightly textured to help 
maintain position during use.

Each wedge and roll incorporates Agion®, an antimicrobial coating that inhibits the growth of odor-causing bacteria, mold and mildew on 
the positioner's surface for the life of the product, helping reduce risk of cross-contamination. Features a soft vinyl nitrile foam interior.

LH048 Therapy Wedge - 20" x 22" x 4" (51 x 56 x 10 cm)
LH049 Therapy Wedge - 20" x 22" x 6" (51 x 56 x 15 cm)
LH050 Therapy Wedge - 20" x 22" x 8" (51 x 56 x 20 cm)
LH051 Therapy Wedge - 20" x 22" x 10" (51 x 56 x 25 cm)

LH052 Therapy Roll - 12" x 4" (30 x 10 cm)
LH053 Therapy Roll - 24" x 4" (61 x 10 cm)
LH054 Therapy Roll - 24" x 6" (61 x 15 cm)
LH055 Therapy Roll - 24" x 8" (61 x 20 cm)

BED wEDgES
Void the hassle of wrestling with pillows! Suspend heels off the bed for 
effective pressure relief.  Help alleviate lower extremity edema or lower back 
pain.  Waterproof Tuff-Coat™ model is filled with antimicrobial odor control 
to inhibit growth of bacteria, mold and mildew on the surface of the wedge.  
The Terrycloth Cover™ removes easily for laundering.  Disposable uncovered 
polyfoam wedge is an economical choice for single-patient use.

LH058 Tuff-Coat™ coated foam LH059 Terycloth cover
LH060 Sure-Chek® Cover  LH061 Uncovered Polyfoam

LOwER ExTREMiTy wEDgE
Place lower back in neutral.  Place low end under knees 
to elevate  feet and help prevent or reduce edema.  
Dimensions:  16" x 22" x 13" (40 x 56 x 33 cm).

LH056

KnEE BOLSTER anD ExTEnSiOn SETS
Two-piece set supports knees and low legs in supine.  Ideal for stretching 
programs and quad excercises.  Leg extension attaches with hook and loop 
strip, or use extensions independently as positioning wedge.   Dimensions: 
19" x 12" x 16" (48 x 30 x 41 cm).

LH057

nEw
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CanDO® BanD PEP PaCK
The CanDo® Low-Powder Exercise Band PEP™ pack can be used for 
a progressive resistance exercise program.  Each Pep™ Pack comes 
with three different 4' bands and an illustrated instruction/exercise 
chart. Simply remove exercise band from polybag and it is ready 
to use.  It is lightweight, portable and durable.  Effective when 
used alone,  or with handles and anchors.  Levels range in order of 
strength from least to greatest resistance: tan,  yellow,  red,  green,  
blue,  black,  silver,  gold. Uniform width - each band is 5" wide.  

Lg243 Easy (Yellow, Red and Green)
Lg244 Moderate (Green, Blue and Black)
Lg245 Challenging (Black, Silver and Gold)

CanDO® BanD/TUBing aCCESSORy KiT 
CanDo® exercise band accessory kit consists of 1 each: loop 
stirrup, door disc, handle (pair). The double-loop webbing stirrup 
has two webbing loops: one large, one small. Simply place the 
band through the small webbing and put the other loop around 
any stationary object, and loop can be used in conjunction with 
handles to facilitate a wide range of exercises.  The adjustable 
webbing handle makes exercising with band and tubing easier! 
Each handle has a 6" (15 cm) long foam covered rigid bar. The 
handle has heavy-duty webbing for durability. It is easy to securely 
load and unload band or tubing into the handles.

Lg249

CanDO® DynaMiC STRETCHing STRaP 
The CanDo® elastic stretch strap is the strap that stretches as you 
stretch.  Made with elastic pockets that allow the user to ease into 
a stretch.  The strap is designed for facilitated stretching,  an active 
form of stretching that uses isometric contractions to achieve 
greater flexibility gains than from static stretching.

Lg285

CanDO® ExERCiSE TUBing wiTH HanDLES
Lightweight,  compact and portable,  the tubing exerciser helps 
perform strengthening and conditioning workouts on-the-go.  Two 
permanent foam-covered rigid handles give the exerciser comfort 
and a firm grasp.  The tubing with handles exerciser is available 
in 7 levels of resistance for progressive exercise and 3 lengths to 
accommodate different needs. Levels range in order of strength 
from least to greatest resistance: tan,  yellow,  red,  green,  blue,  
black,  silver.

Lg246 CanDo® Exercise Tubing-with-Handles, 
               18" (46 cm ), 5 pc set (yellow through black)
Lg247 CanDo® Exercise Tubing-with-Handles,
               36" (91 cm ), 5 pc set (yellow through black)
Lg248 CanDo® Exercise Tubing-with-Handles,
               48" (122 cm ), 5 pc set (yellow through black)
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CanDO® gEL HanD ExERCiSE BaLL
These CanDo® Gel Hand Exercise Balls are perfect for increasing grip strength, dexterity, mobility, and fine and gross motor 
skills. Heat or chill for use in hot or cold therapy. Available in 6 colour-coded resistance levels. Each level (firmness) available in 
circular or egg shape.

Lg250 CanDo® gel hand exercise ball, small, tan, xx-soft
Lg251 CanDo® gel hand exercise ball, small, yellow, x-soft
Lg252 CanDo® gel hand exercise ball, small, red, soft
Lg253 CanDo® gel hand exercise ball, small, green, medium
Lg254 CanDo® gel hand exercise ball, small, blue, firm
Lg255 CanDo® gel hand exercise ball, small, black, x-firm
Lg256 CanDo® gel hand exercise ball, small, 6 pc set (1 ea: tan through black)
Lg257 CanDo® gel hand exercise ball, large, tan, xx-soft
Lg258 CanDo® gel hand exercise ball, large egg, yellow, x-soft
Lg259 CanDo® gel hand exercise ball, large egg, red, soft
Lg260 CanDo® gel hand exercise ball, large egg, green, medium
Lg261 CanDo® gel hand exercise ball, large egg, blue, firm
Lg262 CanDo® gel hand exercise ball, large egg, black, x-firm
Lg263 CanDo® gel hand exercise ball, large, 6 pc set (1 ea: tan through black)

CanDO® ExTEnSiOn/FLExiOn wEB 
CanDo® hand therapy exercise web is used in hand therapy for flexion, extension, opposition, and supination exercises. 
Resistance may be modified by adjusting the hand position, depth of finger insertion, or by moving to a different resistance 
(color) web. The CanDo® exercise web is available in both the standard 14" (35.5 cm) diameter size and the small 7" (18 cm) 
diameter size in both low-powder and no-latex formulations. Two special multi-resistance webs are available in only the 14" 
(35.5 cm) diameter low-powder formulation.

Lg264 CanDo® extension/flexion web, tan - 14" (35.5 cm)
Lg265 CanDo® extension/flexion web, yellow - 14" (35.5 cm)
Lg266 CanDo® extension/flexion web, red - 14" (35.5 cm)
Lg267 CanDo® extension/flexion web, green - 14" (35.5 cm)
Lg268 CanDo® extension/flexion web, blue - 14" (35.5 cm)
Lg269 CanDo® extension/flexion web, black - 14" (35.5 cm)
Lg270 CanDo® extension/flexion web, multi-resistance (yellow/green)
Lg271 CanDo® extension/flexion web, multi-resistance (red/blue)
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CanDO® waTE BaLL
These color-coded weighted balls are small enough and flexible 
enough to grasp with one hand,  yet big enough to hold with two 
hands.  Available in 6 weights ranging from 1.1 through 6.6 pounds 
(0.5 to 3 kg.) while maintaining a constant 5" (12.7cm) diameter.  
Use a bicycle pump to inflate/deflate to make ball harder/easier to 
grasp.

Lg272 CanDo® Wate ball, tan, 1.1lb / 0.5kg
Lg273 CanDo® Wate ball, yellow, 2.2lb / 1kg
Lg274 CanDo® Wate ball, red, 3.3lb / 1.5kg
Lg275 CanDo® Wate ball, green, 4.4lb / 2kg
Lg276 CanDo® Wate ball, blue, 5.5lb / 2.5kg
Lg277 CanDo® Wate ball, black, 6.6lb  / 3kg

CanDO® viSUaLizER® COLOUR-CODED OvER 
DOOR SHOULDER ExERCiSER
CanDo® Visualizer® deluxe over door shoulder pulley is used to 
increase shoulder range of motion.  It is colour-coded by ROM from 
yellow (least) to black (most).  Deluxe exerciser has 2 pulleys and 
bracket for smooth and easy operation.  Portable exerciser can 
be easily transported and fitted to most doors.  Each pulley has a 
swivel hook for seamless pulley action and large foam handles for 
comfortable grip.  Extra-long rope can be used in the standing or 
seated position.  

Lg281

CanDO® viSUaLizER® COLOUR-CODED 
SHOULDER ExERCiSER
CanDo® Visualizer® over door shoulder pulley with single pulley and 
door jamb anchor nub is used to increase shoulder range of motion. 
It is colour-coded by ROM from yellow (least) to black (most). Each 
pulley has a swivel hook for seamless pulley action and large foam 
handles for comfortable grip. Extra-long rope can be used in the 
standing or seated position. Each exerciser comes standard with 
instructions pamphlet and retail packaging.

Lg282 CanDo®  Visualizer® color-coded shoulder  exerciser w/pulley  
                 and anchor nub
Lg283 CanDo®  Visualizer® color-coded shoulder exerciser w/pulley   
                and door bracket
Lg284 CanDo®  Visualizer® color-coded shoulder exerciser w/pulley 
                and disc anchor

CanDO® ECOnOMy
Exercise balls are used to improve balance, coordination,  flexibility,  
strength and even just for fun. Balls are used as aids for vestibular 
movement and equilibrium therapy,  by fitness professionals as 
an aid for stretching and strength programs,  as seats, and even 
by pregnant women in birthing classes.  The CanDo® balls have a 
non-slip PVC vinyl surface that is ribbed for extra security.  Standard 
CanDo® inflatable balls can support up to 300 pounds (136 kg) and 
are available in a polybag or retail box. Available in various sizes.

Lg278 CanDo® economy  22”  ( 55cm ) ball set (ball and pump in box)
Lg279 CanDo® economy 26”  ( 65cm ) ball set (ball and pump in box)
Lg280 CanDo® economy 30”  ( 75cm ) ball set (ball and pump in box)
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BiOS THERMa-BaLL
The BIOS Therma-Ball aids in the relief of stress and helps ease 
muscle tension. The Therma-ball provides a natural source of moist 
heat, without the need to add water. Moist heat is ideal for use on 
sore joints, muscle aches and pains. The Therma-Ball can also be 
used cold.  

• Natural moist meat
• Can be used hot or cold 
• Ideal for use on sore joints, muscle aches and pains
• Double lined for extended life  
• Ready in minutes
• Contains 100% natural materials (flax seed)
• Easy and safe to use as directed 
• Colours may vary

57044

BiOS Living THERMa-wRaP  naTURaL HOT / COLD 
wRaP
The BIOS Therma-WRAP aids in the relief of cramps, pain and muscle 
tension. The Therma-WRAP provides a natural source of moist heat, 
without the need to add water. Moist heat is ideal for use on cramps, 
sore joints, muscle aches and pains. The Therma-WRAP can also be 
used cold.  

• Natural moist heat
• Can be used hot or cold 
• Aids in the relief of cramps, pain and muscle tension 
• Unique shape molds comfortably to the body
• Double lined for extended life  
• Ready in minutes
• Contains 100% natural materials (flax seed)
• Easy and safe to use as directed 
• Colours may vary

57040

BiOS Living THERMa-BaCK naTURaL HEaT wRaP
The BIOS Therma-BACK aids in the relief of cramps, pain and muscle 
tension. The Therma-BACK provides a natural source of moist heat, 
without the need to add water. Moist heat is ideal for use on cramps, 
sore joints, muscle aches and pains. The Therma-BACK can also be 
used cold.  

• Natural moist heat
• Can be used hot or cold 
• Unique shape molds comfortably to the body
• Aids in the relief of back pain, muscle tension and cramps
• Double lined for extended life  
• Contains 100% natural materials (flax seed)
• Easy and safe to use as directed 
• Colours may vary

57063
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MEDiBEaDS King SizE PaD 
The MediBeads King Pad provides greater deep-muscle penetration 
than dry heating pads, without the wires, the water, the waiting or 
the mess!  This pad is designed to relieve arthritis, muscles aches, 
soreness and stiffness, and can treat larger areas such as the legs, 
upper back, or abdominal area.  The wrap drapes easily, assuring 
complete conformity to the treatment area.  Moist heat increases 
circulation and speeds recovery by bringing in fresh blood cells and 
taking away the waste, which may hinder healing. Dimensions: 12” x 
16” (30 x 41 cm).

LF801

MEDiBEaDS THERaPy waiST wRaP
Specially designed to allow freedom of movement, this wrap ties 
around the back, abdomen, hips or shoulders for easy application.  
Helps relieve aches and pains in the back, abdomen, hips or 
shoulders and upper back. Washable and reusable. Ties allow wrap 
to fit up to a 60”(152 cm) waist. 8” x 16” (20 x 41 cm) wrap with 27” 
(69 cm) long, 2.25” (6 cm) wide ties that are sewn into the unit.

LF806

MEDiBEaDS nECK wRaP
MediBeads Wraps are ready for use in just a minute and are 
applied directly to the site of pain, bringing relief immediately.  The 
wraps continue to deliver therapeutic moist heat for up to thirty 
minutes. MediBeads recharge quickly and can be used again as 
necessary.  Clean and odour-free, the OrthoBeads in MediBeads 
continuously recharge by absorbing only water molecules from the 
air.  Dimensions: 8” x 22” (20 x 56 cm).

LF804

MEDiBEaDS STanDaRD SizE PaD
Designed to deliver a moist heat treatment when lying in bed 
or sitting in a chair, MediBeads are washable, odour-free, dust 
free, and will not support bacteria or fungal growth.  Unlike 
other grain and pellet products, MediBeads need no special 
covers, and they will not dry out, dissolve or disintegrate.  When 
microwaved, MediBeads draw moisture from the air and release 
it as clean, deeply-penetrating moist heat.  No need to add water.  
Dimensions: 9” x 12” (23 x 30 cm).

LF800
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THERa-BanD® TUBing
Thera-Band® Tubing is an alternative to conventional free weights or elastic bands.  Athletic Trainers 
prefer it because the colour resistance levels are the same as Thera-Band® Exercise Bands used in 
physical therapy. Thera-Band® Tubing is also used in occupational therapy, orthopedics, pediatrics, 
sports medicine, home health care, geriatrics, hand therapy, and Chiropractic. The soft cushion 
handles on these resistance tubes are perfect for people who prefer a more cushioned grip. 

LF947 Yellow - Extra Light
LF948 Red - Light
LF949 Green - Medium
LF950 Blue - Heavy
LF951 Black - Extra Heavy
LF952 Silver - Super Heavy

THERa-BanD® 
Thera-Band® Professional Resistance Bands help users rehabilitate injuries, improve functional living and 
enhance athletic performance. Colour-coded progressive resistance gives at-a-glance indication of progress 
from one level to the next.  Professional Resistance Bands in economical bulk rolls that facilitate cutting band 
length to patient requirement. 6 yard rolls. (Latex Free Available).

LF939 Tan-Extra Thin
LF940 Yellow- Thin
LF941 Red – Medium
LF942 Green – Heavy
LF943 Blue – Extra Heavy
LF944 Black – Special Heavy
LF945 Silver – Super Heavy
LF946 Thera-Band® Handles (pairs)

THERa-BanD® ExERCiSE BaLLS
Strengthen your core, improve your flexibility, and practice balance 
with the Thera-Band® Exercise Ball. Available in five sizes to fit users 
from 4', 7inches tall to 6', 8 inches tall. The Thera-Band® Exercise Ball 
is ideal for physical therapy, yoga, Pilates or general core strength 
training.  The Thera-Band® Exercise Ball comes with a guide poster 
detailing 24 exercises to help you get started, as well as two plugs 
and an inflation adapter.  The ball can be inflated with a standard 
pump (NOT included).

LF934 17” (45 cm) Yellow (4’7” - 5’0”)
LF935 22” (55 cm) Red (5’1” - 5’6”)
LF936 26” (65 cm) Green (5’7” - 6’1”)
LF937 30” (75 cm) Blue (6’2” - 6’8”)
LF938 33” (85 cm) Silver (Over 6’9”)
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HanD THERaPy PUTTy
Each colour-coded putty has a different consistency, Soft - for 
strengthening grasp to Firm - for developing a stronger grip.  
Each putty comes in an air tight, resealable plastic container 
for individual home use, or for hospital or clinic use. Helps 
in rehabilitation of fingers, hands, and forearms. Odourless, 
nonflammable, non-stick putty. Comes in 2 oz containers.

LF962T Tan LF963 Red
LF962    Yellow  LF964 Green LF965 Blue

THERa-BanD® PRESCRiPTiOn PaCK
The Thera-Band® Prescription Pack Resistive Exercise Program helps 
make home rehab exercise programs easy.  Each box contains three 
different resistive bands that are pre-cut in four foot lengths.  A 
usage guide is also included which provides directions, safety tips 
and sample exercise illustrations.  Available in either light or heavy 
resistance packages.

LF957 Light
LF958 Heavy

THERa-BanD® HanD ExERCiSER
The Thera-band Hand Exerciser is made of a patented non-latex 
polymer, developed specifically to allow full range of motion of 
the hand and fingers with a consistent resistance throughout the 
exercise.  It's available in progressive levels of resistance and in five 
translucent colours.  They are used for hand, finger and forearm 
strengthening, as well as hot and cold therapy. 

LF953 Yellow LF954 Red
LF955 Green LF956 Blue LF956B Black

THERa-BanD® FLExBaR
The Thera-Band® Flexbar is the ideal exercise tool for improving grip 
and upper extremity strength, as well as aiding in wrist, forearm, 
and hand rehabilitation. The Flexbar is well-suited as a physical 
therapy aid by providing soft-tissue and joint mobilization and also 
allowing oscillation movement for neuro-muscular and balance 
training.  The Flexbar comes in three colour-coded levels. 

LF959y Yellow 6 lbs (2.7 kg) of force to bend
LF959    Red 10 lbs (5 kg) of force to bend
LF960    Green 15 lbs (7 kg) of force to bend
LF961    Blue 25 lbs (11 kg) of force to bend
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BOSU®
The Bosu® gives a 
total body workout: 
abdominal, aerobic and 
toning for the lower 
body. Sleek, compact 
design allows for easy 
transportation and 

storage, and quick positioning for any type of workout. Includes 
BOSU® Balance Trainer, owner’s manual and pump. 2.75” x 18” x 18” 
(7 x 46 x 46 cm). Weighs 17 lbs (7.7 kg).

LF975

THERa-BanD® SOFT wEigHTS
The Thera-Band® Soft Weights are hand-held, ball-shaped isotonic 
weights which are a soft alternative to traditional isotonic 
dumbbells.  They provide users with more versatility for strength 
training and rehabilitation exercises.  They are unique because the 
size of the ball, with a diameter of 4.5” (11 cm), does not increase as 
weight increases, allowing for a consistent and functional grip. 

LF968 Tan 1.1 lbs (0.5 kg)  LF969    Yellow 2.2 lbs(1.0 kg)
LF970 Red 3.3 lbs (1.5 kg)  LF971    Green 4.4 lbs (2.0 kg)
LF972 Blue 5.5 lbs (2.5 kg)   LF972B Black 6.6 lbs (3.0 kg)

BaLanCE BOaRD
The Balance Board provides multi-planar challenge, meaning 
multiple planes of instability for  even the most challenging training 
routines. Using this board can be integrated with other resistance 
and balance products, including Thera-Band® Resistance Bands and 
Tubing (each sold separately).

LF976

yOga MaT
Yoga aims to realign and rebalance the body’s structure.  This 
non-slip mat provides the perfect surface for any yoga routine.  It is 
easy to roll and carry for convenient portability.  The non-slip foam 
provides traction and protection on hard surfaces. 

Lg055

gyM MaSSagER
The Gym Massager works every muscle in the body, providing 
flexibility, and balance.  The pins located on the surface of the 
plate will act on the points acupuncture while the magnets help 
to recover vitality and energy.  This dual action is increased by the 
weight of the body in motion

Lg794

HOT anD COLD 
HiP THERaPy
The Hot And Cold 
Hip Therapy is a 
comfotable stabilizer 
that helps with 
achy hips.  The cling 
closure provides a 
custom fit and it is 
interchangeable 
between the left and 
right hip.  

Lg822

nEw

nEw
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SiT-n-STROLL
Improve circulation and reduce swelling!  Get the benefits of 
walking while you sit. The Sit-N-Stroll helps improve leg circulation, 
reduce swelling and relieve varicose veins.  Easy-to-read display 
tells you how many steps you have taken, how many calories you 
have burned and how long you have been strolling!  13.5” x 14” (34 
x 36 cm). Requires 2 x AAA batteries (NOT included).

LF974

POLaR iCE gEL PaCKS
The Polar Ice Gel Packs can be used as a cold or warm compress.  You 
can freeze and use as a long-lasting pack and may be contoured to 
the body when frozen.  Designed to allow ice crystals to form within 
the pack while it is in the freezer, which in turn enhances the deep 
tissue cooling efficiency during application to the body.  Heat in 
water or water-covered in microwave.  Non toxic, non caustic and 
reusable.

LF980 6” x 6” (15 x 15 cm)
LF981 6” x 12” (15 x 30 cm)
LF982 10” x 15” (25 x 38 cm)

DigiTaL MOiST HEaTing PaDS
Get controlled moist heat to sooth muscle strains and sprains, 
joint pain and inflammation with the Digtial Moist Heating Pad. It 
does not require water because it produces its own moisture using 
humidity in the air. The Easy-to-read LCD controls allows user to 
set and monitor treatment temperature and time.

LF977 7” x 14” (18 x 36 cm)         LF978 14” x 14” (36 x 36 cm)
LF979 14” x 27” (36 x 69 cm)

PEDaL ExERCiSER wiTH DigiTaL DiSPLay
The Deluxe Pedal Exerciser with Digital Display is ideal for those 
looking for a low impact cardio workout for either the arms or legs. 
The five function display indicates exercise time, revolution count, 
revolutions per minute (rpm's) and calories burned. Four anti-slip 
rubber pads prevent sliding and protect surfaces. Resistance easily 
adjusted with tension screw. Button cell battery included. 

Lg819

nEw
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HaLO® TRainER
The Halo® Trainer is an 
evolutionary device that 
incorporates strength 
work, flexibility training, 
overall conditioning, 
injury prevention and 
physical and occupational 

treatments.   The Halo® Trainer is a friction-fitting ergonomic 
handlebar that works individually, or with a 25.5” (65 cm) exercise  
to advance strength, muscle endurance, proprioception and 
stabilization by integrating both the upper and lower body.  

Lg685

FOaM ROLLER DELUxE
Activate deep core muscles, improve balance and posture with our 
Foam Roller™ Deluxe. This high-performance, professional roller is 
made of top-quality closed-cell foam with a non-skid surface that 
incorporates a variety of movements while sitting, standing and 
lying down. 

Lg686 Black 36” (91 cm)
Lg687 Purple 36” (91 cm)

FiTnESS CiRCLE LiTE
The Fitness Circle® Lite is a must-have for all Pilates enthusiasts. You 
can add resistance to your workout, develop muscular strength, 
improve your endurance and increase your body awareness. 
Features inner and outer foam grips that provide extra comfort for 
this lightweight 0.75 lbs (0.34 kg) fitness tool that’s great for home 
or travel. 

Lg688

PiLaTES ExPRESS
Protect your spine while you enjoy our signature Pilates Express™ 
Mat. Made of closed-cell foam construction, it will protect you 
against hard surfaces, while keeping you comfortable as you 
exercise. The integrated Velcro straps allow you to simply roll up 
the mat and go.

Lg692 Sage Green
Lg693 Steel Blue
Lg694 Deep Violet
Lg695 Stone

SOFT DUMBBELLS 
These Soft Dumbbells 
can increase intensity and 
tone in any workout. They 
are softer on your hands 
while still providing the 
same workout benefits of 
traditional dumbbells. They 
are perfectly portable and can 
be incorporated into a variety 
of exercises to sculpt strong, 
healthy muscles without 
building bulk.  Comes in a pair.

Lg689 Orange 1.1 lbs (2.4 kg)
Lg690 Lemon 1.65 lbs (3.6 kg)
Lg691 Lime 2.2 lbs (4.8 kg)
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PORTaBLE ULTRaSOUnD UniT 
This Portable Ultrasound Unit features pulse waveform, three power 
settings and a 30 minute timer with automatic shut-off. It generates 
deep heat within body tissues for treatment of selected joint pain, 
muscle spasms and joint contractures.  Features low, medium and 
high output intensities of power.  Unit weighs 0.26 lbs (120 g) 7” l 
x 2” w x 6” h (17 x 5  x 14 cm).  Includes AC adapter, carrying case, 
ultrasound gel and instruction booklet.

LF984

PREMiER STiM DigiTaL TEnS/EMS
The Digital TENS and EMS Combo unit with AC power comes with 
17 modes; 5 TENS, 3 EMS and 9 preprogrammed TENS modes, 
100 mA strength with 99 steps of intensity control, and is dual 
powered by a 9V battery or AC adapter (included).  The large LCD 
screen and user friendly push buttons with pause function makes 
repositioning electrodes a snap.  The power saving feature turns 
unit off in 5 minutes if not being used.  Dimensions: 4.5” x 2.25” x 1” 
(10.5 x 6 x 3 cm).

LF983   Lg099 Replacement electrodes (4 Pack)

THERaBaTH® PRO PaRaFFin SySTEM
Instant heat relieves pain and is used to treat arthritis, joint 
stiffness, muscle spasms, inflammation, sports injuries and dry, 
cracked skin.  Therabath® Paraffin Beads are laboratory-tested for 
proper melt point, patient preference and cleanliness.  Durable, 
compact construction.  Includes 6 lbs. paraffin, lid, grille and 
paraffin therapy guide.  Outside dimensions: 14” l x 8.5” h x 7” w (36 
x 22 x 18 cm). 128ºF - 132ºF (53ºC - 56ºC) heat range ScentFree™.

LF966  LF967 Refill Kit

ORiginaL CUFF® inDiviDUaL wEigHTS
These flexible weights contour to easily fit snugly around the wrist 
or ankle. Wrist and ankle weights are ideal for gradually building 
strength or recuperating after injuries. Weights have a long strap 
to comfortably secure and adjust the strap to appropriate sizes. 
Weights are made of heavy-duty materials, double stitched seems 
and marked with both pounds and kilograms. 

LF930 1 lbs (0.5 kg) LF931 2 lbs (0.9 kg)
LF932 5 lbs (2.3 kg) LF933 8 lbs (3.6 kg)

LF930

LF931 LF932

LF933
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TiMER / STOPwaTCH
Whether you are tracking a sporting event, recording your 
personal best or even timing something in the oven, our basic 
stopwatch and timer is the perfect device.  The unit counts down 
or up to 99:59 and has included a lanyard 15" (38cm) and batteries 
included.

650SC

aLL SPORTS STOPwaTCH
This Stopwatch is easy to use and easy to read.  It accurately times 
to 1/100th of a second and displays real time and records split 
times.  Use our stopwatch for all your sporting activities and track 
your best time.  It is water resistant, has a lanyard 48" (120cm) and 
batteries are included.

FP600

DigiTaL PEDOMETER (SET OF 2)
The Digital Pedometer counts up to 80 Kms (100,000 steps). The LCD 
display makes it easy to see your counted steps. The pedometer is 
designed with a belt-clip and the battery is included. Comes as a set 
of two pedometers.

Lg821

PROFESSiOnaL  STOPwaTCH
This Stopwatch features a large LCD screen with backlight that 
displays real time and 99 laps, with a 30 lap memory and split times 
for accurate result comparisons.  Batteries are included with this 
stopwatch as well as a 48" (120cm) lanyard and the unit itself is 
water resistant. 

FP603

nEw
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DynaMiC LOwEnSTEin O.T. THERaPy COgniTivE aSSESSMEnT KiT
The DLOTCA is a series of cognitive tests that enables a therapist to evaluate clients with neurological deficits in order to obtain a detailed 
cognitive profile, enabling intervention planning for management and maintenance. DLOTCA™ builds off the research used to develop the 
original LOTCA™ series and incorporates a dynamic component providing the ability to measure learning potential and recognize thinking 
strategies through the use of mediation.  In addition, it enables the therapist to identify the level of awareness the client has to his/her 
condition and cognitive disability.

LF997B

DLOTCa FOR SEniORS
DLOTCA-G™ Designed to be used with clients aged 70 and over and specifically addresses physical and mental factors that can accompany 
aging by offering larger components, reduced pictorial detail, multiple choice questions, and shorter administration time.  Consists of 
24 subtests in 8 cognitive areas: Orientation, Awareness, Visual Perception, Spatial Perception, Praxis, Visuomotor Construction, Thinking 
Operations and Memory.  Designed to provide standardized testing procedures and established norms for systematic data collection in 
cognitive assessment.

LF997S
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BiOS Living PREMiUM HiP KiT
All the great features of the Standard Hip Kit: 32” Reacher, Sock 
Aid with foam handles, Long Handled Bath Sponge, Long Handled 
Metal Shoehorn, 26” (66 cm) Black Elastic Laces.  With the addition 
of the BIOS Dressing Stick and the BIOS Raised Toilet Seat.

LF998

BiOS Living STanDaRD HiP KiT
Standard Hip Kits conveniently provide the ADL items 
essential to a patient’s needs after hip surgery.  This 
Standard Hip Kit includes items most often suggested by 
therapists.  Purchasing the kit is much less than purchasing 
the items separately.  Kit Contents: 26” (66 cm) Reacher, Sock 
Aid with foam handles, Bath Brush, Long Handled Metal 
Shoehorn and 26” (66 cm) Black Elastic Laces.

LH999

BiOS Living DRESSing KiT
The same components of the BIOS Hip Kit 
excluding the Reach N Grip Reacher!

57034

DRESSing CUBE
A colorful cube that is an excellent teaching device for individuals 
to improve their eye-hand coordination skills. The Dressing Cube 
includes six different skills individuals can practice. They can button, 
zip, buckle, snap, lace and use Velcro®

Lg633

ManiPULaTiOn BOaRD
Daily activity boards to practice all types of home locks and taps, 
this board helps with hand rehabilitation exercises.  

Lg634

NOW IN A RETAIL BOx!
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gEL-MazE
The gel-maze provides the child the opportunity to move a marble 
through a maze pattern.  This activity offers the sensory feeling of 
gel and the opportunity to project the path of the marble while 
introducing the child to linear geometry.  All of these activities 
contribute to brain stimulation, improved eye/hand coordination,  
increased finger strength, dexterity, reduced boredom and anxiety.
Dimensions: 14” x 14” x 1” (35.5 x 35.5 x 2.5 cm).

Lg129 Gel-Maze with marbles Green Gel
Lg130 Gel-Maze with marbles Clear Gel

WHAT IS SENSORy INTEGRATION?
Sensory integration is a theory developed by A Jean Ayres, an occupational therapist with training in neuro science and
educational psychology. Ayres defines sensory integration as a “neurological process that organizes sensation from ones
own body and from the environment thus making it possible to use the body effectively within the environment”. This
theory helps explain the relationship between the brain and behavior and helps explain how and why individuals respond to
various sensory inputs.
The five main senses are: Touch, Sound, Sight, Taste, and Smell.
Two other powerful senses are:
  1. Vestibular - Movement and balance sense.
  Provides feedback where the head and body are in relationship to external space.
  2. Proprioception - Joint and muscle sense.
  Provides feedback where and what the body parts are doing.
Since many special needs children are deprived of normal proprioception in the fingers it makes it difficult to manage
fine motor tasks which is needed to write well, button clothing and other important tasks. Activities that support fine motor
control of the hand and fingers are an important part of physical rehabilitation.

Please Note: All the heat sealed products in this catalog have the following characteristics:
• Heat Sealed with anti-bacterial, pthalate free vinyl    • Wipe clean for proper infection control
• Pre-filled nontoxic gel

We strongly recommend that these items are not to be used for persons cognitively under three (3) years old.  The marbles may
constitute a swallowing / chocking hazard.

SPiRaL gEL PaD
Cushions tabletop to protect against injury caused by uncontrolled 
motor activity.  This product improves finger strength and dexterity 
while providing sensory stimulation (tactile and visual).

Lg131 Spiral Gel Pad
Lg132 Spiral Gel Pad (used with light box)
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gEL-wavE PaD
This product improves finger strength and dexterity, reduces 
boredom and increases attention span.  There is a marble in each 
compartment for two people to participate.  Dimensions: 21” x 13” 
(53 x 33 cm).

Lg133

SEnSORy STiMULaTiOn gEL PaD wiTH MaRBLES
This product is gel-filled with a kaleidoscope of colorful stars and 
marbles.  The soothing water-based gel calms agitated children.  
Bright stars move through gel for visual stimulation.  Tactile 
stimulation decreases restlessness and children leaving their chair.
Dimensions: 7” x 16" (18 x 41 cm).

Lg136

gEL SHaPES
These heat sealed vinyl, gel filled shapes provide five different 
shapes and colors.  They are pine tree - green, heart - red, moon 
-blue,  flower - yellow & star - clear.  The touch responsive gel 
shapes encourage manipulation for tactile stimulation and hand/
finger strength and dexterity.  The multi-color glitter stars move 
inside the gel for visual stimulation.  The various shapes help with 
shape and color recognition.  Dimensions: 5" (13 cm).

Lg137

TiC-TaC-TOE gEL PaD
This product is a fun way to fine-tune coordination and increase 
attention span.  It allows two people to participate in an activity.
Dimensions: 10” x 10" (25 x 25 cm).

Lg134 Tic-Tac-Toe Gel Pad (Light Blue Gel)
Lg135 Tic-Tac-Toe Gel Pad (Clear Gel)
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LigHT BOx
The light box features a 16” x 16” frosted light screen that is 
designed to be used either alone or in conjunction with the gel 
pads shown below.  The box also allows the user to trace line 
drawings, shapes and patterns.  The touch responsive gel shapes 
(sold separately) encourage manipulation for tactile stimulation 
and hand/finger strengthening.  Other expected outcomes are 
color recognition, improved eye hand coordination,  reduction of 
boredom and increased attention span.
Box Dimensions: 16.5” x 16.5” x 7 (42 x 42 x 18 cm)
Illuminated Area: 15.5” x 15.5” (40 x 40 cm)
6 foot, 115VAC electric cord
Bulb Included

Lg138

LigHT BOx gEL-MazE SERiES
This is one of several gel-filled translucent vinyl pads that can be used on the table, floor or on the light box. It is touch responsive and 
encourages manipulation for tactile stimulation, hand/finger strengthening, and dexterity control. The multi-color surface also helps 
stimulate the visual senses.  Movement of the enclosed balls encourages hand activity and also helps reduce boredom.
Dimensions: 15" x 15" (38 x 38 cm)

qUaD TREE
Lg139 Quad Tree Gel Pad Blue
Lg140 Quad Tree Gel Pad Green”
Lg141 Quad Tree Gel Pad Clear
Lg142 Quad Tree Gel Pad Red
Lg143 Quad Tree Gel Pad Yellow 

qUaD SPaDE 
Lg149 Quad Spade Gel Pad Blue 
Lg150 Quad Spade Gel Pad Green
Lg151 Quad Spade Gel Pad Clear 
Lg152 Quad Spade Gel Pad Red 
Lg153 Quad Spade Gel Pad Yellow 

6 SPOKE SnOw FLaKE 
Lg144 6 Spoke Snow Flake Gel Pad Blue
Lg145 6 Spoke Snow Flake Gel Pad Green
Lg146 6 Spoke Snow Flake Gel Pad Clear
Lg147 6 Spoke Snow Flake Gel Pad Red 
Lg148 6 Spoke Snow Flake Gel Pad Yellow 

8 SPOKE SnOw FLaKE 
Lg154 8 Spoke Snow Flake Gel Pad Blue 
Lg155 8 Spoke Snow Flake Gel Pad Green
Lg156 8 Spoke Snow Flake Gel Pad Clear
Lg157 8 Spoke Snow Flake Gel Pad Red
Lg158 8 Spoke Snow Flake Gel Pad Yellow
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 Light box sold separately (LG138)  Light box sold separately (LG138)

SEnSORy STaR
This is one of several gel-filled translucent vinyl pads that can 
be used on a table, floor or on the light box (LG138).  It is touch 
responsive and encourages manipulation for tactile stimulation, 
hand/finger strengthening, and dexterity control. The multi-color 
surface also helps stimulate the visual senses.  Movement of the 
enclosed balls encourages hand activity and also helps reduce 
boredom.  Dimensions: 15” x 15” (38 x 38 cm). 

Lg159

SEnSORy STiMULaTiOn gEL PaD
These gel-filled stimulation pads include a kaleidoscope of colorful 
stars. This product has soothing water-based gel, calming agitated 
children. The bright stars move through gel for visual stimulation.  
Tactile stimulation decreases restlessness in children and chair exits.
Dimensions: 7” x 16" (18 x 41 cm).

Lg162

vELCRO CLOSURE FiTS
The bright stars in a water-based gel help to calm agitated children. 
The moving stars create visual appeal and decreases chair exits by 
reducing restlessness.  The gel surface helps relieve pressure on 
arms and elbows.  This product is covered in a durable, wipe-clean 
vinyl.  Dimensions: Fits 14”wide  (35 cm) Wheelchairs.

Lg163

CLEaR gEL SHaPES
These heat sealed vinyl, gel-filled shapes provide five different 
shapes and colors per set.  The touch
responsive shapes encourage manipulation for tactile stimulation 
and hand/finger strength and dexterity. The multi-color glitter stars 
move inside the gel for visual stimulation and the various shapes 
help with shape and color recognition.  Dimensions: 5" (13 cm).  

Lg160 Clear Geometric Gel Shapes 
                (Circle, Triangle, Square, Rectangle and Hexagon)
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FLOwER gEL PaD
This heat sealed vinyl gel-filled flower pad can be used as a 
convenient and comfortable seating platform when used on the 
floor.  It also provides a conceptual feeling of one’s individual space.  
It can be used on the table as a sensory stimulation pad. It also will 
provide tactile and visual stimulation,  enhance finger strength and 
also cushion the head against injury caused by uncontrolled motor 
activity when used on a table.  Dimensions: 24" x 24" (61 x 61 cm).

Lg164

viBRaTing MiTT
The vibrator mitt provides a soft vibrating massage for relaxation 
and sensory stimulation. This is especially helpful for children prior 
to,  or preparing for daily activities. The product offers a choice 
of two sensory materials,  an ultra-soft,  plush fabric on one side 
and synthetic sheepskin on the other. Since the unit is pressure 
activated,  no on-off switch is needed.

Lg165

SEnSORy PiLLOw
This product has multi-fabric (textures) covering the foam pillow, to 
help reduce anxiety and boredom.  Improves finger strength and 
dexterity,  and has a removable cover for easy cleaning.

Lg166 Small 14” x 13.5” x 5” (36 x 34 x 13 cm)
Lg167 Large 20” x 16” x 5” (51 x 41 x 13 cm)
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aCTiviTy TRayS
These trays combine heat sealed vinyl overlays with fabric shapes that provide multiple tactile 
sensations. These tactile and visual stimulation trays address improvement of eye-hand coordination,  
finger strength, dexterity and tactile discrimination.  They also help minimize boredom and anxiety.  
All items are attached with Velcro®,  and can easily be removed and replaced for puzzle type activities.

Lg168 Star Activity Tray 14.5” x 14.5” (37 x 37 cm)
Lg169 Wavy Activity Tray  22.5” x 13.5” (57 x 34 cm)

aCTiviTy aPROn
This product is for practicing and improving dressing skills (Zipper 
and Button).  It has multiple textures and surfaces for tactile 
stimulation, multiple hand activities for improved finger dexterity 
and improved eye-hand coordination.  The Activity Apron has a 
variety of activities to reduce boredom and increases attention 
span.

Lg170

SynTHETiC SHEEPSKin PaDS
These 100% polyester non-allergenic synthetic sheepskin pads 
are launderable.  Their soft texture provides added comfort and 
is soothing when in contact with the skin.  Pads can be easily cut 
to custom shapes and sizes.  Aides in the reduction of pressure 
sores, and allows for air circulation beneath the child.  The product 
remains soft and resilient even after repeated laundering.

Lg171 Sheepskin Pad 30” x 24” (76 x 61 cm)
Lg172 Sheepskin Pad 30” x 40” (76 x 102 cm)
Lg173 Sheepskin Pad 30” x 60” (76 x 152 cm)
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HiDDEn LETTER gLiTTER SHaPES
Skil-Care’s glitter gel pads are filled with a non-toxic gel and 
incorporates letters and numbers in the background.  Research 
shows that mental effort can stimulate new brain cell growth. The 
best brain fitness activities are those that are new and challenging.  
These pads can be used to assist with visual perception, prewriting 
skills,  letter and number recognition and tactile awareness.
Dimensions: 5" (13 cm).

Lg174 Color Glitter Shapes with A.E.I.O.U. 
Lg175 Color Glitter Shapes with R.S.T.L.N. 

HiDDEn LETTER anD nUMBER gLiTTER SHaPES
Skil-Care’s Letter and Number Gel Packs are filled with a non-toxic 
gel.  Research shows that mental effort can stimulate new brain 
cell growth.  The best brain fitness activities are those that are 
new and challenging.  These pads can be used to assist with visual 
perception, prewriting skills, letter and number recognition and 
tactile awareness. 

Lg176 Alphabet Upper Case in Order Blue 7” x 16” (18 X 40.5 cm)
Lg177 Alphabet Lower Case in Order Yellow 7” x 16” (18 X 40.5 cm)
Lg178 Jumbled Alphabet with Numbers Red 7” x 16” (18 X 40.5 cm)
Lg179 Numbers in Order Light Blue 7” x 16” (18 X 40.5 cm)

gEL-FOaM PiCTURE FRaME
There is no doubt that mental exercise nourishes the mind. One 
must continue to learn complex, new tasks in order to keep the brain 
fit and active. The brain has an amazing capacity for healing, whether 
the deterioration is due to aging, traumatic brain injury, or stroke. 
The picture frame is a heat sealed vinyl frame with a gel pocket in 
the front and a back pocket that allows one to insert any graphic that 
challenges or attracts the interest of the user. The product can be 
used as a learning tool or as a place to house familiar pictures.
Dimensions: 10" x 7" (25 x 43 cm).

Lg180

COgniTivE TRaining
“Research now shows that mental effort can further stimulate new brain cell growth.  Mental effort stimulates the
generation of new brain cells that migrate to the area where cells are needed as well as the surrounding cells to perform the
necessary functions. This is especially important for those who are recovering from brain injury.

To improve cognitive fitness the goal is to turn inactive brain cells into healthier active brain cells.  Cognitive training is
organized, ongoing activity that requires some effort and challenging new thought.  The best way to improve and maintain
cognitive health is through deliberate brain exercises.  To be successful, cognitive training should be designed for each
individual’s needs.  Cognitive training works best when it is gradual, consistently ongoing and adapted as performance
improves.  The training programs shouldn’t be too difficult or too easy, but should maintain interest without frustrating the
participant.” The products in this section are appropriate for cognitive training of individuals at any age.

         - Shlomo Breznitz - “Long-Term Living” April 2010
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gEL-FOaM PiCTURE FRaME
These unique pads provide a picture story of familiar scenes to most children. Using 
these familiar settings,  the child is encouraged to perform associations including 
color, shapes,  size,  function,  numbers and placement. Included in each package is 
a list of suggested activities. We encourage the users to email us for suggestions of 
other possible activities.  Dimensions: 11" x 18" (28 x 46 cm).

Lg181 Suburb Scene 
Lg182 Farm Scene
Lg183 City Scene
Lg184 Expressions

waLL POCKETS
The Wall Pocket is made of durable,  wipe-clean vinyl,  measures 24”x 36” (61 x 91 cm) and conveniently stores 36, 3”x 5”  
(7 x 12 cm) index cards.  The instructor can display pictures, numbers,  names and instructions.  Artwork can also be cut out in a 3”x 5” 
format and inserted into the pockets.  The Wall Pocket can be mounted with screws,  hooks or with the provided adhesive Velcro®.
Dimensions: 24" x 36" (61 x 91 cm).

Lg185

POSSiBLE aCTiviTiES FOR RECOgniTiOn PaDS
1. Associate/Numbers
 a. #1 is next to the.....
 b. #3 is next to the.....
2. Object Recognition
 a. Identifying Humans
 b. Identifying Animals
3. Numbers
 a. How many objects are on the ground?
 b. How many things have the color red, etc?
4. Similarity
 a. Birds and Planes can fly
 b. Objects growing in the ground
5. Color Recognition
 a. Green objects
 b. Red objects
6. Identify by Scale/Size
 a. What’s bigger....
 b. Name the smallest to largest objects 
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wEigHTED PaDS
Weighted products provide proprioceptive input that helps establish increased body awareness, improves attention span
and concentration, and has calming benefits. Children who do not have sensory problems may also benefit from weighted
products by helping calm tantrums, aid with attention span, and help relieve restless legs.

Although there is no specific formula for determining the weight, the common formula to use is 10% of the childs weight plus 1
pound. After the weight is selected, a therapist should observe the child to determine whether adjustments are needed.

wEigHTED LaP PaDS
Provides deep pressure for a secure, grounded feeling.  Enables 
users to stay seated for a longer period of time.  For use in chairs,
in class, and during road trips.  Vinyl-covered pads wipe clean.  
Calms restless leg syndrome.

Hexagon
Lg186 Hexagon- Red Gel 12” (30 cm)
Lg187 Hexagon- Green Gel 14” (35.5 cm)
Lg188 Hexagon- Blue Gel 16” (41 cm)

Rectangular Lap Pad
Lg189 Rectangular Lap Pad- Red 7” x 16” (18 x 41 cm)
Lg190 Rectangular Lap Pad- Green 10”x 18” (25.5 x 46 cm)
Lg191 Rectangular Lap Pad- Blue 10” x 22” (25.5 x 56 cm)

Circle
Lg192 Semi- Circle- Red Gel 11” x 16” (28 x 41 cm)
Lg193 Half- Circle- Green Gel 8” x 16” (20 x 41 cm)
Lg194 Circle- Blue Gel 16” Diameter (41 cm)
Lg195 Semi- Circle Optional Cover 11” x 16” (28 x 41 cm)
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SEaT BELT aLaRM SySTEM
This product improves safety for children in a wheelchair.  The 
Nylon belt has an easy-release buckle for safe removal.  Alarm 
sounds when buckle is released,  and automatically resets 
when buckle is secured.  This product helps remind the child to 
stay seated.  Dimensions: 50" (127 cm).

Lg196

FOUR HanDLE SUPER-SLing
Friction-reducing bottoms that ease positioning and transfer, with 
reinforced stitching at handles.  This product also includes two-
inch-wide nylon webbing for added strength.  Dimensions: 36" x 
40" (91.5 x 102 cm).

Lg197

SaFETy
People with impaired proprioception are missing an internal body map for adjusting body motions. Without knowing how to 
apply the correct amount of force on external surfaces, the body lacks the ability to judge body position in space or to determine 
touching pressures. A craving for intense proprioceptive experiences may result in behavior such as crashing into walls, banging, 
tumbling into a pile of pillows, and rough housing or horseplay to increase sensory messages. Children displaying these behaviors 
may be perceived as aggressive, but the behavior itself is innocuous. The child is seeking a means of enhancing his or her sensory 
experiences. The reverse may be true in children who avoid physical activity. Various devices and props are useful to help ensure the 
child’s safety.
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FaLL MaTS
The EZ Landing mat stands out due to its easy to care for,  one piece 
elastomeric foam surface, beveled low profile edges and embedded 
Nano silver that protects the mat from mold,  mildew,  stains and 
odor causing bacteria.

This product reduces impact energy and protects children from 
serious injuries caused by falling out of bed.  This product has trip 
resistant beveled edges, as well as a slip resistant bottom which 
keeps the mat securely in place.  This product is a useful impact 
absorber in a play area and rolls up for easy storage.

Lg198 EZ Landing Fall Mat 68” x 24” x 1” (173 x 61 x 3 cm)
Lg199 EZ Landing Fall Mat 68” x 30” x 1” (173 x 76 x 3 cm)

DOOR/winDOw aLaRM
This product sounds an alert when a door or window is opened.  It 
installs in seconds with adhesive backing, and has a three-position 
switch: off,  chime,  alarm.  The product resets itself when a door 
or window is closed.  Perfect for supply closets, medicine cabinets,  
windows,  and doors.  This product uses three 1.5 volt batteries.
Dimensions: 6” x 2.5” x 3” (15 x 6 x 7.5 cm).

Lg202

SOFT-FaLL MaT wiTH aLaRM:
This product combines an impact-absorbing fall mat with an alarm.  It 
has high-density impact foam which provides absorbing protection 
against fall-related injuries.  The product has a weight sensitive floor 
pad that activates an alarm at bedside.  This product is covered in 
durable wipe-clean vinyl,  and is recommended for children 75 lbs (34 
kg) or more.  Dimensions: 68” x 36” x 2” (173 x 91.5 x 5 cm).

Lg200

SOFT-FaLL MaT (wiTHOUT aLaRM):
This product is an impact-absorbing fall mat. It has high-density 
impact foam which provides absorbing protection against fall-related 
injuries.  This product is covered in durable wipe-clean vinyl mat folds 
for easy storage.  Dimensions: 68” x 36” x 2” (173 x 91.5 x 5 cm).

Lg201
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gEL-LiFT SEaT CUSHiOn
This pre-filled economic cushion provides added comfort by 
pressure relieving cooling gel and uses heat-sealed construction. 
This product is used to help reduce anxiety, has safety straps 
included, and is made with wipe-clean anti-bacterial vinyl, also 
meeting flammability requirements of CA 117.

Lg203 Gel-Lift Seat Cushion Green 16” x 16” x 1”  (40 x 40 x 2.5 cm)
Lg204 Gel-Lift Seat Cushion Blue 18” x 16” x 1”  (45 x 40 x 2.5 cm)
Lg205 Optional Cover Wipe Clean 18” x 16” (45 x 40 cm)
Lg206 Optional Cover Wipe Clean 16” x 16” (40 x 40 cm)

STaRRy nigHT gEL-FOaM CUSHiOn
This unique cushion has colorful stars that move through a water-
based gel.  The water-based gel adds maximum comfort while the 
high-density foam prevents bottoming-out.  The vinyl cover wipes 
clean for easy care and the incontinent-proof vinyl cover prevents 
fluids from entering the cushion.

Lg207 Starry Night Gel-Foam Cushion White Vinyl (as shown) 
                14” x 14” x 2.5” (35.5 x 35.5 x 6 cm)
Lg208 Starry Night Gel-Foam Cushion Black Vinyl 
                16” x 16” x 2.5” (40 x 40 x 6 cm)

COMFORT
All humans need comfort, rest and sleep for physical and emotional well-being and health. Many factors affect the child’s comfort, 
including environmental factors, physical comfort when sitting or sleeping and reduction of stress. Unmet needs cause tension and 
anxiety and adversely affects the child's state of well-being. Among some of the measures that can be taken to improve the child's 
comfort is to make available an effective seat cushion for long periods of sitting. Also, by providing bed positioning devices the child 
can reposition to attain a more comfortable position and sometimes to relieve pain and muscle spasms when they are a problem.
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CHaiR PaCK
This product stores books, loose-leaf and folders.  It has a foam 
inner lining that interfaces with the back and chair for added 
comfort.  The Chair Pack easily fits on the back of any chair, has a 
carrying handle,  and wipes-clean or can be laundered.  It includes 
a clear window for a name tag,  pencil,  pen holder and closes with 
a zipper.  This product is puncture resistant.  Dimensions: 14”x 18” 
(35.5 x 45.5 cm).

Lg209

FLOOR ELEvaTing BODy wEDgE
This product provides a convenient surface for the child to lean 
on.  With a soft comfortable foam and waterproof outer cover,  the 
body wedge easily cleans with liquid disinfectant.

Lg212 Wedge with Vinyl 15 Degrees
                7.5”H x 27”L x 24”W (19 X 68.5 X 61 cm)
Lg213 Wedge with Vinyl 20 Degrees 
               10”H x 27”L x 24”W (25.4 x 68.5 x 61 cm)
Lg214 Wedge with Vinyl 25 Degrees 
                12”H x 27”L x 24”W (30.5 x 68.5 x 61 cm)

BaTH MiTT
This soft sheepskin mitt calms as it cleanses and conveniently holds 
soap for washing a child,  reducing the time to apply the soap.  This 
product is  machine launderable,  durable and reusable.

Lg332 Bath Mitt Universal 

BED ULTRa-SOFT BOLSTERS
Versatile bolsters provide positioning,  pressure relief,  and comfort.  
This product is filled with fluffy spun fiber,  covered with a soft 
launderable cozy cloth fabric,  and waterproof inner cover wipes 
clean with liquid disinfectant.  Offering  forward positioning and roll 
control,  as well as helping to elevate knees reducing leg and lower 
back pain.

Lg210 Ultra- Soft Bolster 8”x 24” (8 x 61 cm)
Lg211 Ultra- Soft Bolster 6” x 18” (15 x 45 cm)
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CRaSH PaD
This foam filled pad is available in two sizes. It is covered with 
a durable nylon cover that wipes clean. It is sturdy enough for 
jumping on and soft enough for sitting and relaxing. It is a helpful 
tool for improving vestibular senses.  Safe, long lasting foam filled 
bag.  Shipped with the foam compressed for reduced shipping cost.

Lg216 Crash Pad 3’ x 4’ (36" x 48")
Lg217 Crash Pad 5’ x 5’ (60" x 60")
Lg218 Optional Cover 3’ x 4’ (36"x 48")
Lg219 Optional Cover 5’ x 5’ (60" x 60")

aqUa wEigHT
Aqua weights are safe and convenient weights that are easy to 
fill and empty.  There are four convenient easy to hold sizes.  This 
product is safe for all ages and reduces the risk of injury to feet if 
dropped.

Lg220 Aqua Weight 6.5” x 11” x 0.1” (16.5 x 28 x 0.25 cm)
Lg221 Aqua Weight 9” x 12” x 0.1” (22.8 x 30.5 x 0.25 cm)
Lg222 Aqua Weight 11” x 13” x 0.1” (28 x 33 x 0.25 cm)
Lg223 Aqua Weight 12” x 13” x 0.1” (30 x 33 x 0.25 cm)

ExBOx
This product provides multi-muscle training for legs,  back,  
shoulders and arms.  Can be used in any fixed position chair,  or in a 
locked wheelchair.  The product features a set of exercise handles,  
and all levels of resistance bands and tubes.  Dimensions: 19.5" x 15" 
x 14" (50 x 38 x 35.5 cm).

Lg224

RECREaTiOn anD ExERCiSE
Regular exercise has many benefits. Designing a program for a cognitive disabled child is challenging and requires knowledge of the 
child’s social behavior. Incorporating variety into the fitness program is also essential in order to maintain the child’s interest. Consider 
the child’s sensory deficits when planning and identifying exercises and activities that are within the child’s ability. Prevent boredom by 
exposing the child to combinations of exercise that are repeated no more than twice a week.
Feeling a sense of accomplishment builds self-esteem and enhances self confidence. An effective fitness program will evolve with the 
child’s progress and the program complexity should be increased gradually as the child masters the program.
A successful exercise program will help motivate the child to participate in a healthy lifestyle over the long term.

Note: Special needs children with impaired proprioception may be unable to detect the stretch and pull on muscles and joints that 
signal the brain to increase or decrease muscle tension. This robs the body of key information needed to maintain good muscle tone 
and to possibly avoid dangerous activities. Exercises should be performed under close supervision.
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CUSHiOn gRiP
The cushion grip is for children with involuntary hand closure.  The 
product is tapered to the natural contour of the hand preventing 
children from digging their fingernails into their palms,  and 
provides a mild form of hand exercise.  An elastic band keeps 
the cushion from being dropped.  The cushion grip is filled with 
resilient polyester pile.

Lg225 Cushion Grip Universal
Lg226 Gel Grip Small/Medium Hands
Lg227 Gel Grip Medium/Large Hands

STanDaRD HEaDREST
This product has foam support which provides cushioned comfort 
and positions the child’s head.  It can be used for all high-back 
chairs, and has a polyester cover that is removable for easy 
laundering.

Lg228

gEL aDjUSTaBLE HEaD POSiTiOnER
This product prevents hyperextension of the neck.  The head 
support adjusts easily to prevent lateral head movement.  Water-
based gel packs are included to relieve pressure on vulnerable ears. 
The Gel Adjustable Head Positioner  can be used for all high-back 
chairs,  wipes clean for easy care,  and has a Low-Shear II outer 
cover.  Dimensions: 7” x 7” x 6” (17 x 17 x 15 cm).

Lg229

POSiTiOning
Information about body position travels through the spinal cord and into parts of the brain that are not under conscious control. 
Because of this, one is seldom aware of body position unless you are actively thinking about it. Proprioception is the internal ability 
to sense the position, location, orientation, and movement of the body without having to look at them. Life for a child with impaired 
proprioception is not so easy and both moving and staying still take some conscious effort. Without proper proprioception input from 
the brain the child may slide off the chair, stumble or fall.
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wHEELCHaiR POSTURE SUPPORT
This product promotes correct sitting posture while limiting forward 
and lateral leaning.  The Posture Support secures with easy-open 
Velcro® closures.  Also including Velcro® with Red Loop closures, for 
easy manipulation.

Lg230 Children 8 to 12 years old, Velcro®
Lg231 Children 13 years old and up, Velcro®

aDjUSTaBLE LaTERaL SUPPORT
Maximum support is provided by width-adjustable side panels.  This 
product minimizes left-right leaning in wheelchairs and most other 
chairs.  The foam-padded sides adjust laterally for a custom fit,  and the 
Lateral Support wipes clean for easy care.  All models are 7”H x 9”D.

Lg232 8”-12” (20 x 30.5 cm)
Lg233 12”-18” (30.5 x 45.5 cm)

in-BED POSiTiOning SySTEM
This product stabilizes and positions the child in bed,  helping 
reduce pressure sores,  as well as reducing caregiver exposure to 
back injury.  The product allows two caregivers to turn and position 
children, while the two wedged bolsters comfortably support the 
side-lying child.  Velcro® strips on bolsters hold positioning pad 
securely in place.  The positioning pad’s fluid-proof barrier protects 
the linens and mattress.  The positioning pad also serves as a 
transfer aid and is launderable with bolsters covered in durable 
wipe clean vinyl. 

Lg234 Positioning System - Pad & Two 34” Wedges
Lg235 Optional Pad 40” x 48” (101.5 x 122 cm)
Lg236 Optional Wedge 8” x 8” x 17 (20 x 20 43 cm)
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ECOnO-FOOTREST
This product raises footrest for improved posture and seating 
alignment in a wheelchair.  It also prevents feet from slipping behind 
footrests.  A cushioned back protects lower legs against contact with 
the wheelchair.  The footrest secures easily with quick-release straps 
and is covered in durable,  wipe-clean vinyl.

Lg237 Footrest Extender 16” - 18” x 1” (40.5 x 45.5 x 2.5 cm)
Lg238 Footrest Extender 16” - 18” x 2” (40.5 x 45.5 x 5 cm)

aDHESivE HOOK & LOOP
This product is effective for affixing written materials or small object 
to the wall.  It is reusable if placed on a smooth surface,  and has 
strong holding strength.

Lg239 Adhesive Hook & Loop Dots - White 3/4” (2 cm)
Lg240 Adhesive Hook - White 3/4” (2 cm)
Lg241 Adhesive Loop - White 3/4” (2 cm)

CaRPaCK
All parents know that a busy 
child is a happy and well 
behaved child. The CarPack easily 
attaches to any auto headrest 
and will hold all of your child’s 
activity items for long car trips. 
It will easily hold books, games, 
pencils, tissues and any other 
materials needed.
Dimensions: 14" x 18" (35.5 x 45.5 
cm)

Lg242

ERgOBaUM KiDS ROyaL SHOCK 
aBSORBER FOREaRM CRUTCHES
A comfortable, fully adjustable crutch designed 
to make children’s lives easier during recovery, 
while reducing any secondary injury commonly 
caused by conventional crutches. 
• Spring Loaded Legs Reduce Impact with 
   the Ground
• Equipped with a 4-Legged "Extra 
   Balance" High Performance Crutch Tip
• Night Light, Horn & Safety Reflectors
• Built-In Knee Rest Platform
• Forearm Strap & Cup
• First Crutch with Adjustable Cushion Grip 

LH085

nEw
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TangLE THERaPy
Reduce stress naturally with this twistable rubberized Tangle 
with bumpy nodes that is slightly smaller than the original Tangle 
Therapy.  This twistable therapy device is a new ergonomic approach 
to stress relief, as well as manipulative for hand therapy.

Lg678 Tangle Therapy
Lg679 Tangle Relax Therapy

gET-a-gRiP PEgBOaRDS®
This versatile learning activity is strategically designed to develop 
and strengthen visual perception skills, visual motor coordination 
and fine motor skills. Most specifically it develops motor control 
“pincher” grip (thumb and index grip). Includes: a 6.25” (16 cm) 
plastic square grip-board is 30 pegs  in 6 colours, 12 laminated 
activity cards incremented difficulties and an instructional guide. 

LF050 

SEnSORy BaLLS 
Sensory Balls are covered with soft tactile points which can be used 
for massage purposes.  Tactile points make the ball easier to catch, 
throw or kick.  Ball has 9” (23 cm) diameter.  Latex free.  Comes in 
assorted colours. 

LF052

DO-EaT aSSESSMEnT 
TOOL FOR CHiLDREn
Performance based assessment 
tool for children with 
Develepmental Coordination 
Disorder (DCD), Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and both verbal and non-verbal 
learning disabilities.  Evaluates areas of strength and difficulty in 
both ADL and iADL and helps define customized therapeutic goals 
for intervention.

Lg830

nEw
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TiMOCCO DEvELOPMEnTaL gaME

Timocco motivates kids to develop motor, cognitive, and communication skills through play.   

As kids pop balloons, zap aliens or try to catch falling fruit, they don’t seem to notice just how much skill-building practice they’re 
getting.  

Skills include: Midline crossing, bilateral & hand-eye coordination, attention, cause & effect, visual discrimination, posture, 
cooperation and more.

Each game has a variety of fine-tuning options that isolate and develop specific movements and skills for kids with varying levels of 
ability.  
 
• Home edition users can access & play their therapist
  calibrated games online.
• Adapts to a child's range of motion abilities
• Software includes planning & progress tracking tools 
• Ages 3-12 yrs

• 50+ OT designed games
• Mac & PC Compatible
• Patented motion tracking technology
• Includes webcam, 3 colorful gaming balls, and training
• Play anywhere with Timocco's online platform

LF995 Home (1 user) Make a child’s occupational therapy a part of their everyday lives by purchasing this 
version to develop child’s skills in the comfort of their own home.  Allows parents to take an active 
role in their child’s development.  This version does NOT save data. 

LF995PRO Professional (2 therapist, up to 30 child clients) Program allows the therapist to adjust the settings of games to 
the needs of the child.  Game settings and results are saved in an online database making them 
conveniently accessible allowing the therapists to monitor their client’s progress at all times. 
Therapist can provide continual feedback to the child and the parents, even when they are not in 
the clinic setting.  Therapist can track the progress of 10 users at a time.  

Therapeutic Gains:
• Increases range of motion
• Confidence and motivation to use non dominant hand
• Focuses attention
• Restrains impulses
• Bodily awareness
• Improvement of motor skills, bilateral coordination, 

reaction times, muscle ton & posture
• Improvement of cognitive skills (numbers, quantities, 

categorization, visual perception)

Please see www.timocco.ca for more product information.
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TRiCK y TREE™®
TrickyTree™® is a construction game to expose kids to the concept 
of balance.  Use the pegs and joints to build a tree, when the tree 
looses balance children must problem solve by adding additional 
pegs and joints to stabilize the structure.  Helps to improve fine 
motor skills.  Includes: 1 base, 36 pegs, 10 two-pronged joints and 5 
three-pronged joint.  Ages 3+ years. 

LF051

aRK’S Dnz-viBE® 
An innovative vibratory tool for oral motor therapy and beyond.  
Use it to normalize sensitivities and to improve a variety of speech 
and feeding skills.  Made in the USA out of medical grade materials.

LF053

wEaR EaSE® SHOE FaSTEnER KiT
Shoe fastener kit converts regular lace up shoes into an easy to use 
hook-and-loop closures. Ideal for people who cannot tie shoelaces 
or haven’t learnt how.  Can adjust using a shoehorn or dressing 
sticks. For shoes with 2-3 eyelets, only 1 Wear Ease® per shoe 
needed.  For shoes with 4-6 eyelets, 2 per shoe may be needed.  
Sold in a pair.

LF055B Black LF055BR Brown
LF055T Tan LF055w   White

aRK gRaBBER® anD xT COMBO PaCK
As a mouthing tool, ARK’s Grabber® provides an excellent 
opportunity for the mouth to play through jaw movement, 
tongue movement, and oral exploration.  The chewy, resilient 
material can help with oral defensiveness and food aversions by 
de-sensitizing the mouth.  It is also a safe and durable alternative 
to tooth-grinding and/or chewing on hazardous non-food items.  
It is constructed of a firmer material so individuals can exert more 
jaw pressure, but it remains chewy and resilient.  Grabber® is 
constructed of medical grade materials.

LF054
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ROCKET wRiTER
The ergonomic design of the Rocket Writer ensures the proper 
“tripod” finger position.   The Rocket shape takes advantage of the 
natural weight of the hand rather than rely on the child’s ability to 
grip the pencil. Simple twist-top mechanism to expose more of the 
refill. Dual built-in erasers. Comes in a 2 pack.

LF555R

PEn anD PEnCiL 
wEigHTS® 
These colourful Pen and 
Pencil Weights assist with 
sensory motor planning. 

The additional weight of the pencil provides feedback on sensory 
information for those with difficulty in vestibular or proprioceptive 
processing. O-Rings secure the weights and allow the weight 
to be held anywhere along the writing instrument. Weight is 
approximately 1.5 oz (0.043 kg). Kit includes: 3 pencil weights, 6 
O-Rings.

LF065

UnivERSaL HOLDER™®
This Universal Holder securely 
holds most round or irregular 

shaped items in place by means of three adjustable screws.  Holds 
pencils, pen, crayons, markers, toothbrush, etc.  Requires very little 
pressure to write when held in its upright position. Hold items with 
a diameter between 0.125” to 0.4375” (0.32 - 1.12 cm). Includes: Allen 
wrench and 3 extra long screws. 

LF064

PEnCiLwEigHT™
The PencilWeight™ is helpful for individuals who experience 
decreased coordination or need additional proprioceptive sensory 
input during writing tasks. Compatible with most writing and 
colouring tools. Made of durable Tricot and filled with 0.25 lbs 
of lead-free steel shot. Easily secured using the Velcro® strip.  
Recommended to hand wash and air-dry. Size 3.75” (9.5 cm) long 
and diameter of approximately 0.875” (2.2 cm) when wrapped 
around a pencil.

LF063

wRiTing CLaw
The Writing Claw’s tripod grip ensures true finger positioning.  
Allows individuals with poor motor skills to write.  Fits pens, pencils, 
crayons and markers.  Fits left or right hand.  Latex free and is non-
toxic.  Available in sizes small, medium and large.

LF062S   Small
LF062M Medium
LF062L   Large
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HEnRO-gRiP® FORK
Fork designed ergonomically to facilitate eating for individuals who 
are unable to use ordinary cutlery due to poor muscle control.  Fork 
is light and wide, to simplify use.  Dishwasher safe.  

LF060R Right LF060L Left

HEnRO-gRiP® SPOOn
Spoon designed ergonomically to facilitate eating for individuals 
who are unable to use ordinary cutlery due to poor muscle control.  
Spoon is light and wide, to simplify use.  

LF061R Right LF061L Left

HigH SiDED DiSH
This High Sided Dish allows for easy eating with high sides to scoop 
against. It is 9” (23 cm) diameter with 2” (5 cm) high side and an 
ergonomic 0.75” (2 cm) lip around the outer edge for easy handling. 
The textured eating surface resists scratching and staining. 
Microwave and dishwasher safe up to 180°F (82°C). 

LF745

UnivERSaL CUFF
An excellent eating aid for people who have trouble grasping and 
holding small utensils.  Ideal for children with little or no hand 
strength. 

LF725 Adjustable Strap
LF726 Plastic Clip

CLOSED-CELL 
FOaM TUBing
Built-up handles 
give greater control 
to people who 
lack coordination, 

strength or gripping ability. Tubing has a slip-resistant “skin” and is 
dishwasher safe.  Supplied in 12” 
(30 cm) pieces that can be cut to length. Each package contains 6 
foam tubes.

Tan - 0.25” (0.6 cm)   Red - 0.375” (0.95 cm)
Blue - 0.75” (2 cm)

LF727

PEDiaTRiC PLaSTiC COaTED SPOOn 
Stainless steel spoon coated with an FDA approved, soft, white 
plastic.  Protects teeth, gums and lips.  Not recommended for 
children with severe biting reflexes.  Top rack dishwasher safe. 

LF059

MagiC BOwL™
The Magic Bowl’s unique gyroscopic action rotates the bowl 
around 360º, thereby ensuring that stored food does not spill. The 
three grip handle ensures that the bowl can remain in one spot, 
no matter how it is placed. The bowl is BPA free, microwave and 
dishwasher safe.

LF610

LF725 LF726
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DOiDy CHiLDREn’S nOSEy CUP 
Unique leaning shape and handles on both side makes this cup 
easy for kids to use.  The angle allows space for the nose and eye-
glasses while drinking and reduces the need to tilt the head when 
drinking.  Holds 6.5 oz (192 ml).  Top rack dishwasher safe.

LF058

HaLO™ CUP
This cups wide halo base design provides stability and reduces 
the occurrence of accidental spills.  Features a unique handle that 
eliminates the need for gripping power.  Made for small children’s 
hands.  Holds 6.5 oz (192 ml).  Stackable.  Dishwasher safe.

LF057

SiP-TiP® wiTH SELECT-FLOw vaLvES
Makes drinking easier for individuals who have difficulty generating 
and maintaining suction.  An individual can suck from the straw or 
can be helped by “pumping” the fluid up the straw with the flexible 
lid.  The select-flow valve will keep the straw full of fluid, thereby 
reducing the air ingested and the effort required to drink.  Users 
experience less coughing and choking while drinking with the Sip-
Tip® and tend to consume more fluid.  The 1 Pack includes: one 8 oz 
tumbler, 1 spill-resistant lid, 1 select-flow valve, 10 regular straws, 
and 1 *free* Lip Blok® (0.75”/1.9 cm).

LF056

CaMOCUP®
The CamoCup® has been specially developed for infants, children 
and adults with suction, drinking and swallowing disorders, to 
promote their sensorimotor skills optimally. Camocups’ unique 
shape is ideal and comfortable to hold in two hands. Beak shaped 
spout to provide a steady flow of liquid. Dishwasher safe. Capacity 
4.6 oz (120 ml).

LF749
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zEnSiT™
This cushion improves sitting posture and reduces back pain 
and fatigue during prolonged sitting for children with special 
needs.  Reduces stiffness, aches, pains and fatigue in the lower 
back while sitting. Structure alleviates pressure points underneath 
the buttocks by taking pressure off the coccyx and pelvic floor. 
Discreet in the classroom. Portable and customizable. 

LF069

CanDO® jUMPy BaLL
The heavy-duty Jumpy ball is ideal for exercise activities and a fun 
way to provide proprioceptive and vestibular stimulation.  The 
ball has heavy-duty grip handles designed to give the user secure 
control at all times. Ball holds up to 300 lbs (136 kg). Diameter: 
17.7” (45 cm).

LF067

CUSHy-aiR™ MaT ExERCiSE MaTS
Perfect for fitness, physiotherapy and leisure use. Mats are 
convenient, lightweight and the junior Cushy-Air™ Mat comes with 
a carry bag and has die-cut handles.

LF066

CanDO® inFLaTaBLE SEnSi SaDDLE ROLL
The Sensi Saddle Roll has a specially textured “nubby” surface that 
adds pleasurable tactile and visual elements to ball therapy. Saddle 
rolls are much easier to control than balls. The built-in saddle helps 
position the child and gives the child an added sense of security. 
Used to develop muscles, strength, coordination and balance. 
Supports 300 lbs (136 kg).

LF068y Yellow 15.8” (40 cm) 
LF068g Green 23.6” (60 cm)
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POLy MaRKERS
These Poly Markers can be used for positive messages and self-confidence builders.  They are tough enough for regular use in the gym or 
on the playground and great for training or introducing kids to sports.  6 pieces per set. Comes in various colours and shapes.

Lg541 Stars
Lg542 Feet
Lg543 Hands
Lg544 Arrows
Lg545 Turning Arrows

FLEECE BEan 
BagS
Kids can't resist these 
soft, colorful bean bags. 
Perfect for tossing 
games, relays, juggling, 

hop scotch, or anything else you'd use a bean bag for. Soft fleece 
exterior with double stitching, inside-the-bag edges make these 
the friendliest bean bags in the classroom. 6 pieces per set.

Lg546 Set of 4” squares  6 units
Lg547 Set of 5” squares 6 units 

ELaSTiC gROUP CORDS
A sturdy 2-1/2" (6.3 cm) -diameter latex tube is covered with 
soft fabric, creating a stretchy 'border' that encourages group 
cooperation, interaction and creative movement. Individual 
movements affect the dynamics and stretch of the band, so the 
group learns to compensate and maintain support. 

Lg548 12” (30 cm)
Lg549 16” (40 cm)

HURDLES
Younger kids can use these durable plastic training hurdles to build 
jumping skills while older kids can use them for agility training. 
Choose a 6" (15 cm) or 12" (30 cm) hurdle, sold individually.

Lg551 6” high (15 cm)
Lg552 12” high (30 cm)

CaTCH anD BaLanCE SET
Participants must work together to move the included ball down 
the parachute chain and back without dropping it on the ground. 
Includes 6 parachute bands (each with 4 straps) and 1 inflatable 
nylon covered ball.

Lg550
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DEEP PRESSURE vESTS 
The Pressure Vest is made from perforated Neoprene and can 
provide deep pressure to the body evenly which can improve body 
awareness, attention and focus, and can help reduce response to 
stimuli. The breathable, latex-free material also helps the wearer 
maintain a comfortable body temperature.

Lg553 XX Small  Lg554 X Small
Lg555 Small  Lg556 Medium
Lg557 Large  Lg558 X Large 

wEigHTED BLanKET 
The Weighted Blanket is made from soft, comfortable and non 
flammable material and has Velcro® closures at the ends of weight 
channels.  They may provide proprioceptive input and stability for the 
end users. They are designed to be used with different weight sets 
and other sensory items which may help the child’s sensory system to 
calm and organize.  Every child’s sensory system is different so please 
figure out ideal weight input and usage schedule with your child’s 
occupational or physical therapists.  Weights sold separately.

Lg564 Small 3" x 4" (7.5 x 10 cm)  
Lg565 Medium 4" x 6" (10 x 15 cm)
Lg733 Small 5 lb  Lg736 Medium 6 lb 
Lg734 Small 6 lb  Lg738 Medium 10 lb
Lg735 Small 7 lb  Lg739 Large 15 lb
Lg737 Medium 8 lb Lg740 Large 17 lb

wEigHTED LaP PaDS 
Similar to Weighted Blanket, the Weighted Lap Pad is made from 
soft, comfortable and non flammable material and has Velcro® 
closures at the ends of weight channels. The Weighted Lap Pad is 
an effective tool to help those children stay in their seat and focus 
on their work. The Weighted Lap Pad provides self regulation to 
help the child calm and organize.  Every child’s sensory system 
is different so please figure out ideal weight input and usage 
schedule with your child’s occupational or physical therapists.

Lg566 Small Lg567 Medium Lg568 Large

wEigHTED vESTS 
The Weighted Vest is made from soft, breathable and non 
flammable material which is designed to provide constant, even, 
deep pressure input to the child when his or her body is craving.  
We suggest you work closely with one to help determine the 
most appropriate weights and intervals for wearing the vest and 
removing it. 

Lg559 X Small  Lg560 Small
Lg561 Medium  Lg562 Large
Lg563 X Large
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qUiLTED waTERPROOF SEaT PROTECTOR
The quilted waterproof seat protector is great for those with 
incontinence issues.  It helps keep sensitive skin from contact 
with fluids.  Simply toss over any upholstery or fabric and keep 
chairs, wheelchairs and car seats dry and looking new.  Made of 
poly-cotton top waterproof vinyl backing for added protection.  
Washable by hand or machine.

Lg780

MEn'S REUSaBLE inCOnTinEnCE BRiEFS
For moderate/heavy bladder incontinence.  The 1st Layer of the 
men's reusable incontinence breifs is an ultra-soft cotton knit fabric 
that's very gentle on the skin.  The 2nd Layer is a wicking layer that 
effectively pulls the moisture away from the skin.  The 3rd Layer is 
specially engineered sewn in absorbency pad that grabs, holds and 
locks in fluids.  Finally, the 4th Layer is an oversized moisture proof 
barrier for maximum protection.  

Lg904 Men's Incontinence Briefs Small (30-32" / 76 -81 cm) 
Lg905 Men's Incontinence Briefs - Medium (34-36" / 86-91 cm) 
Lg906 Men's Incontinence Briefs - Large (38-40" / 96-101 cm)
Lg907 Men's Incontinence Briefs - X-Large (42"-44" / 106-112 cm)
Lg908 Men's Incontinence Briefs - XX-Large (46"-48"/116-122 cm)
Lg909 Men's Incontinence Briefs - XXX-Large (50"-52"/ 127-132 cm)

wOMEn'S REUSaBLE inCOnTinEnCE PanTy
For moderate/heavy bladder incontinence up to 6 oz.  The 1st 
Layer of the women's reusable incontinence panty is an ultra-soft 
cotton knit fabric that's very gentle on the skin.  The 2nd Layer is a 
wicking layer that effectively pulls the moisture away from the skin.  
The 3rd Layer is specially engineered sewn in absorbency pad that 
grabs, holds and locks in fluids.  Finally, the 4th Layer is an oversized 
moisture proof barrier for maximum protection.  

Lg910 Women's Incontinence Panty - Small (25"-27" / 63-68 cm)
Lg911 Women's Incontinence Panty - Medium (28"-31" / 71-79 cm) 
Lg912 Women's Incontinence Panty - Large (32"-36" / 81-91 cm)
Lg913 Women's Incontinence Panty - X-Large (37"-40" / 94-101 cm)
Lg914 Women's Incontinence Panty - XX-Large (41"-44"/104-112 cm)
Lg915 Women's Incontinence Panty - XXX-Large (45"-48"/ 114-122 cm)

nEw

nEw

nEw
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DRy CaRE 24/7 BRiEFS
These new ConfiDry 24/7 briefs from Dry Care™ are designed for heavy incontinence and 
maximum protection, with a 3-D Core Absorbance System that boasts a capacity of up to 
2-3 litres. Its dependable leak control system keeps skin, clothing and bedding dry for 12 
hours or more, allowing for 2-3 changes in a 24-hour period. Its exceptionally strong and 
durable construction combined with soft, downy linings help in preventing severe skin 
problems; soft guarantee skin dryness; odour control and pH neutralization. ConfiDry 
24/7 are plastic backed briefs with an elastic waistband, adding extra inches for a more 
comfortable feeling, while preventing potential skin problems. 

Lg840 - Dry Care 24/7 Briefs - Small (21"-32" / 53 - 81 cm) - Bag of 18 
Lg841 - Dry Care 24/7 Briefs - Medium (32"-42" / 81 - 106.5 cm) - Bag of 18
Lg842 - Dry Care 24/7 Briefs - Large (43"-65" / 109 - 165 cm) - Bag of 18
Lg843 - Dry Care 24/7 Briefs - Small (21"-32" / 53 - 81 cm) - Case of 72 
Lg844 - Dry Care 24/7 Briefs - Medium (32"-42" / 81 - 106.5 cm) - Case of 72
Lg845 - Dry Care 24/7 Briefs - Large (43"-65" / 109 - 165 cm) - Case of 72

MEn'S inCOnTinEnCE BOxER SHORTS
These boxer shorts have a built-in unique absorbant pad and is 
made of washable and reusable cotton/ply jersey.  There is a button 
fly front and the material is treated to eliminate bacteria.

Lg922 Men's Incontinence Boxer's - Small (30" - 32"/ 76 - 81 cm) 
Lg923 Men's Incontinence Boxer's - Medium (34"-36" / 86 - 91 cm) 
Lg924 Men's Incontinence Boxer's - Large (38"- 40" / 96 - 101 cm)
Lg925 Men's Incontinence Boxer's - X-Large (42"- 44" / 107 - 111 cm)

UniSEx vinyL PROTECTivE PULL-On
The unisex vinyl pull-on's are waterproof with added protection 
from incontinence.  It slips easily over underwear or adult diaper 
and fits comfortably without irritating the skin.  With elasticized 
waist and legs it is made of whisper-quiet vinyl. It has reinforced 
vinyl to prevent spill-over.

Lg916 Unisex Protective Pull-On's - Small (25"-32"/ 63-81 cm) 
Lg917 Unisex Protective Pull-On's - Medium (26"-34" / 66-86 cm) 
Lg918 Unisex Protective Pull-On's - Large (28"-36" / 71-91 cm)
Lg919 Unisex Protective Pull-On's - X-Large (30"-38" / 76-96 cm)
Lg920 Unisex Protective Pull-On's - XX-Large (32"-40"/81-101 cm)

nEw

nEw

nEw
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TRanqUiLiTy wiPES
These super soft hypoallergenic disposable cloth-like wipes are 
great for cleaning any body surface. They are pre-moistened with 
aloe and are alcohol free. The larger size allows for quicker clean up. 
An easy open flip-lid reseals and keeps wipes moist. Latex-free.  9” x 
13” (23 x 33 cm). 12 bags of 50.

LF991

waSHaBLE UnDER 
PaDS
Durable reusable 
cloth under pads offer 
comfort, softness and 
convenience. The pads 
are designed to wick 
moisture away from the 
skin, this combined with 
a waterproof backing 
ensures that bedding 
stays dry.

57005
34” x 37” (86 x 94 cm)

qUiLTED CHaiR PaD 
Heavy duty chair pads for incontinence.  Sewn out of a soft, 
upholstery like fleece.  Protect your recliners, overstuffed chairs, 
dining chairs, wheelchairs and also the upholstery in your car.  The 
bottom layer is a waterproof vinyl that is backed with polyester 
that has some “tack” which eliminates slipping or sliding.  Machine 
Washable.  24” x 17” (43 x 61 cm).

LF990

niTE TRain-R. wET CaLL® 
Compact alarm device with highly effective moisture sensing bed 
pad. Wet Call® is specifically designed for habitual bed wetters, 
incontinent bed patients in hospitals or nursing homes and 
the physically and mentally handicapped with bed wetting or 
incontinence problems. Wet Call® is a medically proven way to 
safely stop bed wetting and/or to alert the nurse or patient when 
the bed gets wet. It is simple, comfortable, easy to use and highly 
effective. 

LF461

DRi SLEEPER™ wETnESS aLERTing DEviCE 
The Dri Sleeper™ Wetness Alerting Device is effective in successful 
treatment of bedwetting.   As urination begins, an alarm sounds 
waking the user before the bed or pajamas are wet. By doing so this 
conditions the user to waken to urinate and later learn to suppress 
the need to urinate during the night.

Lg476
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MULTi PURPOSE anKLE wRaP 
This Multi Purpose Ankle Wrap designed to comfortably provide 
support by lifting and supporting the arch of foot while providing 
compression and soothing warmth. One size fits all.

LF599

nEOPREnE DELUxE anKLE SUPPORT
Stabilize and support weak ankle muscles and ligaments following 
strains, sprains, and stress injuries with the Neopprene Deluxe 
Ankle Support. The neoprene retains body heat, increases blood 
circulation and helps keep muscles warm, reducing risk of injury 
during or after sports activities.  One size fits all.

LF600

nEOPREnE KnEE STaBiLizER 
Neoprene retains body heat, increases blood circulation and helps 
keep muscles warm. The flexible side stabilizers increase lateral 
stability and support knee ligaments without limiting movements. 
The front opening offers increased support for the patella and 
prevents compression.  One size fits all.

LF604

ELaSTiC KnEE STaBiLizER  
The flexible side stabilizers increase 
lateral stability and support 
knee ligaments without limiting 
movements.  The front opening 
offers increased support for the 
patella and prevents compression.

LF602 Small/Medium
LF603 Large/XLarge

wOMEn’S nEOPREnE KnEE 
SUPPORT
The flexible side stabilizers increase 
lateral stability and support knee 
ligaments without limiting movements. 
Buttress insert acts as a patella stabilizer, 
while preventing direct pressure on the 
patella itself. Targets compression just 
below the kneecap to help relieve pain.  
One size fits all.

LF601
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nEOPREnE wRiST BRaCE
Designed to support weak wrist 
muscles and ligaments following 
strains, sprains, and stress injuries.  
Neoprene retains body heat, increases 
blood circulation and helps keep 
muscles warm, reducing risk of injury 
during or after sports activities.  
Cushion against blows, remain effective 
when wet.  One size fits all.

LF590

MEn’S nEOPREnE 
SPLinT wRiST 
Neoprene retains body heat, 
increases blood circulation and 
helps keep muscles warm.  Snug 
fit of the hand and wrist for patient 
comfort.  Does not limit finger 
movement.  One size fits all.

LF591 Left
LF592 Right

nEOPREnE gOLF anD TEnniS ELBOw 
Integrated compression pad reduces muscle contractions in the 
forearm and soothes the pain associated with inflammation of 
the epicondylitis.  One size fits all.

LF597

wOMEn’S nEOPREnE 
SPLinT wRiST 
Neoprene retains body heat, increases 
blood circulation and helps keep muscles 
warm.  Snug fit of the hand and wrist for 
patient comfort.  Does not limit finger 
movement.  One size fits all.

LF595 Left
LF596 Right

ELaSTiC SPLinT wRiST 
aMBiDExTROUS
Designed to help relieve the pain 
and swelling associated with Carpal 
Tunnel Syndrome and to help 
support weak injured wrists.  Helps 
relieve pain and swelling while 
maintaining full range of movement 
of thumb and fingers.  Extra long 
6.5” spoon and two side splints 
provide rigid support.

LF593 Small/Medium
LF594 Large/XLarge

ELaSTiC wRiST wRaP 
Adjustable tension.  Designed to 
support weak wrist muscles and 
ligaments following strains, sprains, 
and stress injuries.  One size fits all.

LF598
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PLanTaR FaSCiiTiS SUPPORT
The Plantar Fasciitis Support provides comfortable support 24/7. 
It comes with a night splint, which stretches plantar fasciitis and 
the Achilles tendon while sleeping or resting. It also comes with a 
day arch brace which increases foot comfort while standing and 
walking. Can be worn with or without a sock and is adjustable to 
fitboth the left and right leg.

Lg425

THUMB 
SUPPORT
This one 
size fits all Neoprene Thumb Support has a comfortable fit and 
retains body heat for better blood circulation.  Extremely useful in 
the treatment of sports injuries, accidental injury and workplace 
demands which affect this area of the body and is adjustable to fit 
both the left and right hand.

Lg369

FEMaLE aBDOMinaL 
SUPPORT
The firm supporting Female 
Abdominal Support has a comfortable 
fit while retaining body heat for better 
blood circulation. One size fits all. 

Lg371

MaLE aBDOMinaL 
SUPPORT
The firm supporting Male 
Abdominal Support has a 
comfortable fit while retaining 
body heat for better blood 
circulation. One size fits all. 

Lg370

BaCK / wORKER 
SUPPORT
The firm supporting Back 
/ Worker Support has 
a comfortable fit while 
retaining body heat for 
better blood circulation. 
One size fits all. 

Lg372
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FREEDOM® DORSaL PF nigHT SPLinT
The wide neoprene calf and toe straps along with gel padding on 
the top of the foot help reduce pressure points and the plastic-free 
bottom offers safer nighttime ambulation.  Additional room in the 
forefoot to accommodate wider feet and new flexible shell allows 
easier nighttime ambulation without compromising the ability to 
hold the foot at 90° during rest.  Neoprene calf.  Padded foam liner.  
Fits right or left.  Not made with natural rubber latex.

Lg346 – Medium (Ladies 6-10, Mens 5-9)
Lg347 – Large (Ladies 10 ½, Mens 9 ½ - 14)

aLiMED® Mini THERa-ROLLS™ 
At only 3-1/2" (9 cm) in diameter this Mini Thera-Roll™ targets 
cervical musculature and plantar fascia to help stimulate blood 
flow and reduce pain and swelling. Firm ridges offer excellent soft 
tissue manipulation and isolate trigger points better than standard 
foam rollers. Smaller size allows self-massage of hard-to-reach areas 
such as middle and upper back either against a wall or on the floor. 
For Plantar Fasciitis, rolls can be stored in the freezer prior to use to 
help relieve inflammation and pain. Exterior surface resists dirt and 
wipes clean. Durable closed cell foam will not absorb moisture or 
bottom out with use. Includes one medium 1.8 kg (4 lb) and firm 2.7 
kg (6 lb) roller. 3-1/2" (diameter)  x 6" (length). 8.9cm (diameter) x 
15cm (length).

Lg348

FREEDOM® THUMB SPiCa  
FREEDOM® Thumb Spica treats “Blackberry Thumb” using a 
flexible, non-rigid shell that limits motion only where it’s needed. 
By supporting the CMC/MP joint and crossing the wrist joint, 
FREEDOM Thumb Spica protects the long tendons of the thumb 
allowing the pain and inflammation of deQuervain’s tendonitis 
to subside without limiting hand function.

Lg356 – Beige S/M, Right
Lg358 – Beige S/M, Left
Lg360 – Beige M/L, Right
Lg362 – Beige M/L, Left

Lg357 – Black S/M, Right
Lg359 – Black S/M, Left
Lg361 – Black M/L, Right
Lg363 – Black M/L, Left
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FREEDOM® aDjUSTaBLE FOOT DROP BRaCE  
Finally, a foot drop brace that can be applied in seconds, can easily be moved from shoe to shoe and is easy to adjust — its that simple! 

Unlike hard, restrictive foot drop braces that lock the foot into one position, the FREEDOM Adjustable Foot Drop Brace promotes a more 
natural foot motion than traditional AFOs. Support is given only where it is needed — support with the FREEDOM to function.

The Foot Drop Brace limits plantarflexion only — ankle motion is otherwise unhindered. This freedom of movement helps maintain ankle 
strength and proprioception that can easily be lost due to excessive immobilization or "over bracing". Quick-release attachment buckle 
permits easy transfer of the foot drop brace from shoe to shoe. Lightweight neoprene cuff and hook-and-loop closure make this brace 
easy to apply and adjust for a proper fit. Plastic stiffeners also help prevent cuff from migrating during wear. The Foot Drop Brace can be 
worn with any men's or women's dress, casual, or athletic shoe with lace-up or hook-and-loop closure. No need to go up a shoe size to 
accommodate an in-shoe AFO. Additional straps available.

Sizing: Measure lower leg just above ankle joint at narrowest point. Fits circumference up to 10-1/2" (25.5 cm) .

LH138 Adjustable Footdrop Brace  LH139 Additional Shoe Straps (3 pack)

ROBinSOn FOREaRM BaSED RaDiaL nERvE SPLinT  
Robinson Forearm Based Radial Nerve Splint helps the patient who has loss of digit extension and wrist extension. This splint has 
the same InRigger™ as the hand-based radial nerve splint, but it also supports the wrist to eliminate functional loss.  Streamlined, 
form-fitting design. A pocket inside each forearm based radial nerve splint glove contains an orthotic positioner, the InRigger™. 
The Robinson Forearm Based Radial Nerve Splint features five spring-loaded lifts, one for each finger, one for the thumb.  The new 
loop spring design distributes force on the internal leather spring pocket. 

aTTaCH aPPLy aDjUST

Attach shoe strap to shoe 
under laces or hook-and-loop 

closure

Wrap cuff around 
lower leg and buckle 

to shoe strap

Pull adjuster strap for 
dorsiflexion control

LH136 - ROBinSOn SPLinT, HanD-BaSED

LH137 - ROBinSOn SPLinT, FOREaRM-BaSED

HOw ORTHOSiS HELPS
• Extends all fingers and allows active 
  flexion where there is functional loss of 
  finger extension.
• Allows dynamic thumb extension 
  with unimpared wrist motion

HOw ORTHOSiS HELPS
• Offsets "wrist drop"
• Extends all fingers and allows active 
  flexion where there is functional loss of 
  finger extension.
• Allows dynamic thumb extension 
  with unimpared wrist motion

nEw

nEw
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MagnETiC POSTURE CORRECTOR
The Magnetic Posture Corrector helps to relieve aches and pains 
by improving breathing, relax muscles and straighten the neck 
and head.  It supports using therapeutic magnets and is made 
with comfortable cotton lining and neoprene material.  It can be 
discretely worn under clothing and is unisex.

LH420 Medium LH421 Large LH422 X-Large

aDjUSTaBLE HERnia SUPPORT
The Adjustable Hurnia Support can support single or double 
hernias.  It is lightweight and invisible under clothes.  It is complete 
with two removable pads.  

Lg889

HOT anD COLD gEL CERviCaL COLLaR
The unique inner gel pack can be heated in the microwave or chilled 
in freezer.  It is perfect to relieve tense muscles and ease aches.  It 
has a soft poly/cotton cover that is removable for washing. Hook 
and loop closure adjusts to fit all.

Lg890

gEL HEEL CUSHiOnS
The Gel Heel Cushions are designed with form-fitting, flexible 
Quadstretch™ neoprene for 4-way movement with extra padding on 
back of heel to help prevent blisters.  The soft gel pad cushion with 
provides shock absorbtion with each step and fits comfortably in 
shoes and provides all day relief.  

Lg824

nEw
nEw

nEw
nEw
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CSUS nigHT 
SPLinT  
Night splint for Plantar 
Fasciitis with adjustable 
dorsiflexion straps. 
Metatarsal wedge 
maximizes dorsiflexion 
stretch.  Fits right or left 
foot.

Lg766

MagnETiC KnEE STRaP  
The Magnetic Knee Strap applies focused pressure to the kneecap 
reducing pain and agony.  The strap designed to improve patellar 
tracking and elevation.  It reduces pain caused by running, jumping 
and provides relief from tendonitis, chondromalicia and Osgood-
Schlatter Disease.  Powerful magnets improve blood flow to knee 
area.  One size fits most with the  fully adjustable Velcro strap and 
comfortable faux calfskin cover.

Lg748

SaFEBOOT ii  
Floats heel & 
relieves pressure 
preventing 
development of 
heel ulcers and 
allows for healing 
of pre-existing 
ulcers.  External 
cover can be 
removed and 
washed.

Lg768

RESTORaTivE HanD  
Treats wrist hand contractures. The Kydex heat moldable plastic 
allows patients to work through their tone or spasticity.

Lg767

RESTORaTivE FLEx HanD  
The Restorative Flex Hand treats a contracted tightly closed fist. The 
Kydex heat moldable plastic allows patients to work  through their 
tone or spasticity. Adult universal sizing.

Lg774

aRM PROTECTiOn SLEEvE  
The arm protection sleeve provides covering against tears and 
abrasions for thin, fragile skin tissue.  Can be used for active and 
non-ambulatory patients.  Cotton/Lycra Washable and reusable.

Lg769

nEw
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wOOL PiLE HOT waTER BOTTLE COvER 
This wool pile hot water bottle cover will protect you from the 
direct hot temperature of the hot water bottle and spread the heat 
more evenly. Slide the bottle in and close the velcro tabs.

Lg871

SHEEPSKin waLKER gRiPS
These walker handgrip wraps will provide comfort for your hands 
through all seasons.

Lg872

wOOLSKin® DETERgEnT
Woolskin® detergent is a specialty 
detergent developed to wash sheepskin 
and other materials. It is able to restore 
the natural oils & fats to the hide with 
each wash. It contains natural oils e.g. 
tea tree oil, lemon myrtle, coconut oil & 
neatsfoot.

Lg884

wOOLPiLE wHEELCHaiR SEaT PaD
Wheelchair seat pad is100% wool pile.  1”pile  height with a  
polyester knit backing, for your comfort and relief. Bias tape bound 
edges with Velcro tabbed straps close under the seat to hold. it is 
machine washable.

Lg873 Woolpile Wheelchair Seat Pad 16" x 16" (40.5 x 40.5 cm)
Lg874 Woolpile Wheelchair Seat Pad 16" x 18" (40.5 x 45.5 cm)
Lg875 Woolpile Wheelchair Seat Pad 18" x 18" (45.5 x 45.5 cm)
Lg876 Woolpile Wheelchair Seat Pad 18" x 36" (40.5 x 91.5 cm)

nEw

nEw

nEw

nEw

nEw

COnvaLESCEnT wOOLPiLE 
BOOTS
These cozy boots are intended 
to provide comfort and relief for 
someone bed or chair-bound.  The 
wool provides warmth and pressure 
relief for the sensitive parts of the 
foot, , while the Velcro straps grasp 
around the ankle and over the in-step 
for a snug, secure fit.

Lg969 - Small  Lg971 - Large
Lg970 - Medium   Lg962 - X-Large
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wOOL PiLE HEEL PROTECTOR
Made from 100% wool pile, these Heel Protectors feature soft 
padding to alleviate pressure on the heels and elbows, as well as 
durable, double-Velcro straps to hold them firmly in place.

Lg878

wOOL PiLE ELBOw PROTECTOR
Made from 100% wool pile, these Elbow Protectors feature soft 
padding to alleviate pressure on the heels and elbows, as well as 
durable, double-Velcro straps to hold them firmly in place.

Lg877

wOOL PiLE BED PaD
This 100% wool pile bed pad is 
designed for your comfort. Features 
a 1” pile height and polyester knit 
backing. Washable.

Lg882 20" x 24" (51 x 61 cm)
Lg883 24" x 30" (61 x 76 cm)

nEw
nEw

nEw
nEw

nEw

SHEEPSKin HEEL PROTECTOR
These genuine sheepskin heel protectors are made for your comfort 
and pressure relief. Features double strappes and has no seam at 
the rear of the heel, The velcro straps have sheepskin tabs to protect 
the skin on the instep.

Lg879

wOOL PiLE PaLM PaDS
These palm pads are intended to protect the palm of your hand 
from encroaching arthritic fingers. The wool will assist in dealing 
with any sweat issues in the palm too. Closes with a velcro strap 
around the wrist.

Lg888
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LUST™ By jOPEn® - L4
This rechargeable bendable personal 
massager  flexes and bends for multi-
directional positioning and is USB 
rechargeable Dimensions: 8" x 2" x 6" 
(20 x 5 x 15 cm).

Lg744

KEy™ By jOPEn® - CHaRMS - 
CURvE LavEnDER
This petite massager is sure to put a 
twinkle in your eye. Perfect for beginners, 
bachelorette parties, or pleasure on 
the go! Curve features 5 patterns of 
strong, powerful vibrations. It also has 
a stainless alloy, easy push button. This 
petite massager uses 1 AA battery (not 
included). Comes with a soft, lint-free 
carrying pouch. Dimensions: 4" x 0.9" (10 
x 2.2 cm).

Lg741

LUST™ By jOPEn® - L3.5
This discreet personal massager 
is USB rechargeable with 
incremenbtal Speeds. It has a 
complete charge in 2.5 hours 
and features a silicone auto on/
off button with LED indicator 
lilght. Requires batteries: 2 AAA 
( Not Included ) and is100% 
waterproof.

Lg745

ESSEnCE™ By jOPEn® - SaTin 
PERSOnaL MOiSTURizER 
(waTER BaSED)
• 4 oz/118 mL
• Personal lubricant
• Water based
• Paraben-free
• Mineral-free
• Petroleum-free
• Sugar-free
• Fragrance-free
• Hypoallergenic

Lg747

aPOLLO™ PREMiUM POwER 
PUMPS
A superior penis enhancer, the 
Premium Power Pump boasts 
incredible suction with its heavy-
duty, oversized cylinder and 
comfortable, easy-grip handle 
for maximum potential. Offering 
approx 9" of room to grow, 
this penis size booster features 
universal measurements along its 
body so you can tally your growth 
with every use, and its opening 
is fit with a flanged base for an 
exceedingly secure seal that will 
hold the results. 

Lg771

KEy™ By jOPEn® - HaLO
This handy and compact ring is designed to enhance stimulation 
in the bedroom and features 5 intense patterns for you to choose 
from. Its soft luxury material will feel great against your skin and is 
also waterproof leaving you free to have fun in the bath and shower. 
1.25" / 3.25 cm (ring diameter)

Lg743

nEw
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aLL naTURaL SEnSUaL 
LUBRiCanT - waTER 
BaSED
• Paraben, Sugar & Glycerin FREE
• All Natural Ingredients
• Includes Aloe Vera
• Contains Carrageenan
• Excellent for Relieving Feminine  
   Dryness
• Safe for Sensitive Skin
• Airless Pump Container

LH097

aLL naTURaL SEnSUaL 
LUBRiCanT - waTER 
BaSED
For men seeking more volume, 
intensity, and excitement.  
MaxSize™ Cream creates a 
warming sensation as vessels 
dilate and capillaries expand.  The 
result is increased firmness and 
fullness, heightened stimulation 
and intense gratification.  

LH099

KEgEL ExCERCiSER
Strengthen buttock region, inner thighs, and increase bladder and 
pelvic floor muscle strength with a Kegel Exerciser. This lightweight 
Kegel Exerciser works to help tone and strengthen pelvic muscles 
to aid in bladder control, increased vaginal tightness and strength, 
and even works to help alleviate leakage due to incontinence. 
Detailed instructions and exercise routines included.

Lg776

SEnSUaL aROUSaL -  
wiLD gEL
• Strong Waves of Ecstatic      
  Sensations
• Paraben, Sugar & Glycerin FREE
• Airless Pump Container

LH095

SEnSUaL LUBRiCanT - 
SiLiCOnE BaSED
• Paraben, Sugar & Glycerin FREE
• Includes Vitamin A & E
• Highest Quality Silicone
• Very Silky/Velvety Smooth
• Excellent for Relieving Feminine  
  Dryness
• Long Lasting and Non-  
  Absorbable
• Perfect for Peri/Post Menopausal
• Airless Pump Container

LH098

SEnSUaL aROUSaL -  
ECSTaSy gEL
• Intense Waves of Ecstatic     
  Sensations
• Paraben, Sugar & Glycerin FREE
• Airless Pump Container

LH096

nEw
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HyDRaTiOn

MEaL BOx  
This highly functional product with a built in fork and salad 
dressing pot, will keep your food fresh and is ideal for transporting 
healthy left-overs or meals on the go.

21228 

SnaCK BOx  
Ideal for carrying fruit, nuts and snacks without cling wrap, the 
Snack Box will keep your food fresh.

21230 

SanDwiCH BOx  
Ideal for carrying sandwiches, rolls or wraps without cling wrap, The 
Sandwich box will keep your food fresh.

21229 

SnaCK TUBES - DOUBLE  
This multipurpose and leak proof product is ideal for separating 
smaller snacks.

21231

SnaCK TUBES - TRiPLE  
This multipurpose and leak proof product is ideal for separating 
smaller snacks.

21232 

Boomerang is a fun food transport system designed to 
rejuvenate the plastic ware category, provides a solution for 

hassle free lunches and eliminates excessive packaging.

nEw

nEw

nEw
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BPA Free Microwave 
Safe

Food Safe Dishwasher 
Safe

Freezer 
Safe
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TUMBLERS
Coffee? Tea? OJ? Whatever it takes to get you through Monday 
morning, we've got you covered.  Hot, cold, light or bold.

STainLESS STEEL
Our stainless steel collection is beautifully simple.  Flip the lid or 
twist it off.  Nothing more than you need and nothing less.

THE TRiTan FaMiLy
A unique shape and cap design.  For cold beverages only. 

TEa inFUSERS
Add flair with these glass tea bottles. The infuser chamber gives tea 
leaves plenty of room to unfurl and fully infuse. There is even room 
to add extra flavor with dried fruit or any custom blend you prefer.

wC702 wC703 wC704 wC700 wC701

wC449 wC220

682wC681wC 478wC 479wC wC921wC082

wC500 wC501

wC504

453wC

wC505

wC208
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SODa CUPS
A cupboard staple, if there is such a thing. Extreme functionality
made the condensation free soda cup become an instant classic.

inSULaTED
These attractive mugs are ideal for the morning commute.  Double wall insulated for maximum temperature retention, 
they are for hot or cold beverages.

wC026 wC027 wC025 wC024 wC028 wC278

wC323wC322wC324
wC325

wC037
wC327

wCD524wCD523
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CLaSSiC wiDE MOUTH
Meet the most popular bottle. Leakproof, odor proof and super durable. 
Ready for whatever big mouths you run into.

naRROw MOUTH
For those who prefer a roomy bottle with a smaller opening, try the 
narrow-mouth loop-top bottle. It offers all the same advantages as the 
wide-mouth, with a top that minimizes the chance of spills and a cap 
that never gets lost.

OTF (On THE FLy)
Take your workout and your water bottle to the next level with OTF (On-The-Fly).  Only 
one hand is required to open the leak proof cap so you can multitask while working on 
your fitness.  

2178-9016 682009-05712178-1116 2178-2025 2178-20222178-2024

2078-2030 2078-20322078-2031

5565-202T 5565-402T 5565-102T 5565-602T 5565-702T 5565-502T

2078-2027 2078-20292078-2028
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a
Activity Apron ....................245
Activity Tray .........................245
Adaptive Pjama Top .........174
Adhesive Bath Strips .......161
Adjustable Bedside  173-174
Adjustable Hernia 
Support ..................................274
Advantage Rail ...................102
Air Cleaner ............................117
Alarm Clock ............................ 53
Alarms

Bed Sensor Pad ................ 86
Buckled Seatbelt ............. 87
Chair Sensor Pad.............. 86
Cordless Sensor................ 91
Door ..................................... 89
Door Banner ...................... 89
Door/Window ................... 83
Easy Release ...................... 87
Economy............................. 83
Floor Pro Pad ..................... 83
Gel Foam Pad .................... 82
Iq Duo .................................. 85
Motion Sensor .................. 88
Non Slip Mat ..................... 89
Nurse Call Adapter .......... 84
Patient Safety ..............82-94
Pediatric ............................250
Personal .............................. 83
Roll Control ........................ 87
Seat Belt .............................. 87
Shake-N-Wake ................173
Stove .................................... 84
Toilet Seat Cushion ......... 82
Tr2 ......................................... 85
Under Mattress Sensor .. 82
Under Seat ......................... 82
Voice .................................... 85
Wireless ............................... 89
Wireless Hallway 
Alert ............................... 92,93
Worry Free ......................... 90

Ali Strap .................................218
All In One 
Universal Opener ..............128
American Standard 
Tubs ................................ 150,151
Analog Dial 

Thermometer ........................ 36
Analog Thermometer/
Hygrometer............................ 36
Angled Ceiling Plate ........104
Ankle

Braces ................................269
Gel Pack ............................224

Anti Bacterial Soap ...........119
Anti fatigue Mat ................115
Anti-Snore Pillow ................ 33
Apple Wedger .....................111
Arcorail ...................................174
Arm Protection Sleeve ....275
Arm Sling................................. 73
Assesment ............................238
Assista Rail ...........................102
Auto Lamp Sensor ............113
Avocado Slicer ....................114

B
Back

Cushion .............................208
Gel Pack ............................222
Heating Pack ...................223
Pack ....................................211
Scratcher ...............................2
Therma Wrap ..................229

Back Support
Bed Lounger.........................1
Chair ........................................9
Koala Comfy ...................... 10
Koala Hug ........................... 10
Lifting ................................271
Lumbar  .............9, 30, 31, 32

Balance Board .....................233
Bandage

Elastic ................................... 80
Gauze ................................... 80
Scissors ................................ 80

Barriatric Chair ...................203
Basket

Walker ................................212
Bath Board ...........160,164,165
Bath Mat ....................... 168,169
Bath Mirror .................. 169,170
Bath Mitt................................252
Bath Step ...............................161
Bathlift ...................................152
Bathroom

Aluminum Commode ..157

Angled Grab Bars ..........165
Bath / Shower Board ....160
Bath Mitt ...........................252
Bed Pan .............................159
Bench ........................ 148,149
Board ................160,164,165
Brush ............................. 49, 51
Comfort Pan ....................159
Commode 153,155,156,157
Commode Bags .............157
Cushion .............................208
Easy Wipe .........................159
Etac Clean Toilet Chair .155
Folding Bath Seat ..........147
Foot Brush ........................153
Freedom Wand ...............159
Gel Pack ............................222
Grab Bar ...................162-167
Hand Held Shower Kit .164
Heating Pack ...................223
Kneeling Pad ...................161
Male/ Female Urinal .....159
Mat ............................ 168,169
Mattress Alarm Sensor .. 82
Mirror ........................ 169,170
Mitt .....................................161
Non Slip 
Adhesive Strips ..............161
Pack ....................................211
Pillow .................................161
Scales ........................143-146
Scratcher ............................ 25
Seats ..........................147-149
Self Wipe ...........................159
Shower Head ..................147
Shower Treads ................168
Splash Guard ...................160
Sponge ..........................49-51
Step Stool .........................164
Suction Grab Rail .. 166,167
Telescopic Tub Scrub ...167
Therma Wrap ..................229
Toilet Aid ..........................153
Toilet Brush ......................164
Toilet Safety Support ...156
Toilet Seat ...............153-160
Toilet Seat Alarm ............. 82
Toilevator .........................156
Toothpaste Squeezer ..... 49
Touchless Faucet ...........110
Tub Scrub .........................168
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Whirlpool Jet Spa ..........147
Bathtub Caddy/ 
kneeling Pad .......................161
Bathtub Safety Rail 163, 164
Bathtub Spa .........................147
Bathtub-Walk-In .......150-151
Bean Bags .............................264
Bed

Bed Assists .......................173
Bed Bug Covers ................ 13
Bed Rails ..........173,174,175
Bed Wedges ....................175
Bedlight ............................172
Bedrisers ................. 175, 176 
Beverage Holder ............176
Blanket Support .............176
Breakfast Tray ..................173
Cooling Pad ....................... 10
Door Hinges ....................176
Guest Bed ........................... 32
Light ...................................172
Lounger .................................1
Mattress Lifter .................176
Mattress Protector .......... 13
Mattress Topper ............... 31
Overbed Table ................173
Pan ......................................159
Pan ......................................159
Positioning System .......255
Rail .....................173,174,175
Sheets ........................... 10, 13
Side Table ........................... 35
Transfer Pad ....................... 73
Warmer ............................... 11
Wedges ................... 175, 225

Beverage Holder ................176
Bibs ..........................................142
Bidet .......................................... 73
Big John Commode ..........157
Bigfoot Half Step ...............200
Blanket Support ................176
Blood Pressure 
Monitors  ..............180,181,182
Body Massager ..................... 52
Body Wedge .........................252
Bolsters ..................................252
Bone Pillow ..........................171
Book

Book Holder .........................8
Cookbook Holder ...35, 113

Bosu Ball ................................233

Bottle Cleaning Set ..........114
Bottle Opener .....................133
Bowl

High Rim ...........................134
High Side ..........................139
Non-Spill .................. 139,261
One Handed Eating ......131
With Lid .............................135

Boxer Shorts ........................267
Bracelet

Fastener .............................. 12
Medic Warning ................. 64

Braces
Ankle ...............269, 272, 273
Elbow ....................... 270, 275
Knee ...................................269
Shoulder ...........................223
Thumb ......................270-274
Wrist ..........................270-273

Breakfast Tray .....................173
Broom

Electric ...............................129
With Dustpan ..................130

Brush
Bath ...................................... 51
Foot ...................................... 51
Hair ....................................... 50

Built Up 
Handles ........ 136,137,138,139
Button Hook .......................... 44

C
Camo Cup ..............................141
Candles

Flameless Candles ..............3
Cane ......................192, 193, 197
Cane Accessories

Hand Grips .......................194
Holder ...................... 191, 198
Ice Pick ..............................198
Lights .................................198
Strap ...................................194
Tips ........................... 194, 198

Cane Stay ..............................191
Cane Tip .................................198
Car Accessories

Back Support .......................9
Gas Tank Turner ...................3
Hd Glasses .......................... 27

Pack ....................................256
Seat Belt Handle .................2
Swivel Cushion ................. 98

Cards       
Holders ...................................8
Jumbo Playing Cards ........8
Low Vision Cards .................8
Shuffler ...................................8

Carpack ..................................256
Carpet Outdoor ..................195
Carts

Laundry .............................127
Recycling ..........................126
Shopping..........................126

Cast ..........................................197
Cast Protectors ..................... 71
Catch And Balance Set ....264
Cerebra Sledge ...................200
Chairs

Back Support .......................9
Bath Seats ...............147-151
Dinning .............................204
Lift Chair ...........................187
Perching ...........................128
Transfer .............................101
Transport .......188, 190, 204

Chair Pack ................... 209, 252
Chair Warmer ...........................7
Clasp It ...................................... 12
Cleaning

Broom And Dustpan ....130
Duster ................................130
Electric Broom ................129

Clip Snip And 
flip Scissors .........................124
Clock

Alarm .................................173
Day Tracker ........................ 27
Natural Sunlight 
Alarm Clock ....................... 21
Reminder Rosie ................ 53
Wrist ...................................173

Coffee Mugs .........................284
Cognitive Training

Letter Shapes ..................246
Number Shapes .............246

Colour Changing 
Night Light ...........................171
Comfort Pan .........................159
Comfy Hips ............................. 95
Commode .......... 153-157, 203
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Commode Chair .................203
Compression Pump . 178,179
Container

Shampoo ............................ 54
Contemporary Grab Bar 162
Contoured Cushion ..........216
Contracture Aid .............. 78,79
Convoluted Cushions ......214
Cook Book Holder ........ 8, 113
Cooking Spoon ...................116
Cooling Pouch ....................... 77
Cpap Carry On ....................196
Cpap Luggage .....................196
Crash Pad ..............................253
Cream

Motion Medicine ............. 52
Cricket ....................................105
Crutches ...............191,196, 197

Pediatric ............................256
Tip .......................................197

Cups
Camo Cup ........................262
Collapsible ......................... 54
Doidy Cup ........................262
Easy Grip ...........................132
Halo Cup ...........................262
Holder .....................................1
Nosey Cup ........................140
Two 
Handled .. 131,134,140,141
With Spout ..............131-135

Curved Grab Bar ...... 162, 165
Cushion

Car ......................................... 98
Chair ...................................218
Gel.......................................251
Grip .....................................254
Headrest ...........................254
Prostate .............................212
Wheelchair ..............213-216

Cutlery
Adaptive ...........................136
Built-Up Handles ...........139
Easy Grip . 136,137,138,139
Knork .................................132
Lightweight ............ 137,138
Weighted ..........................139

D

Data Logger ...................185
Dental 

Brush .................................... 48
Cleaning ............................. 48
Floss ..................................... 48

Dependa Bar ........................103
Diabetic 

Cooling Pouch .................. 77
Crew Socks ........................ 75
Foot Mirror .......................169
Insulin Pouch .................... 77
Slipper Socks ..................... 77

Diapers .......................... 266,267
Digital Indoor 
Hygrometer............................ 36
Digital Suction 
Cup Thermometer ............... 36
Digital fever 
Thermometer ............. 182,183
Digital Wireless
Thermometer ........................ 36
Dining

Anti Slip Coaster ............133
Anti Slip Cup Holder .....136
Anti Slip Place Mat ........133
Anti Slip Roll Of  Material 134

Dish Sponge ........................114
Door 

Hinges ...............................176
Opener ..............................212
Wedge ...............................219

Dressing Aids
Boot Jack ............................ 44
Button Hook ...................... 44
Dressing Stick ................... 44

Dressing Cube .....................239
Dressing kit ..........................239
Dressing Stick ....................... 44
Dropper

Eye ........................................ 67
Medicine ............................. 62

Dry Sleeper ..........................268
Duster .....................................130
Dynamic Lowenstein 
Assessment kit ...................238

E
Ear

Hearing Aid Air Blower .. 63

Sound Amplifier ..................3
Syringe ................................ 63
Water Removal ................. 63
Wax Removal .................... 63

Easi Grip kitchen knife ...124
Easy Wipe ..............................159
Eating

Adaptive Cutlery ............136
Anti-Slip  Mats ................133
Bibs .....................................142
Bottle Holder ..................132
Bowl ......... 131,134,139,141
Cup ............................131-135
Cup With Spout ..............131
Cutlery ......................132-139
Feeder ...............................131
Food Bumper ..................140
High Sided Dish .............139
Non-Spill Bowl ....... 139,261
Nosey Cup ........................140
Plates 132,134,135,139,141
Sectioned Plate ..............139
Universal Non Spill Lid 133
Utensil Straps ......... 132,261

Edema Boots ......................... 75
Elastic Group Cords ..........264
Elavated Leg Rest ..............175
Elbow

Brace ..................................270
Dressing Stick ................... 44
Gel Pack ............................222
Lotion Applicator ............ 67

Electric Nail Clipper............ 66
Emergency

Alert Necklace .................. 94
Transport Chair ..............190

Ergobaum Crutch ..... 197,256
Etac Toilet Seat Raisers ...154
Etac Turner ...........................107
Evacuscape ...........................190
Evaluation kits

Dressing Cube ................239
Dynamic Lowenstein 
Assessment Kit ...............238
Hip ......................................239
Manipulation Board .....239

Examination Gloves ..... 71,72
Exercise Mats .......................263
Exercise Therapy

Ankle Brace ......................224
Balance Board .................233
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Balls ....................................228
Bosu Ball ...........................233
Extention Web ................227
Fitness Circle ...................235
Flex Bar ..............................232
Foam Roller .....................235
Foot Exerciser .................234
Halo Trainer .....................235
Hand Exercise Balls .......227
Hand Exerciser ................232
Heating Pad ....220,221,234
Ice Massager ...................224
Knee Brace .......................224
Paraffin Wax Bath ..........236
Peddler ..............................234
Putty ...................................232
Shoulder Brace ...............224
Shoulder Pulley ..............228
Soft Weights ....................233
Stopwatches ...................237
Stretching Strap .............226
Tens Unit ...........................236
Thera Rolls .......................272
Therma Ball ......................229
Therma Wrap ..................229
Ultrasound .......................236
Wrist Brace .......................224
Yoga Mat ..........................233
Wedges .............................225

Extendable Back Scratcher 2
Extended Door Opener ..212
Extension Cord

12' Indoor ..............................6
Cord Switch ..........................6

Extension Web ....................227
Eyedrop Guide ...................... 67
Ez Bed Rail ............................175

F
fall Prevention

Fall Mat ................................ 84
Gait Belts ............................ 96
Ice Treads ............................ 44

fever Thermometer 182,183
finger

Cot ........................................ 64
Splint .................................... 65

fingerprint Door Lock ....110
fitness Circle .......................235

flameless Candles .................3
fleece Arm Rests ...............218
flex Bar ..................................232
flexyfoot Canes .................192
foam Cushion .....................213
foam Roller ..........................235
foam Tubing ........................131
fogless Mirror .....................170
fold Away Table ......................7
folding Bath Chair ............149
folding Herb Chopper ....118
food

Bag ......................................112
Prep Board ......124,125,131
Saver ..................................119
Tray ....................................... 35

foot
Adjustable Foot Rest ...... 35
Boot Jack ............................ 44
Brace ..................................273
Brush ...........................51, 153
Callus Remover ................ 66
Cushions ...................... 41, 42
Edema Boots ..................... 75
Electric Nail Clipper ........ 66
Exerciser............................234
Foot Rest ................................9
Heel Elevator ..................... 80
Heel Support .............. 40, 41
Hosiery ................................ 37
Insoles ........................... 45,46
Massager ............................ 66
Nail Trimmer ............... 66, 68
Night Splint .....................272
Orthotic ....................... 45, 46
Plantar Fasciitis ...............271
Seperators .......................... 41
Shoe Faster ......................259
Slippers ........................ 11, 47
Smoother ........................... 66
Sock Aid .............................. 37
Sock Horse ......................... 38
Sponge ................................ 49
Stocking Aid ...................... 37
Stool ...................................129
Thera Rolls .......................272
Warmer/Massager ..............7

footrest
Adjustable .......................... 29
Bag ......................................209
Folding ................................ 35

Premium With Wheels ... 29
forearm 

Splint ..................................273
forearm Crutch ..................197
freedom Alert ....................... 94
freedom Alert Wall 
Communicator ...................... 94
freedom Wand ...................159
fruit Infuser Water 
Bottle ......................................280
furniture Risers ..................176

g
Gait Belts ................................. 96
Garbage Can ........................110
Garden

Belt ....................................... 28
Knee Cushion .................... 28
Kneeling Pad ..................... 28

Garlic Crusher/ Press .......115
Gas Tank Turner ......................3
Geigerrig Backpacks 206,207
Gel Cervical Collar .............274
Gel Cushions ........................213
Gel foam Cushion

Wheelchair .......................216
Gel Heel Cushions .............274
Gel Maze ................................240
Gel Pack

Ankle ..................................224
Back ....................................222
Hand ..................................222
Knee ..................222,223,224
Leg ......................................222
Neck ...................................222
Shoulder  ..........................222
Wrist ...................................224

Gel Pad ...................................216
Gel Therapy

Maze ...................................240
Pad ......................................240
Sensory Stimulation .....241
Shapes ...............................241
Tic Tac Toe ........................241
Wave ..................................241

Geri-Sleeves .........................209
Glass Tea Infusers ..............283
Glasses - Sun .......................... 21
Gloves
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Dispenser ........................... 72
Disposable ................... 71,72
Heated Gloves .................. 11
Knitted Hand Warmers .....7
Stocking .............................. 47
Wheelchair .......................210

Glow In The Dark Watch ... 12
Grab Bar ........................162-168

Bathroom ................162-167
Outdoor .............................. 98
Suction ..............................164

Grater ......................................119

H
Hair

Basin ..................................... 61
Brush .................................... 51
Shampoo ............................ 61
Styling Stand ..................... 51
Washer ................................ 50
Washing Tray ..................... 61

Halo Trainer .........................235
Hand

Build-Up Handles . 137,138
Button Hook ...................... 44
Contrature Aid ............78-79
Exercise Balls ...................227
Exerciser............................232
Extention Web ................227
Foam Tubing 
Handles  ................... 131,261
Gel Pack ............................222
Heating Pack ...................223
Held Massager .................. 52
Hot/Cold Therapy ............ 47
Multi Purpose Grip .......... 50
Splint ..................................273
Therapy .............................257
Therma Ball ......................229
Universal Turner .............129
Warners- Knitted ................7
Wax Bath...........................236

Hearing Aid
Air Blower ........................... 63
Cleaning Kit ....................... 64
Dehumidifier ..................... 64
Sound Amplifier ..................3

Heating 
Pads .............220-224, 230, 234
Heel 

Aid ........................................ 40 
Cushion .............................274
Protectors ............. 47, 75, 80

Hideaway Guest Bed ......... 32
High Visibility

Cup .....................................140
Dining Set ........................132
Step Stool .........................153
Toilet Seat ........................153

Hinged Elevated
Toilet Seat .............................158
Hip

Kit ........................................239
Leg Lifter ............................ 44
Moist Heating Pad ........221

Hospital Mattress Topper 31
Hot Water Bottle ........... 69, 70

Electric ................................. 73
Fabric ................................... 70
With Cover .................. 69, 70

Hot/Cold Therapy ................ 47
Ankle Brace ......................224
Elbow Brace .....................224
Hot Water Bottle ........ 69,70
Ice Bag  ................................ 71
Knee Brace .......................224

Hover Table ...............................5
Hurdles ...................................264
Hydration .....................280-286
Hydration Backpack 206,207
Hydro Mat .............................169
Hygienna Bidet .................... 73

i
I.V. Pole ..................................... 73
Ice Bag ...................................... 71
Ice Massager ........................224
Ice Pack ..................................234
Ice Treads ................................ 44
Id My Meds ............................. 56
Impact Gloves .....................210
Incontinence

Bed Alarm ........................268
Boxer Shorts ....................267
Brief ....................................266
Chair Pad ..........................268
Dry Sleeper ......................268
Wipes .................................268

Inflatable Bed Wedge ......175

Insoles ...................................... 47
Insulated Shopping
Trolley .....................................126
Intercom .................................. 94
Iphone Wallet ........................ 12

j
Jar key ....................................121
Jar Opener ...........120,121,122
Jewelry

Bracelet Assistant ............ 12
Bracelet Clasp Fastener . 12
Clasp It ................................ 12
Cleaner ...................................3
Watch ................................... 12

Jumpy Ball ............................263

K
kegel Exerciser ...................279
kettle .......................................114
key finder ..................................2
key Turner .............................121
keyboard - Low Vision .........2
kids Assement kit

Eating ................................257
king koil Gel Pillow ............ 33
kitchen

Apple Wedger .................111
Avocado Slicer ................114
Bottle Cleaning Set .......114
Bottle Opener ....... 133, 128
Brush ..................................120
Can Opener .....................120
Cheese Slicer ...................123
Cooking Spoon ..............116
Cutting Board ........ 124,125,
Dish Sponge ....................114
Food Bag ..........................112
Garbage Can ...................110
Garlic Crusher/ Press ....115
Kettle .................................114
Kitchen Knife ...................123
Knife ...................................123
Knife Guard ......................117
Knife Sharpener .............125
Led Cabinet Light ............ 14
Measuring Cup ...............114
Non Slip Drink Holder ..136
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Paper Towel Dispenser 110
Pizza Cutter ......................115
Pot/Pan Holder ...............141
Salad Spinner ..................115
Salt/Pepper Mill .............116
Scissors .................... 116, 125
Scraper/Chopper ...........112
Soap Dispenser ..... 112,153
Squeegee .........................117
Touchless Faucet ...........110

knee
Braces ...................... 224, 269
Cushion ................. 28, 32, 34
Gel Pack ............................222
Heating Pack ...................223
Kneeling Pad ..................... 28
Pad ........................................ 28
Walker ................................196

knife Guard ..........................117
knife Sharpener .................125
knork.......................................132
koala Comfy ........................... 10
koala Hug ............................... 10

L
Ladder ............................113
Lap Desk .....................................4

Hover Table ...........................5
Lap Tray ............................. 9, 212
Laundry

Bag ......................................127
Cart .....................................127
Hamper ................... 127, 128

Led Night Light ..............171
Led Touch Bedside Lamp...6
Leg

Compression 
Pump ........................178-179
Gel Pack ............................222
Lifter ..................................... 44
Pillow ................................... 32

Lift Chair .........................187
Lifting Cushion ..............101
Light Box ........................242
Lighting

Bedlight ............................172
Bedside Lamp- 
Touch Led  .............................6
Book Light .............................4

Cabinet Light .................... 14
Flameless Candles ..............3
Lamp Sensor ...................113
Light For Mobility ..........198
Motion Lights ......................1
Neck Light .............................4
Night Light.......................171
Night Light Wall Tap ..........6
Outdoor Lighting ...............1
Porch Light ...........................1
S.A.D Lights ....................... 21
Tissue Box .............................7

Limelite Safety Light .......171
Location Monitor ................ 81
Lock............................................ 81
Lotion Applicator  ............... 67
Lower Extremity
Wedge .....................................225
Lubricant ...................... 278,279
Lumbar Support .....................9

Back  ..................................... 31
Decompressor .................. 30
Deluxe ................................. 30

M
Magnetic knee Strap .......275
Magnified Mirrors .... 169,170
Magnifier

Book ..................................... 18
Desk ..................................... 18
Desk Magnifier ................. 14
Electronic ........................... 15
Floor Magnifier ................. 18
Folding ................................ 15
Free Standing ....... 16,17,18
Handheld .....................14-20
Hobby Magnifier ............. 18
Illuminated ..................14-20
Key Board ..............................2
Mobile Phone ................... 17
Monitor ............................... 16
Page ..................................... 20
Pill ......................................... 15
Pocket ...................... 17,19,20
Screen .................................. 16
Stamps And Coins ........... 17
T.V. ......................................... 16

Male / female Urinal ........159
Manipulation Board.........239

Matting
Antifatigue .......................115
Outdoor ............................195

Massager
Foot .........................................7
Hand Held .......................... 52
Mini Body ........................... 52 

Medical Equipment
Blood Pressure 
Monitors ..................180-182
Compression 
Pump ....................... 178, 179
Fever 
Thermometer ........ 182,183
Medicalert .......................... 64
Pulse Oximeter ...............182
Stethoscope ....................177

Medical Record 
Log Book ................................. 66
Medication Stickers ........... 56
Medicine

Dropper .............................. 62
Spoon .................................. 62
Syringe ................................ 62

Menthogel
Arch Prtoectors ................ 42
Bunion Protectors ........... 42
Bunionette ......................... 42
Forefoot Cushion ............. 42
Healthy Insoles ................. 42
Heel Protectors ................ 42
High Heel 
Forefoot Pad ...................... 42
Toe Pads .............................. 42
Toe Protectors .................. 42
Toe Seperators.................. 42

Mini Scissors ........................124
Mirror

Bath ........................... 169,170
Mitt - Bath .............................161
Mobility

Cane Cover ......................194
Cane Stay .........................191
Cane Strap .......................194
Cane Straps .....................194
Cane Tip ............................198
Chair   .................................203
Commode ........................203
Cpap Carry On ................196
Crutch Tip .........................197
Crutches ..........191,197,256
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Evacuscape Chair ..........190
Folding Walker ...............191
Forearm Crutches ..........197
Handsfree Crutch ..........196
Knee Walker.....................196
Led Light ..........................198
Lift Chair ...........................187
Mod Rail ............................103
Morphwheels ..................201
Offset Handgrip .............194
Outdoor Step ..................200
Padded Walker Seat ......195
Pivoting Cane Tips ........198
Quad Cane .......................193
Scooter ..............................199
Shoebaum .......................197
Sled .....................................200
Suitcase Ramps ..............200
Surestep Tip .....................198
Transport Chair ..............188
Tucane Cane ....................197
Walker Coasters .............190
Walker Skis .......................190
Walker Tray ......................195

Moist Heating Pad
Back ....................................221
Hip ......................................221
Neck ...................................230
Shoulder ...........................221

Mold Remover ....................117
Molift Mover 300 ...............109
Molift Raiser ........................106
Molift Smart 150 ...............108
Morphwheels ......................201
Motion Activated 
Bedside Light ......................171
Motion Lights ...........................1
Motion Medicine ................. 52
Motion Sensor 
Night Light ............................. 93
Motion Sickness
        Relief Band ....................... 64
Mrail ........................................174
Multi Purpose Opener ....113

n
Nail 

File ........................................ 50
Trimmer ....................... 66, 68

Nalgene Water Bottles ....285
Neck

Cushion ............................... 31
Gel Pack ............................222
Heating Pack ...................223
Moist Heating Pad ........230

Necklace
Medic Warning ................. 64

Needle Threader .................. 27
Night Splint ................. 272,275
No Slip Ice Carpet ..............195
Nobi Classic ..........................157
Non Slip Bath Step ............161
Nylon Bag .............................211

O
Office

Back Rest ............................ 30
Back Support .......................9
Book Light .......................... 14
Book Magnifier ................. 18
Book Stand ...........................8
Cooling Pad ....................... 10
Desk Magnifier ........... 14,18
Door Hinges ....................176
Lumbar Support .............. 30
Page Magnifier ................. 20
Pen Again ........................... 26
Pencil ................................... 26
Pencil Grips ........................ 26
Stapler ....................................4
Table..................................... 35
Tape Dispenser ....................4

On The Go Diabetic Case . 77
One Touch All In One .......122
One Touch Products .........122
Organizer

Couch .....................................3
Garden Belt ........................ 28
Hand Bag Organizer ..........3

Orthotics ...........................44-47
Outdoor

Fingerprint Door 
Lock ....................................110

Overbed Table ....................173
Oxygen Tank Holder ........211

P

Padded Walker Seat .........195
Pain Relief

Cream .................................. 52
Pajamas..................................174
Patient Safety

Alarm .............................82-94
Fall Mat ................................ 84

Pediatric
Activity Apron ................245
Activity Tray .....................245
Adhesive Hook
And Loop ..........................256
Alarm .................................250
Aqua Weight ...................253
Bath Mitt ...........................252
Bean Bags .........................264
Bed Positioning System 255
Body Wedge ....................252
Bolsters .............................252
Camocup ..........................262
Car Pack ............................256
Catch And Balance Set 264
Chair Pack ........................252
Crash Pad .........................253
Cushion Grip ...................254
Cutlery ...............................261
Door And Window  .......250
Elastic Group Cords ......264
Exercise Mats ..................263
Exerciser............................253
Fall Mats ............................250
Flower ................................244
Gel Cushion .....................251
Gel Pad ..............................240
Gel Tic Tac Toe Board ....241
Gel Wave ...........................241
Hurdles ..............................264
Jumpy Ball........................263
Lateral Support ..............255
Letter Shapes ..................246
Light Box ..........................242
Magic Bowl ......................261
Mouthing Tool ................259
Nosey Cup ........................262
Number Shapes .............246
Oral Motor Therapy ......259
Pads ....................................245
Peg Board .........................257
        Pen/Pencil Weights 260
Pillow .................................244
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Poly Markers ....................264
Positioner .........................255
Saddle Roll .......................263
Seat Belt Alarm ...............249
Sensory Balls ...................257
Sensory Stimulation 
Flower ................................244
Sensory Stimulation 
Pillow .................................244
Sensory Stimulation 
Shapes ...............................244
Sensory Stimulation 
Vibrating Mitt .................244
Shapes ...............................244
Shoe Faster ......................259
Sip-Tip Cup ......................262
Sling ...................................249
Support .............................255
Synthetic Sheepskin
Pads ....................................245
Tangle Therapy ...............257
Timocco Game ...............258
Tricky Tree ........................259
Universal Holder ............260
Vibrating Mitt .................244
Wall Pockets ....................247
Weighted Blankets ........265
Weighted Vests ..............265
Wheelchair Footrest .....256
Wheelchair Head 
Positioner .........................255
Wheelchair Headrest....254
Wheelchair Posture 
Support .............................255
Writing Claw ....................260
Zensit .................................263

Pedometer ............................237
Peg Board..............................257
Pen/ Pencil

Contour Pen ...................... 27
Grips ..................................... 26
Heavy Weight Pen ........... 26
Holders ..............................260
Pen ...............................26, 260
Pen Again ........................... 26
Ring Pen.............................. 26
Weights .............................260
Write Pen ............................ 27

Personal Massagers .........278
Personal 
Moisterizer .................. 278,279

Personal Shower kit .........164
Phone

Holder .....................................2
Wallet ......................................2

Pill Caddy ................................ 56
Pilid ............................................ 57
Pill

Box ..................................54-59
Crusher ..........................60-61
Labels  ................................. 56
Magnifier ............................ 15
Puncher ............................... 59
Puncher ............................... 59
Splitter ................... 54, 60, 61
Swallowing Aid ................ 59

Pillow
Anti-Snore .......................... 33
Bath ....................................161
Bed Lounger.........................1
Bedroom  ..........................171
Body Wedge ....................252
Bolsters .............................252
Crash Pad .........................253
Gel......................................... 33
Leg     .................................... 32
Memory Foam
(2 Pack) ................................ 33
Neck Pillow ...........................1
Ring  ..................................... 71
Rophi Cushion .................. 34
Sensory Stimulation .....244
Travel ......................................1
Water ................................... 33

Pivoting Cane Tip ..............198
Pizza Cutter ..........................115
Pizza Wheel ..........................118
Plantar fasciitis 
Support ..................................271
Plate

Food Bumper  .................140
High Rim ...........................134
One Handed Eating ......135
Sectioned .........................139
With Lid .............................135

Poly Markers ........................264
Poncho ...................................219
Portable Grab Bar .............166
Post Op

Arm Sling ............................ 73
Cast Protectors ................. 71
I.V. Pole ................................ 73

Leg Lifter ............................ 44
Ring Pillow ......................... 71
Rubber Ring ...................... 67

Posture Corrector ..............274
Poultry Lifter .......................119
Power Pump.........................278
Pt Rail ......................................103
Pulse Oximeter ...................182
Putty ........................................232

q
Quilted Bag ..........................208

R
Rain Pancho .........................219
Raine Wheelchair 
Pancho ....................................219
Raised Toilet
Seat ........153,154,156,158,160
Ramps .....................................200
Reacher

Folding ................................ 22
Pick Stick ............................. 23
Rainbow Reacher ............ 22
Reach N Grip ..................... 22
Shoe Helper ....................... 24
Sliding ................................. 25
Suction Cup ....................... 25
Telescopik .......................... 23

 Reading
Book Light .............................4

Release Belt .........................209
Reliner

Denture ............................... 48
Reminder Rosie .................... 53
Restorative flex 
Hand ........................................275
Restorative Hand ..............275
Riji Cup ...................................141
Ring Pen ................................... 26
Ring Pull Can Opener ......121
Ring Cushion ......................... 71
Rocket Writer .......................260
Roll About Chair ................133
Rollator ......................... 188,189
Rollator Covers ...................205
Rophi Cushion ...................... 34
Royal Ez Chair .....................204
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Rubber Ring ........................... 67

S
S.A.D Lights ............................ 21
Saddle Roll ...........................263
Safeboot Ii ............................275
Safety Belt ...................................
Safety Glo Bed Rail ...........174
Safety Strap .........................218
Salad Dressing Shaker ....118
Salad Spinner ......................115
Salt/Pepper Mill .................116
Scales

Bathroom ................143-146
Luggage............................146

Scissors
Bandage ............................. 80
Kitchen Scissors .............116
Multi Purpose .................125
Self-Open Scissors ........123

Scooter ...................................199
Scooter Bag ..........................211
Scraper/Chopper ...............112
Screen Magnifier ................. 16
Seat Belt
       Wheelchair ......................210
Seat Belt Alarm...................249
Seat Belt Handle .....................2
Seat Protector .....................266
Self Wipe ................................159
Sensory Balls .......................257
Sensory Stimulation

Activity Apron ................245
Activity Tray .....................245
Flower ................................244
Pillow .................................244
Shapes ...............................243
Vibrating Mitt .................244

Shampoo
Basin ..................................... 61
Rinse Free ........................... 61

Sheepskin
Bed Pad .............................277
Elbow Protector ......47, 277
Heel Protectors .. 47, 76, 80
Pad ...............................76, 245
Slippers ......................47, 208
Walker Grips ........... 195,276

Sheets ................................ 10, 13

Shoe
Boot Jack ............................ 44
Curly Laces ......................... 39
Elastic Laces ...................... 39
Fastner ...............................259
Heel Support ..................... 40
Ice Treads ............................ 44
Insoles ................................. 40
No Knot Laces ................... 39
Orthopedic ........................ 43
Orthotic Supports ........... 40
Post Op......................... 43, 52

Shoe Horn
Jockey Long Handle ....... 40
Metal .................................... 40
Plastic .................................. 40
Teak  ..................................... 38

Shoebaum ............................197
Shopping Cart.....................126
Shoulder

Brace ..................................224
Dressing Stick ................... 44
Gel Pack ............................222
Heating Pack ...................223
Lotion Applicator ............ 67
Moist Heating Pad 220-221
Pulley .................................228
Therma Wrap ..................229

Shower
Board .................................160
Brush ...........................51, 168
Chair ................ 147-148, 203
Safety Belt ........................214
Scrub ..................................168
Sponge ......................... 49, 50
Sponge ......................... 49, 50

Silicone
Anti-Friction Rings .......... 41
Heel Cups ........................... 41
Metatarsal Cushions ....... 41
Toe Crest ............................. 41
Toe Separators .................. 41
Toe Straighteners ............ 41

Sinclair Doorwedge .........219
Sip Tip Cup ............................262
Sitz Bath ................................... 68
Sling

Pediatric ............................249
Arm ....................................... 73

Slippers ...................... 11, 47, 75
Smart Rail .............................102

Smoker's Apron ..................142
Sock Aid

Helping Hand ................... 38
Hosiery ................................ 37
Sock Horse ......................... 38
Stocking .............................. 37
Terry Cloth ......................... 38
Universal ............................. 38

Socks
Diabetic Crew Socks ....... 75
Diabetic Slipper Socks ... 77
Swell Sox ............................ 75

Soda Cup ...............................284
Soft Weights ........................233
Sopopular .............................119
Sound Activated 
Pill Caddy ................................ 56
Splash Guard .......................160
Splint .......................................273

Finger  ................................. 65
Squeegee ..............................117
Sta Bowl .................................141
Stapler .........................................4
Step Stool............113,129, 153
Stethoscope .........................177
Stopwatches ........................237
Stove Reminder ................... 83
Stretching Strap.................226
Suction Grab Rail ...............164
Sun Glasses ............................ 27
Super Pole ............................104
Suregrip Risers ...................175
Support

Foot ....................................275
Hand ..................................275
Knee ...................................275

Swell Sox ................................. 75
Switch Stick Cane ..............192
Swivel Gel Seat ...................216
Swivel Seat ...........................148
Syringe

Earwax Removal .............. 63
Medicine ............................. 62

T
Table

Bed Side .............................. 35
Fold Away..............................7
Tablemate .......................... 35
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Writing Table ..................... 35
Tablet Stand........................... 29
Tallette ...................................158
Tangle Therapy ...................257
Tape Dispenser ........................4
Teeth

Brush .................................... 48
Flosser  ................................ 48
Pick ....................................... 48
Tube Squeezer.................. 49

Telescopic Grab Bar ..........167
Telescopic Tub Scrub .......167
Temple Thermometer .....182
Tens Unit ................................236
Tens/ Ems Combo ..............236
Thera Rolls ............................272
Therapy Positioners .........225
Therapy Putty .....................232
Therma Ball ..........................229
Therma Wrap .......................229
Thermometer

Fever ......................... 182,183
Weather  ............................. 36
Vaccine ..............................184

Thermophore 
Heating Pads .......................221
Threading Helper ................ 27
Thumb

Brace ..................................271
Tilt Chair ................................203
Timers

Grounded Outdoor............6
Plug In- Indoor ....................6

Timocco Game ....................258
Tissue Box .............................212

Lighted Tissue Box .............7
Toilet 

Aid ......................................153
Brush ..................................164
Safety Support ...............156
Seat............................153-160
Seat Alarm ......................... 82
Seat Raisers......................154
Slash Guard .....................160

Transfer Bench
Sliding ...............................148

Transfer Devices
Angled Ceiling Plate .....104
Assista Rail .......................102
Bathroom Rail ........102-104
Bariatric ............................... 99

Bed ................................ 77, 79
Bed Rails 102-104, 173-175
Boards ...............................100
Car ......................................... 97
Chair ......................... 101, 105
Chair Rails........................... 97
Cricket ...............................105
Dependa Bar ...................103
Gait Belts ............................ 96
Lifting Cushion ...............101
Mod Rail ............................103
Molift Mover 300 ...........109
Molift Raiser ....................106
Molift Smart 150 ............108
Pivot Disc ............................ 98
Pt Rail .................................103
Rail ......................................100
Roller .................................... 99
Sling .............................. 97, 99
Smart Rail .........................102
Super Pole ........................104
Swivel Cushion ................. 98
Transport Chair ..............188
Turner ................................107

Touchless
Trash Can ..........................110
Towel Dispenser ............110
Faucet ................................110
Soap Dispenser ..............112
Door Lock .........................110

Travel
Pillow ......................................1
Wallet ......................................4

Tricky Tree .............................259
Trolley .....................................128

Food ......................... 128, 129
Laundry .............................127

Tru Ice......................................224
Tub N Shower Grab Bar ..162
Tub Scrub ..............................168
Tube Squeezer ...................... 49
Twin Scrub 
Cleaning Brush ...................118

U
Ultrasound - Portable .....236
Universal Holder ................260
Universal Turner ................129
Urinary-Male/female ......159

Urinary Drainage Bag .....208

v
Vaccine Thermometer .....184
Vaccum ...................................129
Versaframe ...........................156
Vinyl Cushion Toilet Seat 158
Vinyl Protective Pull Ons 267
Visual Aids

Cards .......................................8
Key Board ..............................2

w
Wax Bath ........................236
Walk In Bath Tubs ..... 150,151
Walker .....................................191
Walker Accessories

Bag ...................205, 208, 211
Basket ................................212
Coasters ............................190
Cup Holder ......................212
Grips Sheepskin .............195
Seat.....................................195
Skis .....................................190
Tray .....................................195

Wall Pockets .........................247
Wall Tap

Night Light   .........................6
Wallet

Phone Wallet ..................... 12
Travel ......................................4

Watch ........................................ 12
Water Bottle Cover

Cozy ..................................... 70
Massaging .......................... 69
Wool Pile ............................. 69

Water Bottles .......................285
Water Pillow ........................... 33
Waterglow Led 
Shower Head .......................147
Waterproof Terry Bib .......142
Weather

Analog Dial 
Thermometer ................... 36
Analog Thermometer/
Hygrometer ....................... 36
Digital Indoor 
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Hygrometer ....................... 36
Digital Suction Cup 
Thermometer ................... 36
Digital Wireless 
Thermometer ................... 36

Wedge Cushions ................214
Wedge-Therapy..................225
Weight ....................................253
Weighted Blankets ...........265
Weighted Lap Pads ...........248
Weighted Vests ...................265
Wheelchair ................. 186, 202
Wheelchair Accessories

Back Cushion ..................208
Back Pack ..........................211
Backpack ................. 206,207
Backs ..................................205
Bag ............................ 205, 209
Basket ................................212
Brake ..................................217
Chair Pack ........................209
Chart Holder ...................209
Contoured Cushion ......216
Convoluted Cushions ..214
Cooling Pad ....................... 10
Cup Holder ......................208
Cushion
30, 205, 208, 213-216 ..........
Extended Door Opener 212
Foam Cushion.................212
Footrest ................... 208, 256
Gel Cushions ...................213
Gel Foam Cushion .........214
Gel Pad ..............................216
Geri-Sleeves ....................209
Gloves ................................210
Handy Bag .......................208
Nylon Bag .........................211
Oxygen Tank Holder .....211
Phone Holder .......................2
Poncho ..............................219
Positioner .........................255
Ramp .................................200
Release Belt .....................209
Safety Belt ........................214
Seat Belt ............................210
Sheepskin Pad ................218
Stump Rest ......................210
Support .............................255
Swivel Gel Seat ...............216
Table Mate ......................... 35

Tissue Holder ..................212
Tray ........................... 210, 212
Urinary Drainage Bag ..208
Wedge Cushions ............214

Wheeled Carts
Laundry Carts .................127
Recycling Bin Dolly .......126
Shopping Cart ................126

Wheelzahead Track Iii
Rollator ..................................189
Whirlpool Jet Spa ..............147
Wipe 

Toilet ..................................159
Wipe Aid ............................. 74

Woolpile
Bed Pad ............................... 76
Convalescent Boots ........ 47
Elbow Protectors ............. 47
Heel Protectors ................ 76
Palm Pad ............................. 76
Woolpile Hot Water 
Bottle Cover.....................276
Woolpile Wheelchair
Seat Pad ............................276
Woolskin Detergent .....276
Worlds Largest 
Water Bottle Cover .......... 69

Wrist
Brace ..................................270
Gel Pack ............................224

Writing Claw ........................260
Writing Table ......................... 35

y
yoga Mat ................................233

z
Zensit ......................................263
Zipper Ring Pulls ................. 38





Page 53
Footlogics Catwalk

Page 182
Deluxe Automatic Blood 

Pressure Monitor

Page 178-179
The BIOS

Compression Pump

www.sandstonepharmacies.com
1(844) 203-9599

CALGARY LOCATIONS:

•  SIMONS VALLEY
6213 Centre St N Calgary, AB T2K 0V2 

•

 NANTON

•

 FIFTH AVENUE
222, 425 – 1 St SW Calgary, AB T2P 3L8 

•

 SARCEE
22, 4604 – 37 St SW Calgary, AB T3E 3C9 3

•

 RURAL LOCATIONS:

•

 MCKENZIE
16630 Mckenzie Lake Blvd SE Calgary, AB T2Z 1N4 

•

 GLENMORE LANDING
167D, 1600 – 90 Ave SW Calgary, AB T2V 5A8 

•

  BONAVENTURE
 101, 12427 Bonaventure Dr SE Calgary, AB T2J 3N8 

 LANGDON•

 SPRAGUE
727 – 7 Ave SW Calgary, AB T2P 0Z5 

•

 THREE HILLS•

 BLACKFALDS•

 INNISFAIL•

 SANDSTONE PHARMACIES @ YYC 
Departures Level – Gate A 
2000 Airport Rd NE Calgary, AB T2E 6W5 

Sandstone Pharmacies is locally owned and operates 16 

locations throughout Central and Southern Alberta, with 

8 locations in Calgary. We are 240 employees strong 

and our team is dedicated to providing exceptional 

patient care.

Sandstone Pharmacies has the mass and infrastructure 

that allows management to participate with government to 

meet ever-changing demands within our public health care 

system, while still retaining the personal patient 

relationships and excellent service levels for which 

independent pharmacies are renowned.

Our mission is to improve quality of life within the 

communities we serve by offering a “person-centered” 

health care model that is supported by pharmacists that 

hold the highest qualifications and are supported by state-

of-the-art technology. Our technology and operation 

systems are compatible throughout all of our locations, 

allowing our pharmacists to seamlessly use our entire 

infrastructure to fulfill diverse and specialized client needs.

Our commitment as a company is to exceed your 

expectations by providing value-added support services, 

which go far beyond dispensing drugs, to individuals 

and businesses alike. 

At Sandstone Pharmacies we encourage and expect our 

team to be innovative problem solvers and ever learning 

individuals.  Our references will heartily support that we have 

established a reputation for superior patient care, excellent 

customer service and exceptional partners in business. •  BRAGG CREEK


